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1. On Differential Equations with two Independent Variables.

By A. C. Dixon.

[Beceived 27 November 1899.]

§ 1. In a paper published in the xciiird volume of Crelle's Journal (pp. 188

—

214), Herr Hamburger has given a method by which solutions of partial differential

equations with two independent variables may be found if certain systems of total

differential equations have exact integi'als. The present paper contains an investigation

of this method from another point of view which leads to some practical simplification.

The number of systems of total differential equations used is equal to that of the

independent variables. In Herr Hamburger's paper each of these systems is supposed

to have an exact integral without reference to the others. It appears now however

that if any one of them has an exact integral this may be used to reduce the rest,

and that if after the reduction another has an exact integral this may be used in

the same way, so that when we arrive at the last system the exact integral desired

is found by solving a system of ordinary differential equations. Although the scope of

the method is thus increased it is even now by no means of universal application.

The theorem on which it depends is however extended so as to hold generally. The

result (I 18) is theoretically interesting but it is doubtful whether it will be of great

use in practice.

A note is added on the relation of Singular Solutions to a certain determinant

which plays an important part in the investigation.

A discussion of Ampere's equation

Rr + 2& +Tt+ U{rt - s"-) = V

on somewhat similar lines was presented to the London Mathematical Society at theii-

last meeting (Nov. 1899). {Proc. L. M. S. vol. XXXI. pp. 332—.3.50.)

§ 2. Taking a system of n total differential equation.s in n + 3 variables, in the form

di/i = piidxt + p,-.dx.2 + pisdx-i (i =1, 2 ... n)...(l)

where the quantities j} are known in terms of x^, x.,, x.^, ^i,...y„, let us consider how

a solution consisting of » + 1 integi'al equations is to be found, if one exists.

Vol. XIX. Part I. 1



2 Mr DIXON, ON DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Let ^(a^, iCj, a^, y,,...</„) = be one of the ?( + 1 integral equations: then when it

is known, if it is not an exact integral, the other integral equations will be found by

substituting in (1) for one of the variables, say x,, its value in terms of the others

as given by <^ = 0, and then integrating; and the function
<f>

must satisfy such con-

ditions as will make the equations resulting from this substitution a completely integrable

system.

Let X). (a = 1 , 2, 3) denote the operator

a " a

3-r. ,=1 drji

then by substituting from (1) in the equation d(f) = 0, we derive

D.^.d^, + Jj.,(l>.d.r, + D,<f>.d.r, = (2),

so that the reduced system is

^yi= [pa - D^ Pi3J (fei + [Pii - 27? Pii) dx„ (t = I, 2 . .
.
n)

with the one known exact integral
<f)
= 0.

The system (3) must be completely integrable ; for this it is necessary and sufficient

that

(b --^^ i)]^''f' -(b -^d)^

(3),

.(4).

The first of the two equations just written is simplified by subtracting from it ^,-3

times the second and the result is

B,<f> {B,pi, - B,p,;) + B,4> (Ajo,-, - D,pi,) + A<^ {D,p,, - D,pn) = (5).

The n equations (5) are equivalent to the « + 1 equations (-1) since the second one

written under the head (4) above reduces to

i
If

[B,4> (B,p,, - B,pi,) + B4 (B,pi, - B.pi,) + B,<f> {B^p^, - B,p;,)] = 0,
1=1 <^yi

and is therefore a consequence of the system (5).

§ 3. Now the equations (I) are supposed not to be completely integrable, since

otherwise there is no point in the question under consideration ; thus the equations (5)

are not illusory; they may reduce to a single equation, or to two, or to the three

D,<f) = 0, B,^ = 0, B,(j> = 0.

In the last case ^ = will be an exact integral of the system {I) and may therefore



WITH TWO INDEPENDENT VARIABLES.

be used to diminish the number of equations in it as well as that of the variables,

so that we shall have the same problem after the reduction as before, only with fewer

variables. We therefore suppose that ^ = is not an exact integral.

§ 4. Assume then that two of the equations (5), say the ith and jth, are inde-

pendent and that the others are all consequences of these. Then from the two equations

P,3A</> + P..D,<f> + P,,D,<^ = 0,
I i i

P.,,D,cf> + P,,D,4> + P,,D,j> = 0,

j j j

where P^ denotes Dopa - B^pio, or {D.D^- D^^D.^y,, and so on, a third can be formed,
i

namely,

/P^A + PuD, + P,,Aj (P=3 A</> + P^, A<^ + A.A</>\

-('P^A + A.A + A,AUA^A<^ + A:A</>+P>.A<A\ = o (6').

\ i j j J \ ' ' • J

The left-hand side of this contains the three terms of the form

/A,A, - A,A,\ (AA -AA) 4> ;

V »" j ' J

1

but D,D,-D,D, = ip.^^
,

«.=i k oyk

and therefore the sum of these three terms vanishes, since by hypothesis the ^th equation

in (5) is a consequence of the I'th and Jth, so that

A„ A„ P, =0.
k k k

A3. A„ A.
i i i

A,„ A, A,
j j 3

The coefficient of Di<^ in (6') is

(PaA + A.A + A.A\ Pa - (P:..D, -t- A,A + P,oD,\ P^,

P.^(D,P.,^ + D,P,, + B..M
• \ > J J J

- P.^ fD,P.^ + D,P,, + APiA

+ D, (P,,P^. - P.,,P.,^ - A fPaA. - A.P.A

.

V ' ' J ' / \ i J i j J

If then Qi, Q,,, Q,., are the determinants of the matrix

P P P

P P P
)

i j

1—2



Mr DIXON, ON DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

the equation (6') becomes

D,<I>(I),Q,-D,Q,) + D,<f>{D,Q,-D,Q,) + D,,f> {D,Q,- D,Q,) = (6),

the other terms disappearing on account of (5).

Now the condition (6) must not be a new one or we shall again have

Hence it is necessary that

Q.(AQ3-Aa..) + QaAQ,-Aa) + Q.(AQ.-Aft) = o (7)

even when the system (5) reduces to two equations only.

§ 5. When the condition (7) is satisfied identically, there will be n + 1 independent

functions <^, ^; ... ^„+, satisfying the conditions (o). Choosing one of them, (^i, we may

take ^1 = a, as one of the integral equations, transform the system (1) by means of it

and then integrate.

Suppose the integrals to be

?/l
= Ci, u., = c. ... lln =c„,

and that a, does not occur in these equations, <^i being substituted for it if necessary.

The functions './i,
«., ... u„ must satisfy the conditions (5) just as (/), must; they must

therefore be functions of (^,,
<f)..

... <f>„+u and in fact the solution reduces to

The same thing may also be seen thus. The auxiliary total system used in the solution

of the two equations (5) may be written

dxj, dx.,, dxs, ... dym > •

-'asi 'sij -'12> • ^jni-' 35 + /'ma-' 31 + iJi/13-' li,

-•23 1 -'SI > -'IS PmiPis+Pm-Ps, + P,raPv>,

= 0;

J ) J J J J

it therefore includes the equations (1) and one other, and the expressions such as

di/,„ - pmidxj - p,„..da:, - p,„^dxs

must be linear combinations of d<f>i, d<f>. ... rf^i,+i. Hence if f/<^, =0, the n equations (1)

give

d<f>2 = dcfij = dcj)i = . . . = d(f)n 0,

and the integral is

4>i = "i . ^i = "- • • • 4'>'+i = "h-i-1-

The existence of such an integral, involving /( + 1 arbitrary constants, is therefore ensured

if the equations (5) reduce to two and if the condition (7) is identically satisfied. To

find the integral we must take with the system (1) the new equation

Q,dx, + Q.,dx., + Q.,d.r-, =
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which is the other equation inchided in the auxiliary system of (5): the integral of

these rt + 1 equations is the solution desired.

If (7) is not an identity it may be possible to take it for one of the ?i + 1 integral

equations and thus arrive at an integral with n, or fewer, arbitrary constants.

§ 6. Suppose lastly that the equations (.5) reduce to a single one only ; this will be

the only restriction on the form of </>. Let <^i, (j)„ ... <j)„^., be the independent solutions

of (.5) ; take <^i = O] as the first integral equation. Then the others may again be taken as

(f).2
= a.,

, 03 = as . . . <^„_^i = a„+]

by making a proper choice, and thus the equations (I) will be equivalent to such a

system as

d<i>,n = \nd4>i- (m = 2, 3 ... « +1)

Now the equation (5) must be covariant for all changes of the variables on account

of the property of ^ which it expresses; let (^j, 0, ... tj),,^.,, z be taken as the

new set of variables, z being any function independent of (^,, <^., ... (j^n+o, then (-5)

becomes

^T • "5 ^~
• ^T =^- {ill = -, O ... H + I)

These n equations for <^ are to reduce to one and to be satisfied by (/>„+,, hence

^z
= 0; (m=2, 3 ... h + 1)

so that Xm. is a function of <^i, (/>.>... c/),,^.,.

It is now clear that the » + 1 equations of any integral equivalent will involve

</), , </).,... <^„+o only, and thus these functions will all be determined in terms of one of

them. The first of the n + 1 equations connecting them may be chosen arbitrarily, but

there will be no loss of generality if it is taken to involve only two of the functions

and in fact to be

F{^<^„ </>,)= 0,

We then have

if <^i, <^o are not constants, and the other n — \ relations are found by integration from the

equations

d^m = \nd(f)i. {m = 3, 4 ... ?i + 1)

Thus the primitive contains n — 1 arbitrary constants and an arbitrary function of one

variable.
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§ 7. Before appl}-ing these results it may be well to state an iinportaut lemma.

It' we have 711+ 1 independent variables x,, a-.. ... .(•„,, t, and n dependent, i/i, i/.,...ijn,

then a solution of the 2)i differential equations

| = «. (^ = 1,:2...«)

i^,.(;.A<i'y,=ySO', 0-=I, 2... «)
1=1

IB 3
where A'-'' denotes 2 7r'-" :5— and the quantities a, /3, 7 are known functions of the

r = l CXr

principal variables, is given by

i<, =Ci, «2 = Cj ... "„=c„,

if for each value oi j duj is a linear combination of the determinants

n
II

,1 dxi, dx. dxm, S (3i'J' {dyi — ttidt)
' 1=1

I 7i"''. 7.'^'.-7m'^'. /3''''
I'

It is supposed that «i, lu ... m„ all involve the dependent variables and that the deter-

minant of the coefficients /S,'-'' does not vanish. The truth of the lemma is then seen as

follows.

m »

We have duj = 2 /t/^'dar, + X'i^ 2 ^Afi (^dyt - o,d«),

r=l 1=1

where 2 7r'-'Vr*-''' + X'J'/3'^' = 0.

r=i

Thus from the equations

du, = 0, di(, = ... f?»„ = (),

on the supposition that .r,, x., ... .v„, are constant, we find

A^'^'(t-«') = ^- = 1. 2... »)

From the » equations of this form it follows that

Again, ou the supposition that t, a-, ... a;,._i, .^^^1 ... x,„ are constant, we find

X'-'"' 2 /3.0-) 1^' + fj,,.'P = 0, (j = I, 2 . . . »)
.=1 Oi^r

whence by summation after multiplying by 7,.
u»

1 = 1 l- = l

Thus the 2« differential equations are satisfied.
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A further point is that if ((, has been found, the equation u^ = Cj may be used to

simplify the expressions from which dtij is constructed, for if this is done the only effect

on the process of verification is that

m n

S ya,'-" dx., + X'.'' 2 A'^' (dtii - aidt)

is equal to duj+ediii, say, instead of duj, and this will not affect the argument. More

generally, the proof will not be affected if each expression of this type is equal to a

linear combination of

dui, du.j ... dun,

it being of course understood that \'-" does not vanish.

§ 8. There is an intimate connexion between the results we have established and

Hamburger's method of solution* for systems of n equations in n dependent and two

independent variables. The solution of such a system is equivalent to the integration

of equations of the form

dj/i =2)iidA\ +pindx.2 (^' = 1, 2 ... n) ...(8),

where the 2» derivatives p, being connected with the principal variables x^, x„, lii...y,i

bj' /if equations, may be considered as known functions of these and of n other variables,

say iCs, a'4...a'„+„. The integral equivalent desired for the system (8) consists of 2?;

equations, giving ?/i, y.,...yn, ^s, Xi...Xn+i in terms of x^, x„. For the sake of symmetry

we shall take the system

n+2
dlji= ^Pi,n,dXm (l = l, 2...»l)...(9).

m = l

Now if n — 1 equations of the integral equivalent are supposed known and are used

to eliminate x^, x^ ... «„+„ from the equations (9) the resulting system is of the type (1)

with an integral equivalent consisting of n + 1 equations. The n — 1 equations assumed

must therefore be so chosen that the equations corresponding to (.5) are equivalent to

two at most. If they are actually equivalent to two the further condition corresponding

to (7) must be satisfied and the solution can then be completed by the process indicated.

This will be the ordinary case.

If however the equations corresponding to (.5) reduce to a single one, the condition

corresponding to (7) disappears, and the problem is much simplified. It is this case

that I wish to discuss.

§9. Since «j...a;,j+2 are supposed expressed in terms of ,«], x„, x^, yi...yn we have

as the modified form of (9)

n+2 n+2. n+2
dy; = (pn + - PimM'un) dx^ + {p;., + S pimfJ^im) dx, + (pi-, + S pimf^sm) dx^ (* = 1, 2 . . . w). . .(10),

m-i j» — 4 m = i

' Crelle, vols. 81 and 93.

t This is the ordinary case when the equations are of the first order. For tlie extension to higher orders see

below (§ 21).
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to which may be added

dXm = fhmdXi + H«,„dx, + fl,mdx, (7H = 4, 5 ... » + 2)...(11).

Here ^„„(o=l, 2, 3) is determined from the system of equations

D,<i>.. +"S" Mam D,„<f>r = 0, (»• = 1, 2 . . . « - 1

)

<}>r
= being one of the n — 1 integral equations assumed, and jD,„ the operator

ox„^ i^x oyi

Let Aa(a = l, 2, 3) denote the operator

n+2
D. + S flam Dm

;

then the equation corresponding to (.o) may be written

A,<^ (AAy,- - AsA^,) + A,<^ ( A3A,y,- - A.A.y.) + A,.^ {^A-^i - ^A^i) = (12),

and this must also hold when x^, x^... or .'v,n+.. is put in the place of ?/,.

Now ilAj - A3A,.

= (AA - AA) ViV^.-. (-D,«A - AA..) +"2 /i„„ (DJ),„ - d,„r;)
m=l m=l

n+2 »+2 H+2

+ 11 ll^nMi^mDj- DjDm) + 1 (Aa/^s,,, - Aj/U,,,,,) An-

Let Pmj denote {DmDj — DjDm)yi, then

n+ 2

(AjAj - A3AJ 2/i
- S i);,„ (AoAs - A3A,,) «,„

Wl=l

H + 2 11+ 2 H+ 2

i Hi = * i i 7n = 4 i = 4 i

= Q^. say.
i

Thus from the conditions (12) we deduce

Q^ . A,<f> + Q,, . A,</> + Q,, . ^,<f> = 0, (z = 1, 2 ... n)
i i i

and in order that these conditions may reduce to one it is necessary that the ratios

I i i

be the same for all values of i, or that

Q:n=dQ-^, Q.. = vQ.^ (13),
( t I i

where 0, y are suitably chosen multipliers.
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These conditions are sufficient as well as necessary, for we have identically, if a, /3

are any two of the numbers 1, 2, 3,

A„(/), = 0, A^<^, = 0, (r = l, 2...«-l),

and therefore (^aA^ — A^ A,.) cpr = 0,

or S '^ (A„A, - A,K) X,, + 2 g-^ (A.A, - A,A„) y, = 0.

Thus in any case n — 1 identities can be formed from the equations (12) by taking

different linear combinations and the system thus includes only n independent equations,

but these are reduced to a single one by the conditions (13). This single one is of

course

A,</) + <?A,(/> + i^X^ = 0.

§ 10. Now the expression for fi^m is much simplified if the differentials of Xi,x^...Xn^^

are absent from the original equations (9), that is, if

Pim = {m = 4, .5 ... 71 + 2).

We then find

dXa i=i oyi

the derivatives on the right of this equation being formed on the assumption that

Xi . . . Xn+2 BiVQ functions of x^, Xo, x^, y^ ... yn defined by the assumed n — 1 integral equations

<^i = 0, ...(/)„_, = 0.

We may therefore write /j.^,„ = D^Xm-

In the case of the equations (8) there is a further simplification, since ^,-3 = for

all values of i ; thus P,„j = unless m or j is 1 or 2 and
i

n+i

Q.^ becomes - D.^pi.,- S fi,mDmPr2,
i 7?t = 4

n+2
while Q31 becomes D.^pi.-^- S fi-imDynPn>

i m = 4

and /X3,„ is simply ^,
•p.

Bm is 5— for the values 3, 4 . . . « + 2 of m.
CXjji

Hence (13) gives

D,pi^ + eDiPi..+ \ /M„n(B^Pii + 0I>,nPi2) = O (14).
m=4

Vol. XIX. Part I.
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So then 6 must be a root of the equation

D,pn + BD,p,. , D,pu + OD,p,, ,... D„+,2)n + OD„+.p^

D>Pn + OI),p^ =0 (15),

DsPni + 0^sPn2

and when any of the n roots of this equation have been found, the values of fi^,

fix, th,n+i are given by the system (14).

§11. Denote the roots of (15) by 0'", ^"» ... ^'»'
; let the value of fj.„n corresponding

to the root 6'" be fij''lfj^^'^ and let i/j''',
j/»'''' ... j/„''i be quantities proportional to the

minors of the constituents in any column of the determinant.

Then a familiar argument shews that if ^">, ^"' are unequal,

11+2 n
^ S iL n»i/ C) 7) n =^ -^ f^m *'i -'-'mPii — ^»

m=3 i = l

and
n+i n

ni = 3 1 = 1

If then we take 6 = 6'^^ we have

<=1 i

and therefore 2i;>>Q,, = 0,

or

or agam

71 + 2

2 Vi<^^ P„ - 2'(A.r„, . D,„pt, - D,.r,„.D,„p!,) = 0,

«=1 [ 1 ra = 4 J

i = l (. i m = -l J

.(16).

If all the roots 0"', ^*-'...^"" are different, the form (16) will include n — 1 equations

which with the set

will make 2w-2 equations in all and take the place of the conditions (13).

§12. Now let r be any one of the numbers 2, Z...n and suppose that for each

value of r a complete differential ditr can be found by adding multiples of the following*

—

dyi - Phdxi - pi„dx^, {i = 1,2... n),

I i/i") I /iji" P^„dx, +
"2

' (/i3"» da:,„ - ^,„"> dx,) D„pi
t=l \ i »t = 4

* I shall refer to these expressions as the list J*''.
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of which the last may be rej^laced by

n ( n+2 \

i = \ \ i »i = 8 j

to which it is in a constant ratio.

Then the system of relations

Ur=Cr (r=2, 3...?t),

by the lemma of § 7, will give values of x^, x^ ... Xn+2 in terms of x^, Xo, x^, yi ... y^,

satisfying the conditions (16), (17). Hence under these circumstances the process indicated

in § 6 will give a solution of the equations (8) involving one arbitrary function and

2n — 2 arbitrary constants.

§ 13. The next step in the process is to find a function cj) satisfying the single

equation (12) which may be written

Ai(/> + 0'» A,,(^ + t;*" A3<^ = 0.

The differential d(f> must be a linear combination of the expressions

dx.-e^'^dx^,

dx3 — Tj^^^dx^,

71+2

dyi- 2 pimdx^, (i=l, 2 ... n)
w = 1

dx,„ — fiwi dXi - fi„,n dxo - fisindx,, (m =4, 5 ... n -\- 2)

and here the last series of n — 1 expressions may be replaced by

du.,, du-i ... du„,

which are all supposed to vanish.

Again, an expression for ^'" is given by the equation

1=1 I 1=1 i

and thus the second expression in the list just written may be replaced by

1=1 \ i i )

or by

n r n+2
C

«+2
]

2l^,"* {D^pi„+ 2 fJ.3mDmPid dx,+\P,o+ "Z {jHmDmPii- IJ^DmPn)\ dx^ .

Since I i/i"' (A»i^£i + 6'»'i)^;);,) = 0, (m = 3, 4 ... n + 2)
i=l

2—2
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this expression may be written

S Vi"*

n+2
S

I

m= i

and may be replaced by

} DmPi2 ,

2 vi'» \p,.doc^ + "i' I),nPi,dxJi ,

«=1 L •' "'= 3 J

which differs only by multiples of other expressions in the list. In accordance with the

former notation this list

dx.-0*'^dx„

di/i—piidxi —pi.,dx2 (1=1, 2 ... n)

1=1

n+2
Pi„dXi + 2 DmPiidx,,

i m= 3

will be denoted by A^

§ 14. If we have n partial differential equations

fj{«:i, a-«, yu 2/2. ••• Vn, Pn, Pn, Pm, i^,^)
= (j = 1, 2, ... «)...(I8)

the foregoing results apply, but are not in a convenient form. Instead of transforming

them it is perhaps best to start afresh and form the corresponding expressions. In virtue

of the equations (18) we treat p^, P22, ••• ^'112 as determinate, though implicit, functions

of x{, X2, y,, ... 2/n and p^, p^i, ... 2^>n, and we consider the determination of the last

n quantities in terms of x^, x„, y^, ... yn as the first stage in the solution of the

problem.

Any one of the equations (18) gives, on differentiation with respect to x^, the suffix

j being dropped,

(19)-

There are n equations of this type, to be satisfied by pn, p-n, ••• Pm', their solution

accomplishes the first stage as just explained. We assume that by properly determining

71 — 1 of the quantities Pu, P21, ••• Pm in terms of the nth and the principal variables,

the conditions affecting the «th may be reduced to a single one. Let p denote this

wth quantity which is last determined, then when p^, p..^, ... p„, all have values assigned

them in terms of p, a;,, x.,, y„ ... ?/„ the equation (19) becomes
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It is clear that the symbols Apii. Apii have not the same meanings in (19) and (20).

For instance what was represented in (19) by Apn is in (20) denoted by

We have then, corresponding to (13), as conditions that the system (20) may reduce to a

single equation,

^ d^dpi^^g^ df_dpn
i=-idpi«dj} i^idpa' dp

and
i=i\cipii dpi.

-^
i=idpa dp

.(22).

§ 15. The equation (21) may be written

i(f-e'f-)f' = (23)
i=i\op!2 dpJ dp

and there are n of this type to determine 6 and the quantities —^ of which one is by

hypothesis unity. The determinant of these equations takes the place of the determinant

(15). Let Zi""', ?.,''' ... Zn''' be proportional to the minors of the constituents in any column

when 0"'' is put for 6, so that

j=i \dpi2 opj
(t = l, 2 ... n).

Then the equation corresponding to (16) is

7= 1

DJ^+i {|^(Ai>« + ^'^'AiJiO =

and the list A "' is as follows

:

dx„ - ^"-i
rfa-i,

dyi — piidxi — piidxj,,

( i = l Opn}=\

(24),

{i=l, 2 ... n)

In this last expression dp does not occur in an unsymmetrical way since

j;=i , = 1
^ dpii dp

and this is the multiple of dp which should be subtracted according to the lemma (§ 7).

Another expression may be added to the list, namely

i=l
D.fjdx., + ^ ~ dpio

i=lOpi2
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but this is not independent of the others, since

dfi, dfn ... all vanish.

These expressions are substantially the same as those given by Hamburger {Crelle's

Journal, vol. xciii. p. 193 (15)), and those corresponding to .4'" are of the same form,

for the single condition to which the system (20) now reduces may be written

and here the coefficient of i)-.j»,i, namely

2 l/»

is equal to 0"' 2 i;"'^;

also the coefficient of D.,p is 0'" times that of D^p.

Thus the list ^'" becomes

di/i — piidxi — piod^z,, (t=l, n),

2 iy
i=l

DJj.dx, + I {Api. + ^"'Ap.i] 1^^ dx, + i l^.^pdp
1=1 oPii 1=1 c*pii op

Replacing O'^'dx^ b}' (feo in the last expression, and p^dx, + pr^dx., by dt/r, ^^'s have

the shorter form

2 lj'» DJ^.dx,+ k'/j dpi.

as given by Hamburger. His other expression may be replaced by

2 ;y"
" df

D.fj.dx.+ 'S.^dp,.

and is again a combination of the rest with the vanishing differentials d/i, df. ... df„.

§ 16. The method of integration as stated by Hamburger is substantially as follows.

From each of the lists .4'", 4'-* ... .4"" form a complete differential by linear combination;

let these be rf«,, du., ... dii^, then solve the equations

/l = 0, ... /„ = 0, M, = C, , lU = C,, ... Un = c„

for the 2re derivatives p and integrate the system

dyi=pi,dxi+pi.d.T.,, {i=l, 2 ... n),

after substituting for the derivatives their values thus found.
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The above investigations however lead to a modification of this rule, for it appears

that if the functions Mo, ... lOn have been found, then the equations

may be used to reduce the number of variables in J.'". The number of variables will thus

become n + S, or one more than the number of expressions in .4'^', so that u^ is to be

found by solving a system of n+2 ordinary differential equations in n + 3 variables. The

complete primitive of this ordinary system will consist of n + 2 equations, say

Any one of these, say the first, may be chosen and a complete solution thence derived

for the partial systeiii by integration of ?i exact equations, as in Hamburger's method.

The 71 equations thus found by integration may be taken to be

then the most general integral of the S3'stem

/i = 0, ... fn = 0, M2 = Co, ... Un = Cn

is derived by means of the equation

F{u.„ «,.+0 = 0.

where F denotes an arbitrary function, and it will involve ?i — 1 more arbitrary constants

of integration, as explained in § 12.

§ 17. The theory is capable of further extensiou in the same direction. If one of

the functions, say 1*2, has been found, the equation i;., = 0^ may be used to modify the other

lists A''\ ... .4<"', and in fact to reduce the number of variables in them.

This is in accordance with the remark made after the lemma in § 7, and in fact

the functions »„, ... u^ need only be such that from each of the lists A^-\ ... J.<"' an

expression can be formed by linear combination which shall be equal to a linear com-

bination of rf«2. ••• dUn, and from which the differentials of the derivatives p shall not all

be absent.

This suggests a further possibility, namely, that the functions it,, u.,, ... m„ might all

be put on the same footing, and that if from each of the lists J.'", -4'^', ... .4"" an

expression could be formed by linear combination which should be a linear combination of

dui, diu, ... dun,

then the values of the derivatives given by the equations

/j=0, .../,i = 0, lh=C„ ... Un=Cn (25),

which must be supposed such as to give them determinate values, would perhaps render

the system

di/i = piidxi + pi^dx^ (i = l, 2 ... n) (26)
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mtegrable. The verification given by Hamburger (Crelle, vol. xciii. pp. 194—197) does in

fact still apply*, and therefore this is the case.

§ 18. But we may now go further and say conversely that if the equations (25)

give such values for the derivatives that the equations (26) are an integrable system,

then a linear combination of the expressions .li <"'(»•= 1, 2, ... n) is equal to a linear com-

bination of dui, diu...du„.

For since

J=lj=i ' M^ A ' ^Pii
'

we have from the equations of the type (19)

i i/'A/} + i i l/^l^(D,pn + e'^>D,pi,)=0 (24),
j=l j=l i= l 0^11

BiPii and Ai^ii being now formed on the supposition that p^, p«i Pm are given in

terms of y,, y.,...yn, a;,, x. by the new equations ?<i
= c,, u.,= Ci... i«„=c„.

Now multipliers X,, X,, ...X,,, iiii, nu-.-nin can be so chosen that

2 Xj -=* + I, mj /J-=l L^
,

(i = 1, 2 ... n),

>=i Spn j=i epi, j~i ' dpi.

'i\jp-+i mj^ = 0, ({=1, 2 ... n),

the index (r) being dropped for convenience.

The equation (24) then becomes

whence it follows that

Hence

6 2 ijAy;= 2 (XjD.iij + mjD,Jj) + 6 ^ (XjDMj + mjD.fj) (27).
j=i }=i J=i

2 \jduj + 2 mjdfj.

* Another verification, much the same in principle, t Note that s'*"' cannot be zero, since the original

may be given by reversing the steps of the following inves- equations are supposed to determine p^„, ... p.,., in terms of

tigation. the other variables j, y, p.
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or

9!^-a-™.?6^.7.,.^^ f..^3^^.¥j
^J^A^a^+-€)''^^+iA^S+''^g)^^

duj dfj

is equal to

+ ^-(^i;f+"'^£j^^'

j=l i = l Vpil j= l

+ 2 (\jD,Uj + mjD„fj){dx„ - edx,)
j=i

" " / du- df\

which is a linear combination of the expressions ^'''. Now dfj is zero for each value

of ']. and therefore

2 xy) duj

is equal to the expression just written.

Hence, in order that the equations

Ml = Ci , l/o = Co . . . tin = Cn

may belong to a complete primitive, it is necessary and sufficient that the equations (25)

define the derivatives algebraically* in terms of a:,, x^, y^, y^.-.yn and that for each value

of r from 1 to n it be possible to form a linear combination of the expressions 4''''

which shall be a linear combination of the differentials c?Mi, du„ ... dun- We must now

examine how this theorem is modified if the values ^"', 0'^' ...0"" are not all different.

§ 19. If for any root ^"' all the (a — l)th minors of the determinant of the

equations (23) vanish then this root counts at least a times, and there are a series of

quantities taking the place of

7 (r) 7 (r) 7 (r) .

li ' , ta . . . t,i ,

accordingly the root ^"'' gives a lists of expressions in the series 4"', A^-' ... so that

unless the root is of a higher order of multiplicity the modification in the theorem is

very slight.

Now it is a known property of systems such as (23), easily recognized from the

canonical form of a homogeneous linear transformation
-f, that if the root ^"'' occurs, say

a + 1 times, then a series of quantities

"'1 )
'^^2 • • • '^n

* That is, without differentiation.

t See for instance a paper by Prof. Buruside in the Proc. L. 31. S. for 1899.

Vol. XIX. Part I. 3
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can be found such that

1 kj(l^-e<^' I^U i l/-^p-. ii = l. 2 ... n) (28),

the quantities ^"', L""' ...^n""' being a set such that

I im (p _ 0in
f-^) = 0, (i = 1, 2 . . . «) (29).

If the root occurs o + 2 times then another series

/^l , /lo — /tn

can be found such that

lk;(^-e^'-^p-)=lhip-, (^ = l, 2...n) (30),

while ki,k„...kn satisfy the conditions (28), in which the quantities ?,"' are again definite

combinations of the a sets which satisfy the conditions (29). Similarly for a greater

number of repetitions.

§ 20. Let us take for simplicity the case of a root counting a + 1 times and drop

the index (?•) From the equations of the type (19) we have

|_.,A/j.^||/v(|.Af» + |:AA,) = o,

that is

i kiDji+ i I k^p~{D,pi, + eD.pi,) + ell ij^D,pi,=o (si).
)= 1 3= 1 1 = 1 CPh j= l i = l Opii

The last term in this equation is equal to

n

or to - 2 (\jD.uij + nijDofj),
7 = 1

\j, vij being again determined by the equations

l(A + r>^Jm^tlJ'fi, ii=l,2...n).
i=iV ^dpn ^dpiJ j=i^dpi.

l(\j^^ + wjp-) = 0, (i=l,2...»)-

Thus the equation (31) becomes

i i kj^{D,p,, + 0D,p,,)+ I {kjDJj-->^D,uj-mjD,fj}=0 (32).
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Now let us restore the index (r) and suppose that ^''''' = ^"' and that

are so determined that

i (xM ^i + ,«.w Ml] = 01.1 i A-^

j^i\ ' dpi. dpiJ

thus for the list A '*' we have, by the same method as before,

dyi - ph dx, - p;., da-„, (i = 1 , 2 . . . n),

^Hhf: dpa + (^)A/; - m/^I),fj - X/'-^B.Uj) dx,l

.

This method will apply however many times the root is repeated. The list ^"" in-

volves the coefficients of the expression formed from the list jI'""' and the same holds

at each successive stage. Thus n lists can be formed in all cases and the theorem as

now modified holds always, though it is perhaps less likely to have practical value in

the case just investigated than when all the quantities ff are unequal.

§ 21. The above work applies to partial differential equations of higher orders with

the following slight changes. The number of independent variables is still two.

In the system (8) of § 8 some of the derivatives p are included in the series

2/1. ys •• 2/n and the rest are functions of x^, x., yi •• yn and other variables whose

number is less than n, say n*.

The integral equivalent includes n+ 11' equations and the first stage in the solution

is to find 11' — 1 of these.

The number of variables yi whose derivatives are included among y^, y, ... y^ is

n — n' and for any one of them

Pmj = for all pairs of suflSxes m, j,
i

so that Q03, Qai, Q12 vanish identically.
i i i

Hence the determinant (1.5) has only n rows and columns and the equations (16) are

only n' — 1 in number.

The final solution when the method of §§ 8—12 applies depends on an arbitrary

* For instance in the case of an equation of the second order with one dependent variable, the system (8) is

in the usual notation

dz=pdx + qdy, tlp = rdx + sdii, dq = sdx + tdy,

and n=3, n' = n" = 2.

3—2
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function and n + )i' — 2 arbitrary constants, of which « - 1 are constants arising out of

the final integrations; these cannot in general be accomplished until the form of the

arbitrary function has been assigned. Compare § 12.

§ 22. When the differential equations are given in the form (18) they will be 2n-n'

in number and will include

n — n' of the form jj,, = y^ (33),

n — n of the form pi-.^ ijk (34),

n — n", say, of the form pj.^ = pt, (35).

We may take it that ;j,i, j3,», pp do not occur in other equations than such as

those just written.

The equations corresponding to (19) in these three cases are

from (33) Apa = jOj. (36),

from (34) D,pa = Pki (37),

from (3.5) D,pj,=D,pk, (38).

Now the expression for pa in terms of x,, x„, y^ ... y„, p is not at our disposal for it

is yj-, thus (36) becomes an identity and (37) follows directly from (35). These do not

give any condition to be satisfied by ;;, but (38) becomes

Ai^.. + |'Ai. = Ai^.. + |fAi. (39),

^1^^°^^ dp~~^'dp
^^°''

and Aft,-AiJ*. = ^|f'
(41),

if we suppose all the conditions that ^ must satisfy to reduce as before to a single one.

Thus of the equations corresponding to (14) or (23) n - n" . are of the form (40)

and there are n' + n" — n others included in the general form (23), since this is the

number of differential equations other than those of the types (33), (34), (3,5). In all then

there are n' equations linear in such quantities as -~^
, |-^ ; of these quantities there are

n' also, for if p^ occurs in such an equation as (33) it will not occur elsewhere and pf.. will

only occur in (34); thus the coefficient of -^' in any one of the linear equations such as

(23) will be zero.

Hence the determinant corresponding to (15) will have 7i' rows and column.s, and

n — n" of the rows will consist of 1, and n'—2 zeros. Each root of the equation formed

by equating this determinant to zero gives a list of diff"erential expressions which may be

used in the same way as one of the li.sts .fl '" ... -4'"'.
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Note on Singular Solutions.

§ 23. I have not met with tlie remark that singular .solutions of the system (18)

are characterized by the vanishing of the determinant of the equations (23) for all values

of 6. Here I understand a solution to be singular when it is an aggregate of elements

at each of which the ordinary method of solution in series fails* through the dis-

appearance of the successive coefficients in the series from the equations which should

determine them.

In the present case for instance assume a solution of the form

yi = 2/i'°' +i/i'" (a-2 - x/") + ^yi>-> {a-„-x„:o')-+ ... {i=l, 2 ... n),

yi^°\ ^/i"* ••• being functions of x-^ of which the first is arbitrarily chosen: the second is

found from the system (18) by putting

.^ _ ™ (0) „._ ,,.(0) „. _"'^t_

and solving for jo,,, which is then yi'^K

To find 2/,'-' we must differentiate the system (18) with respect to Xo and make the

same substitutions, the result being a system of n linear equations for

These equations will not determine the quantities if the determinant

d{pio,p.^2... p,v:d

vanishes for the particular system of initial values that has been chosen.

Notwithstanding this it may be possible to find a solution in series of integral

powers of a;, — a;,'"! or of some other variable ^o, a function of x^, x^, the coefficients

being functions of ^i another fimctiou of ^i, x.,. If however after any transformation

whatever of the independent variables the determinant corresponding to J still vanishes

for any element, the method just sketched will fail to give a solution in series with

this particular initial element, and it is therefore qualified for a place in the singular

solution.

But any change of the independent variables leads to a sinif)le linear transformation

of the derivatives

p;., = vPi, + pPio,

* This does not mean that no sohition in series can be found for the given initial element.
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\, /i, V, p being functions of a;,, x„, the same for all values of the suffix i. Thus

and the transformed determinant corresponding to J is practically that of the equations

(23) with - fi p in the place of 6.

The determinant is of the nth order and the ?!th degree in 6, so that in general

the conditions characterizing a singular solution are n + \ in number, since the coefficient

of each power of 6 must vanish. The elimination of the derivatives then gives a relation

connecting the principal variables. Also expressions are given for the derivatives and by

substituting these expressions in the equations

dyi = pndoCi+ Pi«dx,, (i= 1, 2 ... n),

and integrating when possible, the singular solution when it exists may be found. The

problem will be rather more complicated in any case in which the number of conditions

falls below ?i+I, since then the derivatives cannot generally be eliminated, and if the

number falls below n cannot be found by merely algebraical processes.

By .similar considerations the relations characteristic of singular solutions may be

found when the number of independent variables is greater than two.



II. 071 the Calculation of the Double-Integral expressing Normal Correlation.

By W. F. Sheppard, M.A., LL.M.

[Eeceived 25 January 1900.]

Preliminary Formulae.

1. The integral considered in this paper may be written, in its primary form,

Flw,, X,; «,, y,; D}b.—^^^ ^ T e-i{x'-ix,,cosD+y')cosecW dxdy (1),
Ztt sm U J j.|

.'

j,j

and we require formulae for calculating its value for any given values of x^, x„, y^, y.,,

and D.

The integral arises in the theory of normal statistical correlation. Let X and Y
be the measures of two correlated organs, and let their means, mean squares of

deviation, and mean product of deviation, in a homogeneous community, be L, M, a", b',

and ab cos D. Then, if

[X„ X,; Y„ K]

denotes the proportion of individuals, in this community, for which X lies between

Xi and Xo, and Y between Y^ and Y., the distributions of X and Y are said to be

normally correlated when*

[X„X,; F„ Y.;\ = F{{X,-L)la, (X,-L)la; (Y,-M)lb, (Y,-M)/b; D} ...(2)

for all values of X^, X„, Fj, and Y... Since this gives

[X,,X..; -a),+x]=-^ e~2-^^dX (3),
v2TraJ Xi

the definition implies that the values of X and of F, taken separately, are normally

distributed.

The integral (1) would also occur in the theory of heat, in considering the changes

of temperature in an infinite homogeneous conducting solid : the initial conditions being

a uniform temperature within an infinite prism bounded by two pairs of parallel planes,

and another uniform temperature elsewhere.

* Edgeworth, "Correlated Averages," Phil. Mag., vol. 34, p. 190; Karl Pearson, " Kegression, Heredity, and

Panmixia," Phil. Trans., vol. 187 (1896) A, p. 253.
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2. There are two classes of cases for which we have to consider the value of the

expression (1), in regard to normal correlation.

In the first class of cases the values of A' and of Y are taken at equal distances

along the scales of measurement, and a double-entry table is made out, for as large

a number of indi\aduals as possible, showing the numbers falling into the different classes

determined by these values. The values of L, M, a-, b-, and ab cos D are calculated from

this table, and we have then to compare the different numbers shown in the table with

the corresponding numbers given by (2), in order to see whether the correlation may

be regarded as normal. In making the comparisDn, we have to take account of " errors

of random selection," due to the limitation of the number of individuals actually observed.

The effect of these errors is considered elsewhere*.

In the second class of cases we have only one value of X and one value of F,

so that our double-entry table has four compartments; and we require to determine the

value of D, on the assumption that the distributions of X and of Y are noi-mal and

normally correlated. Here our data are

[X, oc ; F, X ], [X, X ;
- « , x], and [- x , x ; Y, x].

The second and third of these, by means of (3), give us the values of (X — L)/a

and (Y — M)jb, without any information as to L, 21, a, and 6; and the problem is

therefore to determine D from given values of x, y, and F [x, x : y, x ; D]. The value

of D will, as in the first class of cases, be subject to a certain error of random

selection.

3. The expression (I) contains five arbitrary constants. But, if we write

4>{x, y, D) = F{x, x: y, x; D] (4),

we have

F{x^, x^; y„ y,; Z)j=^(ar,, y,, D)-^(x„ y„, D)

-<f,(x„ y„ I>) + <j,ix,, y,, D) (5),

and we therefore only require formulae for calculating

<^{x, y, D)

for given values of x, y, and D. The values of x and of y may be either positive or

negative, and D may have any value from to tt.

4. If we write, under the integral sign in (1),

X = *•' sin D, y = I/' sin D,

we have, by (4),

^{x,y,T>)=l \ I
e -4(^'--^^<^»^ »+»'=) sin i).da;'dy' (6).

* " On the Application of the Theory of Error to cases of Normal Distribution and Normal Correlation,"'

P;ii7. Trans., vol. 192 (1898) A, pp. 151, 1.52.
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Now consider the solid generated by the revolution, about its axis OZ', of the

figure bounded by the curve

'' = ^'-''' (7)
TT

and the base z' = 0. The volume of this solid will be unity. In the base-plane of

the solid take two straight lines OX and OY, including an angle D ; and draw OX'
and OY' at right angles to OY and OX respectively. Then the angle X'OY' is tt — D;
and the equation to the surface of the solid, referred to OX', OY', OZ' as coordinate

axes, is

£ = g-iix^—ix'y'cosD+y'^) /gx

Hence <p{x,y,I)) is equal to so much of the solid as lies on the positive side of a

plane at right angles to OX, at a distance x from 0, and on the positive side of a

plane at right angles to OY, at a distance y from 0.

5. Let the fii-st of these planes divide the solid into portions whose volumes are

respectively ^{l+a) and ^(I— a); and let the second divide it into portions whose

volumes are respectively h (l + 0) and ^(1-/3). Then, as in (3),

^''^ J X cosec V J -00

1 r"

so that

and similarly

v!/: e-i^'de,^

(9).

^-^Ij'y^^do^

For any particular values of a and /3, the values of x and of y are given by the

2 f — -
tables of —= 1 e~'''dt, where t = xj^2 or y|^/2 ; so that we may regard ^ {x, y, D) as

Vtt.'

being a function of a, (B, and D. Or, if x and y are given, a and /3 may be found

from the tables.

Since the solid is a solid of revolution, it is easily shown that

<Pix,-ij,D) =^{l-CL)-cj>ix,y,7r-D)\

4,{-x,y,D) =i(l-/3)-</,(.r, y, 7r-i))|- (10).

(^ (- a,-, - y, i)) = ^ (a + /9) + (/. (.r, y, D) ]

Hence we only require formulae for calculating the value of (p {x, y, D) when x and y

(or a and ^) are both positive.

Vol. XIX. Part I. 4
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Conversion of Integral into different forms.

6. Let the planes mentioned at the end of § 4 cut OX and OY respectively in

jV and n, and let their traces on the plane of XOY be rj'Wr) and ^'W^ respectively

Fig. 1.

(Fig. 1). Let their sections of the solid intersect in the ordinate WR. Denoting this

ordinate by z, and taking a; and i/ to be positive (§ 5), we have

ON = X, XW = y cosec D- x cot D

On =y, nW= x cosec D — y coX, D

W- = Ur - Ixy cos D + y-) cosec-

D

WR = Z = g-Hx- -2xu cos D+ y-) msec-

D

(11).

The expression
(f)

(x, y, D) denotes the portion f WR-q of the solid. Now suppose

that D varies, the values of x and of y remaining fixed. Then it may be shown,

from the elementary properties of the curve (7) and the surface (8), that*

d.<^(x,y,D) = -zdD (12).

Also, when D = tt, {x. y, D) vanishes. Hence

j, {x, y, B) = zdD

1 f— I g-J(a:=-2x!/cosu)+!/-)cosec2u f^^ (13)

* Loc. cit. p. 146.
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7. Let the plane through OZ' and WR meet the base-plane XOT xa. OTFf (Fig. 1).

This plane divides the volume f TFi??/ into two portions ^WEi^ and ^WRt). Now, since the

solid is a solid of revolution, the magnitude of the volume ^WRt) depends only on OW
and the angle ^Wt); i.e. it depends only on OX and the angle NOW. Similarly the

magnitude of the volume ^Tri?f depends only on On and the angle nOW. The volume

i^WR-T] is half what <^(*', y, D) would become if we took y = x, and D = 2N0W \ and the

volume ^]VR^ is half what 4>{x, y, D) would become if we took x=y, and D = 2n0W.
Hence, denoting NOW and nOW by i^D, and iZ)., respectively, we have*

4>{x, y, D) = \<^{x, X, D,) + i<f>(y, y. D.^ •(14),

where

tan ^Dj = y — X cos D
X sin D

tan ^D -
•2x

^ cotW
.(15).

, _ a; — w cos Z)
tan |A =

n

= ^tan*i)-^'cotii)
2y

-
2,y

We therefore only require formulae for finding
(f>

(x, .r, D) in terms of x and I) ; a: beino-

supposed positive.

The value of B may range between and tt. But if either y-xcosD or x-ycosD
is negative, X*; or D, will be negative. This only means that the angle ^Wt] or ^W^ is

greater than a right angle ; and, for such a case, it will be seen that we must use

the formula

^{x, X, -D) = l-^{-x, -X, D)

= !-«-(*(.*, X, D) (16).

8. Before considering the formulae for <p{x, x, D), some special cases of 0(a;, y, D)

should be noted.

(i) Let D = 0. The volume ^TF-/; then becomes ^(1-a) or ^(1-/3) according as x

is greater or less than y. Hence

1 f
(j>{x, y, Q) =~ i

e-K^--2j:ycos«.+j,:

1 r"

V'2-7r.'x

or if o-iy- dy.

x^y

x^y
.(17).

yiir J y

* This is a general formula, for any function of the form

(p(x, y, D)= \ I f{x'^-2x'y' cos D + y'^) .sin Ddx'dy'.
J X cosec D J .1/ cosec D

4—2
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(ii) Let D = ^ir. This represents the case of independent distributions, and we have

\'zirJx vzttJj/

= i(l-a). i(l -^) (18).

(iii) Let tj = 0. Then IF becomes the intersection of OX' and n'Nr), and we have

^(x, 0, D) = \<^{x, X, 2D-TT)
.(19).

= \{l-0L)-h_<i>{x, X, 7r-2D}'

(iv) Let x = y = 0. Then

^(«-«'^) =2i/> =^ (-«>•

This last result follows at once from the fact that the solid is a solid of revolution

of volume unity.

9. From (-5), (10), (14), and (16) we see that, for positive or negative values of

^1. ^'2. yi) i'-Md 2/2 > the expression

F{Xi,x.,; i/„ y.; D] (1)

can be split up into eight terms, with or without additional terms involving the class-

indices denoted by a or ;S ; each of these eight terms being of the form

(^ (x, X, D'),

where x is always either x^, x^, yi, or y.,, taken positively, and D' is given by an equation

of the form
tan^D' = {y ~ xcosI))/(xsinD) (21).

For calculating the value of (1), for any given values of x^, x.., y,, y^, and B, it would

therefore be sufficient to have a double-entry table, giving the values of

^{x, X, D)

for all positive values of x, and for all values of D from to tt.

It would be inconvenient, however, for general purposes, to use x and D as the

arguments in this table. The determination of D' from (21) requires the use of an

invei"se tangent table ; and this is not to be found in the ordinary collections of mathe-

matical tables. The difficulty is avoided by using as argument either tan^i) or some

function of x and tan^Z>. It will be seen presently that there is a reciprocal relation

which makes it convenient to use x and x tan \D as arguments. If then we write

« = tan^D (22),

<i>{x, X, D)=f{x, xk) (23),

the relations (14) and (15) become

</,(^, y, D) = ^{/(x, ^)+f{y, v)} (24),
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where

.(25).

^ = y cosec D — x cot D ,

= h{x-\- y) K — ^{x- ij) K-'
I

rj =x cosec D — y cot D !

= i (* + y) « + 2 (*' - ^)
''"'

'

The values of ^ and of rj are easily calculated from (2.5) ; and therefore, if a complete

table is made out giving

for all positive values of x and of ^, the calculation of ^{x, y, D), and thence of the

double-integral in (1), is very simple.

It should be noticed that

x- + ^'- = (x- - 2xy cos D + y") cosec- Dj

= y- + v- j

so that the ordinate WR in 5 6 is

.(26),

.(27).

ZTT
I

f

27r )

10. For shortness, denote

(j}(x, X, D)=f(x, xk)

by V. The value of V in terms of x and «, or of x and

^ = XK,

can be expressed in a good many different ways.

(i) Omitting the lines OX', OY, |"»f, in Fig. 1, and replacing A by D, we have

(p. 30, Fig. 2)

ON = x, NOW=^D,

and 7=2vol. fTfj; (28).

Also the volumes XNr], XO^, ^OY', are respectively |(l-a), I-D/tt, \{iT — D)J7r. Hence

we find

V=\{\-a)-2vo\.XNWi; \

V =h{l - a) -^ + 2 vol NOW
J.TT

V=~^—-2xo\.7^W0Y'

.(29).

Each of the volumes ^VJt], XNWi^, NOW, rjWOY' can be divided into elementary
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prisms either by planes at right angles to OX and planes at right angles to OY', or

by planes through OZ' and circular cylinders having OZ' as common axis. The first

method of division will give a double-integral. For the second, let yfr be the angle

^^

Fig. 2.

between two consecutive planes; then the wedge lying between these planes will be

divided by a cylinder of radius r into portions (1 — e~^''°). ilr 27r and e~i'''.-«|r/27r respec-

tively, so that the volumes in question can be expressed as single integrals. For instance,

^TTt; becomes

1 r^''

271- j ID

or, changing the independent variable to x tan i|f,

27rJxtanJC a,---t-f-

Hence, from (28) and (29), we have the following fonnulae:

F=- r f"e-i '»+*=) rf6'rf(^ (30)

TT J f a;- -I- f

-

r=i(l-a)--f° rVi '«'+*'> rf^c/c^ (31)

= Hi-«^--/^^^:;:^c^? (31A),
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F=i(l-a)-„^ +- r r'e-i(»'+*^)rf6'rfd) (32)
Ztt ttJo Ju

= i(l-a)-^+l '
.. d^ (32a),

y^-7r-I)_\ r r^-W-+V)ded4, (33)

d^ (33a).

.' .' «e

TT-D X r I-e-i:^^+'")

27 TT 'I •r + r

(ii) Again, draw a plane through WR at right angles to q'NW'q, cutting OY' in

n , and dividing the solid into portions ^(1+p) and \(\—p). Then

On' = XK = ^ (34),

and therefore

p-^i\y''-'' ^^'^'

the value of which is known for any given value of f. Let the plane meet the base-

plane XOY' in T^VTT^ (Fig. 2). Then, since x^X ^'i*^ ri'Wr) are at right angles,

vol. x^^ = *(l-a).i(l-p) (3G).

But this volume is the sum of the volumes l^Wrj and xTT^; and the latter of these

is got from the former by interchanging x and ^. We have therefore*

f{^c,^)+f{^,x)=h{l-a)a-p) (37),

so that /(a;, ^) = i(.I -«)a-p) -/(?.*•) (37 a).

The interchange of x and ^ involves the substitutions

fa. X D TT — D ^ p\

p ^ TT-D D X a)
^^^^-

Hence, taking (37 a) with each of the formulae in (i), we get a further set of formulae :-

F=i(I-a)(I-p)-i f [ e-i :«'+*"-) d^c^</> (39)

= i(I-a)(l-p)-JJ^ -^^^ dx (39 A),

V = -U{\-p) + ' r fVi(«'+«(i^rf</) (40)
TT J XK I

= -ia(l-p) + ^
^„ , , dx (40a),

* Cf. Glaisher, " On a class of definite integrals,'' Phil. Mag., vol. 42 (1871), p. 426.
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F='^~^-ia(i-p)--rrv*<»=+*')rf<?rf.^ (41)
27r IT J Jo

= -^-i«(l-p)-^i-^^P^cZ. (41A).

r=A(l-a)(l-p)--^ + - r f e-i^^+<''-^d0d<f> (42)
Ztt ttJo J e/K

=Hi-«)(i-.)-^+i/;' ^, ^ (^2A).

n. Before considering the formulae obtauied in the last section, a few points with

regard to the tabulation of F = /(.r, f) need attention.

(i) From (30 a) we have

dV X e-ii**+^'
.(43),

d^ 77 .Z-- + f^

and from (39 a)

4^ = - Kl - P) V- «"*"' +- Vz-^ (44).
dx V TT TT f-+a;-

Suppose X to remain constant. Then, when f becomes very gi'eat, V tends to become

equal to

Thus the values of V become very small, while the differences of V are relatively great,

and change very rapidly. The table of values of V would therefore be inconvenient

for purposes of interpolation. The difficulty is similar to that which arises in the case

of the simple probability-integi'al, and it can be avoided in the same way. Instead of

tabulating V, we can tabulate either logjoF or e^'^+^'F. If we write

/(.r, ^) = e-i-^+f^'</.,(.f, f) (45),

and tabulate the values of <^i {x, f ), we have by (24) and (26)

= ^e-ii'!^ixycosD+ifi)cose^'.D
^^^(^^^ ^) ^ ^^ (^_ ^)). (46),

the values of f and of t; being given by (25).

(ii) When x and ^ are very small, dVjd^ and dVjdx are very great. The differences

at the commencement of the table will therefore be great, and interpolation for small

values of x and of ^ will be difficult. The reason of this will be seen by reference

to the formulae (32 A) and (41 a). The integral in either of these formulae has small

differential coefficients for small values of x and f ; but 1'^ contains in addition a term

in TT — D = 2 tan~' xj^, and this becomes indeterminate when x and ^ are both zero. It
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is obvious, however, from Fig. 1, that the angles D, and D.. in (14) are connected by

the relation

B = i{D, + D.^ (47).

If then we write

/(.r, ^)=^tan-'x/^-4>,{x, f) (48),

we have, by (24),

<^(a', y, B) = '^^^{4>,{a; ^)+<j>,{y, v)} (49).

the valvies of ^ and of t? being the same as before.

It will be seen from (87) that

<I^A^< f) + <^2(e a') = *(« + p-«p).

(iii) From (3-5) we have

and therefore, by (43),

"-x/!-"' (5»).

Similarly

f=-^..-^=.^ (51).
dp V27r «^ + f ^

^ = -*(i-^)+7fc^^"*''-rT^ ^''^-

The second differential coefficient of V with regard to p will contain e*^" as a factor;

the third will contain e^ ; and so on. But, if | is small, these differential coefficients

will not be very great. We might therefore, for certain portions of the table, take

p instead of | as the argument, the value of f being found from that of p by means of

the ordinary tables of the probability-integral.

(iv) Thus, on the whole, it would be desirable to have three tables. From (37)

we see that if x ranges from to co
, ^ need only range from to x. For small

values of x, we should tabulate I/tt . ta.n~^ x/^—f(x, ^) ; the arguments being either

X and ^, or a and p. For moderately great values of x, or for great values of x and

small values of ^, it would probably be simplest to tabulate f{x, f) in terms of a and p.

For great values of x and ^ we should require a table either of logio/'(.r, ^) or of

eii^'+i'> f{x, f),

this table being in terms of .r and f.

Vol. XTX. Part I.
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Adaptation for Numerical Calculation.

12. To obtain V in a form suitable for numerical calculation, the appropriate

integral has to be expanded in a series. We may consider that we are taking a definite

value of X, and that we require to tabulate f{x, ^) for different values of f (or p). There

are then four cases to be considered, according as a; and ^ are small or great.

(i) First, suppose that x and ^ are both small. Then obviously the proper

formula is (32) or (32 a). Expanding e"**' in (32) in ascending powers of (/>, and

performing the first integration in the double-integral, we find

/(^. f) = i(I-«)-,^ + ^|^e

1

''"^'-I'r^i^h--^''

= i(l-a)-_tan-'f/*-+C;f-^C3|^+iC,f (53),

where (replacing by x)

1 I r^
C, =-- e-i^'xdx,

TT .(. j

I 1 p
^' =7r2TT-Jo'

1 1 /"•'•

C, =i—i—J e-'--'3^dx,

x^dx,

C — —^=—

r

e-Wx-"-^dx

•(54).

Integrating by parts in these last equations, we have

TT >^2.4 2.4.6 2.4.6.8^

n-l V 2 2.4 2.4... 2«- 2/ J/

1
.-.f ^ ^ ^

-f ^L=_ + ...^
~

... 2»-h2 2.4... 2n-F4 /
= - e-i^-'

I -r
TT \2.4...2n 2.4

.(55).

From (55), or directly from (54), we see that the successive coefficients are connected by

the relation

Co, =(^-4-*^'oT72;,)/^ ^''^-
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The actual values for any given value of x are easily calculated from (55) when x is

less than 1, or from (56) when a- is greater than 1.

When n becomes very great, the ratio of the (7! + l)th term to the nth, in the series

in (53), is ultimately

2n-l |-

•2n + 1 2n + 2'

and therefore the series is convergent for all values of f, whatever the value of x may
be. When x and f are both small, it converges very rapidly.

(ii) Next, let x be small and ^ great. Then from (40 A) we have

fix, |) = -^a(l
r-+.

dx

= -ia(l-p)+i%- / dx.

Expanding l'(l + a-^;^-) in ascending powers of x-/^-, we get

/(*'. ^) = -*a(l-/3)+-e-i<^"+f=i((?ir'-(?3r^ + G,f-»-...) (57),

where

e-i^'dx,
Jo

G, = ei^'
f

"^

e-^-' x-dx,
Jo

G.^,_, = e'>^'
\ e-^- x~-"-- dx
Jo

or, integrating by parts,

^ X x' a-'

^' =1+173+1:3.5+-
^ a^ XT' x'
^' =3- + :3:5+3.5.-7+-'

Gi = ^ + ^—„- + -
,
+.

5 5.75.7.9

'"~'~
2^!^^1 + 2n - 1 . 2« + 1 + 2n - 1 . 2« + 1 . 2« + 3 + ',

.(58),

.(59).

The coefficients are connected by the relation

(?,„« = (2«-l)a„_i-.r-^»-

the initial value being

.(60),

....(60 a).

5—2
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The terms in (57) are alternately positive and negative; and it is clear from (59)

that Gan+i is less than x'Gtnr-i, but becomes more nearly equal to it as n increases.

The series is therefore convergent so long as | is greater than or equal to x.

(iii) Again, let x be great and | small. Then from (39 a) we have

/(*>?) = HI -«Hi-p)--?e-if=

Expanding I/(a;'' + f '') in ascending powers of ^, we get

1

TT

where

-hx-

Jx OC' + i
dx.

f{x, ?) = i (1 - «) (1 - />) - ^ e-ii^+«^) {H,^ - /fep + Zf,r - . .
.

)

ifJ =e^- e-^^-x'-dx
J X

.«

J X

H-M^i = e*^' / e~^'x--"dx
' X

These integrals cannot be expressed in convergent series. But if we write

H_, = e^'-\ e-i-^'rf.i'= A/^e*^-(l -a)

the coefficients are connected by the relations

^"'+'~2n + l[a^+' ^"'")

by means of which their values can be calculated.

Comparing the elements which make up the integral

- X

with those which make up

[ e-i»-a;=e-'="+«d0,

...(61),

.(62).

.(63),

.(64),

it is clear that ofH^^, is less than H.^n-i ',
but it continually approaches it as n in-

creases. The series in (61) is therefore convergent so long as f is less than or equal

to X.
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(iv) Finally, suppose that x and ^ are both great. Then, to evaluate f{x, f ), we
must proceed in the same way as for the single probability-integral. We have, by (30 A),

If now we write

J\x,^) = \cce-'-^-'^^^)u (65),
TT

we find

_\du_ I

When ^ becomes very great, u tends to become equal to

1

" iT~v

1 \dv ar" + 3p

.(66).

If then we write

we find

Similarly, writing

we find

(^^ + 3p)/(p(^^ + r)}
l + iu

w X- + 3p 1_ 1^_ 2x*+'ix"-^-' + 6^'
^ l+w|^(a;=+fO r+ w •

f d|^
~ 1= (^ + ^'){x' + 3f^)

'

Proceeding in this way, we can e.xpress u as a continued fraction. The successive

convergents are most easily obtained by developing u as a divergent series. We have,

from (66),

L I d (\ d\-
I

I

Performing the differentiations, and .substituting in (65), we get

1 a^e-^fa'+^')
j _ aP + S^'- 3a;^ + 10a;-p + log^

•^ ^"^^ ^^ - TT ^0^= + r) r r (^-^ + f^) ^ r (.'= + r)^

_ Uafi + 63a;^f - + I05ar°|' + 105^

f «
(ar' + ^-y

lOoa^ + 540a;«g' + 113-ta.'^g^ + 1260a;-p + 945g«
"*"

f«(ar + |^)^

945a;" + 5775a;«g- + I4850a:"g^ + 20790.^^" + 17:32ox'p + I0395g"'

P(a,-= + n=
10395a;'^+ 73710a;"' g^ + 225225a;»g^ + 386I00A^g'' + 405405.^"'g'^ + 270270a,-=g"+I35135p-

+ ' P(a;^+r)"

.(68),
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the process of calculating the successive coefficients being shown thus:

(,1 + 3) (8 + 7) - (0 . 1 + 2 . 3) (1 + 1 ) = 3 + 10 + 15
;

(3 + 10 + 15) (5 + 11) - (U . 3 + 2 . 10 + 4 . 15) (1 + 1; = 15 + 63 + 105 + 105
;

(15 + 63 + 105 + 105) (7 + 15) - (0 . 15 + 2 . 63 + 4 . 105 + 6 . 105) (1 + 1)

= 105 + 540 + 1134 + 1260 + 945 :

(105 + 540 + 1134 + 1260 + 945)(9 + 19) - (0 . 105 + 2 . 540 + 4 . 1134 + 6 . 1260 + 8 . 945) (1 + 1)

= 945 + 5775 + 14850 + 20790 + 17325 + 10395 ; etc.

Converting the series in (68) into a continued fraction, we find that the successive

convergents are

1,

f- {^ + g=) + (x' + 3f =) f » (ar' + g^) (ar= + 3f=) + (3ar* + lOaf^^ + 15^*)
'

^* {x' + ^"-y (.'-* + 2x'^' + S^*) + g- (ar* + f-) (6.i^ + 22ar*p + 30.r^g^ + 30p) '
^ °"

+ (3ar' + 2iaf^' + 52a,-' ^* + 60x-p + 45^')

When X and g are nearly equal, we can use a symmetrical expansion. From (37)

and (68) we have

/(^•. ^) = i(l - =) (1 - P) -fil •^)

^^^i-,)a-p)--^^^^,^^|i-^^^^^+
.-(.-+r)'

--}-<^^>-

Multiplying (68) and (69) by ^jx and xj^ respectively, adding, and dividing by ^/x + x/^,

we find

fix, |) = i(l-a)(l-p)-^

1 ^-ar
_ ur^-w ( 3a;*+ 10ar=g^-f 3g^ 15a;»+63a,'«g-+ 120a:^g^ + 63a;'g«+ 15f

''"

7? x?(ar' + f)-"^ I arf (or + f)
"*"

x"^' {.r + f)=

^' + 1800.r^f105a;'' + 540.E'°f= + I229af^* + 1800.r^f + 1239.r'g^ + 540ar'g"> + 105p
| ^

If we write

ar + r = P. x^=Q,

this becomes

15P^ + 3F-^Q^ + 24Q^ _ lOoP" - gOP^Q- 4- 2iF-Q* + 192Q«
+ J>,Qi p.Q«

945P^- 1785P''Q- + 45P^Q' + 240P'Q« + 1920Q^

1 0395P'° - 30241 iP^Q' + 9765P''(y -f 540P^Q' 4- 2880P'Q^ + 23040Q"'
,

-
JJtQh.

...(•...( ).
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The convergents to the series in brackets, expressed as a continued fraction, are

1,
PQ' PQ' (3P-' + JQ"-) + (6P^ - 21P=Q= + 80")

PQr- + (3P^ + 4Q=)
' PQ' (3P^ + iQ') + (15P^ + 3P^Q= + 24Q0

'

P'Q' (6P^ - 21P-Q^ + 8 Q^) + PQ' (42P« - 120P^Q= + . P^Q^ + 64Q«)

P=Q*(6P^- 21P=Q= + SQ') + PQ' (tJOP« - 159P-'Q^ - GOP'Q' + 96Q') '

^*°

+ (90P8 + eOP^Q^ - 1()17P^Q^ + 528P=Q« + 192Q»)

To get rid of the exponential in (70 a), we have

/2 , „ /I 1 1

.

V TT Va^ * «'

1.3 1.3.5

whence

Similarly

/2 ^., ,, , /, 1 2 10 7-t 706 8162

V TT \ X^ W^ X" uf^ .C'" X'-

J

)•

2 i^ ^,1 ^ /i 1 2 10

Multiplying the two together, we get

74P*-306P^Q' + 164Q''

706P» - 3604P^Q2 + 3732PQ^

8162P« - 49678P*Q^ + 76134P^Q^- 17540Q''

Q'=
+

and thence, substituting in (70 a),

/(^> ^) = i(i-«Hi-p)

where

„ 2P-+4Q- lOP^ + 4P-Q' + 24(^^ 74P'^ - 54P^Q- + 20P°Q^ + 192Q«

PQ; ^ p^g^ P^q^

+
706P" - 1264P''Q' - 48P^Q^ + 168P'Q'' + 1920Q"

P'Qt

8162P'° - 23074P»Q^ + 6078P°Q^+148P^Q''+1920P'Q»+ 23040(^"

P=Q"
+ .

The successive convergents to U are

P^- PQ"- (P"- + 2Q0 + (3P^-6P'Q^ + 4Q^)

PQ^ + 2 (P= + 2Q=) ' PQ'-{P"- + 2Q') + (5P* + 2P'-Q'- +12Q*)

'

P-'Q' (SP* - 6P-^Q^- + 4Q^) + PQ' ('IIP' - olP'Q' - 6P--Q' + 32Q«)
^^^

P'-Q' (3P^ - 6P=g^ + 4(^) + P<^'{27P' - 51P*Q' - 22P=(^+ 48Q'')

'

+ (24P« + 54P«Q= - 336P^Q^ + UQP'Q' +9Q(^)

39

•(71),

(72),

.(72A).
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13. The choice of the suitable formula for calculating V=f{x, ^) in any par-

ticular case depends mainly on the value of x- + ^. If this is small, we can use (53),

or the corresponding formula obtained from (37 a) and giving fix, ^) in a series of

ascending powers of x. li a? + f- is very great, we must use one of the continued

fractions considered in the last section. \i ar-^^ is only moderately great, we must use

either (57) or (61), according as | is greater or less than x\ or we might use the

formula derived from one of these by means of (37 a).

A difficulty, however, arises when x and ^ are moderately great, and nearly equal,

since the convergence of the series in (57) or (61) is then intolerably slow. For use

in such cases, the formulae require modification.

(i) First, let ^ be greater than x. Then, substituting from (59) in (57), we have

f{x,^) = -{a{\-p)

3- + 3r5 + :3T5:7 + -'/^^

But

4> <^"
.

4>"

1 So'
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as if in (57) we substituted for G„ G,, ..., in terms of G„ G„ ... , by means of (60).
Thus we get

fix, ^) = - ia (1 - p) + le-^^^^+r-) |tan-i :r ^ + G,^' -
J
G,^-' + jO,^~^ - ...l...(76).

(2) To find the general formula, write

F,{4>)=\ F,{<f».4>d4>
-

F,(<p)=l* F,(4>).cf,dcl> }
J n

.(77).

It is easily seen that Fp
{<f))

consists of a term

== (I + (b-y~^ tan-' d),

2.4.6... 2j9-

2

^ ^

together with terms involving odd powers of cf) up to (^"^"l Hence, writing

FA<f>) =

where

2.4.6 ... 2;;-

2

(I + (j>-)P-^ tan-' 4>-ylrp {(f))

we have, from (77),

t/.' (</>) =
;:

I (l+^C)^-.+ ^^^_^(^)^

.(78),

.(79),

.(80),
2 . 4 . 6 . . . 2j9 - 2

by means of which the successive values of yp-p ((^) are easily found. It will be noticed

that all the coefficients in >}rp{4>) are positive. Also, by expanding 1/(1 + c^'') in ascending

powers of
<f),

and performing the successive integrations in (77),

Fp
(<f>)

= 1

l.S.o ...2p-l

Vol. XIX. Part I.

(ji^p-i 02P+1 +
.3.5.7 ...2;j+

I

5.7.9 ...2p +

3

.^=^+3-

.(81).

6
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Now, by integration by parts,

J 1 + 0- j

J II

(82).

Substituting from (78) and (81), and writing for ^(p under the sign of integration,

we have

l4-ip(I+</.=) + 2-^-^|ni+</.=)^+...

2.4.6 ... 2/; -2
p-=(l + <^=)P-

+

tau- </. - [^/r, (</,) + rt.C'l') + r ^3 (<^) + •- + f^= ^i.(<^)]}

I
^ ?- f^'^e-i^'-d^dO

^
g-» P'^e-^-&'P+'d6+...\ (83).

a.3.5...2p-l Jo S.0.7 ...2p + l Jo J

Hence, taking </> = x/^, and substituting in (40 A),

f(x, ^) = -ia(l-p) + - e-i!^=+« i + ^(.^-^+r)+2^(«'-=+B^+---

+ :- (a;= + f-)P~'

2.4.6...2J9-2
tail"' a;/^

+ [p,r>-p.r^+-p.r=---]-=-..il (•S4),

where, with the notation of (57)—(59),

1.8.5 ...2p-l

3.5.7 ...2p-l-l

1

'2p+l

ip+3

5.7.9... 2p + 3
"jp+s

.(85).

The second expression in square brackets in (84) will be an algebraical function of

X and ^ of degree 2p — '2, containing ^p{p — l) terms.
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(3) Suppose, for instance, that we take p = 5. Then

i?',(</.) = ^(l+</.ntan-><^-|0

^3 (0) = 2^ (1 + 4>'y tan-> <p-'^4,-^^ 4>^

^^ ^<^) = 2:^:6:8 ^' + ^'^^^ ^-^"^ ^ - 3S4 ^ - 1152 '^^- 5760"^'- 4480 ^'
>

43

(86),

and therefore

/(a;, t) = _ la (1 - p) + - e-«(^=+l') 1 + 1 (.^.= + ^=) +J_ (^ + ^.). +_1_ (^= + ^.)3

+ 2.4.6.8
(a;= + f )^ tan-' «/^

l+(6'^'^+§^) + (i¥o"^ + i's^-^^^ + ^^^

where

+ (4-^0 '^^-^sylo'^^^^+n^ ^^^^+3-84 f^

+ [p,r'-P3r^+p,r=-...]|

.'-f

p.=

Ps=

1.3.5.7.9

1

3..5. 7. 9. 11

1

5.7.9.11.13 ft,

or, expressed as series

P: =

P3 =

+ + -

W"^

1.3.5.7.9.11 1.3.5.7.9.11.13 1.3.5.7.9.11.13.15

a^^ a;'" a;"

+ ...

r+ +
,

P.,=

3.5.7.9.11.13 3.5.7.9.11.13.15 3.5.7.9.11.13.15.17

+

r+.

5.7.9.11.13.15 5.7.9.11.13.15.17 5.7.9.11.13.15.17.19
+

(87),

.(88),

I... (89).

6—

i
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The values of P,, P^, Pj..., for any particular value of x, may be obtained from those

of Gii, Gi3, Gis... by means of (88), or they may be calculated successively, by the

relation

,.211+9 \p — + .(90),
2n-l.->n + l ...2n + 9 2/1-1 ""+'

fitarting with the last coefficient which we require, and working backwards. Or the

last expression in square brackets in (87) may be written

[p^ ^1^- p. i^/^y + p. . i^i^y-]
where

^' 1.3.5.7.9.11 I
'"13 "^13. 15

^^ ~ 3 . 5 . 7 . 9 . 11 . 13 I,
' 15

"^
15 . 17

1 + T^+ ,- ,» +

^' 5.7.9.11.13.15 1 "^ 17 "'"17. 19

of ar»

.(91),

.(92),

the relation between the coefficients being

1

P-2n-l = :In- 1 [2.11 + 1.2» + 3...2» + 9
+ <-''i3o,H .(93).

(ii) Next, let ^ be less than x. Then, expanding the integrals in (62) in divergent

series by integi-ation by parts, and substituting in (61), we find

/(,., f ) = i (1 - a) (1 - p) - 1 .-n..r-) \{h _ 3 ^ 3_5

L_:^ ill
of' x' a^

/I 7 7.9
.(94).

The process to be adopted is the same as before, except that instead of removing sets

of terms we introduce new sets of terras, so as to make the coefficients of successive

powers of ^ tend to the complete series

1 11.3 1.3.5 ,,„ r ,,.,,

X a? ofi a? }x

each such series being set aside as it is completed.

.(95),
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(1) If we introduce the terms

^/a-- - 1 P/a^ + 1 f'/«° - ...= tan-' ^/x,
O D

the result is the same as if we substituted from (64) iu (61). Thus we get

/(*•, ^) = i (1 - «)(! - p)- i e-i<-'+^") \tan-^^lx-H_,^+lH,e-l H,^^ + .

(2) To find the general formula, write

so that

fp{4>)-
2.4. G ...2p-2

(1 + <^=')^-' cot-'(^ - <}yP--y{r^{l/(f>)

.(96).

.(97),

.(98),

where v|rp(l/<^) has the value given by (79) and (80). It may be shown that the values

of fp{<f>) are given by the relations

y

fp(i>) =
1.S.5 ...2p-B

<^/,_,(0) fZ</.

.(99).

If we write

then we have, from (98),

2. 4. 6. ..2^

and it may be shown by (99) that

Xp(4>)=
^

X,(</.) = </.^-=tp(l'<^) (100),

= (i + 4>'y-'cot-'cf>-XtA4>) (101),
1

^_(l + cj>')P-^ + <f>Xp-Act>) (102).
1.3. 5...2^-3 2.4.6... 2j9-2

This may be used as an alternative formula to (80), and it serves to check the values

of '^p{4>) obtained by that formula. Also, by expanding 1 (1 + (^-) in descending powers

of
<f>,

and performing the successive integrations in (99), or directly from (97) and (81),

1 . .5 . .3 ... 2o — 1P-
d}-'< + d,-'-... (103).

;3.5.7...2p+l .5.7.9... 2/j + 3^
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Now, by integration b}' parts,

J 4>
.'«

-(p+i-3f'^-3Tif--+rFi7:ip=3H/>"""''*

_^=p[ e-ii''^'cj>f^{i>)d<f> (104).
J ,j,

Substituting from (101) and (103), and writing 6 for f^ under the sign of integration,

we have

p-^l + f-)^- COt-'
(f)

^^1.3^^1.3.5^^ 1.3..5...2/j-l^ /.'w

+ j
^

?=p+'
f e-i»' e-"- (W

^ p+'
I

e-*«' ^-'(i^ + - . .!..(105).
i8.5.7...2j3+l^ if* 5.7.9...2^j + 3 Jf* J

Hence, taking </> = or;^, and substituting in (39 a),

+
2.4.6...-->ja-2

- [X. (^/?) + PX^ C*'/^) + ?'X3 (*/!) + • + f-'"-^ Xp (^V^)]

(a;- + f-)""' tau~' ^jx

•i.r,...2p-l
|2p-l

1 ir,p+i_
_3.5.7...2;)+l " 5.7.9...2p+3

where if-,, H^, H^, ... have the values given by (62)—(6-t).

Hs^y>+' + ...(lOG),
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(3) Thus, if we take p = 5, we have

/3 (0) = 2^ (1 + </>=)- cot- - A ,/, -
J

<^=

^^ ^'^^ = 2TT76 ^^ + "^'^^^ ^°*"'
"^ -^ "^ - i^ '^^ - ^ "^^

1 SI 7S 1

1

1

/^ (^) = 274767^ '
1
+ -^^^^ ^«^-^

"^ - 4480 ^ - 5760 -^^ - 1152 '^^ - 384
^'

47

(107),

and therefore

r
^ + 173 ^^ + 173775 ^^ + 1-7375^7

^'
+ 1-73757779

^'

1 + 2
(^^ + r) + 274

(^-^ + r-r- + sTTTe ^^^ + ^"'^' + 2. 4.6.8 ^*' + ^'^'

9 + u^-+oI^ +u^^+Ts*-^+o4o^^

tan~' ^/«

where

+ (3i4^ + T^2-^^=+5l) -^=^^ + 41-80^' *f

+ [Q>P-Q3p+Q=P-] (108),

Q: = 3.5.7.9.11

1

i/,

5.7.9. 11.13"'

1

7.9. 11 . 13.15

H,

R.

(109).

Or, if the last expression in square brackets in (108) is written

[qAi^^r-qsi^i^-r+q^i^i^r--] (no).

and if we take

...9 /Z. n.S

(Ill),
''tt x"

1-1-
1.3.5.7.9^--V 1 1737^7779^^^=^^-"^-
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we have

^ = n' 1.3.5.7.9
-^-^-')

g- = T3 U.o.7.9.11 -'^g'J

_ 1 f x'" „ ^

5^ ~ 15 U. 7. 9. 11.
13 " '^^^

(112),

by means of which the coeflScients can be calculated.

(iii) In calculating the value of (^(.r, y, D), without having a table of f{x, |),

one of the above formulae would be necessaiy if either ij'x or xjy were nearly equal

to cos D + sin D. But if x and y were nearly equal, and if D were nearly equal to

\ir, both f(x, f) and /(y, r)) would require to be calculated in this way. We might

then simplify the calculation by the method adopted in § 11 (ii). Thus, if we required

to use (87) in each case, and if we wrote it in the form

f{x, ^)=-\a(l-p)-\-F {J- + f ) .
- tan-' xj^ + ^^ {x, |),

we should have also

/(y, r,)=-\^{\-<7) + F if + r) .
- tan-' 3//j? + ^, (y, vl

where a- corresponds to jy in the same way as p to ^. Hence, by [i-i), (26), and (47),

77- D
4){x, y, D) = -\i(l- p)-l0{l-(7) + F\{af-2xycosI> + y')cosec-D] . ^^

Thus the calculation of 1 tt . tan-' .r/^ and I/tt . tan"' y/?; is avoided. A similar formula

can be obtained for using (108) in both cases, or for using (87) in one case and (108)

in the other.

We might also, of course, take out the common factor

IT IT 17

from ^3 (a-, ^) and ^^ (y, »;).

Calculation by Quadrature-Formulae.

14. For dealing with the second class of cases mentioned in § 2, a quadrature-

formula can be obtained from (13). Cases of this kind arise in questions of marriage

selection (or " assortative mating"*) with regard to particular faculties or tastes, and

in questions of transmission of particular faculties, tendencies, or defects from parent

* Karl Pearson, "Eegression, Heredity, and Panmixia," iihi supra, p. 258.
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to child*, or their correlation in the individual f; the characteristic observed being one

which is not capable of quantitative measurement. The general result of tabulating a

collection of statistics of this kind would be expressed thus :

—
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for D = ^tt6, IJ = iTrd, ... D = {p —i)vd ,..., Legendre's central-difterence formula* gives

us, for D/ir = p6,

where a^ is the sum of the values of f from D = ^ir6 to D = {p — ^)ir6, and B-.a^, S*.al^,...

are the second, fourth, ... central differences of a^; C being ^(1 — a) or ^(1-/3), which-

ever is least. If we have no tables of /(x, f ), we ought to find ^ for all the values of

I) from ^ttB to ^tt — ^ttO, or from ^tt + ^ttS to TT—^ird; the calculations being checked by

.(115).

<t>(x,y,0) =G
<^(*,3/,i7r) = i(l-a).i(l-^)

If our tables of f{x, ^) have been formed, we can obtain a rough value of D by

a graphic method, and calculate </> {x, y, D) for this value from the tables ; we then

only requii'e to apply (114) to the formation of a table of <f){x, y, D) for neighbouring

values of B. To get the rough value of D, we adapt a method explained in the paper

already mentioned"!'. Taking any point on a plane surface, we divide the surface

into 71^ areas, symmetrically distributed about 0; each area being the base of a prism

whose volume is l/n' of the volume of a normal solid whose axis is at 0. Drawing

a line at a distance x from 0, there will be ^?i-(l — a) areas on the one .side of the

line. Then, keeping another line at distance y from 0, we turn it round until the

number of areas included between the two lines is n-(p(x, y, D). The inclination of the

two lines gives the value of D.

15. In the absence of tables of f(x, ^), we can also applj' a double-quadrature

formula to the treatment of the first class of cases mentioned in § 2 ; but it must be

admitted that the process is a tedious one. Having found the values of L, M, a-, b-,

and ab cos D, from the data, we take L and 31 as our zeros, and a and b as our

units of measurement. The values of x = {X — L)la and of y = {Y— M)lb will proceed

bj" constant intervals, which we may denote by h and k respectively ; and, to test

whether the distribution is normal, we have to compare the data with a table giving

the corresponding values of

1 rx+h fy+k

2irsml)}x Jy
^

for the different values of x and y.

To form this latter table, we must first calculate the values of

hk

27rsini)
a—iix'^-2x'i;' cosD-i-y'-. cosec-7)

C. W. Merrifield, "Report on Quadratures and Inter- f Phil. Trans., vol. 192 (1898) A, pp. 141—2. The

polation," British Association Reports, 1880, p. 358. The formula for the probable error in D, as calculated b y

(T-notation is explained in a paper recently communicated the method of this section, will be found on p. 149 of

to the London Mathematical Society. the same paper.
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for each pair of the intermediate vahies x' =^ x + ^h, y' = y + ^Ic. Each of these is hk

times the corresponding ordinate of the solid of frequency, the planes of reference being

taken at right angles. For each column separately, we take the differences of e, and

perform the operation

24 0760

on each value of e. This gives a series of quantities, each of which is h times the

portion, included between planes at distances y and y + k from 0, of the section of

the solid by a plane at distance x + ^h from 0. Arranging these in a fresh table,

and applying a similar process to the rows, we get the volumes included between the

sets of planes at distances ... x, x + h, ... from 0, and at distances ... y, y + k,... from 0.

To illustrate the method by a simple case, let us take D = ^Tr, and suppose that

the values of x, and also those of y, are 0, ± 'i, +'8, +1"2, ..., so that h = k = '4!. We
then have to calculate the values of

ttVS

for x'=±-2, +-6, +1-0,..., and y' = ± -2, ±-Q, +1-0,.... The calculations are checked

by observing that the sum of each column (or each row) is the corresponding value of

V27

the sum of all the columns being unity. Taking e to five places of decimals, and

multiplying by 100,000, we have first the following table of ordinates:

—

7—2
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x=
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Then, taking each column separately, and performing the operation mentioned above,

we get a table, half of which is as follows :

—

x=
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i(l— a) for x = 0, "4, "8, 1"2 aud tilso that a double median division must give

10'. (7r-i));27r = 33333

in two compartments, and 10'. i)/27r= 16667 in the other two.

x= -0
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Testing hy Double Quartile Classification.

16. In using the table of f{x, f) for our first class of cases, we should have to

perform a double interpolation in order to get the particular values of f{x, ^) which

we require. We might invert the process, and interpolate from the data in order to

get the result of a classification by values of X and Y corresponding to selected

values of x and y. This would simplify our tables a good deal ; for, if we took n — 1

values of x, and the same number of values of y, the result of the double classifica-

tion would be a table with n- compartments, and in order to compare this with the

corresponding theoretical table we should only require a limited number of standard

tables, each of which might have D as the argument. The objection to the method

is the diflSculty, in most cases, of interpolating with sufficient accuracy from the data.

Assuming the interpolation to be possible, suppose that we take a single value of x,

and the same value of y, these being the values corresponding to class-index a. Let the

median values of X and F be X and M, and let the values corresponding to class-

indices — a, a be respectively X,, X^ and Fj, Y„. Then, if the correlation were normal,

and if the data were representative, we see from (10), (19), and (20), that the result

of the double classification would be to give, as the proportions iu the different classes :

—

Values of Y
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Hence, in order to compare the actual table with the corresponding theoretical table,

it is only necessary to have a complete table of values of (j)(a;, x, D) for values

of D from to ir. The value of D to be used in making the comparison is to be

found by a double median classification of the data, which will correspond to

Values of Y
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From (53) I find

4 27r

+

+

+

+

06476 08650 54292 19040 k

[2] 236 21742 25076 89463 k'

[3] 10 53965 83660 94520 k'

[5] 42315 22750 04354 «•

[6] 1485 70373 24375 «'

[8] 45 82977 18023 «"

[9] 1 25493 05017 k"

[11] 3082 51001 k''

[13] 68 56588 k"

[14] 1 39255 k''

[16] 2601 «-^

[18] 45 «•«

[19] 1 /c='. (116),

where the numbers in square brackets denote the numbers of O's after the decimal

point. The accuracy of this formula can be tested by putting

which should give

K=l,

F=i(l-a)==-0625.

The formula gives V to ten places of decimals for values of B (x ISO tt) from

0° to 139°. For larger values of D, denote the coefficient of (— )"-i «:2»-i in (116) by

-^271—1'

Then, the logarithms being to base 10,

log 4, = 2-81131 26412 83

log ^3 = 3-37331 19263 85

log A, = 4-02282 65338 25

log J,, = 6-62649 66801 26

logA = 7"-l7l93 22144 07

log^„= 9-66114 76947 91

log 4,3 = 1009861 96751 72

log ^5 = 12-48890 44949 79

log A,, = 14-83610 80854 49

log 4i9= 1514381 13042 91

Vol. XIX. Part I.

log 4„j = 17-41511 37400

log ^23 = 19-65270 22627

log 4^ = 21-85891 72699

log 4.^ = 22-03580 97181

log 429 = 24-18518 82998

log ^31 = 26-30865 79320

log 433 = 28-40765 10756

log 4 35 = 30-48345 32801

log 43, = 32-53722 41227

log 43, = 34-57001 44750^

(117).
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These values will give V to ten places of decimals for values of D {x 180°/7r) up

to 152°; or even further, if we calculate the logarithms of the terms up to ^as*^, and

continue the series bj' extrapolation.

Also, from (^57), (,76), and (,S7),

V = -lil-p) + e-^n

where

2 f*

Vtt-'o

t= Kx •47693 62762 04469 87338

0= (1+a:=^)x -22746 82115 59786 37597

©log,oe= (l + /c^)x -09878 81890 88816 70245_

and n may be expressed in the following different ways:

—

n =

+

+

+

+

+

+

-37127
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n=(7r-Z»)/27r

+ -0.529() 27185 28863 39946 «-'

-•01031 45507 86391 34226 k-'

+•00435 55539 75599 82496 k~'

-00239 70784 53165 83277 «-'

+ •00151 55185 96555 99840 «-»

-•00104 42178 35010 71029 «-"

+ •00076 29788 57833 05207 «-'«

- -00058 17833 01524 40295 «-''

+ •00045 82386 67383 98088 «-'-

- -00037 02458 92824 99317 «-»

+ 00030 53645 07556 11636 «--i

- -00025 61558 19787 33372 «"='

+ -00021 79500 42044 73907 k--'

- -00018 76955 23787 98514 «-='

+ -00016 33296 85312 97131 k--'

- -00014 34178 44178 81685 k-='

+ -00012 09370 52914 96198 k-"'

-•00011 31420 29220 29892 a:-'-'

+ •00010 14793 87628 28114 k-''

-00009 15312 61491 59023 k''"

+ etc (121);

i—2
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n = (1 + + ^0= + ^0' + jL©^)
_ (^ _ x))/27r
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The coefficients in this last formula may be tested to 12 places of decimals by

taking k = 1, which should give F= •062.5. The general accuracy of the three formulae

(120), (121), and (122) may be tested by giving k a particular value, greater than 1,

and comparing the results got from (118) and (116). If we take

we have *

D/2Tr = -35241 63823 49566 72.582 \

p = -8226.5 64493 47648 056.54 '

© = 1-137.34 10.577 98931 87986 ['

e-® = -32067 05336 68834 82010 )

From (122), taking a few additional figures, I find

n = -17289 55703 70922 67141,

which agrees with the value found from (120) or (121). This gives

F =01110 66271 56733 37258.

The formula (116) would give the same value, though to a less number of places.

Tables I. and II. in the Appendix are calculated from the above formulae. Table I.

gives V to seven places of decimals for values of D/ir from -00 to -80. For larD^er

values of B the differences of V become unmanageable, unless we take B/tt by smaller

and smaller intervals. The values can however be found from Table II., which gives

gix-a+K')Y to seven places of decimals for values of B/tt from '75 to -90. It is not

necessary to continue the table beyond this last value, as B/tt = '90 gives V= '0000002

:

but the differences shown in the table carry it to "91, and it could be continued

with sufficient accuracy by extrapolation. To find V from Table II., the quantity given

by the table has to be multiplied by

g-i.r-(l + «-) _ JQ--19757 63782 /,(!+ cos Z))_

The values given are correct to seven places. They were found originally to ten

places, jjartly by direct calculation, partly by interpolation, and partly by a quadrature-

formula based on

F=^ re-i^-^secH"cia
27rjfl

These ten-place tables were tested by taking differences, and where the seventh (corrected)

figure was doubtful the value was calculated directly. The differences given in the tables

* For a first approximation, we find, from the ordinary We therefore use the formula

tables, oil = 77r/2 + tan"' (-075) + tan^i (132/125351).

0/27r= -352416..., Since (-OTo)-= ^J-j + J . ttJ^ , and 132/125351 is very small,

whence the calculations are easy. The angle jr -D is an angle of

5Z> = 77r/2 + -07591.... the triangle whose sides are 3, 4, and 5.
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are taken from the ten-place differences; but of course the final figure, where doubtful,

has not been specially tested.

18. As an example of the use of the tables, take the following data* :

—

Correlation of chest-measurement and height in American-bom white men.
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Height
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Hence, by (20), we have

From Table I. we find

D 5647'

K 157810
= -357879729.

<l>{x, X, D) = -1112765

^ {x, X, TT-i)) = •0-232565 ,

\<f)
(x, X, 7r-2D)= 0693129

j

and then, calculating the different expressions shown in the table on p. 55, and multi-

plying by 315620, we get the theoretical distribution.

The difference between the two tables is so great that we may safely conclude that

the data do not represent a case of normal correlation. It is possible, however, that

the latter are subject to some defect. They do not give the measurements of all the

men examined ; and the exact reasons for the omissions are not clear.

It will be noticed that, although the actual table is very unsymmetrical in one

direction, it is fairly symmetrical in the other. This .symmetry would not be disturbed by

the addition of a number of men at the lower end of the scale.

19. When the correspondence between the two tables is closer than in the example

given above, we have to consider whether the discrepancies are such as might be

accounted for by errors of random selection. It has been pointed out, in the last section,

that, of the sixteen numbers in the actual double-quartile table, only eight are independent

;

the value of D being supposed to be obtained by the double median classification. We
have therefore eight numerically-independent* discrepancies, each of which has to be

compared with the corresponding "probable discrepancy."

The most convenient arrangement for selecting the eight values is that shown in

the following diagi'am (fig. 3), representing a case in which the correlation is positive.

With the notation of §| 1 and 18, we have, for the portions of the actual frequency-

solid as shown in the figure.

(l) = N[X,
,
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Also, since L and M are the medians,

N[-yz, L; M, x] = N[L, x ;
- so , J/]|

65

(124).

Fig. 3.

If we take D so that

}
(125),

.(126).

iV[-x, L; -X, iM] = N[L, oc
; M, x ] = iV . (tt - Z»)/27r

i\"[-x, i; J/, x] = iV[Z, x; -X, J/] = i\^ . Z)/27r

we have for the calculated values, with which the actual values have to be compared,

(1) = {i) = N<t>{x. X, D) \

(2) = (3) = (.5) = (6) = iV</.(*, 0, B)

= ^X<j){a; X, -ID -it)

= \N- ^N^ {x, X, TV- W)

(7) = (8) = iV<^(a;, ,/;, -rr - D)

Taking the differences between the two sets of values as the discrepancies, the expression

for the probable discrepancy in each case is rather complicated. It will be found* that

the probable discrepancy in (1) or (4) is

Q.^^'X (127),

where

Q = a;
= -674489750 ...,

* For the general formula, see Phil. Trans., vol. 192 (1898j A, p. 152.

Vol. XIX. Part I. 9
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and

., D TT-D
TT IT

(tt
W-P)ii\

F= </, (X, X, D)

H='^^J^-4>(x,w, iD-nr)

27r

.(128).

The probable discrepancy in (7) or (8) is a similar expression. The probable discrepancy

in (2), (3), (5), or (6) is

Q.^'^^N (129).

where

* - = - . . (ttzJ

(O TT TT 2 .'

+ -(l-y--2yB)W-W^

W=<j> (x, 0. D)=-<f> (x, X, -ID - tt)

/ 2 fxcotD

9 rxcosccD
'

e-^-dO
J

«' y,-ix-cosec-Z>

^~27r^ "

.(130).

It would not be difficult, by means of the tables in the Appendix, to tabulate the values

of $'- and (i>'- in terms of D tt.



APPENDIX. TABLES OF V=<pix,x,D) IN TERMS OF D/ir, FOR a=i.

Table I. Values of V in terms of D/tt (D/tt = -00 to -80).



Table II. Values of ei^-seeUB j^ i>; terms of Bjir (DJTr>-75).

Dl^



III. On the simplest Algebraic Minimal Curves, and the derived Real Minimal

Surfaces. By Herbert Richmond, M.A., King's College, Cambridge.

[Received 15 February 1900.]

The following essay may be described as an examination of a portion of the first

of the two classical memoirs upon minimal surfaces contributed by Sophus Lie to Math.

Annalen, Bde. Xiv. and xv., in the light of the fuller knowledge we now possess con-

cerning space-curves of the fourth order. Just half a century has passed since Salmon,

in his " Classification of curves of double curvature," {Cambridge and Dublin Math. Journ.,

Vol. v., 18.50), announced the discovery by himself and Cayley of a second species of

twisted quartic curve, which cannot be derived from the intersection of two quadrics.

This curve, which is the only quartic connected with the present matter, now possesses

a bibliography of about fifty publications, for the most part short papers in mathematical

journals, and it may be claimed after a study of these that the properties of this

rational quartic, the forms to which its equations may be reduced and the various

types of the curve are now as thoroughlj' known as in any other curve, plane or

tortuous, of the fourth order.

Much of this knowledge has been developed since Lie published his researches. In

the following pages I have attempted to supplement the list of surfaces which Lie

derives from curves of the third or fourth order by giving the equations of the curves,

in all cases except one referred to real rectangular axes ; and generally also the equations

of the derived surfaces. Incidentally I find that one of the surfaces Lie quotes does

not exist, and yet it is only possible to establish the fact after considering in some

detail the nature of a particular curve. This appears to me to detract seriously from

the value of Lie's method, for in curves of higher order similar cases would probably

occur with greater frequency and be even harder to detect.

[Darboux has given, in Book III. of his Theorie des Surfaces, so full an account

of the history and properties of Minimal Surfaces that it seems better to give references

to his work rather than to the original authorities: this I shall do by writing D.

followed by the number of the paragraph in question. Lie's researches are to be found

in Mathematische Annalen, xiv. pp. 331—416; they are considered by Darboux in Chapters

VI. and VII., but see also R § 218, foot-note.]
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The basis of much of the work of Sophus Lie upon minimal surfaces is the study

of the curves without length that lie on such surfaces ; curves that is to say which

in ordinary Cartesian coordinates satisfy the differential equation

These curves I shall speak of as curves without length or lengthless curves, or by Lie's

name for them, minimal curves.

Lie shewed that from every lengthless algebraic curve one real algebraic minimal

surface was derivable ; that all real algebraic minimal surfaces could be so derived from

algebraic minimal curves : and that the curves without length from which a given

real algebraic minimal surface could be obtained were simply repetitions (by translation)

of one of two conjugate imaginary minimal curves.

It being always understood that the coordinate axes are real and mutually per-

pendicular unless an e.xpress statement to the contrary is made, the equations

x = X{e\ y=Y{e\ z = Z{d) (i),

X, Y, Z being complex algebraic functions of a complex parameter 6, define an algebraic

curve without length, or minimal curve, provided that

dX' + dY"- + dZ''- = 0.

Interchanging + i and — i we obtain the equations of the conjugate algebraic minimal

curve, viz.

x = X,{e,), y=Y,m, z = Z,ie,) (ii),

Zi, I'l, Zi being the functions conjugate to A", Y, Z, and 0, conjugate to d, so that

dX,^ + dY,^ + dZr = 0.

[The two curves may, (as Lie found), coincide, but only when the order of each

is at least six.] The equations of the derived real algebraic minimal surface may now

be \vritten, (cf. D. §| 218—22.5),

2x = X(e) + X,(e,);

2y=Yi0)+Y,{e,);

2z=Z{e) +Z, (6,);

or, more concisely,

X = R {X (u + iv)}, y = R{Y(u + ivyi, z = R{Z(u + iv)} (iii),

u + iv being substituted for 6, and the symbol R denoting that the real part of the

quantity within the
[ ) is to be retained and the rest dropped.

Although from each curve and its conjugate one surface is thus derived and vice

versa, yet it is well to observe that every curve (i) is a member of a family of lengthless
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curves which furnish a family of associated minimal surfaces (D. § 210). For if (i) be

without length so also is the curve

x = {a+ib)X{e); y = {a + ib)Y{d); z = {a + ih)Z {6);

and this leads to a new minimal surface

x = R[{a + ib)X {u + iv)}
; ;/ = R {{a + ib) Y{u + iv)] ; 2 = R{{a + ib) Z {u + iv)]

.

. .(iv),

which is, like (iii), real and algebraic. Should 6 = the new surface is merely the

surface (iii) on a larger or smaller scale; should a = 0, 6=1, (iv) is the adjoint surface

of (iii), discovered by Ossiaa Bonnet {D. |§ 210—217).

On p. 397 of Mathematische Annalen, Xiv. Lie gives a table of the real algebraic

minimal surfaces, other than double surfaces, {D. § 224), whose order does not exceed

16. One type he derives from cubic minimal curves, the remaining six from quartic

minimal curves ; and he claims further (p. 393, foot-note) that his investigations exhaus-

tively determine the minimal curves of order four. I find several points for criticism

in this treatment of the matter, the chief being that the type of real minimal surface

of order 12 and class 18 does not exist: and, although the claim to have discovered

all minimal curves of the fourth order proves to be well founded, it is impossible to

discover from reading Lie's memoir that there are three minimal curves of the fourth

order, that two of them are cusped, i.e. are the same curve differently placed, and that

the third is the equianharmonic curve discovered by Bertini in 1872 (Lomb. 1st. Rend.

(2) V. pp. 622—638). In what follows my first endeavour is to obtain the equations of

all minimal curves of order three or four referred to real Cartesian axes, and thence

to derive the equations of the real minimal surfaces they lead to. The differential

equations of these curves shew that their tangents all intersect, and their osculating

planes all touch, the Absolute or imaginary circle at infinity.

I. Surfaces of Order 9, Class 6.

Minimal Curves of Order 3.

The tangents of a cubic curve meet every osculating plane and no other planes

in a conic : a lengthless cubic must therefore osculate the plane infinity at some point

of the Absolute. Let the real plane containing this point, the conjugate imaginar}-

point, and a real origin of coordinates 0, (chosen at random in finite space), be taken

as 2 = 0; and let any two real perpendicular lines in this plane be chosen as axes

of X and y. The cubic curve will osculate the plane infinity where

X : y : z :: \ : i : ;

and its equations referred to this real system of axes will fall under the type

iy- x = ao6' + Sa^O- + Sa.£ + aA

2= 3M'+3M + 63- (v),

iy + x = Scjd- + 3c.,0 + Cs)
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the parameter of the point at infinity here being infinite, and all the coefficients

possibly complex.

The direction ratios of the tangent of the curve, which are denoted by I, m, n,

are given by

im -I -.n : im + 1 :: ac6- + 20^6 + a„ : 2b,6 + 6, : 2c,6 + c.,,

and must satisfy I- + m' + h- = ; hence Cj = and

c«{ate°-+2a,d + a,) = (2b,0+hy (vi).

Now we are still at liberty (1) to move the origin to any real point
; (2) to

rotate the axes of x and y about Oz through any real angle
; (3) to take a new

parameter p{6 + q) in place of 0, p and g being complex quantities. By proper choice

of q we can make h, vanish in equations (v) : bj- (vi), o^ and a,, also vanish, and

floCa = 46i-.

Nextly, by (2) and (3) we may alter Co to c^p (cos a + i sin a) and bi to bip- and

thus can make Oo = 26i = c. = 2A-, a real positive quantity. Finally by (1) we can replace

fls. ^3 1 Cs by pure imaginar}^ constants: hence

The most general lengtJiless cubic curve is that given by the equations

.r = -k-(0'-Se) + ai

y = -ik{9'+-S6) + bi'r (vii),

z=k{3d-) + ci
j

the constants a, b, c, k and the coordinate axes being real.

The derived real minimal surface is

x = R{- t (m + ivf + 3i (m + iv)] = ^• (3(/ + •iuv' - v?)\

y = R{-ik{u-irivf-^ik{uJt-iv)] = lc{Zv +Zvu-- ^)\ (I).

z = R[^k(u + ivY\ =k{Zii?-^v-)
j

This is the well-known surface {D. § 207) discovered by Enneper. Since all cubic

curves without length may be reduced to the form (vii) we infer that the adjoint

surface and all the associated surfaces are simply the surface (I) displaced and altered

in size; see however D. § 215.

Lengthless Curves of Order 4.

Space-curves of the fourth order divide themselves into two genera according to

their deficiency, which may be either 1 or 0. Those of the first kind, which are curves

of intersection of two quadric surfaces that do not touch each other, provide, as Lie

states, no instances of minimal curves. Among those of deficiency zero, i.e., which are
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rational or unicursal, there are two curves whose tangents intersect a conic. The first

is the curve which po.ssesses a cuspidal point, the second is the equianharmonic curve

discovered by Bertini ; all the surfaces discovered by Lie may be derived from these

two quartics, and I have verified independently that no others exist, but am unwilling

to lengthen this paper by including work that leads only to a negative result. I pro-

ceed to discuss the first of the two curves above ; it will appear that the tangents

meet not one but tivo conies, either of which may be made to coincide with the

Absolute. The curve is therefore lengthless under two distinct conditions.

The equations of a cusped quartic curve may be presented in the form

X -.Y -.Z-.W -.-.e': &'
: 6 : 1 (viii),

the point (YZW) being the cusp (^ = oo ), and the line Z = 0, W = 0, the cuspidal

tangent ; the curve has one stationary osculating plane (X) which meets it in four

consecutive points where 6 = 0. We must have, in order that the osculating plane at

the point should be

LX +MY+NZ + PW = 0,

L : M : N:P::1 -.-ee-iSe': -36*;

thus the osculating planes of the curve touch all the quadrics

X (if= + 12LP) +
fj.
{9N- - S2MP) = 0,

and among them two plane curves, (corresponding respectively to X = and fi = 0), that

lie respectively in X = 0, the stationary osculating plane, and in Z = the plane con-

taining the point of contact of X = and the tangent at the cusp. The two cases

must be discussed separately: I take the latter first, and subdivide it into (1) a

particular simple form, (2) the general form.

II. Surfaces of Order 12, Class 12.

(Cusped Curves of the Fourth Order.)

The plane Z =0 of the foregoing paragraphs being at infinity, each coordinate of

points of the curve, referred to any Cartesian system of axes, will be equal to such

a function of 6 as

A6' + Be + c + De-\

In the particular case to which we now apply ourselves the cusp, (^=oo), and

the point of contact of the stationary osculating plane, (^=0), are situated at conjugate

imaginary points of the Absolute. Any real origin being taken in finite space, the

real plane containing and these two points of the Absolute is taken for z = 0, the

cusp being where

X : y : z :: 1 : + i : 0,

Vol. XIX. Part I. 10
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and the point of contact of the stationary plane, where

X : y : z :: 1 : — i : :

the ratios of the coeflScients of ff' and of d~^ in the three coordinates are therefore

known.

From the fact that the curve is lengthless we deduce that

iy-x^^AO' + C; z = Ed + F- ii/ + x = G + Hd-';

where

AH+E'=0

is the form of its equations ; and we may still rotate the axes of x and y through

any real angle about Oz, or write pd in place of 6 in order to effect further simpli-

fication in A, E, H. As before we may make

-A = E = H = 2Jc,

a real positive constant.

Lastly G, F and G may by change of origin be made pure imaginary quantities.

Thus

y = ik(^6'-0-') + ib- (.ix),

2 = -Ikd + ic
j

is the final form to which the equations of the curve may be reduced.

The derived real minimal surface is

x = k{^u^-uv^ + u-h (u- + ir")}"!

y = k {^1^ - vu" - V ^ {u" + v')}[ (11),

s = 2ku
j

and this will be shewn to be the only minimal surface of order twelve. As in Case I.

the associated surfaces are merely the same surface displaced and possibly altered in

scale.

It will be clear that the constant terms in the expressions for the coordinates

may always be reduced by real translation to be pure imaginaries which do not enter

into the equation of the deduced minimal surface. For the future such constant

terms will be omitted altogether except in the final form of the equation of the minimal

curve.
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III. Surfaces of Order 16, Class 12.

(Cusped Curves of the Fourth Order.)

The only difference between this case and the preceding is that the two points

common to the curve and the Absolute are no longer conjugate imaginary points. A
real origin again being chosen at random, the real plane through it and the cusp

is selected for z = 0; the real plane through and the point 9 = cuts z = in a
real line, (which is selected as Oy), and makes an angle 2a with it. Thus the directions

of the axes are definitely settled ; and, when = oo

,

x : y : z :: 1 : i : 0;

when = 0,

X : y : z :: cos 2a : —i : sin 2a.

Taken in conjunction with the fact that the curve is lengthless, these give us the

following formulae

:

iy-x=- A0-' + 2Be + i C&\

z = (-Ae-' + Ee) cot a,

iy + x = (— Aff-^) cot^a,

where A 0-^ (A 0-- + 2B + C0') = {A0--' + Ef.

Writing p0 for we make E = A, and therefore B=C=A, and so have

iy -x = (k + ik') (- 0-^ + 20 + 10^) + constant \

z = {k + ik') {- 0-^ + 0) cot a + cons\.a.n\, I (x),

iy + x = {k + ik') (— 0-^) cot^o + constant

as the final standard form. The surface deduced is

2x=R [(k + ik') [(1 - cof-a) (u + iv)~' - 2 (« + iv) - ^ {u + ivy']]\

2y = R [{ik - k') [(1 + cot^a) (u + iv)-' - 2 (u + iv) - H« + «^)']1 1 (HI).

2z = R {(k + ik') [- 2{u + iv)-' + 2 (w + iv)]] cot o
j

Corresponding to each value of a we have a family of associated minimal surfaces.

We come now to the case when the stationary osculating plane is at infinity.

IV. Surfaces of Order 16, Class 8.

(Cusped Cu7-ves of the Fourth Order.)

It is convenient to suppose the parameter of the preceding sections replaced by

its inverse, so that ^ = shall give the cusp and = <x> the point of contact of the

stationary osculating plane. In the present case the stationary plane is to be the

10—2
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plane at infinity ; thus with any Cartesian axes each coordinate x, y, z will be equal to

such a function of ^ as

Ad" + Be^ + Cd- + D.

Let the origin be a real point taken at random in finite space : let z = Q be

the real plane through 0, the point of the Absolute at which the curve osculates the

plane infinity, and the conjugate imaginary point of the Absolute. The tangent at the

cusp, {0 = 0), also intersects the Absolute, and a second real plane may be drawn through

0, parallel to the cuspidal tangent and the conjugate imaginary direction. This plane

will meet z = in a real line which I take as Oy, and will make a real angle, denoted

by 2a, with z = 0. The directions of the axes are now fixed ; but we may still put

p6 in place of 6 if convenient.

When 6 = cc
, we are to have x : y : z :: 1 : i : 0, since the curve is to touch the

Absolute on ^ = : we therefore may take for the equations of the curve

iy-x= \a^e* + foi^ + io#

iy + x= ic«0'

and the fact that the curve is lengthless gives the conditions

Co (uod- + 20,6 + «,) = (b,e + L)=.

The direction ratios of the tangent at the cusp (^ = 0) being

we must have

cos 2a : —i : sin 2a,

f(o : h, : c, :: I : cot a : cof-a;

and lastly, since we may put p6 in place of 6, we may without loss of generality

suppose bi = b,, and therefore by (1) aa = ai = a... The final form therefore is

.(xi),

iy - X = (k + ik') {^6' + ^6' + 16*) + constant
^

z = (k + ik') {^&- + ^^) cot o + constant

iy + x = {k + ik') (^6'-) cot-'a + constant

and the derived surface is

2x= R [(k + ik') [^ (cof-a -!)(« + ivf + | (« + ivf + i{"+ ^i-')']}^

2y= R {{k' - ik) [i (cot=a +!)(« + iv)' + | (u + iv)' + I {u + iv)*]}

2z = 2R [{k + ik') [i (u + ivf + H" + «'^)']} cot a

The case a = needs consideration. The point of the Absolute where the curve

osculates infinity and the point where the cuspidal tangent meets infinit}' are now
conjugate imaginary points. The reduction proceeds on the same lines as in (II); but

although the final form of equations of the curve is as simple as (II), neither the

•(IV).
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class nor the order of the derived minimal surface is lowered. The surface is another

instance of a minimal surface whose associated surfaces are similar to itself. The equations

are

X = h {66-' - 36*) + constant^

y = — ik{66^ + 3^') + constant l (xii)-

z = k (86^) + constant

and
X = 6k («= - V-) - M{u' + y" - QiW)

y = I2kuv + 12k ill' - v') 2iv ^ (IV),

z= 8k{iv>-3uv'-)

for the curve and surface respectivel3^ It is to be observed that in the surfaces (IV)

and (IV) the origin is a quadruple point.

This completes the cases when a cusped quartic is without length; there remain

in Lie's table of real simple minimal surfaces three of class 18 and orders 12, 14, 16

respectively, of which I say the first is non-existent. The quartic curve from which

Lie derives these surfaces, and which I now investigate briefly, has the Absolute for a

triple curve ; it is the quartic discovered by Bertini as the intersection of a ruled

cubic surface with its first polar with respect to any point, this curve being placed

in a particular manner with regard to the plane infinity and the Absolute.

The Eqioianharmonic Rational Quartic Curve.

The homogeneous coordinates X, Y, Z, W, of any rational space-curve of the fourth

order may be expressed as rational integral quartic functions of a parameter t? ; and

by substituting these functions in the equation of a plane,

LX + MY + NZ+PW=0,

we obtain a quartic equation in rj, whose roots are the parameters of the four points

common to the curve and the plane. The osculating planes of the curve, for which

three of the four intersections coalesce, are distinguished by the vanishing of both in-

variants of this quartic, (of degree two and three respectively), and therefore touch

a surface of class two and another of class three. If the osculating planes all touch

a conic, either this surface of class two must be such that its discriminant vanishes, or

else the osculating planes must touch a family of surfaces of class two, and the curve

itself be of class four. The latter possibility leads us, by help of the investigations

given in Salmon's Geometry of Three Dimensions, to the cusped curve and to no other

:

the former requires deeper knowledge of the nature of these curves for its discussion.

The following method, while slurring over many details which can only be properly

explained by reference to the general theory of rational quartics, leads fairly rapidly to

the results we need.
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Supposing the osculating planes all touch a conic, we may take the plane of the

conic as W= 0. Let the equations of the curve be

X :Y :Z :W :: {a,a,aM,a,^v, ^Y (^•••5'?, 1)* : (Co-^V. ^Y (^o Jv. !)'•

The osculating planes all touch the surface of the second class

{Lao +Mh + ]S% + Pdo){L(u-\-m, + A\ + Pd,)-i(La, + ...)iLa,+ ...) + ^iLa,+ ...Y = 0;

in which equation, when expanded, P will not appear. Hence

d,d,-4:d^d^ + 3d.? = 0,

rfo«i - 'id^a-3 + GdoOo — 4^,0, + dso = 0,

dj), - UA + Gd^b, - idA + dA = 0,

doCi — 4rf]C3 + Gd^2 - ^rfaCi + diCo = 0.

That is to say (dodid.dsdi$^v. I)' is an equianharmonic quartic, and each of the other

three quartics in ij is apolar to it. Now by introduction of a new parameter 6 in

place of t] (such that

e, f, g, h being properly chosen) we may reduce any equianharmonic quartic to either of

the forms
k (^ + 6fi&' + 1), where I + S/x-' = 0,

or kid'-l).

Each of the two has its advantages, but here those of the former predominate. If we

suppose the plane 11'= above to be at infinity and refer the curve to any real system

of Cartesian axes, Ox, Oy, Oz, each coordinate {x, y, z) will equal some such function

of Q as

(poP^p.PzP.'^S, ly - (^ + 6m^^ + 1),

where po + Pi + ^P-iM^ = 0, 1 + 3/i- = 0.

It is however inadvisable at this stage to restrict ourselves to the use of real co-

ordinate axes: it is best to keep such coordinates (x, y, 2) in the background, and to

work with coordinates f, 77, f, each equal to

[l^, ^} = Ax + By+Cz + D,

A, B, C, D being complex constants. If these constants be suitably chosen, we may

reduce the equations to the shape

^"^ + 6/1^ + 1' ^~^ + 6/.^ + r ^ 6M+6/x^ + l
^ '

in which it is clear that, if {^, •>;, f) be a point of the curve, so also are the points

(_^, -r], ?), (-1 r,, -0. (I> -';. -?). their parameters being (-6), (^') and (-$-')

respectively. Also we may verify that

(d^r+{dnr-+(dO'-=o.
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Let the point common to the imaginary planes f = 0, 77 = 0, ^=0 be called SI, and
the lines of intersection of each two, D.^, Htj, il^; these lines and points are probably all

imaginary, but we have seen that it is a matter of little moment whether fl be

imaginary or not: any change in the position of fl produces a real translation in the

resulting real minimal surface, and nothing more. We therefore suppose that D coincides

with 0.

In order that (xiii) should be a minimal curve it is necessary that our coordinate

system should be such that

(d^r + (dvy- + (d^-^ = k [{dwy- + (dyT- + (dz)^ :

the lines 0^, Orj, 0^, must be such that the points at infinity on them are conjugate,

two and two, with respect to the Absolute ; they must in fact be mutually perpendicular.

Three possibilities present themselves; 0^, O-q, Of, may be all of them real, or all

imaginary, or one real and two imaginary. There is however another feature that must

be considered, the order of the resulting surface.

The curve meets the plane infinity in four points, at which it is not hard to

see that

f^ : r : ^2 :: I + 3/x : 1 - 3/i : - 2 :: ft) : a)= : 1 (if w^ = 1),

i.e. at four points which lie on the Absolute and form a quadrangle whose diagonal

points are on the axes. The order of the minimal surface Lie shews to be sixteen

;

but if two of the four points of the curve which lie at infinity be conjugate imaginary

points the degree he proves will be fourteen ; and if it were possible that the remaining

two points at infinity were also conjugate imaginary points the degree would be twelve.

Now, the Absolute being unicursal, we may express the coordinates of its points by

means of a parameter s ; thus for example to suppose that

ir) - ^ ' ^ ''• K iv + ^ '' s : \

is one possible manner. The parameters of the four points of the Absolute where the

quartic curve meets it are roots of an equation in s of the fourth degree of which

the quadratic invariant is found to vanish ; and this invariant of the quartic equation

which gives the parameters of the four points of the Absolute situated also on the

curve will vanish whatever coordinate system we employ.

Suppose if possible that the four points fell into two pairs of conjugate imaginary

points; with a real origin and real axes we may suppose the four points to lie in

two real planes through whose intersection is Oy and which make equal angles o

with the plane yOx ; in other words we could always choose axes so that the four

points would lie on the planes

z = ± X tan a.

The four parameters of the points would then be

(1 + cos a) -r (+ sin a),
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and being real could not satisfy the necessary condition (the vanishing of the invariant).

The four points therefore cannot be conjugate imaginary points two and two: and

The real mininial surfaces of order tivelve and class eighteen in Lie's table, {Mathe-

matische Annalen, xiv. p. 397), do not exist.

Consider next the conditions under which two of the points common to the curve

and the Absolute are conjugate imaginaries. The real line which joins them is chosen

as the line at infinity in z = 0, and the values of the parameter s (determined by

s : 1 : : iy — x : z : : z : ii/ + x)

are denoted by 0, <x>
, p, q, the equation

p- — jJ5 + 5- =

being the new form of the invariantive relation between them : we deduce that

p = — (oq where &>" = 1.

The four infinitely distant points of the curve lie where

iy — X : iy + X : z :: : 1 :

:: 1 : :

:: If: I : p

:: f/ : I : q

respectively. At the diagonal points of the quadrilateral they form we have

iy — X : iy + x : z

respectively; or

pq : -I :

pq : I : p

pq : 1 : q

X : y : z :: pq + 1 : ? (I — pq) '

:: I -pq : -i{l+pq) : ip

' 1 -Pl ' -*(i +P9) ' 2g-

These points are generally all imaginar}", but the first of them may be real ; if so, it

involves no loss of generality to suppose that it coincides with Ox; and therefore

pq = 1, p = ± id}-, q = + iu>;

surfaces of order 14 appear both when Of, Orj, Of are all imaginary and when one of

them is real, but not when all three are real. We are now in a position to determine

the real minimal surfaces derived from the equianharmonic rational quartic.
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V. Surfaces of Order 16, Class 18.

(Bertini's Equianharmonic Curve.)

First Case. The axes 0^, Or}, Of, of equations (xiii) are real, aud may be supposed
to coincide with Ox, Oy, Oz. The curve without length is then

a; = 2 (^' + ik') i {&' - 0) -=- (6' ± 26"-i VS + 1) + constant
]

y = 2{k + ik') (6^ + 0) id' ± 20H VS + 1) + constant

z = {k + ik') {0*-l)^(0^± 20^1 \/3 + 1) + constant

and the equation of the minimal surface is derived as usual by substituting u + iv for

and selecting the real part of each coordinate (.r, y, z). The surface, like the curve,

must be such that if the point (x, y, z) lie upon it, so also do the points (x, —y,- z),

{—X, y, — z), {—X, —y,z); it seems unnecessary to give its equation.

Second Case. One of the three 0^, Ot), Of is real, the other two being imaginary.

It is immaterial which of the three is real, but the simplest results arise from the

case when Of is real, and is supposed to coincide with Oz. Without difficulty we show

that real axes Ox, Oy, at right angles to it and to one another, exist such that

x = ^ cosh /9 + iri sinh /9,

y = 71 cosh /3 — if sinh j3.

On substitution we find for the equation of the minimal curve

X = 2i {k + ik') (0'e^ - 0e'») -^ (6* ± 20-i\l^ + 1) + constant
^

y=2 (A- + ik') {0'e^ + 0e-^) h- (0' ± 20-iV3 + 1) + constant -

z = {k + ik') {0^-1) -:- {0* ± 20H^/S + 1) + constant

when referred to real axes Ox, Oy, Oz. The equation of the surface may be deduced.

Third Case. Of, Oij, Of are all imaginary. The conjugate imaginary lines form a

second trio of mutually perpendicular lines through ; by an elementary result in

Geometry, a cone may be described with as vertex passing through Of, Or], Of and

the three conjugate imaginary lines. The equation of this cone referred to a real

coordinate-system is necessarily real, and may be reduced to the form

Ax- + By^ + Cz- = 0,

by a real change of axes. But there lie on this cone sets of three mutually perpendicular

generators ; hence
A+B + C = 0;

and we infer that Of, Or), Of necessarily lie on a real cone

z" = x' cos- a + y- sin^a.

Vol. XIX. Part I. H
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where the angle a and the coordinate-system are both real. In order to obtain the

equations of the curve referred to these axes we must apply formulae for transformation

of coordinates to equations (xiii): if (lim^n^), (ij?/!.,?!..), (isWi^Hs) be the imaginary direction

cosines of Of, Or;, Of referred to Ox, Oy, Oz we have to substitute the values of f, 77, f

from (xiii) in

x=li^ + l.,ij + l,^: ?/ = etc

—

and the quantities I, 711 ... etc., besides the usual conditions that connect direction cosines

of three perpendicular lines, satisfy

li- cos^a + m^ sin-a = n^,

L- cos-a + m^- sin-a = n.r,

ij" cos'a + 1113 sin-a = n^'

:

they may in fact be all expressed in terms of one imaginary or two real variables.

The equations of the curve or surface may be written down if required.

VI. Surfaces of Order 14, Class 18.

(The Equianharmonic Quartic.)

These are derived from the second and third cases of V. when two of the points

at infinity on the curve are conjugate imaginary points. In the second case of V., /S

must be such that

cosh /3 = + \/3 sinh /9.

Lie shews in his memoir that no real double surface exists of order 12 ; it follows

that the surface obtained in II. is the sole minimal surface of that order. It appears

further that the degree of the minimal curves that lie on the surface is a very

inconvenient basis of classification even in these simple cases.



IV. Diophantine Inequalities. By G. B. Mathews, M.A., F.R.S.

[Received 28 February 1900.]

This paper was suggested by and has immediate reference to MacMahon's memoirs

on the partition of numbers, especially the one entitled "Applications of the Partition

Analysis," etc., Trans. G. P. S. xviii. pp. 12—34. Its object is to contribute towards

the solution of a problem, which may be stated in general terms as follows :—

•

There are m assigned sets of n integers a;, 6,-, c,-, .../,; it is required to specify

all integral values of the n indeterminates x, y, z, ...t which satisfy the m relations

ciix + biy + CiZ+ ... + lit ^ 0, (i = 1, 2, 3, ... m).

Of the n coefficients «;, bi, ... k in any one of these relations, some, but not all,

may be zero or negative; it may also be supposed, without loss of generality, that

their greatest common divisor is unity. It will be assumed that the relations are con-

sistent and independent, and that they involve, either explicitly or implicitly, the

restrictions

x^O, y^O, z^O,...t^O;

when these restrictions are imposed, there must be at least n conditions altogether;

there may be more.

The conditions .v ^ 0, etc. do not really interfere with the discussion of the general

problem ; for instance, if we require all integral solutions of

x + y- 2^0, 2y-Sz^0,

we obtain them by considering separately all the eight cases

a' ^ 0, y>0, s'^0, e^x -\- €„y - e^z ^0, 2e.iy - Se^z ^ 0,

where ej, e^, 63 assume independently the values + 1 and — 1.

It will be convenient to use the term "positive integer" in the sense of "non-

negative integer" so that the value zero may be included. Unless the contrary is stated,

every small italic letter used henceforth will denote a positive integer in this extended

sense.

11—2
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The unrestricted system of conditions may be called a set of Diophantine in-

equalities. If we confine our attention to "positive" solutions, there is another way of

looking at the matter. The system is then equivalent to the set of Diophantine

equations

UiX +bil/ + C!Z + ... + lit — W; = 0,

where w^, w^, ...w,„ are additional indetermiuates, and the positive solutions only are

required. The problem may now, in fact, be regarded as a special case of finding the

compositions of an m-partite zero out of (n + m) assigned parts. For example, if the

conditions are

ox-Sy-iz^O, y^O, z^O,

which are independent and consistent, and imply x'^0, the corresponding Diophantine

equations are

ox — 3y — 4:2 — Wi = 0,

y-w. = 0,

z — W3=0,

the positive solutions of which give the compositions of (000) out of the parts (500),

(310), (-iOl), (iOO), (01 0), (OOi), where dotted figures indicate negative numbers.

The number of indetermiuates (w) will be called the order of the system. A system

of the first order, if consistent, reduces at once to x'^0, and requires no farther

discussion ; the theory of systems of the second order is less obvious, but may be said

to be virtually complete ; the third and higher orders present difficulties which have

not yet been completely overcome.

One form of solution, however, applies to every order, and may be stated at once.

Each positive solution (x, y, z,...t) may be associated with a symbol a^/3^7^ ... X', and

the complete solution with the " denumerating function" Sa^/S-^T^ . . . X'. It is found that

this denumerating function is the formal expansion, in ascending powers and products,

of a " generating function
"

N{a, 0,...X)
G{a, 0,...\)-

D{a, /8,...X)'

where N {a, /3, ...X) and D{a, /S, ... X) are finite rational and integral functions of their

arguments. In particular, D{a, /8, ...X) is the product of a set of factors of the tj^e

(1 — a^yS*... X"). This form of the complete solution will be called the "normal" solu-

tion. Other forms of solution, the nature of which will appear as we proceed, are

ultimately connected with certain identical transformations of G.

The solution of an arithmetical problem consists properly in the statement of an

algorithm, or method of arriving at the solution by calculation. Such an algorithm

is, in the present case, implicitly obtained by the determination of G ;
the identical

transformations of G lead to different forms of algorithm.
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In finding G and investigating its transformations it is very convenient to make
use of the method of nets or lattices. For the principles of this method the reader

is referred to Gauss's posthumous papers in the second volume of his works, especially

pp. 313—374, to Bravais's memoir "Sur les systemes des points distribues regulierement

sur un plan ou dans I'espace," Journ. £Jcole Polyt. Xix. (cah. 33), pp. 1—128, and to

Dirichlet, "Ueber die Reduction der positiven quadratischen Formen mit drei unbe-

stimmten ganzen Zahlen," Crelle, XL. p. 209. For the sake of clearness, most of the

geometrical theorems we require will be stated ; the proofs, however, will be usually

omitted.

Taking a fixed pair of rectangular axes, the two sets of parallels

x = h, y = k, (/i, ^- = 0, ± 1, + 2, ...),

divide the plane of reference into a lattice, the compartments, or "panes," of which

are unit squares. Any point where two lines intersect has integral coordinates and will

be called an integral point. We shall be concerned only with points whose coordinates

are positive ; that is, points within or on the boundaries of the first quadrant.

Let (a, 6) and (c, d) be any two integral points A, B not collinear with the

origin ; then ad — he is not zero, and we may, without loss of generality, suppose it a

positive integer e. If p, q separately assume the values 0, 1, 2, etc., the points

defined by
(x, y) = {pa + qc, pb + qd)

are the nodes of an oblique lattice formed by the two sets of parallels

'i-T4'l (.,,=0,1,2,...,.

This lattice will be denoted by [OA, OB] or [a, b: .c, d]. Each pane of it is a

parallelogram of area e ; the pane of which OA, OB are adjacent sides may be called

the first pane.

It is convenient to reckon as points " belonging to " the first pane the points within

it, the origin, and the points on OA, OB exclusive of 0, A, B. If this convention is

applied to the other compartments, every point of the lattice will belong to one and

only one pane. Two points which are similarly situated with respect to the panes to

which they belong will be called congruent or equivalent : thus eveiy point of the lattice

is equivalent to one and only one point of the first pane.

The number of integral points belonging to any one pane is e ; this number is

called the norm of the lattice. The e integral points which belong to the first pane

will be called a complete set of least residues with regard to the lattice.

If a, b and c, d are pairs of co-primes, all the least residues of [a, b; c, d] except

fall within the first pane. Such a lattice will be called simple. In every other case

we may write

[a, 6; c, d]=[fa', fb'; gc, gd'],
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where /, g are integers and [«', h'; c, cZ'] is a simple lattice, from which the compound

lattice [a, 6; c, rf] is derived by putting together _^ panes so as to form one larger pane.

A lattice such as [3,5; 1,2] of which the norm is 1 will be called a unit lattice.

The integral points belonging to a unit lattice consist of its nodes ; conversely when

the nodes of a lattice, and no other points belonging to it, are integral, the lattice

is unitary.

These definitions and theorems are illustrated by Fig. 1, which shows the lattice

[6, 3 ; 4, 6] and its derivation from the simple lattice [2, 1 ; 2, 3].

20
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We will now consider some simple examples of the second order, before proceeding

to the general case.

(I) Suppose the conditions are

The solution is evidently

and hence

x = p + 2.q, y = q,

X, y = i[l,0; 2,1],

(1 -«)(!- a-^/5)-

So, more generally, if the conditions are

the complete solution may be expressed in any one of the forms

x,y = L[l,Q;f,l];

Sa^fi." = ^^"P (l-a)(I_a/y3)-

(2) Suppose the conditions are

Sx-2y^0, y^O.

We have to specify the integral points which belong to that "sector" of the first

quadrant which is bounded by the lines 3a; — 2y = and y = 0.

Let us construct the lattice [1, 0; 2, 3] as in Fig. 2. Its least residues are seen

to be (0,0), (1,1), (2,2); and if we take all the points congruent to them, we have

the solution required. We may express this conveniently by writing

X, 2/ = (0,0), (1,1), (2,2), [1,0; 2,3];

this means, of course, that the solution is given by

x=j3 + 2(A x = p + 2q-\-l^ x=p + 2q + 2^

i/= 3ryj y= Sq+lj y= 3ry + 2j
'

and hence it follows that

%a^^y = ( 1 + a/3 + a=^-) 2a^+^9/3»« = ,/ ^
"f-,'^

"'^,,
.^

(1 — a)(l — 0C-/3-')

The solution may be put (after MacMahon) into auother shape which is very elegant
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and suggestive. The lattice [1, 0; 1, 1] is unitary, and its nodes comprise all the

solutions of
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The umbral form of this second solution is

tcL-^y = A +1 1

(1 - a) (1 - a/3) (1 - a/3) (1 - a'/3') 1 - a/3
'

on reduction to a single fraction this agrees, as it ought to do, with the value of G
previously obtained.

The new form of the generating function arises from the fact that we are able

to find a succession of points

(1, 0), (1, 1), (2, 3),

beginning with (1, 0) and ending with (2, 3), such that each pair of two consecutive

points defines a unit lattice, and that the lattices thus found do not overlap. Now a

series of points of this kind can be constructed in an infinite number of ways : for

instance we may form the series

(1, 0), (2, 1), (1, 1), (3, 4), (2, 3),

and hence obtain

X, y = L[l, 0; 2, l] + L[2,l; 1, 1] + Z[1, I; 3, 4]+Z[3, 4; 2, 3]

-X[2, l]-i[l, l]-i;[3, 4],

or, in the umbral notation,

%a^^ = - -1 -~+ ^ ^

(1 - a) (1 - a^/3) " (I - a^^) (1 - a/3) ^ (1 - a/3) ( 1 - a^^^

1 1 1

(1 - a'/30 (1 - a=/30 l-oi'/S 1 - a/3 1 - a?0*

'

Solutions of this second type will be called "chain-solutions." There is one chain-

solution in which the number of "link-points" inserted is the least possible: this will

be called the reduced chain-solution. In the present case the reduced chain-solution is

derived from the linkage (1, 0), (1, 1), (2, 3).

A simple illustration may be given of a more general transformation of a generat-

ing function. All integral points of the first quadrant satisfy one of the two sets of

conditions,

(i) y^O, 3.i'-22/>0; (ii) -Sa; + 2y^0, x^O;

and these are exclusive, except when 3x — 2y = 0.

The denumerating function for the second pair of conditions is

l+a/3=
Xa='^--

(l_a=/30(l-^)

1 I
+

(1 - a-^/30 (1 - «y3-^) (1 - a/3=) (1-/3) 1 - a^

'

Vol. XIX. Part I. 12
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the generating function for the whole quadrant is

1

(l-a)(l-y3)'

hence, adding the generating functions for the two parts, and making the proper

correction for L [2, 3] we obtain the identical transformation

1 _ l + ay8+a-/3= 1 + a/3- 1

(1 - a) (1 - /S) (1 - a) (1 - o=/30 (1 - aW (1-/3) 1 - a=/8'

1 1 1
,+ 71 rrTT-. ^UTx + /T ^TTSTTTi o^^ + ;~(l-a)(l-a/3)^(l-a/S)(I-a=/3')^(l-a=/3')(l-a/3=) (1 - a/S'^) (1 - /3)

_J^ 1 1^
l-a/3 l-a^/S' l-a/3="

It is clear that results of this kind may be obtained in an infinite variety of

ways. The transformations effected in the discussion of the present example are illustrated

by Figs. 2, 3.
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Constructing the first pane of the lattice [10, 7 ; 5, 13] as in Fig. 4, we observe

that the least residues are

(0, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2), ... (14, 19),

Fig. 4.

hence the normal solution is

'S.oL'^ = (1 + ay8 + a/3- + ... 4- a»/?^)/(l - a"/3^) (1 - 2=/3"),

where the numerator contains 95 terms.

To find the reduced chain-solution we observe those least residues which lie nearest

to the boundary lines OA, OB; we thus find by inspection the reduced linkage

(10, 7), (7, 5), (4, 3), (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 5), (5, 13),

and hence deduce the solution11 1
Sa^/S-" + + ... +

,(l-o"/3')(l-a'/3=) (l-a'^OCl-o'/S') (l-a'/^')(l-a=/S'^)

1 - a'^' 1 - OL*^

1

1 -a-/3='

12—2
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We are now able to attack the general problem of the second order. The con-

ditions may be taken to be of the form

— bx + ay ^ 0, dx — cy^O,

where (a, b), (c, d) are pairs of co-primes, and

ad — be = e > 0.

Let the points

(/(,, k\), (h,, A:„), ... (A,, iv)

be the least residues of the lattice [a, b ; c, d] : then the normal solution, in its

umbral form, is

Sa^/S-" = Sa*'^*./(1 - a''/3>') (1 - a'/3'').

Ai-ithmetically, the pairs of integers (7(, k) are defined as those which simultaneously

satisfy

e>-bh + ak > 0, e> dh - ck ^ 0,

and there is no difficulty in finding them in any jJarticular case. The simplest way

is to put a; = 0, 1, 2, ...(a + c) in succession, and determine in each case the corre-

sponding limits of I/.

To find the reduced chain-solution we may proceed as follows. Let OABC (Fig. 4)

be the first pane of the lattice [a, b\ c, d], and let the line AO be turned round A,

in the negative sense of rotation, until it first passes through an integral point within

the triangle OAC. In this position it may pass through more than one least residue:

suppose it goes through P,, P^,...Pf, these points being marked in order from A.

Then APi, PiP^, ... P/-iPf are the first links of the reduced chain. Nest let the line P/-0

rotate clockwise about Pf until it first passes through a set of least residues P/+i, Py+„, ...

Pgl then PfPfyi, Pf+iPy+„,... P^_iPg are the next links. We now rotate P,,0 about P^,

and so on ; it is clear that we shall at last arrive at a succession of collinear link-points

ending with C; the process is then completed. Thus in Fig. 4, where a =10, 6 = 7,

c = 5, d = 13, the first four link-points are

(10, 7), (7, 5), (4, 3), (I, I),

all of which lie on the line

2a;- 3^-1- 1=0;

the next link-point is (I, 2) or Pj, and the line P^Pt is .r— 1 = 0; P; is (2, 5) and

the equation of P,Pi is Sx— i/ — I = 0; finally the equation of P^C is

8a; - 3y - 1 = 0.

A link-point Pj is distinguished from other least residues by the fact that lines can

be drawn through it which separate the origin from all other least residues. The

limiting positions of such separating lines are Pg-iPs and PgPs^ii if Ps-i, Ps, Ps+\

are collinear, these limiting positions coincide.
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Although the truth of these propositions may be thought intuitively evident, it is

desirable to give the strict arithmetical theory. Suppose that (x', y') is any integral

.solution of

ay — bx = l -.

then the general solution is

whence

x = w' + at, y = y'+ bt,

dx — cy = dx — cy + et {e= ad — be).

Now let the integer t be so chosen that

e > dx' —cy' + ef^Q\

this can be done in one way onl}-, and if j\, y^ are the corresponding values of x and y,

then

e > dxj — cyi ^ 0,

so that (xi, j/i) or Pj is a least residue. It remains to prove that P^ is not outside

of the triangle OAC; to do this, we observe that

2 A OAP, = 1,

2 A OPiC = dxi — cyi < e,

2(0AP, + 0P,C)^e,

K20AG-

by the conditions imposed : hence

therefore Pj is not outside of OAC. This completely explains and justifies the geo-

metrical determination of the link-points, and also gives an arithmetical process by which

they can be found in their proper order. The scheme of the algorithm is

ayi — bxj = 1, e > dx^ —cyi^O;

A\i/-i - a's^i = 1

,

dx, - cy, > dx„ - cy. ^ ;

a'o?/3 — y.^rj = 1, dr„ — cy.2 > dx, — cy, > ;

and so on. It is possible, of course, to construct the linkage in the reverse order; the

algorithm is then

dxi — cyi= 1, e > ayi — bxi > ;

yiXi^i - xiyi_, = 1, ayi - bxi > ayi-, - bxi^, > 0,

and so on.

The equation of PgPs+i is

U =
X
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now for any point on the line

drawn through parallel to PgPs+i, the value of U is 1 ; hence uo point between the

parallels can be integral, and P,Ps+, is a "separating line."

The umbral form of the solution is

1

1 1 1

1 - a^'/S-"' 1 - a^'/S"-- 1 - a''^'

'

from which the corresponding algorithmic form may be at once inferred.

Major MacMahon worked out, and showed me in manuscript, a complete algorithm for

the solution of \x ^ ixy, y > ; this practically amounts to a reduced chain-solution for that

special case, and suggested to me the corresponding theory for the general conditions.

The essential idea of a reduced chain-solution is accordingl}' due to him.

When we proceed to discuss systems of the third order, an extension of the geo-

metrical theory becomes necessary. We take three rectangular axes, and consider integral

points (x, y, z) ; more particularly, positive integral points belonging to the first octant.

There will be three kinds of regular distributions of points for which we shall require

convenient names and symbols ; I begin by explaining the terminology that \d\\ be

adopted.

A point-row [«, 6, c] comprises all the points (.r, y, z) given by

X, y, z=pa, pb, pc. (l>
= 0, 1, 2,...)

Each of these points is a node of the row. If d = dv («, b, c) is the greatest common

divisor of a, b, c, there will be (d — l) integral points within each segment joining two

consecutive nodes. We reckon as belonging to the segment these intermediate points,

and the first node of the segment. This gives d points altogether : we call d the

norm of the row. The least residues of the row are the d points given by

X, y, z= ia/d, ibjd, ic/d. (i = 0, 1, 2,...{d-l))

A lattice [a, b, c ; a, b', c] comprises all the points given by

X, y, z = pa + qa', pb + qb', pc + qc. {p, q = Q,\,'2,, ...)

This is simple if dv{a, b, c) = dv(a', b', c') = 1. Its norm, in the sense explained previously,

is

K [a, b, c ; a', b', c'] = dv (be — b'c, ca — c'a, ab' — a'b).
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A "trellis" [a, b, c; a, b', c'; a", b", c"] comprises all the points given by

w, 1/, 2 = pa + qa + ra", pb + qb' + rb", pc + qc' + re". (p, q, r = 0, I, 2, ...)

These points are the nodes of the trellis. If we write

a b c

A =
\
a' b' c [

!
a" b" c"

I

which we may assume to be a positive, non-evanescent integer, the three sets of parallel

planes

(b'c" - b"c') X + {c'a" - c"a) y + {a'b" - a"b') z=p\

(b"c — be") X + (c"a — ca") y + {a"b — ab") z = qi^,

{bc'-b'c)x+(cu'-c'a)y + {ab' -a'b)2 =rA, {p,q,r = 0, 1,2,...)

define a set of equal and similar parallelepipeds which may be called the compartments

or cells of the trellis. By making a convention analogous to that used for lattices we

secure that every point in the trihedral "sector" occupied by the trellis may be con-

sidered as belonging to one and only one cell. To each cell belong exactly A integral

points; hence we call A the norm of the trellis. The A integral points belonging to

the first cell are the least residues of the trellis. They are defined by the conditions

A > {b'c") X + {c'a") y + {a'b") z^O,

A>{b"c)x +{c"a)y +{a"b)z >0,

A>(bc')x +{ca')y +{ab')z ^0,

where, for brevity, {b'c") has been written for b'c" — b"c' , and so for the other coefficients.

I shall say that the trellis is simple, when

dv (a, 6, c) = dv {a, b', c') = dv (a", 6", c") = 1

;

reduced, when

dv [{b'c"), {c'a"), {a'b")] = dv {{b"c), {c"a), {a"b)}

= dv {(be), {ca'), {ab')] = 1

;

unitary, when A = 1.

A simple trellis is bounded by three simple lattices ; a reduced trellis is bounded

by three unitary lattices.

A " rational " plane

ux + vy + luz = 0,

where u, v, tu are integers, passes through an infinite number of integral points : the

distribution of these points in the plane may be realised graphically by drawing contour-

lines in one of the coordinate planes (say xy) for the admissible integral values of the
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other coordinate (z). Fig. 5 shows in this way the distribution of integi-al points on

the plane 2a; + 4y — 3^ = 0.

Fio. 5.

The points belonging to any simple lattice [a, b, c ;
«', b', c'] may be enumerated

either by finding its least residues, or by constructing a reduced linkage in its plane

from (a, b, c) to (a', 6', c'). Thus the points belonging to [2, 5, 8; 11, 2, 10] are enumer-

ated by forming the linkage (see Fig. 5)

(2, 5, 8), (1, 1, 2), (i, 1, 4), (11, 2, 10),

the denumerating function being

1 1 1
"^^^ ~ (l-a^^Y)(l-«/3r)

"^
(1 - «/3t) (1 - «W) "^

(1 - «*)8y) (1 - a"/3Y")
•K„x

1 - ai^r 1 - a'/^Y^

= (1 + 0/37= + (o^^ + a=/3=) 7^ + (c^yS^ + a'/?) 7« + {a*^- + a'^ + a"^') 7'

+ (a»/3^ + a^/3^ + a'ySO 7'" + (a^/S' + ""/S") 7" + («"/3' + «'^') 7" + a''/SY«}

-(l-a^/3Y)(l-a"/3"Y°)-

The expression last written is the normal form of the generating function, and its

numerator exhibits the 17 least residues of the lattice.

The existence of a reduced linkage for any simple lattice follows at once from the
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geometrical theory for the second order which has been already explained. But if we
translate the proposition into a purely arithmetical theorem, we obtain a remarkable

and by no means obvious result, which may be regarded as an extension of the theory

of continued fractions. Let (a, b, c), (a, b', c') be any two triads of positive integers

such that dv {a, b, c)=dv(a', b', c')=l. Let

dv {be' — b'c, ca' — c'a, ab' — a'b) = 8,

be — b'c = Ba, ca' — c'a = S/3, ab' — a'b = Sy
;

then it is always possible to find a set of " link-triads,"

(a-'i, ^1, 2i), (a-,, ?/o, 0.,) ... (.r,„, y,,, Zn),

such that

yi^i+i - yi+i2i = a, ZiXi+i - 2,:+ia:',; = ^, a'i?/,-+i - av+i^/i = 7.

for 4=0, 1, 2...(rt + l), with the convention that («„, t/o. Zo) means («, b, c) and

(*'n+i, yn-\ri> ^'i+i) means (a', b' , c). Moreover, the linkage of this kind for which n

is as small as possible is unique. This theorem undoubtedly admits of generalisation.

I conclude these geometrical preliminaries by explaining an auxiliary diagram which

will be frequently used in the sequel. A plane making equal positive intercepts on the

axes meets the coordinate planes in the sides of an equilateral triangle ABC; in

Fif;. 6.

Fig. 6 this triangle is shown after being rabatted about BC into the plane yz.

The line

a b c

Vol. XIX. Part I. 13
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meets the plane ABC in a point P whose areal coordinates referred to ABC are

proportional to a, b, c. When a, b, c are integers the point P is easily constructed

in piano; we may suppose dv(a, b, c)=l, and associate P with the "mark" abc. Thus

the marks of A, B, C are 100, 010, 001 respectively.

The plane lu; + vy+ ivz = meets the plane ABC in a line whose homogeneous

equation referred to ABC is xuc-'rvy + wz = 0.

A simple trellis [a, 6, c; «', b', c'; a", b", c"] may be associated with a triangle

in the auxiliary plane, the vertices of which are at the points marked abc, a'b'c, a"b"c"
;

similarly, lattices and point-rows may be associated with rectilineal segments and points

in the auxiliary plane.

The general form of the conditions for the problem of the third order is

UiX + Vii) + tUiZ ^0, (i = 1, 2, . . . in).

If we restrict ourselves, as usual, to positive solutions, the number of conditions

{m) is not less than three; but it may be more, and this is an essential difference

between systems of the third (or any higher) order and those of the second order. In

fact if the m planes represented by the equations

UiX + ViU + li'iZ = 0,

enclose an ??i-hedral solid angle or "sector" within the first octant, and if any one

(and therefore every) point within the sector satisfies all the conditions UiX + Vty + w,s > 0,

the given system is consistent, and the solution amounts to the enumeration of all

integral points belonging to the sector.

Now a polyhedral solid angle may always be cut up into an aggi-egate of trihedral

angles; hence it will be sufficient (in the first instance, at least) to consider a system

of three conditions

Ix + iiuj + nz ^ 0,

I'x + m'y + n'z > 0,

l"x + in"y + n"z ^ 0,

or, say, CT^O, F^O, F^O.

If these conditions define a trihedral sector within the positive octant, sve shall

have

m'n" — m"n' : nl" — n"l' : I'm" — l"ni = a : b : c,

m"n — mn" : n"l — nl" : I'm — Im" = a : b' : c',

mn — m'n : nl' — n'l : Im — I'm = a" : b" : c",

where a, b, ... c" are positive integers, and

dv (a, b, c) = dv («', b', c') = dv {a", b", c") = 1

.
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Thus the lines VW, WU, UV meet the auxiliary plane in the points marked

abc, a'b'c', a"b"c" ; and the sector bounded b}- U=0, V=0, W = is that which is

occupied by the simple trellis

T=[a, b, c; a\ b', c' ; a", b", c"].

The normal solution of the problem is obtained without any difficulty. Let

I b c

i' b' c'

i" b" c"

this is numerically equal to the norm of T, and we may without loss of generality

assume that it is positive.

Let

(Pi, 9m n)

denote the least residues of T. These are defined by the limitations

la + mb + nc > Ipi + mq,- + nv; 5=0,

I'a' + m'b' + n'c' > I'p; + in'qi + n'ri ^ 0,

I"a" + m"b" + n"c" > l"pi + m"qi + n'ri ^ 0.

Then the normal solution, in its umbral form, is

~ ^ ^ (I - a"/3V) (1 - a"'/3*7<^') (I - a" 73* y'

)

To take a simple illustration, let the system be

a; ^ 0, y^O, - 2x -'iy + Sz^O.

Here a b c 1

a' b' c' = 3 2

a" b" c" 3 4

A = 9.

The least residues of [0, 0, 1 ; 3, 0, 2 ; 0, 3, 4] are defined by the conditions

3>A->0, 3>?/>0, 3 >-2a;- 4i/ + 32>0 ;

whence we find the 9 points

(0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 2), (0, 2, 3),

(1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 4),

(2. 0, 2), (2, 1, 3), (2, 2, 4).

Consequently the normal solution is

1 + ay + /37- + gy + a/gy' + /3V + oP^T + °'/3'7'' + a';3-y*

{i = l, 2, ...A)

Sa^/3V = -

(l-aV)(l-y8V)(l-7)
13-
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The labour of finding the least residues of a trellis may be somewhat abbreviated

by various devices which I need not detail ; in any case it is not greater than might

be expected from the nature of the problem.

As au example of a system with more than three conditions, we will take

x^O, y>0, 3^0, 2a- + 4?/ - Sz ^ 0.

We have here a tetrahedral sector represented on the auxiliary plane (Fig. 6) by

the quadrilateral ABDE whose vertices are marked 100, 010, 034, 'iQi.

The equation of BE is 2.r — 'iz — 0: hence we may consider separately the two sets

of conditions

(i) 2/^0, 2^0, 2.«-3^^0,

(ii) X > 0, 2,r + 4^ - '?,z > 0, - 2x + 3^ > 0.

The least residues of [1, 0, 0; 0, 1, 0; 3, 0, 2] are (0, 0. 0) and (2, 0, 1); hence the normal

generating iimction for the conditions (i) is

1 + a-7
G,=

(l_,)(l_^)(l_aY)-

The least residues of [3, 0, 2 ; 0, 1, 0; 0, 3, 4] are determined by

3>a;>0, 12>-2a- + 3^>0, 4 > 2a; + 43/- 32 >0 ;

whence we find the 12 points

(0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 1), (O, 2, 2), (O, 3, 3),

(1, I, 1), (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 3), (1, 3, 4),

(2, 1, 2), (2, 2, 3), (2, 2, 4), (2, 3, 5).

Accordingly the normal generating function for the conditions (ii) is

_ (1 + /37 + a/37 + a.S'f + ^"r + "--^T + "/SV + /^V + a'/^V' + «'ySY + "jSY + a'-'/SV)
^"- (r^'^y)(i^)(i-/3v)

The points on the (unit) lattice [3,0,2; 0, 1,0] are enumerated by

""^ (l_aY)(l-;3)-

Hence the denumerating function for 0{ABDE) is given by

:ia^^'-'r = G, + G,-G,

E{<x, /3, 7)

(l-a)(l-y8)(l-aV)(l-^Y)'

vhere F (01, l3, y) = I + /3y + a'y + aBy- + ^-y- - ix-^y - a^V

+ a/S'Y + /SV - a=/S7= - a/3Y

+ a=;8Y - a'/S'7' - a'/3=7' - a-ySY - «'^'7'-
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The appearance of negative terms in this expression points to the existence of

fundamental syzygies, such as

(/9)'(«V)'-(«y(/3Y) = 0,

and so on (cf MacMahon, I.e. p. 17). It is remarkable that all the coefficients in F
ai-e numerically equal to 1 ; whether this is accidental or not I am unable to .say.

The integral points belonging to the sector 0{ABDE) may be enumerated in a

different way, which affords a check upon the foregoing calculations. The points required

may be obtained by deducting from all those in the positive octant the points belonging

to O(EDC) and then adding those which lie in the plane sector 0{ED).

Now the integral points belonging to 0{ABC) are enumerated by

1

(l-a)(l-^)(l-7)'

and since the reduced linkage for [.3, 0, 2 ; 0, 3, 4] is (cf. Figs. 6, 7)

(3, 0, 2), (1, 1, 2), (0. 3, 4)

302

the generating function for (ED) is

I
1 1_ _ 1 + a/3r + a-^Y

(l-aV)(l-'^;Sr) (l-a/Sf)(l-/9Y) 1-2/37= (1 - aV)(l -/Sy)

'

as may also be found by calculating the least residues of the lattice [3, 0, 2 ; 0, 3, 4]. The

normal generating function for 0{EDC) has already been found: so that finally the

generating function for (ABDE) is

1 1 + a/37- + oi'^Y

(1 - a) (1 - ,8) (1 - 7)
-

(1 - aV) (1 - y8Y)

1 + 07 + i3y- + 0-7- + a/37- + l^'y" + °-'>^T + «/3V + ^-/Sy

(l-a^/8=)(l-/8V)(l-7)

When this is reduced to a single fraction in its lowest terms, it agrees, as it ought

to do, with the expression for the generating function obtained by the other method.
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A third way of solving the problem would be to draw the plane UAD, and consider

separately the trihedral sectors 0{ABD), O(ADE).

When the number of independent conditions is greater than three, some care is

necessary in finding the positions and cyclical order of the edges of the sector to

which the required points belong. In other respects the theory of the normal solution

is fairly simple and complete, and may be applied, \rith suitable modifications, to problems

of higher orders.

It is when we try to extend to systems of the third and higher orders the theory

of reduced chain-solutions that we meet with difficulties of a really new kind. In order

to show the nature of the results that may be expected, I consider the two cases for

which the normal solutions have already been found.

The first is

x^O, y>0, - 2x - 4i/ + 32 > 0,

and we have in the auxiliary plane (see Fig. 6) the triangle CED with its vertices at

001, 302, 034.

In the face OCE, we have the reduced linkage

(0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1), (3, 0, 2)

which is easily obtained from the table of least residues previously given. On CE we

mark the point 101.

In the face OED we have the linkage

(3, 0, 2), (1, 1, 2), (0, 3, 4);

on EB we mark the point 112. Finally, in the face ODC we have the linkage

(0, 3, 4), (0, 2, 3), (0, 1, 2), (0, 0, 1);

so on DC we mark the points 023, 012.

Now we observe that the determinants

1, 1, 2

0, 3, 4

0, 2, 3

1,
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we have five unit trellises which, without overlapping, fill up the whole sector O(CED).

Hence the generating function for the whole sector may be put into the form

1
; + +

1

1 1
+ +

(l-/3V)(l-/37"-)' (1-/37^)(1_T,)

1 1 I
+ :; —., +

(1 - a/S7=) (1 - a7 l-^rf 1 - ySy- 1 - 7]
"

This is clearly of the nature of a chain-solution ; it is also reduced, in the sense that

the number of unitary trellises introduced is the smallest possible. But it is not the

only reduced chain-solution that exists. Thus Fig. 7 corresponds to the solution

-f •

(1 -07) i(l -aV)(l -a/37'0 {1 - a/3j"-) (I - 13^) (1 -/3Y)(1 -/SY)

+
(1 - /3Y) (1 - /3r) (1 - 07') (1 - 7)1111

{l-ay)]l -a^r 1-/3Y 1-/3Y 1-/97=]'

30?

001

Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 corresponds to

1
-I--

(1 -aY) (l-a/3r)(l -a7) (1 -a7)(l -ayS^Xl - /3f) (1 - ^y-) {1 - a^rf) ^1 -^"-y')

1 1

+ (1 - /3Y) (1 - «/3r) (1 - /8Y) ^ (l-«7)(l-/870Tl^=^)1111
{l-ciy)il-aidr} (l_^Y)(l-'^^7') ( 1 - ySr) (1 - «;8r) (1 - a7Ul - /87=)

^
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and Fig. 9 corresponds to

1
- +

1 1
+

1

(1 _ ay) (1 - /3V)(1 - ^7')
"^

(1 - ^^7) (1 - I3r) (I - 7)

1 1 1

{l-ay){l-al3r) (1 - :<y97^) (1 - /3V) (1 -/3Y)(1 -"7) {I - l:iy-) C^ - ay)

'

302

001

Fio. 9.

I believe this is the complete set of reduced chain-solutions ; as we shall see

presently, the reason for the existence of so many is that the six points

(1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 2), (0, 3, 4), (0, 2, 3), (0, 1, 2), (0, 0, 1)

all lie in one plane, namely ^ — 5+ 1 = 0.

The different forms of the generating function give rise to a remarkable set of

algebraic identities. This, as we saw before, is characteristic of the theory.

Each of the reduced chain-solutions gives, of course, an algorithmic solution of the

problem. Thus from the last chain-solution, or from Fig. 9, we deduce the algorithmic

form

x = Sp+ q + r\ a;=p+ </ ]
a;= p \

y= q (i), 2/= 9 + 2r-l(ii), y= /) + 3^ + 2H-(iii),

z = 2p + -2q + )-j z=p + 2q + 37') 2 = 2p + -iq + Srl

x=p \ x=p
I

y= 2q+ rKiv), 2/= q Uv),

z = p -{-
'^q + •2r\ z = p-\-2q + r)

where in each of the five sets we are to put

p, q, r = 0, I, 2,...

independently. Every particular solution will be found in one .^et, and generally speaking
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in only one ; but there are " limiting solutions " common to two sets, or even to more

than two. Thus (i) and (ii) have in common a set of solutions given by

x=^ h + k, y =h, z — Ii + 2k
;

while (i), (ii), (iii) have in common the solutions

x = l, y = l, z = 2l.

All this follows at once from the chain-form of the generating function, and it will be

unnecessary to give any other illustrations.

100

I now go on to the second example, where the conditions are

x^O, >j^0, z^O, 2x + 4.1/ - Sz ^ 0,

corresponding to a tetrahedral sector, and an auxiliary quadrilateral ABDE (Figs. 6, 10).

The reduced linkages for the four faces of the sector are

(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0);

(0, 1, 0), (0, ], 1), (0, 3, 4);

(0, 3, 4), (1, 1, -2), (3, 0, 2)

;

(3, 0, 2), (2, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0).

for OAB:

„ OBD:

„ ODE:

„ OEA

Of these 11 points,

(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, I, 1) lie in the plane a; + ^-l=0;

(1, U, 0), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 2), (3, 0, -1), (2, 0, 1) lie in the plane x + 'ly - z -\ =0;

and (0, 1, 1), (0, 3, 4), (1, 1, 2) lie in the plane 2;c + 3;/- 2-- - 1 = 0.

Vol. XIX. Part I. 14
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The construction in Fig. 10 corresponds to the reduced chain-solution

1
^a'ffyrf =

1
+

1

(I - a) (1 - y37) (1 - a/3r) ' (1 - a) (1 - a^-f) (1 - a'y)

1 1

(1 _ a-V) (I - aySr) (1 - aV) ^ (1 - «^r) (1 - 07) (1 - ^Y)

1 1 1

(l-a)(l-/37) (1-/S7)(1 -ay3r) (1 -a;37-")(l -a)

1

(l-a/97=)(l-a=7)-

Two other reduced chain-solutions may be obtained by varying the decomposition

into triangles of the auxiliary quadrilateral (or rather degenerate quinquilateral) associated

with the five coplanar residues above specified.

It is especially remarkable that these reduced chain-solutions for the quadrilateral

sector are not obtainable from the reduced solutions for any pair of trihedral sectors

into which the quadrilateral sector can be decomposed.

I shall now give some examples of a more general t}^e, expressing the results in

the i-notation, which is more compact than that of the generating function.
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(1) Let the conditions be

y + z — x'^0, 2 + .V — y '^ 0, x + y — z^O.

With the help of Fig. 11 we obtain

X, y, z = L[\, 1, 1 : 1, 1, 0; 0, 1, 1] + Z [1, 1, 1 ; 0, 1, 1 ; 1, 0, 1]

+ Z[1, 1, 1; 1, 0, 1; 1, 1, 0]

-Z[l, 1, 1; 1, 1, 0]-Z[l, 1, 1; 0, 1, 1] - i [1, 1, 1 ; 1, 0, 1]

+ L[\, 1, 1].

This sohition is unique of its tj-pe, and it is to be observed that we have to

introduce the link-point (1, 1, 1) which is not on a face of the bounding sector.

The correctness of the result may be verified by the identity

— 1 + 1 =
l-l-a/37

l-a/S7 r(l-a/3)(l-a7) -(I-^Sy)'^] (1 - /37)(1 - 7a)(l -a/3)'

the right-hand side of which is the normal form of the generating function.

(2) Let the conditions be

x^O, y^O, 2^0, 2(y+z)-x>0, 2(z + x)-y^0.

2(x + y)-z^0.

As shown in Fig. 12, there are 10 iireducible link-points ; of these there are three

sets of four,

14—2
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(2. 0, 1), (2, 1, 0), (1. 1, 0), (I, 0, 1);

(1, 1, 0), (1, 2, 0), (0, 2, 1), (0, 1, 1);

(0, 1, 1), (0, 1, 2), (1, 0, 2), (1, 0, 1);

which lie in the planes

^ + 2-1=0, z + X - 1 = 0; a; + y-l =

respectively.

Hence there are eight alternative chaiu-solutions, of which one, indicated by the

linkage in the figure, is

X, y, ^=Z[111; 110; 011] + X[111; Oil; 101] + i[lll; 101; 110]

+ L [101 ; 201 : 110] + Z [110 ; 201 ; 210] + i [110 ; 120 ; Oil]

+ i[011; 120; 021] + Z [101: Oil; 012] + i [101; 012; 102]

-Z[lll; 101]-Z[111; 110]-Z[111; On]-X[110; 101]-i[110: Oil]

- L [Oil ; 101] - L [201 ; 110] - L [120 ; Oil] - i [012 ; 101]

+ i:[lll].

(3) Let the conditions be

y^O, «>0, lQx-2y-b2^Q.

The linkages in the limiting planes are

(1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), (1, 2, 0), (1, 3, 0), (1, 4, 0), (1, 5, 0) in 2 = 0,

(.1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 2) iu y = 0,

(1, 5, 0), (1, 0, 2) in lOo; - 2y - .5^ = 0.

Within the sector there are two irreducible residues

(1, 1, 1), (1, 2, 1);

altogether we have ten link-poiuts which all lie iu the " syzygetic plane

"

a; - 1 = 0.

Thus there is quite a large number of conjugate reduced chain-solutions ; any one

of these may be ea.sily constructed by means of the auxiliary diagram, which the

reader will easily draw for himself.
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(-t) Finally, suppose the system is

y^O, 2^0, 13x - 7y - 5z ^

(an example suggested by Major MacMahon). The surface linkages are

(1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 2), (2, 0, 5), (5, 0, 13),

in the plane ^ = ;

(1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), (2, 3, 0), (3, 5, 0), (4, 7, 0), (5, 9, 0), (6, 11, 0), (7, 13, 0),

in the plane z = i)
; and

(5, 0, 13), (4, 1, 9), (3, 2, 5), (2, 3, 1), (7, 13, 0),

in the plane 13a- — 7y — oz = 0.

Besides these, there is (1, 1, 1) within the sector.

The syzygetic planes are

*• - 1 = 0,

which goes through 100, 101, 102, llU, 111;

2a; -y- 1=0,

which goes through 110, 111, 230, 3o0, 470, 590, 6ll0, 7130, 231
;

Sx -iy-Sz- 1=0,

which goes through 111, 231, 325, 419, 5013, 205 ; and

Sx-y-z-l= 0,

which goes through 111, 205, 102. From these data the auxiliar}- diagram can be

constructed, and the chain-solutions found.

These examples, and all others which have been investigated hitherto, suggest the

truth of the following propositions, which are given here with all reserve, though I

have little doubt of their correctness.

Given a system of the third order, defining a polyhedral sector ; then

(1) The integral solutions of the system may be enumerated as the nodes of a

finite number of unitary trellises, the sectors of which fill up, without overlapping, the

sector associated with the given system.

(2) There will be a set of conjugate "reduced" solutions for each of which the

number of unitary trellises is a minimum.
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(3) The "link-triangles" of a reduced system of trellises lie on a set of "syzygetic

planes
"

\x + fiy + vs — 1 = 0,

where \, /x, v are integers.

(4) Every reduced solution leads to the same set of syzygetic planes ; and the

conjugate solutions arise from the possibility of making different arrangements of link-

triangles in the syzj'getic planes.

It will be observed that if (1) is true, (2) and (3) follow without any difficulty,

but not (4). At present I have not succeeded in finding a strict proof of these pro-

positions: it seems fairly evident that an arithmetical demonstration would involve a

somewhat detailed discussion of determinants whose elements are real integers, and in

particular of their elementary divisors.

It is not impossible that there is a corresponding theor\- of chaiu-solutions for

systems of any order; it is not eas}' to extend the geometrical theory beyond the

thii-d order, and the arithmetical theory looks very complicated. It is, of course, easy

to see that reduced chain-solutions will exist for an indefinite number of systems of

any order.



V. The Diophantine Inequality Xx^jxy. By Major P. A. MacMahon, KA.,

D.Sc, F.KS., Hon. Mem. Camb. Phil. Sec.

[Received 7 April 1900.]

§ 1. I HAVE shown elsewhei'e* that the theory of Partitions may be discussed by

means of one or more inequalities in integers of the type

X,a, + X.M., + . . . + Xs«s > MlA + H-i^'i + • • • + /i(A

.

where all the quantities denote positive integers, and X,,X2,...\g, /Xi, /Xn, ... fit are given.

Hilbert has shown^f that in respect of any such system of Diophantine equations,

say of type

\,'-(i + X.M. + . . . + XjOts = p.,l3i + fi..^., + . . . + /j.t0i ,

there exists a finite number of soUitions

a,', a,', ...a/; ^/, /S/, ...0t',

a,", a.,", ...a/'; A". /S/'- •••A",

such that the most general solution may be written

a, =4,a/ + Am," + ... +.-1*01*',

a^ = .^lO,' + A./j:' +...+ ^jL-ao*',

a, =il,a; + Am," + ...+Aka,*>,

l3, = AA' + ^A"+---+^iA*\

/3, = A,0.: + AS" + + ^A^'K

0, = A,/3t+A,/3t"+--.+ASt''\

where ^i, A.,, ... J.^ have positive integral, including zero, values which may be assigned

at pleasure.

* Phil, rraiis. R. S., Vol. 192, Series A, pp. 351—101.

t Math. Ann. t. xxx.
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^

M-

The like theorem obtains also for a system of Diophantine inequalities ; this . is

intuitive directly the observation is made that the inequality

X,a, + \„a.., + . . . + XgHj > /x,;S, + /I5/82 + . . . + /i(/3(

is equivalent to the e<iuation

X,a, 4. x,2, + . . . + X,^. = //i/3i + /x„/3, + . . . + n,^, + y3,^,

;

for this shows that the theor}' of Diophantine inequalities is, in reality, a special case

of the theory of Diophantine equations. The inequality

is thus equivalent to the equation

\a = /./9 + ^ ;

and I propose to determine the fundamental solutions of this equation as a contribution

not onl}- to Partition Analysis but also to the Theory of Hilbert. The quantities \, fx.

are supposed to be given relatively prime positive integers and I seek the solutions

from which all others can be obtained by addition. To reach the eud in view I seek

the sum ^af-y^, the summation being for all solutions of the given inequality \a.^ft,^;

and thence it is easy to form the sum

appertaining to the associated Diophantine equation. The summation can be carried

out in a variety of ways and the result exhibited in a variety of forms : but it is

not every form of result which establishes, iu an irrefragable manner, the whole of the

fundamental solutions. The desirable method of procedure is not the most obvious one

and the desired result is not the most compact obtainable though it is one of great

elegance.

The method of summation which first presents itself to the mind is first to sum

^„ >
a from E - ^ to x , where the s3'mbol E denotes the smallest integer ^ than the

A.

quantity which follows it, and then to sum /3 from to x .

The result easily obtainable is

I - a; . 1 - af-y*-

which certainly proves that the ground solutions are included iu the exponents of the

X, y products in numerator and denominator but does not indicate which of these are

the ground solutions. The true method leads to a sum of algebraic fractions and not

to a single fraction, as will appear.
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We require a jjrelimiuary lemma which may be thus stated :

—

Lemma. The relation

Xa >/i/3

may be made to depend upon a similar relation in which \ is unchanged and \>
fj..

We have

2^"/ = n 1
,

^I-«-..I-l

where n is an operator which expresses that when the fraction is expanded in ascending

powers of x and y we are to reject all terms which involve negative powers of a

and subsequently to put a equal to unity. Now if p be the greatest integer in -
,

the given relation implies the relation a'^p/3, and we may write

I
2a.''(/ = n.

^ 1 - a^bx .l-A
ai^bP

where n operates upon both a and b. Eliminating b we find

I - a'^x . 1 - ''

which denotes also the sum

tx''(xi'yy = 'S,x''+i'h/,

where a and /3 are connected by the relation

\a^{fji — \p) /3.

We have therefore reduced the sum

'Zx'^ij^ for the relation \a ^ yii/3

to the sum

Ix'+v^y^ for the relation \a ^ (fJ. - \p) ^ ;

wherein, from the definition of ^j, \> fj.
— \p.

This proves the lemma.

In the next place I say that there is a second lemma which involves a further

reduction.

Levima. The relation

\a ^ p/S,

wherein X> p, may be made to depend upon a similar relation in which p is unchanged

and X< p.

Vol. XIX. Part I. 15
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This is really the key to the solution of the problem before us, as will appear.

Observe that the relation

Xa > yi^, where X > fi,

may be broken up into the two simultaneous sets of relations :

—

Xa ^ fj,i3, and Xa > /j.j3,

/3^a; a>/3;

and that the second of these simultaneous sets,

Xa > fi0,

a>/3,

may be replaced by the single relation

a>/3,

since, X being > fi, the relation

Xa > /x/3

is implied thereby.

We may therefore separate a portion of the generating function corresponding to

a>/3,

viz.:

—

1 — X . i — xy'

and consider the remaining portion, corresponding to the first simultaneous set, viz. :

—

Xa ^ n/S,

/3>a.

The crude generator is

o
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we shall find

n 1 a^ ^ O ^

and, it' q be the greatest integer in - , we obtain finally

fi i

a''

_ X xy xy9-^

1 — a- . 1 — xy 1 — xy .1 — xy-
"

" 1 — xy^~'^ . 1 — xyt

+ 5
'

T'^ 1 - a'^-Mxyi . 1 - ^

where the last written portion of the generator represents the sum 2 {xy''Y y^ for the

relation

(X — fxq) a. ^ ^/3.

Hence

Lemma. The relation Xa > /a/S, where \> fj., may be made to depend upon a similar

relation, in which \< fi, as shewn by the identity

1

^l-a\z-.l-^
ff

1
I f

^~'
> , , , y 1 1 - a;2/9-i

. 1 - xyi

wherein (/ is the greatest integer in —

.

These two lemmas evidently yield a process of reduction which can be pushed to

the last extent.

In what follows X will be considered >
fj..

If /i.>X it will be merely necessary to

write /M — X.^j for
fj,

and x^y for y where p is the greatest integer in -

.

It will be surmised that the reduction depends upon the convergents of the con-

tinued fraction -.

\ 111 1
Let - = a,-\— — — —

,

fx, a.. + a-i + Oj + . . . + a„

15—2
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where n is uneven ; this is always possible because «„ may, if convenient, be written

a„ - 1 +
Y

.

Take as the first two convergents

and write down the convergents of uneven order

q-i' qi' ?3 qn'

and form the ascending series of intermediate convergents, viz. :

—

^1 p-j+p^ P-i + 2po p-i + (ai - l)po

(/_,' q-, + qo' 7_i + 2gr„' q_, + (a^ - I) q^

'

p, jPi + p, jJi + '2p., p, + {a,- l)p.,

5i' q^ + qi' qi + ^-2' q, + {a3-l)q.'

qn-« ' qn-i + qn-1 ' ?ji-2 + 2g'„_i ' 9„_, + (a„ - 1 ) q„-i ' qn
'

where of course •' " = - .

qn /i

Applj-ing now the second lemma to the crude generator

1

a"

we obtain
..a,—

I

^ , , , '/ 1 1 - icy" ~'
. 1 — a;if'

'

I - o^--'"'' j-y"'
. 1 - ^ ^

^ ^

where

cf

«.! ajy""'

1 —Xi/"'^ . 1 — iT?/"'

1 - a;'2/" . 1 - x'+''!f+'
"*"

1 - x'+'f*' . 1 - aj'+^-V"^'"'

^i+(a,—1)0 ^+(o,—1)1

+ ...+ -^

J ^+(a,-i)o ^+(a,—1) 1
_ J a;i+OiO ^o+a,.i

x1-\ yP-\ ii-t.i+% yP-i+Po

1 _ a;«-i yi'-i
. I - a;9-i+9o yp.,+p<, 1 _ a;«-i+9o 2/P-i+*« . 1 — a;9-i+=«» yP-i+-*o

a;9-i+l'»i-l)9oyi'.i-rl«|-ll/'o
J- -I ^

1 _a;9-i+'"i-i» 90 ?/P-i+ '"""*» 1— a;9'3/P''
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wherein the exponents are derived from the intermediate convergents to —', —

inclusive of these principal convergents.

The remaining part, viz. :

—

n i

1 - a^-''". *(/«.
. 1 - ^

must now be subjected to the process of the first lemma and becomes

1 1

''1 - a^-*""' key"' .1 ^ ^l - a''->"'<.r'i'yp> . I ^
and now the operation of the second lemma yields

n \

> 7*2 yPi
1 _ a'*'-M«,-n3Cj'/J2-*'?i)^.«l+«3?3 ;;i),+«3p! X : !^

= n
1 _ a'^9a->'i'3 x'^s wi-j . 1 i-

a;9iyPi a;9i+?awPi+Pi

1 — afl'yP' . 1 — a,'9'+*5 yP'+Pa I — sfii+iiyPi+Pi . ] _ a;9v+n2up>+y>i

~g,+ (a3-l)7j i,p,+(aa-l)l<i

+ ...+ ^
•

1 _ a;?,+(o3-i) jj ypv+^ch-itPi
. 1 _ a,'9> 3/P3

'

and we have before us a new portion of the generating function corresponding to the

intermediate convergents to the principal convergents -', — , the latter both included.

The portion remaining,

n i
> a-'i't/p-

'

^
J _ ((*<h-C/'3 jjliuPa 1 — •'-

is now subject to Lemma 1 and the Lemmas operate alternately until the final result

is reached. The last remaining portion must be

n L
1 - a'"'>-i^P>'x'i"yP"

.
1 ~—^^t:^

1 +

al^Pii.-l-'-'ln-l

afU yPn

1 — «,-«« yP'^ 1 — aflri. yPn
'
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Hence the complete generating function may be written

, .
a; xy

.

/e^-.y^''-'

\-x.\-xy l-xy.\-xy- '" 1 - afJ' yP^-' . \ - afl' yP'

"^
I — jfiiyp, _l — a^i+giyP^+Pi \ — afii+9'- yP>+Pt . 1 — afl'+'i'-yP'*^'

^,+ (03-1)92 (.Pi+db-DPa
+ —'-

1 _a;?i+«'3-I)9f«Pl+((I,-l)/>. 1 _ 3fl,yP,

+
a^n-2 hPh-2 a^n-»+ Wi —D 9n-l «Pii-2+ ("n—D Pn-1

"*
1 ^gfl„-Z yPn-2, 1 _.f9»-2+9..-l yPn-2+P»-l 1 — a;«"-2+ l''n-l'9n-l 2/P'.-2+ Wn-HPn-l

. 1 _ x^nyPn

afln yPn

+ iZ^nnyPn '

and, from well-known properties of tlie convergents, every xy product occurring in these

fractions gives a ground solution of the relation.

Hence the gi'ound solutions are

a = r, 0=s,

where - is in its lowest terras and is any member of the ascending intermediate series

of convergents to - .

fi

As an example, take
779a ^ 207)8,

779_3 1 1 1 1 1 1

^^li^'s
207 - -^ + I + 3 + 4 + 2 + 4 + 1

•

The principal convergents are

1 3 4 15 64 143 636 779

T' 0' I' 1' T' 17' 38' 169' 207'

and the ascending intermediate series

1 2 3 7 II 15 79 143 779

I ' 1
' I '

1
'

2 ' 3 ' 4 ' 21 ' 38 ' 207

'

where, if the principal convergents are 2m + 3 in number, the number in the inter-

mediate series is

vt + -2 + a, 4- «3 + «5 + ••• + flim+i - ?" - I = I + «i + <h+ai+ 4- ('.,,„+,.

Hence "Ex'y^ is

^
a;

^

xy
^

xy'-

\—x.\—xy l—aoy.l— xy- 1 — xy'^ . 1 — xy^

1 — xy' . 1 — a^y' I — .K-y' . I — ar'y" I — ar*^" . 1 — x'y^''

x^y^' a^^y'^

1 — a^y" . 1 - «='y™ 1 - ai^y'^ . I - x^rf

x^y'" a^''y™
"^

1 - x«yi" . I - a^y'^
"^

1 _ ai^'y-ni
•
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aud the around solutions of the relation are

119

a
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Hence the ground solutions are

i8

I
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we lind Sx'y^zy

= 1 +
xz"

;
+

oc-yz"

1 — xz'' . 1 - x^yz'^ I — x^yz^ . 1 — afly-z"^^

a^y^z"-^

,+
x'y^z^^

+
^iiyi^m

1 - a;y^=3 . 1 - x'y^z"^ 1 - x'y^'z'^ . 1 - x"y^z'' 1 - a'"?/*^'^ . 1 - x^'y^z'

+

+ .

x^Y'z'^
.+

•ji;Wyli^7

+
x^y"z^

oc^y^z- x^y'^z x™y~~
+ -. + .

I - x^y-"z- . I - x^y^^z I - x~y''2 . I - a;"-'^/" I - i»'«y"

'

establishing the ground solutions

a
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a linear relation between a, /9, 7 which must be identical with \a —
fj.;3

- y = ; hence

yg.n ^(,+11

the latter relation verifying an elementary property of consecutive intermediate convergents.

We have the identit}^

Xa - fi,3 -y=A, i\a"-» - /x/3"-» - 7"'} + Ar+, |Xa"-+" - /i/3"-+" - 7"--"|.

so that in a sense the linear function

Xa — /i/3 — 7

is reducible qiid the fundamental linear functions

Xa '' - /i/S""' - 7"'', X'a"'+" — /x/3"'+" - 7"'+".

Eic. g): consider

772- 104/3 = 815.

In the generating function we find a term

{x'yz^'y* {x'y-z'^y = a.•«/V^

yielding the simplest solution, and since

77 . 43- 10+ . 24 - .sl.5 = 14(77. 2 - 104. 1 -.50)+ 5(77.3- 104. 2 -23),

we find that the solution before us of

111- 104/3-81.5 =

is a linear function of the simplest solutions of the equations

77a, - 104/3, - 50 = 0,

77a,- 104/3., - 23 = ;

viz.:—we have a = 14a, + 5a.>,

/3 = 14/3, + 5/9.,,

815 = 14.50 + 5.23.

The general solutions of

77a, - 104/3,- 50 = 0,

77i'.,- 104/3., -23 = 0,

are a, = 2+104(?,, ^, = l+77fJ,,

a, = 3 + 104^,, ^,= i + H6,,
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respectively, and these lead to the solutions

a =43 + 104(14^1 + .5ftA

/3 = 2-t+ 77 (140, + 56'„),

of the equation

77a- 104^ = 815;

the general solution of this last equation being

a = 43 + 1046',

/3 = 24+ Tie;

consequently the solutions derived are those for which 6 is of the form

140, + 561,.

§ 2. I next consider the simultaneous Diophantine inequalities

equivalent to the simultaneous Diophantine equations

Xja = ytt,/9 + 7,

/i.,/3 = X.-x + h.

I observe that, if the given relations can be simultaneously satisfied by other than

zero values of the arguments a,, /S,, we must have

X, X,
>0.

It is convenient to reduce the relations to others in which X, > yii, and
fj..,

> X,,, an

operation which is always possible, as I establish in the following investigation. I assume

Xj. /xi to be relatively prime and also X„, fi„, and I assume further that Hi>\i.

The crude expression for

the sum being for every solution of the simultaneous relations, is

1— rr«'-l y

If the fraction ~ be developed, in the form of a continued fraction, the first step
X]

is to write

16—2
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where Ci=\i and C2<Ci. Hence

and the crude expression may be written

i Ti '' • I ^„-

V"- ai^'d"'

n operating upon a, b and d. Eliminating d this is

1o

1 — IT ^ •
1 z;rT- •'^'2/

In this expression /i.> — WiX, cannot be zero unless X., = 1. Suppose then

X.^ = 1, ft-2
— f'lX... = = yU-j — Oi.

The expression becomes

n, 1

which is unity, except when /u, — OiX, = 0, when we obtain the generating function

I - af'y

'

corresponding to the Diophantine equality

a = ai/3.

Moreover, if fu — ciiXj be negative, the whole expression reduces to unity so that

there exists only the singular solution a = /S = 0.

Assume therefore

/J.., — a^X, > 0,

and putting Xo = c/, fu — «iX> = c/, write the expression

1

If now 0-2 >Ci', we have effected the reduction, because Ci>c.,, and we have the

two relations

c,'/5 ^ c,'o,

connected with the sum
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If C2' = Ci', or ^2 = (c(i + 1) X,, we must assume X. = 1, because \., fi., are relatively

prime, and fi., > X,. The expression then becomes

n i

which denotes

for the single relation

{(a, + 1) Xi - fi^} a ^ (/tt, - HiXi) /3.

Putting this aside, as a case already dealt with in § 1, we are left with

n. 1

1 — 1—, X . I V

in which c^' < c/, and Ci > c, ; and the expression must be reduced further.

I observe that ;^' and -^ have the same first convergents, and that
Xj X-i

> fJ.0 Co'

X., Ci

TIT •. /i, 1 Cs'
Write ^ = ai+— —,

,

Xo a, + c.;

Avhere a^ ^— is the second convergent to ^ , and c, < Co. Since
(t-l X.!

we may take for the expression

n.

1 — -,-
--T„ « . 1 — ^-^ *'"' V

from which, eliminating d, we obtain

1n
^ 1 — 5-^ r

a;«i''2+i ii"' .1 a;«' ;/

Since ^ = a-i + —
, where a, < Ci , we may write

Xi Ci

C, C3— = a., H

—

c, ' c.
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whenever Ci — ax., is positive, and then

? = «' + -.-
\i a., + c.

where c^ is not necessarily < c.,.

The expression becomes

o

If Cj be zero, C3' must be zero also, and the generator is simply

1

corresponding to

a..'x = (ai«.., + 1) |8.

If C;s be not zero, we must have

C3 >, = or < c...

If Cj > Co the reduction is complete because c/ > c^ also. In this case a^ H— is

the second convergent to ^ but is not the second convergent to '.

A.J A-i

If C3 = C2 w'e can at once eliminate a from the expression and obtain an expression

that has been already dealt with.

If c.t<Co, Hi H is the second convergent to both — and ^ and a further process

of reduction is necessary-.

To sura up the results so far reached:

—

(i) if ^i > f^i, /"-2 > /^i.

Ci> fJ-i,

no reduction takes place

;

(ii) if
fj,.,
— aiK.,>\.,, X, > /u, — ((iX,,

c'./ > c,', Ci > Co,

the final reduced form is

« —^ .
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wherein —
' = «j + -i'

, /)i = «,, '/i
= ], and «i=- is the first convergent to ^: also

~ = «i + 4 . and «! is «&< the first convergent to ^

;

(iii) if «i is the first convergent to both r^' and ^"; C3 > c.,, Co' > Cj' ; the final
A-j Ao

form is

n I

^
1 - .—,

xi>-i/i^ . 1 XPI 1/1'

wherein — = « H— -
/\l rt.3 + Co

/*; ,1 C3'

Xo i/o + Co

and cu -\— = - is not the second convergent to — but is the second convergent to -^
.

«3 q.2
° X,

"
X.,

If ff, ^— = — is the second convergent to both - and — a further reduction be-
«o q„

°
X, Xo

comes necessary.

m -1 Ml i 1 C,
Write p = « + _

Xj do + fls + Ci

fl. 11 c/
:^ = «i + - ^ — .

X2 a, + «3 + C3

wherein C3>Cj, c/ > C3', so that a, + - ^ =i^ is the third convergent to -^ but is
a., + 113 23

"
Xi

not the third convergent to ~.
Xo

The final reduced form is then

o I

1 - T-, XP- If- . 1 - — «P3 ylJ

which denotes the sum

1 (xPi yl-^Y (*^3 ylif

for the relations CjOi > C4/3, cZ/S ^ Cs'a.

We proceed in this manner so as to establish the following general results.
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Case 1. If

^ = a, + - — — '^'^

X., a^ + a, + ... + a„ + c„
'

^ = a, + " — — ''''+'

X., a., + Oj + . . . + a„ + c'„
'

where c',,.., > c'„, but c„>c„^,, so that — is the Hth convergent to '^ but not the

«th convergent to ^, the final reduced form is

n i

1 - j-r A-i'»-i i/j'»-i . 1 - — xP" yi«

which represents the sum

for the relations

wherein c„>c„+i, c'„+i>c'„.

Case 2. If

tb = a +— — -^- ^'
\i ' a. + tta + . . . + a„+, + c„+,

'

X., ' a., + a, + . . . + a„+i + c'„+i

'

where c„+o > c„_i, c'„-i.i > 0',,+.,, so that ^'— is the /; + 1th convergent to —= but is not

the )! + 1th convergent to -^
. the final reduced form is

n.
1

which represents the sum
2 (a;i'»+iy9''+i)"(a!J'»y««y

for the relations

wherein c„+o>c„+i, c'„+i > c'„+=-
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This is the comf)lete solution of the problem before us. As an example, suppose

we have to find l.x°-y^ for all values of a and /3 which satisfy the Diophantine

inequalities

64« ^ 275/3,

142/9 ^ 33a.

The first process is the reduction as above to a standard form. We develope the

975 142
fractions -^ and v^" to the point where they fail to have the same convergents.

64 o3

Thus
275 _ 1 1 5
¥4""^

3 + 2+7'

142_ 1 I 4

33 ~ "^ 3 + 2 + 3
'

4 13
and we observe that - and — are the first and second convergents to both fractions,

but that -=- is the third convergent to -^ . but not to -^ . This is Case 1 above

and shews that the problem is reduced to finding the sum

for the relations

7a ^ 5/3,

4/3 ^ 3a,

which are of the standard form.

We are now able to give a complete solution of the problem of finding the

fundamental solutions of the simultaneous Diophantine inequalities

Xia^/i,/3,

/ii.2/3 > X,a.

If these be of standard form, viz. \i> fi^, fjL...>\.2, consider the three systems

I. II. III.

\,a > /ii/3, XiCt ^ /xi^, Xja > Mi/3,

/[i„/3 > X.n, /i.,/3 ^ X^a, ^o/3 ^ X„a,

/3 > a, a > /3, a = /3.

If 2^1 {x, y), F„ (.r, 1/), F.^ {a\ y) be the corresponding generating functions it is clear

that the generating function that we seek is

F,(.r, y) + F,(.r, y)-FAx, y).

Vol. XIX. Part I. 17
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Moreover we may reject as superfluous the secoml relation of I., the first relation

of II. and the first and second relations of III., reducing them to

I. II. III.

/9 ^ a, a > /3, a = /3.

Hence F, (x, y) = , and we have

Fi(x. y) + F«.i.^, y)-FM y)

n 1 ^o 1 1

o 1
.
n L

a"' cr

We now apply the theorem of § 1 to the two D expressions forming the ascending

intermediate series of convergents to ——— and to '^

—

'
. We can thus determine the

complete generating function and by inspection ascertain the fundamental solutions. As

an example take the relations

7a ^ 0/3,

43 ^ 3a
;

we find

n. 1 o 1 1
+ -^

1 - a'xij .1-4 1 - "-'y • 1 - -<

2 . 12
The ascending series to t is

T ' " ' 5 '

and to ^ IS T ' S

"

Hence ^aft/ is

^ \ - xij .\ - .c>i/ 1 - A-y.l - x^ij- \ - a^f

scy^ x^f 1
^ ^ \-xxj.\- x*if

^ l-x'if l-xy'

and, without further reducing the expression, it is plain that the ground products are

xy, afy*, x>f, ar'f;
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giving the fundamental solutions

131

/3

I

4

3

7

If we now wish to solve

64a > 275/5,

U2/9^ 33c(,

which we have already reduced to the question of summing -,(x^^y'Y{x^''y''f for the relations

7a ^ 5^,

4/9 > 3a,

we have merely to write a;'"^^ ar'°y' for a; and i/ in the result obtained ; we thus reach

the ground products

(x'Y) {a?Y) =x^^y'\

(ofiyy (x"'y'Y = x''''f',

and the fundamental solutions

43



VI. Rational Space-curves of the Fourth Order,

By Herbert Richmond, M.A., King's College, Cambridge.

[Received 3 Jlav 1900.]

HISTORICAL SKETCH.

The theory of space-curves is one of the many branches of mathematical knowledge

whose origin is to be found in the wonderfully fertile correspondence that passed between

Cayley and Salmon some fifty years ago : among the first-fruits of the joint labours of the

great English and Irish mathematicians in the subject was the discovery in 1849 of

the existence of a species of curve of the fourth order which differed radically from the

previously known curve of intersection of two quadric surfaces. In the half-century that

has elajDsed these rational quartic space-curves have,—so far as I have been able to

learn fi-om studying the table of contents of the Jahrhuch ilber die Fortschritte der

Mathematik year by year, and consulting all, or practically all, the papers mentioned

there that seemed to bear on the subject,—inspired some fifty or sixty communications

to the various scientific periodicals : I have here attempted to present the substance of

these papers as a coherent whole, in the hope that the compilation may e.xhibit the

nature of these curves in a clearer light and form a chapter not without interest in

the history of nineteenth century geometry.

I pass on to a historical sketch of investigations concerning these curves, in which

numerous references are made to the bibliography following it, beginning with a short

account of the circumstances which led to the discovery of these rational quartic sjjace-

curves.

Caj'ley had shewn in lS-):.5, in the memoir (2), how Pllicker's equations respecting plane

algebraic curves could be extended to algebraic curves in space ; obtaining his results

solely by considering the cones on which the curve lies and the plane sections of the

developable of which it is the cuspidal edge, without regard to the surfaces which by

their complete or partial intersection determine the curve. For a classification of space-

curves Cayley saw that his results were insufficient : in the la.st paragraph of his article

he says :
—

" Le probleme de classifier les courbes a double courbure au moyen des surfaces
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que Ton pent faire [? passer] par ces courbes, ou de trouver la nature d'une courbe qui

est I'intersection de deux surfaces donnees, parait appartenir plutot a la theorie des

surfaces qua celle des courbes. Je n'ai rien de couiplet a oflfrir sur cela."

Four years later appeared the article described as (1) in the appended list, in which

we find Salmon writing :
—

" The immediate object of this article is to take the first steps

towards a classification of curves of double curvature considered as the intersection of

surfaces; the present investigation having been pursued in conjunction with Mr. Cayley,

our results are for the most part common property." A method of classifying space-

curves of any given order had in fact been devised by the collaboration of the two

mathematicians, and the classification was actually accomplished for curves up to the

fourth order: incidentally too a new species of quartic space-curve was discovered, the

curve of intersection of a quadric and a cubic surface which have in common also two

non-intersecting straight lines. It is interesting to observe that, in the interval between

the publication of papers (I) and (2), Salmon had, in the course of an investigation (3),

met with an instance of these rational curves of the fourth order, had attempted to

find a net of surfaces of the second order jDassing through it, and, as was to be expected,

had failed to find more than one such surface.

The properties and nature of the new curves "are very briefiy dealt with in

memoir (I). The facts that the curve meets one set of the generators of the quadric

thrice and the other set only once, and that the cone whose vertex is any point of

the curve has a double line, are pointed out : we are led to within an ace of an explicit

statement of the important theorem that the coordinates of points on the curve may be

expressed as rational functions of a parameter : and lastly it is shewn that through eight

given points pass four curves of this kind, and a construction is stated. No further

discussion of the curve was attempted for twelve years after its discovery by Salmon

and Cayley, but in 1856 Steiner (4) also noticed the existence of two radically different

species of tortuous curves of the fourth degree. The symbol i?,/ being now recognized

and extremely convenient for the purpose of denoting a rational curve of degree n in

space of 2^ dimensions, I shall speak of a twisted quartic of the above type as an

B/, or simply as an R^ when there is no doubt that space of three dimensions is under

consideration.

In 1861 Cremona published the fundamental memoir (o) concerning these curves, the

first in which their properties were exclusively investigated, and still the locus classictts for

those who wish to study their nature. Without any wish to detract from the great

imjiortance of the advance made, I must urge that an exaggerated notion of the amount of

original matter in Cremona's memoir has always prevailed, owing to the fact that the

illustrious author contents himself with a general reference to Caylej' and Salmon in his

introduction, so that in what follows it is impossible to distinguish between the proof of a

new fact and the verification of one previouslj^ known : it was onl}' after making an

abstract of the memoir that I realized how large a proportion, both of the results and

the methods by which they are obtained, are due in reality to Salmon and Cayley. Pre-
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supposing only a knowledge of Plucker's equations for plane curves (which, be it noted, is

just what Ca^-ley had presupposed in his study (2) of all algebraic space-curves), Cremona

establishes for our special kind of curve, the E/, the results Salmon had given concerning

its class, its rank, the number of stationary planes, the degi-ee of the double curve of the

developable of which the ii/ is the cuspidal edge, and so forth. Apart from these repro-

ductions we find in Cremona's paper proofs by s}Tithetic methods of many new facts of

the highest value ; we find a clear statement that a [1, I] correspondence may be established

between the points of the curve and a straight line and that this is the reason of the

greater simplicity of our .R/'s in comparison with the other class of twisted quartics; some

theorems on the intersections of rational cubics and quartics which lie on the same

hyperboloid ; new theorems on the surfaces which by their intersection determine the curve

;

some deductions from Salmon's results concerning the cones on which the curve lies,

obtained from the known properties of plane rational cubics and quartics ; the theorem

that four tangents of the curve intersect it again in a third (non-consecutive) point, and

other genuine additions to the store of knowledge of properties of the curve. Cremona

is not happy in his choice of method ; most of his results may be established simply from

the expressions for coordinates of points of the curve in terms of a parameter, and later

writers have applied the methods of pure geometry to the curve with far greater elegance

and eflfect : at the same time, in spite of the serious fault first mentioned and these minor

ones, the advantage to writers who succeeded him in having the properties of the curve

collected and methodically developed cannot be too highly estimated.

Of the three next papers, (G) and (S) deal ^rith a special type of curve and maj- be

passed over, although they to a small extent anticipate the method of the parameter,

adopted in (9), (10), (12), and (13); (7) calls for no comment.

Papers (8) and (9) are the earliest we owe to the most prolific writer on these curves,

Erail We\T, and belong to a series of notes on rational curves both in two and three

dimensions contributed by him to the Sitzungsherichte of Vienna and other journals during

many yeai-s. By 1S71, the date of (9), the fundamental properties of curves of deficienc}-

p = had become known,—[the classic memoir of Clebsch, "Ueber diejenigen ebenen Curven

deren Coordinaten rationale Functionen eines Parameters sind," for instance, had appeared

in 1865 (J. fur Math., Crelle, XLVI.)]— ; Weyr therefore takes as his subject all space-

curves whose points have their coordinates proportional to four quartic functions of a

parameter, thus including (although apparently he did not at the time realize this) a case

specially excluded by Cremona'.s definition, viz. of those curves which have a double point;

such curves are in fact particular forms of both kinds of quartic space-curves, their pro-

perties appearing to be on the whole more closely allied to those of the general rational

curve. From the expressions for coordinates of points of the curve in terms of the

parameter X, which I shall in future refer to as the parametric equations of the curve,

Wevr deduces the condition that four points of the curve should be coplauar ; viz. that their

parameters should satisfy a rational .symmetrical relation in which no one of them euters

in a degree higher than the first: and proceeds for the remainder of his paper to ring the

changes on this result, readily deducing from it the facts that the curve has four stationary
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osculating planes, four tangents that meet it in a third (non-consecutive) point ; that one

trisecant chord and three osculating planes pass through any point of the curve, the points

of contact of the latter and the chosen point being coplanar ; that two tangents meet

a given tangent,—all of which were previously known,—and pointing out that these pro-

perties define certain involutions of the second or third or fourth order upon the curve.

No attempt is made to simplify the parametric equations either by choice of new

coordinate planes, or by transformation of the parameter by a homographic substitution,

nor does the memoir reveal any inkling of the fact that the whole theory of the curve

depends on the single quartic equation which gives the parameters of the stationary planes

and its concomitants.

An important investigation, due to Bertini (]0), next claims attention: under Bertini's

handling we recognize that the curve has a distinctive character and certain pure

geometrical properties which are peculiarly its own. Quoting Cremona's theorem that

the curve is the intersection of a cubic surface which has a double line and a quadric

containing the line, Bertini propounds the question whether the curve of intersection of

such a cubic surface with the polar quadric of any point is an R/ of a general or special

type. He arrives finally at the conclusion that it is of a particular kind, to which he gives

the name equianharmonic, but in the course of his investigation establishes incidentally a

series of far more valuable results. Foremost among these is the existence of three principal

churds of the curve, which meet in a point (to be described hereafter as the centre of the

curve), each of which chords is the intersection of the osculating planes of its extremities

:

various properties of these chords and of the curve are given, noticeably some concerning

sets of four points of the curve which firm tetrahedra whose three pairs of opposite edges

meet the three principal chords. The contacts of the stationary planes and of the trisecant

tangents of the curve are vertices of two such tetrahedra, and thus a quartic involution

determining the parameters of any four such points is defined, its double members being

the extremities of the jjrincipal chords. The very simple form of statement of these

theorems which is given in the next paragraph but one was overlooked by Bertini,

who breaks off his investigation to explain a method of establishing a correspondence

between the points of the curve and of a conic, and a few results that follow.

If it be thought desirable to exhibit the parametric equations of the curve in a form

containing as few terms as j)ossible, Bertini's equations

Xq : A'] : A'o :«•,:: o)^ : a)'- (o)'- — a") : o)- — 1 : o)

are as simple as any that can be devised, but the loss of symmetry and of the possibility

of transformation of the parameter more than outweigh the advantage ; nor is the above a

form to which all curves can be reduced by i-eal transformation. On the other hand it

is made clear that the classification of rational quartics depends on the value of a single

constant a", e.g. that the equianharmonic curves above have a" = — 3, and that the curves

in papers (6) and (S) have a- = 9. Bertini gives also the equation of the Steiner's quartic

surface of which the R/ is an asymptotic curve and the three principal chords the

nodal lines; but here as throughout his memoir, misled by the illusive simplicity of the
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above parametric equations of the curve, he fails to express the result in its best

form. The paper (11) which follows has no share in the development of the theory of

the curves.

What Bertini proved concerning the principal chords leads almost immediately to the

following theorem :—with a proper tetrahedron of reference, of which the principal chords

are three concurrent edges, if a point {.v, y, z, w) lie on the curve, so also do the points

(^QC, —y, -z, w) (— a-, y, — z, w) (— x, — y, z, w). A consequence of this which Bertini over-

looked is that this tetrahedron must be self-conjugate to every quadric which stands in a

unique relation to the curve, such as the quadric on which it lies, or that which all its

osculating planes touch : again, Cremona saw that the planes containing any point of the

curve and the contacts of the three osculating planes which pass through that point, all

touch a quadric cone ; we infer at once that the centre of the curve is the vertex of

the cone,—(this Bertini proved otherwise),—and that the principal chords are mutually

conjugate with respect to it. We may further, without affecting descriptive properties,

suppose the plane w = at infinity and the principal chords mutually perpendicular:

the curve will then consist of four exactly equal and similar parts :—a rough notion of

a possible form being suggested by a wire originally in the form of an ellipse of which

two opposite quadrants have been symmetrically bent above and the other two s}'m-

metrically bent below its plane. Every property, metrical or descriptive, possessed by

any one point of the curve is now necessarily shared by the three other points placed

on the three other quarters of the curve symmetrically with the first point, and while

no descriptive properties are lost certain metrical properties are acquired, and the four-

fold nature of the curve, if I may so express it, is unmistakably shewn.

Yet another writer, Armenante (12) and (13), attacks the problem of the i?/ by

means of the parametric equations, and this time the manipulation of the analysis is

irreproachable. Weyr had ignored the possibility of transformations ; Bertini, in usiug

it merely to reduce the equations to apparently simple forms, sacrificed symmetry, and

lost in other respects far more than he gained ; Armenante is the first writer upon

these curves who has realized that the parametric treatment of a rational curve is a

matter of invariants and covariants, i.e. of functions unaltered in form by a lineo-linear

transformation of the parameter: he therefore employs Aronhold's symbolic notation

throughout his investigations with excellent effect.

Having defined the curves by their parametric equations, written in the symbolic

form

a:, : a-., : x^ : a,-^ :: (i/,^ : 6a' : Ca'' : (L\

he points out that a new qtiartic function F or k\* is uniquely determined by the

conditions that {ak)\ (bk)*, (ck)*, (dk)* should all vanish, (that is to say, in modern phrase,

k/,* or F is apolar to each of the four lu*, V, Ci,', rfx''); and that the condition that

four points whose parameters are X, fi, v, p should be coplanar is then expressed by

A'a k^ ky A'p = 0,
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a result from which at oiice follows all that Weyr established in (9). The roots of F
are clearly parameters of the contacts of stationary planes of the curve ; those of H,

the Hessian of F, are parameters of the contacts of the four tangents which also cut

the curve; those of G, the cubicovariant of F, are parameters of the extremities of the

principal chords. The involution determined by F and H gives the parameters of points

of the curve which are vertices of a tetrahedron whose edges meet the principal chords,

and the roots of G are the repeated members of the involution. The cross-ratio of

the parameters of four points of the curve is equal to that of the four planes through

the points and any one chosen trisecant chord. The quadratic invariant / of F vanishes

for the equianharmouic curves which Bertini discovered, and these further have the

contacts of the stationary planes coplanar ; the vanishing of J, the cubic invariant of

F, implies that the curve has a double point ; the simultaneous vanishing of / and

J implies that it has a cusp. Armenante's second paper deals mainly with surfaces

related to the curve : concerning these I shall quote only two results, viz., that, if X.

and /i be variable parameters, the equations

,«i : iio : x-i : :l\ :: a>;-'a„ : b^^ Ca'Vv f^^'f^M .

and Xj : x^ : x, : x^ :: «a"«>i" • l^/C^^- : c^-c^- : d\d/,

represent respectively the osculating developable of the curve and the Steiner's quartic of

which it is an asymptotic line.

The present is a convenient place to speak v-ery briefly of the mudern applications

of the theory of conibinants to rational curves of any order (n) in space of two or

three oi- an}' number (d) of dimensions. The coordinates x^, x^, x^.-.x^ being propor-

tional to rational integral functions of a pai-ameter \ of degree n, any property- or locus

is said to be invariautive when the algebraic forms which represent that propei-ty or locus

retain their shape, (1) when the coordinate planes are i-eplaced by any new system,

(2) when the parameter X is replaced by a new parameter connected with it b)' any

lineo-linear relation. Clearly then the equations which represent such properties or such

loci must be combinants of the d.-\-\ functions of X ; and, if for the moment we confine

ourselves to what may be called Pure Combinants of the d+l )i-ics in \, {i.e. con-

taining only parameters and the coefficients of these d -\- \ forms, not coordinates of

points, lines, etc.), we find that Gordan in Bd. V. of Math. Annalen (Ueber Combinanten,

p. 116: see also Stroh in Bd. xxii.) has obtained the generating functions from which

they are derived, and shewn how, if n be equal to d-\-\, they may be derived from

a single /(-ic in a single variable, (Armenante's quartic F or l\^ in the case of an

-Kj-'). An excellent explanation of the method is prefixed to Berzolari's Sui combinanti

dei sistemi di forme binarie annessi alle curve gobbe razionali del quart' ordine, (48),

Annaii di Matematica, Tom. xx. 1892, p. 101 ; but a glance at the memoir will .shew

the impo.ssibility of sketching its contents here ; the geometrical nature of the subject

is completely lost. Consult also pp. 2.54—26-5 of Meyer's Bericht liber den gegeuwartigen

Stand der Invarianten-theorie, (in the first volume of the Jahresbericht der Deutschen

Matheinatlker-Vereinigung)
\

§§112— 117 of the same author's ' Apolaritat und rationale

Curven ' are also devoted to our c\irves, as exemplifying the general theory of Apolaritj-.

Vol. XIX. Pakt I.
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Of papers which are subsecjuent to those of Arinenante it is not necessary to speak

so fully; those of Weyr should have first mention. In (14) and (15) he retains the

parametric equations as in (9), reducing the rehition which connects tlic parameters

(X, /i, V, p) of four coplanar points to the respective forms

(1) \fii'p = k: (2) \+fj,+ v + p = 0:

in the cases when the curve has a double point or cusp, and obtains some new properties

of these curves the work being as in (9) straightforward and somewhat unattractive. In

(16) he adopts a quite different method ; he maps the curve, point for point, on a conic

(i.e. establishes a [1, 1] correspondence between the points of the curve and those of a

conic), and obtains the condition that four points of the conic should correspond to four

coplanar points of the quartic, viz. that the line joining two of them should be con-

jugate to the line joining the other two with respect to a second conic. Although he

was at this time not acquainted with Bertini's paper (10), he discovers a property which

is characteristic of the equiauharmonic curve, viz. that sets of three tangents are con-

cun-ent, and which Bertini had overlooked ; also that the tangents of this curve which

intersect it do so at the contacts of the stationary planes. In (IS) he verifies the

results Bertini had proved about the principal chords, having in the meantime read (10):

and in the later papers deals as a rule with special curves. As a pure geometrical

method the plan of mapping on a conic is far preferable to Cremona's : but a very

slight admixture of analysis would vastly simplify Weyr's later studies on the curve.

The inclusion of the name of Sophus Lie in our list is due to the fact that at

one stage of his classical research ou minimal surfaces he found it necessary to consider

curves without length, and incidentally discovered all such curves of orders three and four.

Considered projectively. Lie's work determines all rational quartics whose tangents

intersect a fixed conic: but he contents himself with proving the existence of certain

types of the.se curves, and had no thorough grasp of their nature : his ignorance led

him into one actual blunder. It is however noteworthy that Lie discovered independently,

aiter a lapse of less than two years, the property of Weyr mentioned in the last

paragraph, viz. that in certain rational quartics the tangents intersect by threes on a fixed

conic. (See pp. 77—82 of this volume.)

The method of mapping the curve point for point ou a conic, presented in a more

definite and more attractive form, led Adler (25) to class non-singular rational quartic

space-curves under four types, according to the relative positions and reality of the

intersections of two conies, whicli determine also the reality of the stationary osculating

planes, trisecant tangents and principal chords. The results are unfortunately by no means

accurate ; for instance, the curve with four real trisecant tangents and real stationary planes

mentioned in Class I. does not exist ; and a curve with four real stationary planes and

no real trisecant tangents is omitted. In conclusion Adler mentions the line of strictiou

of a hyperboloid, an interesting ca.se of these curves ; but his classification of R/'s is

untrustworthy and thert'fore valueless.

R. A. Roberts (27) obtains several new and interesting properties of the curve. By
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toking the stationary osculating planes as faces of the coordinate tetrahedron he obtains

the coordinates of points of the curve as fourth powers of linear functions of the para-

meter X, and deduces that these four planes determine on any tangent of the curve

four points of constant cross-ratio. He rediscovers the fact that the roots of the Hessian

of the equation which gives the parameters of the contacts of the stationary planes give

those of the trisecant tangents ; indeed Roberts writes apparently in entire ignorance of

what others had done, and gives no references. The classification of the curves, he sees,

must depend primarily on the value of the absolute invariant /' -=- ./- of the above

equation. The fonn of the condition of intersection of two tangents shews him that,

if one skew polygon of n sides exist whose sides touch the curve, an infinite number of

such polygons can be constructed : if n = 3, the curve possesses sets of three concurrent

tangents, (a property Weyr proved to be true of the equianharmonic curve), and their

intersections lie on a conic, the degenerate form of the double curve of the developable

formed by the tangents of the curve. If n = 4, ./ must = and the curve have a double

point. Some considerations of a special case complete the first paper. The Steiner's quartic

of which the curve is an asymptotic line is obtained in the second paper in its simplest

form, and parametric equation of the same surface is given in such a way that the

constancy of a parameter defines an asymptotic curve of the surface. The equation of

the quadric on which the curve lies is also obtained, first under any conditions, secondly

referred to the tetrahedron formed by the stationary planes. A later paper (31) is also

wholly without references of the labours of others and gives an impres.«ion of aimless

wandering; it is however possible that some results concerning rational quartics are to

be found in §§ 9—42 which had not been previously stated.

It is impossible to mention each of the next succeeding papers in detail ; many
deal witii particular curves, as will be seen from their titles ; others mark advances

in the application of theorj' of binary forms to the curve, or tend to new fields of stud}',

e.g. (33), (35), (40), (41 ) ; these are, I think, better considered as marking stages in

the growth of geometry of rational curves as a whole than in the development of the

knowledge of our particular curve, and are therefore passed over : of the others that of

Bordiga (34) may be mentioned as taking a novel view of the curve, viz. as the projection

of a quartic in space of tour dimensions.

In paper (44) the problem of classification of rational quartic space-curves is again

attacked, this time with success. The author, Rohn, exjjlains that his investigations

were prompted by the notion of constructing models of the curves and their developable

surfaces: and no better incentive to the study of any class of geometrical entities could

be found. The accomplishment of Rohn's intentions is announced in (47) and his models

are now members of Brill's famous series*. There are four chief types of real non-singular

curves, and all imaginary curves are classed together, (perhaps rather too curtly), as a

fifth type. The equations of the chief loci connected with the curve are in most cases

found explicitly, and finally some special curves are considered. The curves which have

a double point or cusp do not come within the scope of Rohn's investigation.

* Now to be obtained from Herr Martin Schilling's VerlaRsbuchhandlung, Halle a. S.

18—2
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The last paper I wish lo mention is (4S). Nothing could prove uioii' clearly than this

paper of Berzolaii's how impossible it would be to incoqjorate in a compilation such as

the present a detailed account of some modern work on the subject of our curve. I wish

at once to acknowledge uiy indebtedness to Bei'zulari for the use I have made of the intro-

duction to his memoir, both in tracing the history of the development of our knowledge of

the quartic, and in the sketch of the application of modern algebra to rational curves; but

his object is so different from that of the earlier and more purely geometrical writers, and

the interest of the algebraic fonnulse so predominant over the geometry, that even if a

detailed account of his work were given here it would stand apart from most of the results

quoted. Berzolari himself expresses some such feeling as this in the title he hits chosen,

but some of his predecessors make no such distinction. It appeai-s to be a legitimate view

to regard these papers as developing a particular phase of the theory of invariants as

applied to geometry, the value of which is undeniable, but whose aims are widely different

from those of the earlier geometers. Moreover, whereas in the older geometry each curve

presented characteristics distinct from those of all other curves, a feature of the modern

method is the similarity of the treatment bestowed on curves of various types ; for the last

reason an exposition of the method in a discussion of a particular curve is the less

necessary.
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As a preliminary to entering upon au investigation of the properties of the

rational space-curves of order four, some thought must be given to the question what

is the best method to employ in order to obtain and express results as simply as

possible. Cremona's method need not be considered ; and that of Berzolari must be

rejected for reasons already stated ; it would not give the elementary properties of the

curve in an elementary form, and again would fail us in dealing with special types

of the curve. But apart from these we have the plan of mapping the curve point

for point on a conic, a purely geometrical method of proved value : we have the

ordinary mode of expressing the coordinates of points of the curve by a parameter,

in which moreover we ought not to disregard the possibility of changing the parameter

by homographic substituti(jn ; and lastly we wish to obtain explicit equations of loci

connected with the curve in as simple a form as possible. This points to the desirability

(I) of choosing some fixed convenient tetrahedron of reference, (2) of making no attempt

to simplify results by a transformation of the parameter : all the equations in the

parameter that we have to deal with will, as we shall see, be covariants of a certain

quartic equation, whose roots are the parameters of four important points of the curve.

But further,—and this is a notion of which use has not, so far as I am aware, been

made,—if we suppose the roots of the quartic equation just mentioned to be known,

we may work not only with the customary concomitants of the binary ijuartic. but

with certain simpler un.synunetrical concomitants, expressible rationally in terms of the

roots. This method of dealing with the parametric equations of the cuive has the
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effect of bringing into line with it the geometrical plan of mapping the curve point

for point on a conic ; for it will be found that a considerable part of the investiga-

tion is performed by moans of three quantities which may be looked upun either as

functions of the parameter that determines the points of our quai-tic, or as the co-

ordinates of a point of a plane curve of the second order, between whose points and

those of our quartic a [1, 1] correspondence exists. The two modes of treatment may

thus be pursued simultaneously.

In conclusion it is well to point out here a fact which will become more and

more ob\dous as we proceed, viz. that the whole investigation is neither more nor less

than a geometrical iUustration of the theory of a single binary quartic and its con-

comitants.

I. General expressions for the coordinates of points of an R^\ in terms of a parameter;

the relation luhich connects the parameters of coplanar points.

By definition, the coordinates of points of an Ri\ (by which is understood, in

accordance with a recognized and convenient notation, a rational curve of the fourth

order situated in a space of three dimensions), when referred to any tetrahedron formed

by planes a = 0, l3
= 0, 7 = 0, 8 = 0, may be expressed in terms of a parameter X as

follows :

—

a : f3 : y : 8 :: (a^aiaM^at'^X, ly : {b„bAliA^\ 1)' : (CoCiCoCaC^JX, ly : (dod,ddsd4j.\ 1)' (D-

For the sake of later work I stii)ulate that, in these "parametric" equations of the

curve, the coordinate planes and the twenty constants a, b, c, d, shall be real; so

that the coordinates a, /3, 7, 8, of every real point, whether on the curve or not, are

real ; and every real value of X gives a real point of the curve : conversely, it may

be seen that, (save for the one exceptional case of an isolated double point), every

real point of the curve is determined by one real value of X. A formal proof, that

in making this restriction I exclude no curves possessing a real arc or branch, may be

suppressed.

in order that the four points whose parameters are roots of

should be coplanar, it is necessary and sufficient that the determinant

f/„
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should vanish; and, this condition being satisfied, the equation of the plane is known,
inasmuch as the coefiicients of a, /3, 7, S, are proportional to the minors of «,., b,., c,., dr,

for an}- chosen value 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 of r. I now exclude, again without giving formal

investigation, the case when the determinant vanishes identically, (which may be shewii

to imply that the curve lies in a plane, and is a two-dimensional rational quartic curve);

and, expanding, write the condition in the form

p,q,
~

-ijhqs + Q}M-2
-

-iihqi + p,q, = (2),

using 2MhlhPiPi ill place of certain finite determinate functions of the coefficients

«r, hr, c,., d,-, all of them real and not all of them zero. If k, \, fju, v, be the actual

parameters of the four coplanar points, then

J\k\/J.I> + /)i (XyUI/ + /XPK + 1'k\ + K\fX ) + p., (fir + vX + Xfl + kX + KfJ. + KV)

+ P3{k + X + fj, + v)+p, = (2).

From this follow, as Weyr has shewn in (9), a series of important properties of the

curve, which must be brietiy discussed: that Arouhold's symbolical notation would

enable us to write the results very concisely is plain, but it is hardly worth while intro-

ducing it here.

(i) Should it be possible in (2) to imagine k, \, /x, v equal to one another, the

point of the curve will be such that the osculating plane contains four consecutive

points of the i?/, and may be called a stationary iDlane. Thus we may include (2) in

the statement

:

The R^ has four stationary osculating planes ; and, if the parameters of their points

of contact he roots of the quartic

F{\) = {p,p,p,p,p,'$\, ly (3),

all quartics ' apolar' to F have as roots the parameters of four coplanar points.

(ii) The osculating plane at the point \ will pass through the point « jjrovided

(po ic+pi, jh K+p>.„ p., K+2h, Ih K + Pi$_'X, lf=0 ;

so that three osculating planes of points of the curve, other than the point k, pass

through the point k ; moreover, the condition that three points whose parameters are

roots of {rQrir„rs\X, 1)" should be coplanar with the point k, viz.

{p,K + p,) r, - 3 (p,K+p,) ?., -f- 3 (p„K +ps) ri - (jh'c + p^) r„ = 0,

is clearly satisfied by the points of contact of the three osculating planes which pass

through the point k.

(iii) If X, fx, V be such that both

p^XfJ-i' + ph (fJ-f -i- rX + X/j.) + pu (X -t- /i -I- i') -I- p.f = 01

p^Xjxv + p.,(iJLV + vX + Xfi) + p-i{\ + IX+ v)
-\- Pi = Oj

'

the points X, /x, v, being coplanar with everj- other point of the curve, are necessarily

Vol. XIX. Part I.

"
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collinear: since in the equations an assigned value of v leads to a unique pan- of values

of \ and fi,

Through each point of the R^ may he drawn a line which intersects the curve in

two other points. Such a line is termed a trisecant line or triple chord of the R'; a

real triple chord must pass through each real point of the curve, but the two further

intersections with the curve may either be real, or may have conjugate imaginary

parameters, or lastly they may coincide. For the last case we put ^ = X, and eliminate

V : thus

H(X) = ' (poP.p.;^\ 1V\ (p,p.p,J\ If
I

= 0.

There are therefore four lines which touch the curve at one point and intersect it at

a second point; viz. the tangents at the points whose parameters are roots of H{\),

the Hessian of the quartic F (X) which gave the parameters of the contacts of the

stationary planes.

(iv) Xo line can meet the R/ in three consecutive points unless both

(PoPiP^Ps^.'X, 1P = 0, and (i)i;j,p3i)4$X, 1)^=0,

at the point of contact; i.e. unless \ is a repeated root of F(X). Conversely, if F(X)

has two roots equal to X, it will be seen that the tangent at the point \ must have

three points in common with the curve. The necessary- and sufficient condition that such

a tangent should exist is that the discriminant of F(X) should vanish.

(v) Should it be possible to find values of
fj.,

v, such that

p„fiv + /), (/A + 1') + jDj =
1

p^fiv +p., (fi + v) + p^ = Or

,

p,/xi' + p,(fi + i') + p, = 0^

simultaneously, the points /i, v, being collinear with every point of the curve and

coplanar with any two points of it, must be coincident. The condition that such values

of fi, and V exist is that

J^ Pi, pi p.

j

P^ P^ P^

I p, P3 Pa '

should vanish : and, given that J = 0, the curve will cross itself if the values of fi

and V found fi-om two of the above equations are real ; will have a real isolated

point if they are imaginary ; and will have a cusp if they are equal, the quantit}''

I=P.<Pi--iPiPs + '^Pi'

vanishing as well as </ in the last case.

(vi) Should the tangents at the points X, fi, intersect,

p„X-/i- + 2piV (X + /x) + p., (X- + /i- + 4X/ti) + -Ips (X + fi) + p, = 0:
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Two tangents of the curve intersect a given tangent ; also the form of this condition

shews that the tangents of the curve have a poristic f)roperty, viz. that

If one skeiu polygon of n sides C(tn be described xvliose sides are tangents of the

curve, an infinite number of such polygons exist.

It is not necessary here to point out that these properties define certain involu-

tions on the curve, nor to state at length the forms of equations determining the

parameters of the various sets of points.

II. First standard form of tite parametric eciuations of the curve; connexion with the

theory of the binary quartic F {\) and its concomitants.

Unless F (X) has equal roots the four stationary osculating planes of § I. (i) are

well adapted for use as coordinate planes, for it may easily be seen that they do not

under other conditions coale.sce or meet in a point : two or all four may be imaginarj^

but it will still be true that each real value of X determines a real point of the

curve ; for the present however distinctions between real and imaginary loci are ignored.

Let then 7„, 71, 7,, 73, be the roots of F (X), and X(, = 0, Xi = 0, «., = 0, .t^ = 0, the

respective osculating planes of the curve at these points : the parametric equations of

the curve now take the form

px,=A,(X-y,y; (r = 0, 1, 2, 3),

the undefined multiplier p implying that we are concerned only with ratios of the

coefficients x,.. For a variety of reasons the mo.st suitable values of A„, A^, ^4„,

A3, are

^«~' =iV (7o - 7i/ (7o - 72)' (70 - 73)' ;
etc., etc.,

and, these being adopted, it follows that :

—

When the equation defining the parameters of the points of contact of the stationary

planes of the cu7've, viz.

F{X) = {p„, p„ p,, p,, p,-$X, iy = p^(X-y,)(X-y,)(X-y.^(X-r^ (3),

has no tico of its roots 7„, 7,, 72, 73 equal, coordinates of points of the curve may be

exhibited in the form

px, = {X - y„Y H- [p„= (7„ - 7,)- (7„ - 7,)= (70 - 73)'('j

px^ = {X-y,y^[p,-{y, - 7o)'(7i - 72)H7i - 7s)'j - W-
etc. etc.

j

The chief merit of these equations (4) lies in the fact that if a new parameter X'

be introduced in place of X by means of any lineo-linear relation

EXX' +FX + GX' + H = 0,

19—2
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equation (3) is replaced by a quartic (p^'pip/pa'pi'^'}^', IV in '^' whose roots

7o'. 7i'> 7-/. 73'.

are such that

Ejry; + Fy, + Cry; +H = 0; (r = 0, 1, 2, 3),

and the equations of the curve (•!) become

p'a-o = (X' - y:y H- {p:-- (7„' - 7/)-^ (7o' - 7/)' (70' - 7s')'} ;
etc., etc.

;

that is to say :

—

In the statidard form (i) of the equations of the R^', if the parameter and equation (3)

be transformed hy any lineo-linear substitution, the coordinates (a;„, a-j, x„, cc^ of any point

of the curve are the sanie functions of the new parameter and the roots of the transformed

equation, as they ivere of the old parameter and the roots of the original equation.

With each rational quartic curve, then, is associated a single binary quartic

F(\) =
( p,p,p,p,pi'$\, 1 Y ;

and it will be found that the theory of this quartic and its concomitants is bound to

that of the ii/ in so intimate a connexion that the points of interest presented by

the two are to all intents the same. The classification of the different types of the

curves depends solely on the different forms the associated quartic may e.xhibit ; curves

for which the absolute invariant of the associated binary quartic has the same value ai-e,

as regards projective properties, identical, and may in fact be represented by the same

equations : those curves which possess any special projective property are distinguished

bv a relation between the invariants of F (X)] and, ou a given curve, the parameters

of those points at which any special projective property holds are roots of a covariant

of F{\).

In order to simplify the equation (4) of the curve yet further we might suppose

F{X) reduced to some shortened or canonical form such as (1, 0, m, 0, 1][X, 1)* by

a lineo-linear substitution, and on rare occasions such procedure is of advantage; but

both this canonical form and the form 4\^ -I\- J are objectionable for two reasons,

(i) they destroy the symmetry among the four roots, (ii) they cannot always be reached

by real substitutions. On the other hand, if F{X) be left in its general form, we may

confine our attention wholly to forms which possess the property of invariance—a fact of

immense value in investigations.

The absolute dependence of the theory of the R^^ upon that of the single binary

quartic F (\) and its concomitants is not confined to the case when the parametric

equations of the curve can be reduced or are reduced to the form (4), and may be

established, (as indeed it was established long ago by Armenante), without the reduction
;

but equations (4) bring the dependence prominently forward, because it will be seen

that the expressions for pa-^, px^, px.., px,, are themselves covariants of F{\), though not

symmetrical ones. It is by taking account of these unsymmetrical invariants and co-

variants that I hope to simplify the investigation of properties of the curve, and bring

into harmony the analytical and geometrical methods of treatment.
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III. Tlie concomitants of the binary qiiartic F(\): second standard form of the equations

of the curve.

As the simplest way of explaining the notation to be used, I shall consider briefly

the invariants and covariants, symmetrical and unsymmetrical, of the binary quartic F{\).

The complete system of symmetrical concomitants is well known

;

I = pop4 - ^hih + ^pi ;

J = pop.pi + 2jj,jjo^3 — p„p^- - p^-pi — p.?, the catalecticant

;

F = {PoPjP-2P3Pi$,\ ly, the quartic itself;

H = {p„p.. — 2h')'>^^ + •, the Hessian of i^;

G = ( po-ps - <ipaPi2h + 2/)i'') V + ..., the Jacobian of F and ff.

Beside these there are certain unsymmetrical invariants and covariants, expressible

rationally in terms of the roots (70,71,7^,73) of F, though not so expressible by means

of the coefficients {popiPiP^Pi), which are of even greater importance for our jjurpose.

Of unsymmetrical invariants the most convenient are the three

/"••i = p„ (7o - 7i ) ( 7= - 7a) ; h = i^o (70 - 7=) ( 73 - 7i ) ; /'s = P^ (7.1 - 73 ) (7i - 72)

;

so that A'l + k.. + A's = ;

A-r + L= + A-r = 24/
;

{k, - k,) (k,-k,) (k, - k.^ s 432/

;

and for the discriminant ki'k.rkg- = 432 (/^ - 27J-).

A slight disregard of the perfect symmetry which should obtain between the root

7o and the others will be noticed in these equations : it might have been avoided had

it seemed necessary or desirable to do so ; but, as it is, we may in future interchange

the suffixes 1, 2, 3, cyclically in any result we obtain. For unsymmetrical covariants

it seems best to choose three quadratic functions of X which are factors of G
;

Vi or 7;i (X) H ( X - 70)- -=-
[p,

(ry„ - ry,)(j, - 7„)('y„ - 7,,)} + (X - 7i)' ^ {;;,, (7, - 7,,) (7, - 72)(7i
-

73)}

= - (X - 7,? ^ lp„ (y, - 7„)(7„ - 7,)(7, - 73)] - (X - 73)= -f- {p„ (7, - y,)(y, - ^^X-y, _ ^.,)}

;

»?„ or 97, (X) H ( X - 7,,)- ^ \p, (7,, - 7i)(7„ - 7,)(7„ - 73)! + ( X - 7.,)= -=-
{p„ (y, - 7,) (7, - -y,)(Y,

-
y^)]

= -{X- 73)- ^ \p„ (73 - 7,)(73 - 7i)(73 - 7-2)l
- ( X - 7i)-" 4- [p„ (y, - y„) (7, - 7,)(7i - 73))

;

Vs or VsW= (^-7n)'-^ {p.i(7o-7i)(7«-72)(7>-73)(+(^-73)'->{po(73-7o)(73-7i)(73-72)j

= - (X - 7,)- H- {p„ (7, - 7„)(7, - 7,)(7, - 73)]. - (X - 7,)- ^ Ip„ (7, - 7,) (y, - 7j)(y, - 73)}

.

It is now not hard to verify the following identities :

—

f^faV^' + k^ki-r]." + kjc„r)^ = (.5),

^F = k, (/i-s't?.,- - kJ''n:f) = kn (ki'i]./ - ks-tji-) = k^ (Av/;,- - A'l-/;,-)
;

— 4SH = kik^k, (A'it;,- + A-.,772- + A3773-) ; — 326^ = k^kik^rjirj^rj^.
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Again, since

( \ - 7o)= H- [jh (7a - 7i) (7o - 72> (To -7^)] = hi Vi + V-: + V,) ;

(\ - 7,)- -- [po (7i - 7o) (7i - 72) (7! - 7=)1 = h( Vi- V,- %) I

(\ - 7„)= -=- [po (y, - 7o) (70 - 7i) (72 - 7j); = H" '?i + ''^ - Vs) ',

( X - 7s)= H-
( j3o (73

- 7„) (73 - 7i) (73 - 7.,); = H-'ni-v^ + Vi) ;

it is clear that the parametric equations of the curve take the form

pX^ = (jfi + T)., + TJ^f ;
pX. = (- 7?, + 7?„ - IJj)-

I

p-^1 = (vi - Vi - Vif ; p^s = {-vi- v-2 + vs)- J

In these equations »?,, rj^, % are definite quadratic functions of X: equations (4) and (6)

are from this point of view identical. But a second method of interpreting (5) and (6)

is to consider tjitjoVs ^s coordinates of a point in two dimensions, each a quadratic

function of a parameter X, and therefore determining points of the conic (5) ; and, bj'

making use of the [1, 1] con-espondence between points of the conic (5) and the i?/,

to interpret the known proj^erties of the former in such a way as to throw light on

those of the space-curve : but the two modes of treatment will be found to run on

the same lines and may be developed simultaneously.

.(6).

(TV) be coiUinued.)



VII. On Divergeyit Hijpergeometric Series. By Professor W. M^F. Orr,

Royal College of Science, Dublin.

[Eeceived 26 March 1900.]

1. In a previous paper {Camh. Phil. Trans., Vol. xvii., Part iii.) relations were
obtained connecting the convergent hypergeometric series which satisfy the same differential

equation a.s i^(a,, ... a,,,; p,,.../3„; x), where m<n + \, with the divergent series which obey
the same coefficient law. Contrary to a statement made therein these relations were not

extended to the case in which m = n + 1 ; this case is discussed in the present paper

and relations are also obtained showing to some extent the nature of these functions

in the neighbourhood of the point x=l.

2. The solutions of the differential equation satisfied by the ordinary hypergeometric

function of the second order have been given by Pochhammer {Math. Annal. xxxv.) in

the form of definite integrals taken along closed curves. For instance he has shown that

for values of x w-hose modulus is less than unity

J,

(l, 0, x-,0-)

= - 46""' sin aTT sm (p - a) tt
.

^
n( -1) ^ *"' *> ^ P 5 *)>

where c denotes a point on the finite line joining the points 0, x, the initial arguments

oi V — X and of v are the same as that of x, and that oi \ —v reduces to zero at the

origin. (The notation and the convention as to argument adopted here are different

from Pochhammer's.)

If F{a, Hi; p; x) is defined by this equation it becomes intelligible for all values

of X other than 1 but would not be uniform if the point * were allowed to make
a circuit round the point 1, which may be prevented by a section drawn from the point 1

along the positive jjart of the axis of x to infinity.

In a similar manner if the function of the third order be defined by means of the

equation

^(x, 0, a;-,0-)

/:

,,1-p {V - xY'^-'^v'^-'^F {oLu a.,; pi ; x)dv

n(p-a-l)n(a-l) „= - 4e"" sm aTT sm (p - a) TT .

U(p-l) ^^'^' "" "= ' P' P'' ^)'
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with a similar convention as to arguments, it too becomes intelligible for all values of x

other than unity, subject to the same remark as to uniformity. And in a similar way the

function of the ?ith order may bo defined, without a restriction to values of x whose

moduli are less than unity.

3. From a relation which exists among the integrals discussed by Pochhammer we

may deduce the equation

=— TT. H—^''"'^la. a-p+1; a-oti+l; -\,x) (1),
11 (a — a,)

wherein the argument of x lies between — it and tt.

And from other relations among the integrals the well-known equations connecting

the functions involving x and those in\-olving \ — x might also be obtained in the

forms

j,^JIi=^^,F(,, ..: r, »)-^ n(,-,-S';nip-„-n --^<-''"''

01-/3 + 1; 2-p; x)

=
tT- -a-xf-^-'^^FK^p-a, p-a,: p-a-a,+ l, 1 -.r) (2),
11 (p — a — Oi)

provided sections are drawn from — x to and from 1 to + x , and

n(a-l)n^a,-l) „, , U{a-p)U(a,-p)
_l i o ^\

n(p-l) ^^"' "• P' "^~
ITa^T) " ^Fia-p + l. a,-p + l, 2-p, x)

^sinp^n(a-l)n(«-l)n(a-p)n(a.-p)^
«+,^_^^l:l_.,)...(3),

TT Il(o-l-a, — p)

the same sections being drawn.

The latter may be simplified by multiplying by a numerical coefficient.

4. Equation (1) is a particular case of the following:

n(a,-i)n(-p.)...n(-p„_o
o -x)

n (p, — Ho — 1) . . . 11 (p, - a„ — 1

)

Pn-i - Pi + 1 ; -a;)
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+ (n — 2) other terms analogous to the latter

_n K-i)ri(«.-p.)-n(«.-p,._o „_.+! „_, +i.n («,- a,) ••n («,-«„)
^(«- «i Pi + i,...«, p„-: + i,

Oj -a, + 1, ... c(i-a„ + I :
- 1 ';») (4),

provided the argument of x lies between — tt and +7r.

Equation {'2) is a }3articular case of the following:

n(-p,)n(-p,)...n(-p„_,)

n (-«on(- «,)... n(-«„)
^^"^' "-•-«- p.'--p«— *)

n(pi-ai-l) ... lUp, -a„-l)
... p„_, -pi + 1; «)

(n — 2) other terms analogous to the latter

(1 - .k)-"--"

<A(*) (5),

where <^(a') is a function of *' which has unity for its limit as x api^roaches indefinitely

near the point 1, provided the argument of 1 — x is taken between — tt and + ir in

such a way as to reduce to zero when « is a wholly real quantity lying between

and 1, and if a section be drawn from to — x this function is uniform over all the

rest of the plane.

Equation (3) is a particular case of the following : there are n — 1 independent

equations of the type

n(ai-l)...n(a„-l) „,

n(/,,-i)...n(p,._i-i)

n (1 - pi) n ( p„ - pi) • • n (p,i_j - pi)

= ^(x) (C),

where -^{x) is a function of x which, as x approaches indefinitely near the point 1, has

a constant for its limit, and if a section be drawn from to — z> this function is

uniform over all the rest of the plane. I am unable to express these constants by

means of Il-functions in finite terms.

The proofs proceed by induction and somewhat resemble those of the previous paper;

as they are very long, they have been omitted.

5. A theorem is also established relating to the error in terminating the series

F(a^, «! - p, + 1 , . . . «! - p„_i + 1 ; czi - 5f„ + 1, . . . Oi - a„,+ 1 :
- 1 ;«,•)

after s terms, whether the modulus of x be less or greater than unity.

Vol. XIX. Part I. 20
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This may be expressed as follows. Of the series in the left-hand membei- of equation

(4) we may select and arrange the leading one so that the quantities I, pi,...p„_, are

in ascending order, as also ou, ... a„; then if s is not less than the greater of the integers

[a„ - Oi - 1] + 2 [a^ - p,._i], [p„_i - a, - 1] + S [a^ - p^_,]
r = i )- = 2

the error referred to is, if the real part of .r be positive, less than the next term, and

if the real part of x be negative and its argument tt + 7, less than the next term

nmltiplied by cosec'""/, where m is the greater of the integers

1 + [a, - 1] + [a„ - a, - 1], 1 + [Oi - 1] + [/>„_, - a, - 1] ;

[a] is used to denote, if a be negative, zero, and if a be positive, the integer next

higher than a.

This theorem is not in itself of much importance, but the fundamental equation (28)

of the previous paper ma\' be deduced from it as a limiting case.

The forms which these theorems, as well as those of the former paper, assume in

case any two of the quantities 1, pi, ... p,i_i, «], ... a„ differ by zero or an integer

may, as usual, be obtained as limiting cases.

C. The values obtained for some integrals may be mentioned

:

r*
.i"'/'(a,, a,, ... a„: p,, p,, ... p„_,; -x)dx (7)

.'0

is finite, provided each of the quantities m + 1, Oi — /« — 1, ... o„ — ;« — 1 is positive, and

its value then is

,
--

" n (g, - m - 2) '=^-
1 n (p, - 1

)

^ ',=1 n(a,-l) ,=1 n(p,-m-2) " '

x"'F(a,,a,....an: p,, p- ••• p«-i; +.r)dx = (9),

if finite, that is, if each of the quantities a, — m — I. ... a„ — ?h — 1 is positive:

7(1)

I x"'F(a^,a.„...a„; pi, p,, ... p„_i; +x)dx (10)
•^ X

is finite under the same conditions as the last-mentioned and its value then is

2i sin WITT x the expression (8) (11),

the initial argument of .%•'" being taken zero

;

rx"'x{^v)dx (12),
Jo

where x(^) ^^ '''^^ left-hand member of equation (5), is finite provided each of the

quantities

m + l, m + -2- pu...in + 2-p„_t, 1 + p, + ... p„_i - («! -h ... a„)

is positive, and its value then is

n (m) n (1 - p. -H m) ... n (1 - p„_i -l- m)

n{l-a, + m) ... n(l-a„-l-m) ^ ''
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7. I take this opportunity of making the followiug corrections to the previous paper.

Page 184. The footnote is somewhat misleading; equations (28), (81) show that the integral
IS infinite always if the number of p's exceeds the number of a's by unity and in some cases
when such excess is only unity.

Page 191. In the footnote, at the end of the first sentence add and a,-p,+ l positive.
The method suggested would not readily establish the result of Art. 11.

Page 198. Lines 22, 28, 29, 'ia for [o,] read 1 +[aj-l].

Page 199. Line i for considerably larger read somewhat smaller.

Line Q for s^ir^ co% mr read {^irsf

.

Page 200. Lines 19, 20, 21 in the expression in brackets for — read —
2i;i 4r,

•





VIII. 071 the Fifth Book of Euclid's Elements (Second* Paper). By M. J. M.

Hill, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Mathematics at University College,

London.

ABSTRACT.

Art. 61. The objects of this second paper, in which the sections and articles are

numbered consecutively with those of the former paper, are the following

:

(IV.) To trace more closely than in the first paper the connection between the

order of the multiples of A, B and the order of the multiples of C, D on the one hand

and the conditions of the Fifth Definition of the Fifth Book of Euclid on the other

;

and in particular to give a formal proof of the propositionf that, if those conditions

are satisfied, then the order of the multiples of A, B is the same as the order of

the multiples of G, B throughout the infinite extent of the relative multiple scales of

A, B and C, D.

(V.) To examine the interdependence of the conditions involved in the Fifth

Definition of the Fifth Book.

These are as follows :

—

If A : B = C : D, then all values of r, s which make

rA > sB also make rC > sD (1),

rA=sB „ „ rC=sD (2),

rA<sB „ „ rC<sD (3).

If the magnitudes C and D be first considered, then the conditions would be :

—

li A : B = C : D, then all values of r, s which make

rC > sD also make rA > sB (4),

rC=sD „ „ rA=sB (5),

rG<sD „ „ rA<sB (6).

* The First Paper will be found in Vol. XVI. Part IV. in a criticism of my edition of the Fifth and Sixth Books

of the Cambridge Philosojihical Transactions. of Euclid (Cambridge University Press, 1900).

+ My attention was called to this point by Mr E. Budden

Vol. XIX. Part II. 21
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It is shown in this paper that all the six conditions are satisfied if (1) and (3)*,

or (4) and (6)*, or (1) and (4), or (3) and (6) are satisfied. They are also all satisfied

if (2) or (5) is satisfied for any single value of r and any single value of s.

It is further shown that if (1) or (6) hold, then

but if (3) or (4) hold, then

A:B^C:D.

(VI.) To indicate proofs of each of the propositions in the Fifth Book of Euclid,

which are deduced directly from " the Fifth Definition, without the use of any other

proposition.

Such proofs have been given either in the first paper, or in my edition of the

Fifth and Sixth Books except in the case of the 19th, 24th, and 25th Propositions,

which are there proved by the aid of other propositions of the Fifth Book.

Bv the aid of Archimedes' Axiom the 24th and 25th propositions are here proved

independently of other propositions ; and with the aid of a Lemma deduced from Archi-

medes' Axiom, the 19th Proposition is also proved.

(VII.) To draw attention to the importance of the 25th Proposition.

It is an immediate deduction from this proposition that the Arithmetic Mean of

two Magnitudes is greater than their Geometric Mean, but its usefulness goes far be-

yond that point. I do not think Euclid used it anywhere in the Elements. The only

use of it in Greek Geometry that is known to me is in the 69th Theorem of the

7th Book of the Collectiones Mathematicae of Pappusf, where it is used to show that

the shortest intercept on all straight lines drawn through the middle point of the base

of an isosceles triangle made by the sides of the triangle is the base itself

It is proved in this paper that it leads to two important limits, viz. :—those which

correspond to the algebraic limits

(i) i o" = X , if
I

a
;

> 1

;

n= ao

and t
(ii) L a" = 0, if a < 1.

n= ao

These are fundamental in summing a geometrical progression, but it is onl}' recently

that rigorous demonstrations of them have found theii- way into books on Elementary

Algebra (see Chrystal's Introduction to Algebra, Ch. xix.).

* This was (so far as I know) first shown by Stolz, in t I am indebted to the kindness of Dr T. L. Heath for

his Vortesungen iiber Allijemeine Arithmetik, Part I., p. 87 this reference.

(1885). The proof given in this paper was sent me both J The 1st proposition of Euclid's Tenth Book is the

by Prof. A. C. Dixon and Mr E. liuddeu. It seems to be geometrical proposition corresponding to this theorem

simpler than Stolz's proof, as it makes no use of a limiting when a
, <i.

value.
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The propositions are here stated ia the following manner.

(1) If the magnitude K be increased successively and continually in the ratio

A + B : A, the resulting magnitude must at length exceed any magnitude i, of the

same kind as K, however large L may be.

(2) If the magnitude K be decreased successively in the ratio A : A + B, the

resulting magnitude must at length become less than any magnitude L, of the same

kind as K, however small L may be.

It will be seen from the proofs that these two important limits were perfectly

within the range of Euclid's methods.

IV. The Fifth Definition of Euclid's Fifth Book.

Art. 62. Let the multiples of two magnitudes of the same* kind A and B be

arranged in a single series in ascending order of magnitude.

Let the multiples of two other magnitudes of the same kind C and D be also

arranged in a single series in ascending order of magnitude.

Then the order of the multiples of A, B may be said to be the same as the

order of the multiples of G, D, if, when in the first series A is changed into G and

B into D, the first series is transformed into the second ; or in the notation of Arts.

15—16,

[A, 5] ^ [G, D].

When this is the case, all values of the integers r, s which make

rA > sB, must also make rG > sD (1),

rA = sB, „ „ „ rG^sD (2),

rA < sB,

rG > sD,

rC = sD,

rG < sD,

rG < sD.

rA > sB.

rA = sB.

rA < sB.

•(3),

•(4),

•(5),

.(6).

The interdependence of these conditions will be discussed below in Section V.

It seems probable that this was the way in which Euclid originally obtained the

three sets of conditions which he gave in his Fifth Definition. Those sets of conditions

may be stated either as (1), (2), (3) or as (4), (5), (6).

Art. 63. But conversely it is necessary to show that if the conditions (1)—(6) are

satisfied, then the order of the multiples of .4, B is the same as that of the multiples

of G, D, according to the definition in the last article.

* When two quantities A and iS are of the same kind,

and any multiples of these are taken, say rA, sB, it is

assumed that it is always possible to determine whether rA

is greater than, equal to, or less than sB. This assumption

is all that is necessary in order to make it possible to con-

struct the figures of the relative multiple scales, which are

merely graphical representations introduced to render it

easier to follow the reasoning.

21—2
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This may be shown thus :^

Either A is equal to B, or not equal to B.

If A=B,

then by (2) of Art. 62

C=D;

and the order of the multiples of .4, 5 is given by

A

B

2A

2B 35

rA

rB

where magnitudes standing in the same vertical column are equal.

The order of the multiples of C, D is given by

G
I

2C

D I 2D W
rC

rD

The first series changes into the second when A is changed into G, and B into B.

Consequently the order of the multiples of A, B is the same as that of G, D.

Art. 64. If A and B are unequal, choose out the smaller magnitude. Suppose A
less than B.

Then, putting r = s = I in (3) of Art. 62, it follows that G is less than D.

Hence the series of multiples of A, B begins with A, whilst the series of multiples

of G, D begins ydth. G.

Art. 65. Now let t be any integer whatever. Then it will be proved that the

order in the series of multiples of A, B between tA and (^ + 1) .4 inclusive is the

same as that in the series of multiples of G, D between tG and (i + 1) (7 inclusive.

The following are the four possible alternatives.

(i) Some multiple of B, say uB, is equal to tA.

Then since B > A,

{u + l)B>{t + 1) A.

Hence the order in the series of multiples of A, B between tA and (t + 1) A in-

clusive is

tA

uB
, (t + 1}A.

Since uB = tA,

therefore putting r = t, s = u in Ait. 62, (2), it follows that

uD = tC,
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and since D > C,

.-. (u. + l)D>{t + l)C.

Hence the order in the series of multiples of C, D between tC and (< + 1)6' in-

clusive is

to

uD
,

(t + 1) a

(ii) Some multiple of B, say uB, falls between tA and (t + 1) A,

.-. tA < uB <(<+!) A.

Since B is greater than A, no other multiple of B can fall between tA and

(t + 1) A.

Hence the order in the series of multiples of ^, B between tA and {t+l)A inclusive is

tA, uB, (t + 1) A.

Since tA < iiB, it follows by Art. 62 that

tC < uR

Since (t + 1) A > uB, it follows by Art. 62 that

{t + l)C> )iD.

:. tC < uD <{t + 1) C.

Since D is greater than C, no other multiple of D can fall between tC and

{t + 1) C.

Hence the order in the series of multiples of C, D between tC and {t+l)C' inclusive is

tC, uD, (t+l)C.

(iii) Some multiple of B, say uB, is equal to {t + 1) A.

Reasoning as before it follows by Art. 62 that the orders are

{t + l)A
tA,

and tC,

uB

(t+l)C
uD

, between tA and (t + l)A inclusive;

, between tC and {t + \)C inclusive.

(iv) No multiple of B falls between tA and {t + I) A inclusive.

In this case let vB be the greatest multiple of B which is less than tA.

Then vB < tA < (t + I) A < {v + 1 ) B.

Reasoning as before, it follows by Art. 62 that the orders are

tA, {t { \) A between tA and {t + I) A inclusive;

and tC, (i + 1) between tC and {t + \) G inclusive.

Hence whatever the value of the integer t, the order of the multiples of A, B
between tA and {t -\- \) A inclusive is the same as the order of the multiples of C, D
between tC and {t + \) C inclusive.
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And it was proved above that the series of multiples of A, B begins with A and

the series of multiples of G, D begins with C.

Hence the order of the multiples of ^, B is the same as the order of the

multiples of C, D throughout.

The proof may be conducted on similar lines, but is longer, when A is greater thau B.

In this way it is seen how the consideration of the order of the multiples of A, B
and that of the multiples of C, D, combined with the idea of the sameness of two such

orders, lead to the sets of conditions (1)—(6) ; and conversely how the satisfaction of

these six tjT)ical sets of conditions secures the sameness of the orders throughout the

infinite extent of the two series of multiples.

V. The interdependence of the six sets of conditions (1)—(6).

Art. 66. It is shown in my edition of the Fifth and Sixth Books of Euclid, Arts.

36, 37 that the satisfaction of conditions (1), (2), (3), or of (4), (5), (6), or of (1), (3),

(4) and (6) involves the satisfaction of the whole set.

But this is not all :

—

The satisfaction of (1) and (3), or of (4) and (6), or of (1) and (4), or of (3)

and (6) involves the satisfaction of the whole set.

Further the satisfaction of (2) or of (5) for a single value of r and a single value

of s involves the satisfaction of the whole set. This last statement can be proved so

simply that I proceed to the consideration of the preceding ones.

Art. 67. Take therefore the pair (1) and (3), [the consideration of which will also

cover that of (4) and (6)]. Suppose that all values of r, s which make

(1) rA > sB also make )-C > sD,

(3) rA < sB also make rC < sD,

then if there are any values of r, s which make i-A =sB, they must also make rG=sD.

If possible let values of r, s exist which make

rA = sB,

but rC > sD.

Then by Archimedes' Axiom an integer q can be chosen so that

q {rC - sD) > D,

.-. qrC > (qs + I) D.

Now rA = sB,

.•. qrA = qsB,

.-. qrA < (qs + 1) B.
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From this last inequality it follows by {3) that

qrC < (qs + I) D,

which is inconsistent with what was proved above, viz., that

qrC > (qs + 1) D.

In like manner it is impossible to have

rA = sB,

but rC < sD.

Hence any values of r, s which make vA = sB must also make rC = sD.

Hence (2) is satisfied if (1) and (3) are satisfied. Hence (1)—(6) are all satisfied,

if (1) and (3) are satisfied.

Ai-t. 68. Take next the two sets (1) and (4).

Let all values of ;•, s which make

rA > sB also make rC > sD (1),

rC>sD „ „ rA>sB (4),

it will be shown that (3) holds ; i.e. if rA < sB, then rC < sD.

It is necessary therefore to show that if rA < sB it is not possible to have rC > sB

or rC = sD.

If possible let values of r, s exist which make rA < sB and rC > sB,

This is impossible by (4) which requires that if rC > sB, then rA > sB.

Next if possible let values of r, s exist which make

rA < sB, but rC = sB.

Then an integer n exists, such that

n{sB - rA) > B,

.•. (ns - 1) B > nrA,

but n7'C = nsB.

Hence nrC > {ns — 1) B,

.-. by (4) nrA > (ns - 1)5,

which is inconsistent with what was proved above, viz., that

{ns - 1)B > nrA.

Consequently if rJ. < sB, then r-G < sB.

Hence (3) holds.

Hence if (1) and (4) hold, (3) also holds. But the satisfaction of (1) and (3)

involves the satisfaction of all the conditions (I)—(6), as has just been shown (Art. 67).

Hence (I) and (4) involve all the rest. In like manner (3) and (6) involve all the

rest.
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Art. 69. It will be noticed that up to this point no use has been made in Sections

IV. and V. of ratios and their properties as developed in Euclid's Fifth Book, and in

fact that use has been carefully avoided. The point of view from which this portion

of the paper has been written is that the theory of ratio depends on the consideration

of the orders in the series of multiples of two magnitudes of the same kind.

At the same time it may be useful to interpret the conditions (1)—(6) in con-

nection with the idea of ratio and the properties of ratios as developed in the Fifth Book.

For this purpose the idea* underlying the Seventh Definition of the Fifth Book

will be employed, viz. :

—

If X, Y, Z be three magnitudes of the same kind, and if X > F,

then X : Z>Y : Z.

Now putting X = rA, Y = sB, Z = rB,

it follows that if rA > sB,

then rA : rB > sB : rB,

.-. A : B >s : r.

Similarly if rC > sB,

then C : D > s : r.

Hence (1) may be expressed thus:—Every rational ratio which is exceeded by A : B
is also exceeded by C : D.

The conclusion that can be drawn from this is that

A : B ^ C : D.

In like manner (6) means that if

G : D <s : r,

then A : B < s : r,

from which follows the same conclusion as in the case of (1), viz., that

A : B & C : D.

Hence (1) and (6) are not distinct.

In like manner if (3) or (4) hold, then all that can be inferred is that

A : BiC : D.

* This is the first part of the 8th Proposition of Euclid's starting-point from which Euclid reached his Seventh

Fifth Book, and is deduced by him from his Seventh Definition. (See the Author's Edition of the Fifth and

Definition, but it is in itself so much simpler than that Sixth Books of Euclid, page 136.)

Definition that it is difficult to believe that it is not the
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*The following are the inteq^retations of the conditions (1)—(6) in the language of

ratio.

(1) If all values of r, s which make rA > sB also make 7-0 > sD, then

A B ^ C : D.

(2) If all values of r, s which make rA = sB also make rC = sD, then

A : B=C : D.

(3) If all values of r, s which make rA < sB also make rC < sD, then

A : B^C : B.

(4) If all values of r, s which make rC > sD also make rA > sB, then

A : B^C : D.

(5) If all values of r, s which make 7'C = sD also make rA = sB, then

A : B=C : D.

(6) If all values of r, s which make ?-C < sD also make rA < sB, then

A : B&C : D.

Hence if (2) or (.5) be satisfied, which will happen for all values of r, s if they

are satisfied for a single system of values, then A : B = G : D.

Of the remaining four conditions, viz., (1), (3), (4) and (6), let any two, in which

the signs of inequality are opposed, be chosen [for example (1) and (3)], and suppose

that these are simultaneously satisfied ; so that it is known that

A : B^C : D,

and that also A : B S: C : D.

The only way in which both can be simultaneously true is by having

A : B = C : D.

So that (1) and (3) simultaneously afford a sufficient test for the equality of two

ratios.

In like manner (1) and (4), or (4) and (6), or (3) and (6) might be taken as a

sufficient test for the equality of two ratios.

VI. Proofs of the Propositions in the Fifth Book of Euclid deduced directly from
the Fifth Definition and Archimedes' Axiom.

Art. 70. As explained in the Abstract it is necessary to give here proofs of Props.

19, 24 and 25 only, and for the proof of Prop. 19 the following Lemma must be

demonstrated.

* The remaiuing portion of this article was written in consequence of a ^suggestion, for which the Author is

indebted to one of the referees.

Vol. XIX. Part II. 22
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If A, B, C, D be four magnitudes of the same kind, if A be greater than B, and

G less than D, then integers m, t exist such that

7nA > tC and mB < tD.

If A be greater than B, then A - B is a magnitude of the same kind as C, and

an integer m exists such that

m {A-B)> C,

.•. mA > mB + C.

Hence an integer t exists such that

mA>tC>mB (!)•

In like manner since C < D, integers «> '*t such that

uD >vB> uC (2).

Since mB < tC by (1),

.-. umB < utC (3).

Since vB > uC by (2),

.-. tvB > UtC (4),

.•. tvB > utC > umB by (3) and (*),

.". tvB > uniB,

:. tv > um (,5)-

Now vB < uD by (2),

.•. mvB < muD < tvD by (5),

.-. mB < tD,

and also at the same time by (1)

711A > tC.

Euc. V. 19.

Art. 71. If A, B, C, D be four magnitudes of the same kind, and li A : B = C : D,

it is required to prove that A - C : B ~ D = G : D.

It will be sufficient to consider the case in which A is greater than C, and

therefore B greater than D.

Then changing A into G + X, and B into D + Y, the proposition is to prove that if

C+X : D+Y=G : D (1),

then
• X : Y = G : D (2).
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Take any integers r, s in the scale of X, Y. Then by Art. 67 it is sufficient to

consider the two alternatives

rX>sY

i.e. riC + X)- rC >s{D+ Y) - sD. . .(3).

There are here three alternatives, according

as

r(C + X) = s{B+Y).

(a) If r(G+X)>s{D+Y),

.then rC>sX» by (1).

(^) If r(C+X) = s(D+Y).

then rC= sDhy(l),

.-. r(C + X)-rC = s{I)+ Y)-sD,

which is inconsistent with (3). Hence the

alternative (/3) is impossible.

(7) If r{C+X)<s{I)+Y),

then rC<sDhy(l).

Hence (3) can be -iratten

sD-rC>s(D+ Y)-r{C + X).

Also D<D+Y.

rX < sY

i.e. r(C+X)-rC<s{D+Y)-sD...(3').

There are here three alternatives, according

as

r((7 + Z)|s(Z)+F).

(«') If riC + X)<s{D+Y),

then rC<sZ» by (1).

{0') If r(C + X) = s{D+Y),

then rC= sDhyil),

.: r(C+ X)-rC=^s{D+Y)-sD,

which is inconsistent with (3')- Hence the

alternative (yS') is impossible.

(7') If r(C+X)>s{D+Y),

then rC > si> by (1).

Hence (3') can be written

r(C+ X)--s{D+ Y)<rC-sD.

Also D+Y>D.

Hence by Ai-t. 70 integers m, t exist such Hence by Art. 70 integers m, t exist such

that

m{sD-rC)>tD (4),

andm[s(D + 7)-r(C + X)]<i(Z» + F)...(5).

From (4)

mrC<(ms-t)D (6).

From (5)

mr(C + X)>{ms-t)iD+Y) ...(7).

But (6) and (7) are inconsistent %vith (I).

Hence the alternative (7) is impossible.

Hence if 7-X >sY, the alternative (a) is the

only possible one, and then is

rC>sD.

that

m{rG-sD)>tD (4'),

m [7- ((7 + Z) - s (D + F)] < i (D + F). . .(5').

From (4')

mrC > {ms -\- 1) D (6')-

From (5')

mr {G + X)< {ms + t){D+ Y). . .{T).

But (6') and (7') are inconsistent with (1).

Hence the alternative (7') is impossible.

Hence if rX <sY, the alternative (a') is the

only possible one, and then is

rC < sD.

Hence by Art. 67 it follows that

X : Y=C : B.

22—2
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.Euc. V. 24.

Art. 72. If A : C = X : Z (1),

and if B : C= Y : Z (2),

it is required to prove that A + B : C = X + Y : Z (3).

Take any integers r, s in the scale oi A + B, C.

Then by Art. 67 it is sufficient to consider the two alternatives

r{A + B)>sC (4). riA + B) < sC (4').

There are here three possibilities according There is here only one possibilit}-, for

^ rA must be less than sC.

rA%sC.

(a) If rA > sC,

then rX >sZhy (1),

.-. r(X+ V)>sZ.

(/8) If rA = sC,

then rX = sZ by (1),

.-. r(X+Y)> sZ.

(7) If rA< sC, Since rA < sG,

then by (4) then by (4')

vB > sC - rA

.

rB < sC - rA

.

Hence integers n, t exist such that Hence integers n, t exist such that

nrB > tC >n(sC-rA) ( 5). nrB < tC < n (sC - rA) (5').

By (5) By (5')

nrB > tC, nrB < tC,

.-. by (2). nrY>tZ (6). .-. by (2), nrY<tZ (6').

Again from (5) Again from (0')

tC>n{sC-rA) tC<n{sC- rA ),

.-. nrA+tC>7isC (7). .-. nrA+tC<mC (7').

There are here three alternatives according In this case there is only one possibility,

^g ^ ^ jj^
for t must be less than ns.

If t S ns,

tZ S nsZ,

: . nrX + tZ > nsZ,

but nrY>tZ by (6),

:. nriX+ Y) > nsZ,

:. r(X +Y)>sZ.
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If t< ns,

then (7) can be written

nrA >(ns — t) C,

.-. by(l) nrX>{ns-t)Z.

But by (6) nrY>tZ,

:. nr {X + 7) > nsZ,

:. r{X+ Y)>sZ.

Hence whenever

r {A+B)> sG,

it follows that

r(X+ Y) > sZ.

Since t < ns,

then (7') can be WTitten

ni'A < {ns - t) C,

:. by (1) nrX < {?is - t) Z.

But by (6') nrY< tZ,

:. nr{X+ Y) < nsZ,

:. r (X + Y) < sZ.

Hence whenever

r {A+B)< sC,

it follows that

• (X+Y)< sZ.

Hence by Art. 67 it follows that

A+B : C=X + Y Z.

Euc. V. 25.

Art. 73. If A, B, C, D are four magnitudes of the same kind, and if J. : B = C : B,

then it is required to prove that the sura of the greatest and least of the four magnitudes

exceeds the sum of the other two.

Let A be the smallest.

and

Then
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From (2), nA < tX,

:. (n + t)A< f{A + X).

Hence by (I), (n + t)(A + i^ < f {A + Z) (3).

Again from (2) n {A + Y) > tX,

.-. (n + t)(A + Y) >t(A +X + Y) (i).

From (3) and (4)

t(A+Z)>t{A +X + Y),

.-. A + Z > A + X + Y,

.-. A+{A+Z)> (A + X) + {A + Y),

.-. A + D >B + G.

VII. The importance of Euc. V. 25.

Art. 74. Two important limits can be deduced from this proposition.

(i) To prove that if the magnitude K be increased successively in the ratio A + B : A,

the resulting magnitude will at length exceed any magnitude L, of the same kind as K,

however large L may be.

It will be supposed that A and B are magnitudes of the same kind as K and L;

and if A be not less than K, let — be less than K; then instead of the ratio A + B : A,
n

ABA
the ratio —l— : — may be employed. Hence there will be no loss of generality in

supposing that A is less than K.

Find an integer m, so that inB>L, and then find K^, K., Km-\, Km such that

A : A+B = K : K, (1),

A .A+B = K,:K, (2),

A : A + B = K, : K, (3),

A : A+B= K,„_, : K,„_, ('«-!),

A .A+B = K,„_, : K^ (m).

Then by Euc. V. 25 from (1)

A', > B+ K.

From (2) A", > B + K,.

From (3) K, > B + K,.

From (m - I) Z^.i > B + K„
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From (m) K,„ > B + K„_-,.

:. K,n > mB + K > mB > L.

Now K,n is the resulting magnitude obtained by increasing K m times successively

in the ratio A + B : A; and it has been proved that K„i is greater than L.

(ii) To prove that if the magnitude K be decreased successively in "the ratio A:A+B,
the resulting magnitude will at length become less than any magnitude L, of the same

kind as K, however small L may be.

By the preceding proposition it is possible to increase L successively in the ratio

A + B : A until the resulting magnitude becomes greater than K.

Find magnitudes Xj, L„ -£,«—i, L,n so that

A:A+B = L : L, (1),

A : A + B = L, : L, (2),

A : A +B = L, : L, (3),

A : A + B = L,n-. : L,n-^ (»i - 1),

A : A + B= £„,_! : Z,„ (m),

and suppose that the integer m is so large that i,„ > K.

Now find magnitudes K„i_i, Km-i, K^, K\, K^ such that

A : A + B = K,a-i : K (m),

A : A+B = K,n-. K,n-^ ((m-1)'),

A : A + B = K.,: K, (3'),

A .A+B = K, : IC (2),

A -.A + B^K.-.K, (1'),

.•. im_i : Lm = K,n^-i : K (m ),

Z,„_o : i,„_, = Z,„_, : K,n~i ((«i-l)"),

L, : L, =K, : K, (3"),

L, : L, =K, : K, (2),

L -.L.^K, : K, (1").
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Since i,,, > A",

.-. i,„_i > £"„_, by (ni"),

.-. i,„_, > K,„_o bv (m - 1"),

.-. L, > K, by (3"),

.-. 4 > A', by (2"),

.-. L > K„ by (1").

Now K^ is the magnitude which results from decreasing K m times successively in

the ratio A : A + B, and it has been proved that Ko is less than L.
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It is only in very few cases that we know the solutions of problems in which two
or more charged bodies or material media are moving with different velocities through

the ether. Such knowledge would be of value for the light that it would be likely to

throw upon matters that are still under discussion—the exact analytical form of the

expression for the energy of the field, and the validity of the principle of the e(|uality

of action and reaction.

In the following paper* Lorentz's fundamental hypotheses are adopted and three

problems involving convection are solved. A discussion of the work done in bringing

together two of the systems supports the expression [K'E- + H-j/Stt as giving the energy

per unit volume when /i = 1 and the dielectrics are at rest. This is in agreement with

the value }E= + (Z - 1) E'- + H^ +(m- 1) H'-J/Stt obtained by the author on a former

occasion "f.

Case I.

A charged particle moving through a dielectric which is itself in motion through the ether.

We shall suppose that all space is occupied by a medium of uniform specific

inductive capacity K : the velocity u of this medium will be assumed uniform and

constant, its direction being that of the axis OX. A particle whose charge is e moves

at a rate u" along the same axis.

We shall consider first the general case in which a distribution of free ions, of

density p per unit volume, is moving with uniform and constant velocity u". The

polarisation of the dielectric will have at any point electric moment {K — 1 ) E747r| per

* The notation adopted is essentially that of Ileaviside t Aberration, § 34, p. 48.

and Lorentz. For a complete speeitioation referMice may * .iberration, pp. 14, IG: Lorentz, Versuch einer Theorie

be made to pp. xiv, xv, xvi of my book on Aberration and der Electrischen und Optischen Erscheinuncjen in Bewegten

the Electromagnetic Field (1900). Korpcrn (1895), §§ 40—42, 51.
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unit volume, where E' = E + [uH] F * is the force acting on a unit charge moving

with velocity u through the ether.

If we take a circuit of which the velocity at any point is constant and is denoted

by u'", the flow of free ions through it will be equal to the vector p (u" — u"') : that

of the ions which form the polarisation (AT— l)E'47r will bef

"

.tTr 1 dt'

' (u - u'") div E'l

,

where -j-,= i
+uV gives the rate of change at a point moving with velocity u.

Thus Maxwell's fundamental laws * in relation to the line integrals of electric and

magnetic force round a moving closed curve show that the forces E'", H'" at a point

on the circuit will be given by

^^ + 47rp (u" - u'") + (K-l)S + (u"' - u) div E'l = V curl H'" ^

rfH

where

Also

dt'"

d d „,„

= - FcurlE'"

div [E + (A"-I)E'} = 47rp (i),

div H = 0,

hence the equations of the field become

^ - u'" div E + 47rpu" + (7v' - 1) |^^ - u div E'^ = Fcurl H'"

dt'"

On taking u"' = and the circuit at rest we find

Fcurl E"

.(ii).

'^ + 47rpu" +{K-l)^^^-yx div E' [ = Fcui-1 H

dH
dt

Subtracting (iii) from (ii) gives

F curl (E'" - E) = - u"'V . H
= - u"'V . H + u'" div H,

= curl [u'" H].

:- FcurlE

.(iii).

for divH = 0,

* The electric and magnetic forces are denoted by B, H,
and [uH] denotes the vector product.

t Aberration, p. 17.

J Maxwell's Scientific Paper.-<. Vol. ii. p. 138 (1890).
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Thus as usual *

E"' = E+|,[u"'H]|

and similarly :- (iv).

H"' = H-l[u"'E]

In the present case the distribution does not change in relation to a point which

the same '

by zero : hence

has the same velocity' u" as the free ions. Accordingly we may replace -j-^ = x + '^"^

1=-""^' l^=-(-"-'^-

On taking u" = u" in (ii) we have

J, + (^ - 1) 1^ + (u" - u) div Ej = Feurl H"

-7777 = - V curl E
at '

Hence curl E" = and E" = — V-<|r, where t/t is a function as yet unknown. And,

by (iv),

E = - VA|r - 1 [u"H], E'=-V,/r-l[(u"-u)H] (v).

The equation (i) becomes

div |- KV^p- - ~ [[u" + (K-1) (u" - u)j H]| = -i-rrp,

and the formula

div [AB] = B curlA - A curl B

transforms this into

-KV-yjr+ i lu" + (A'-l)(u"-u);curlH=47r/3 '. (vi).

The first equation of (iii), when similarl}" treated, gives

1

V

+ 47rpu" + (A''-l)u|v2i|r- p.(u" -u) curl h| = F curl H (vii).

{u"V + {K-l) (u" - u) VJ V,/. + 1 .[u"V [u"H] + (A' - 1) (u" - u) V [(u" - u) H]

Now since u, u" have the same direction, and are constant, we have, if a, /3, 7,

S, 6, f are scalar constants,

(au + /3u") {(7U + 8u") V . [(eu + ^u") H]j = (7U + 8u") V {(au + ^u" ) [(eu + fu") H]}

= (7U+8u"){0J=0.

* Aberration, p. 18.

23—2
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Hence if we substitute the left-hand side of (vii) for P''curl H in (vi), we find

KV"-^ + 4-7rp = ^^ |u" +(K-\) (u" - u)) ({u" + (K - 1) (u" - u)} V . V,/. + 47rpu"

+ (^-l)u lV=i|r-l(u"-u)curlH}

= ^{u" + (A'-l)(u"-u)}({u" + (A'-l)(u"-u)l^ + 47r/>u" + (ir-l)uV»V^

-^^^ U (U" - U) (47rp + KV'yfr),

where the last term results from a second use of (\-i).

'•S-K'l+S'-"-^'^'" (™).

where r- = K - K {u"- 4- (if - 1 ) (u" - u)»}/ V- .

m? = K-{K-\)\i'IV' i (ix).

w=^ = 1 - {u"= + (A'- 1) (u" - u)=|/F2 = PIK)

If then we put x=l^, y = nnj, z = m^ we have

dr-Jr d-ylr d-ylr
, , ,.

where p = pn-. Thus i/f is the potential in f, r], f space due to a charge pn'-d^dtjd^ within

each element of volume d^drjd^. Corresponding then to a charge pdxdydz in actual

space there will be in i/r a term due to pn-d^d-qdl^; and if the real distribution consist

of a point-charge e at {x, y, z), yfr will be due to a point-charge e' at (^, rj, f), where

e' _pn-d^d7]dX_ n-

e pdxdydz Im-

'

.
. i|r = n-ejlm'pi , where p,- = ^- + r)'- + f - = a^'/Z- 4- (y- + ^-) «i- (x).

Further, by (vi), denoting differentiation by suffixes,

{u" +(K-l) («" - u)] {N, - 31,)!V = A-V=,/r + iirp = i
\l'-"-ylr - /^^|r„ - m^ (^,, + yfr^)}

,

.-. Vn' (Ny - M,) = V-' {P - m?) (yjryy + -f,^)/{«" + {K - 1) {
u" - u)}

= - [u" + (K - 1) (»" - U)] {f^„ + ^/r„).

The component of (vii) parallel to OY gives

V(L, - N^) = ju" + {K - 1) («" - «)} txy -

^

y^x + {K-\) (»" - iif iV4,

or V{L,- 7fK^) =
I
u" + (K-1){ u" - « )1 -fxv •

Similarly V(n'Mx - Ly) = [«" 4- (A" - 1) («" - «)} i/r„.
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Hence VL = w^
,

ri'VM = o),, + [u" + {K-\) (u" - u)\ yjr,,

n^VN = a)j - [(/" + {K-\) (ii" - u)} ^y,

where to is a function as yet undetermined.

Now divH = 0, .". V=(u = 0; and since this is true at all points, &> = constant.

.-. L = Q, M=^{ii"+{K-\){u'-u)}^,IVn-, N=-{u" -\-(K -l)(u" - u)\^\ry|Vn\..{^{).

On substituting in (v) we obtain

Z = -^^,, «-^F= - [1 +{K-l)u{a"-u)IV"'] ^y,

rrZ=- {1+ (/iT-l) «(„"-«)/ F'l^/r, (xii),

and X' = -i/r^, n-Y' = -\\-uu"IV-\y^y, n-Z' = - [\ -uu"IV-]f, (xiii).

Hence L' = L =0 \

M' = M + tiZ/V = (u" - u) 7n''ylr,/Vn' - (xiv),

N' = K-ur/V=- (u" - u) )n'^|ry/VnV

and Z" =
'

^

M" = {K-l)(u"-u){l-,m"/V')yfr,IVn'
[

(xv).

Z" = - (K - 1) (if" - m) ( 1 - ««7 V') ^yl Vii}]

Case H.

A medium of specific inductive capaciti/ K fills all space and is at rest relative to

the ether. Two particles Pi, P., ivhose charges are e^, e., are moving along the axis OX
with constant velocities u^, u^. To obtain their mutual energy at any time.

Here the electric and magnetic forces due to both particles can be obtained by

adding those due to the particles separately.

Putting u = in the analysis of Case I., we find

^1^ = ifw,^ , in,' = K, »,= =!- Ku{-I V\

and the forces at any point Q due to ej are

Y = _ —̂ ' Y=— — ^^ Z= -~ '^
dx

'

n^- dy
'

Hi- dz '

L = 0. i/ = -^"'^, N=^Y,

where yjr, = - ^^
-'

, p^ = ?f' + vi' + ?'r>

and {Xi, yi, ^i)s(Z,|,, m,?;,, wi,^,) are the coordinates of Q referred to P as origin.
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We shall suppose that iij > lu aud that F„ lies on the positive side of P,, i.e. that

X, is positive when Q is at P.,. Let the distance between the charges at any time be a.

Since the electric force acting on a charged particle moving with velocity U; is

E + [u.jH]/F, the electric force acting on e., will have a component parallel to OX equal

to «l-elf,//l-;/il-/^l^ or n^eiKa-. Thus the ponderomotive force on P. due to the presence

of Pi will be go . n-^eJKd- ; and it will be noticed that this is not equal and opposite

to —nJeie-i/Ka-, which is the ponderomotive force acting on Pj owing to the presence

of P,.

If the velocities of the particles are kept constant by the application of force from

outside, the rate at which this external agency does work will be

«*i . tu-Bieo/Ka- — u., . n-^eiejKar,

6163 / Kuiti^\ .

or ^=^"'~
"-'H ~W! ^^^'^"

Let us suppose that e, and e^ were originally at an infinite distance and were set

in motion with velocities v-, and lu. The w^ork done in starting them will be an

expression of the form Aiei' + A^e.,-, not containing any terra in eiC.,. As however the

particles are made to move with constant velocities «i, «., and approach one another at

a rate (u^ — u^), their mutual influence becomes finite after lapse of time ; and the work

that has been performed by external agency in keeping the velocities constant is, w-hen the

distance Pi Po is a,

Thus the mutual energy of the charges is

^(1 + -T^J
(--vn)*.

The case in which the velocities of the particles are equal may be treated as

follows. Let Ui and «„ differ by a very small quantity ; and when the distance Pi P.>

has diminished from infinity to a, let «,, the velocity of the second particle, be suddenly

altered to Hj. The work done in this very small change will be ultimately negligible.

We thus find that the mutual energy of two point-charges Ci, e., moving with the same

velocity u is

giC, z', .
Ku-

Ka
(l + -pr) • (xviii).

* From the mode in which the mutual energy is obtained it is clear that differentiation with reference to a will

not give the force between the charges.
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The energy of the field in this case.

In my book on Aberration and the Electromagnetic Field* I showed that a con-

sideration of the forces and stresses leads, if the fundamental ideas of Lorentz be adopted,

to the expression

— !E-^ + (A'-l)E'^ + H-' + (/.-l)H'=j (xix),
OTT

as the energy W of the field per unit volume.

Let us compare the mutual energy as obtained from this point of view with the

formula (xviii).

It is clear that as the particles are extremely small, the mutual energy of the

charges gj, e« upon them will be independent of the shape of the particles and of the

manner in which the electricity is distributed upon each. We shall accordingly simplify

our analysis by assuming that the charges are uniformly distributed through the interiors

of small ellipsoids of semi-axes 01, dm. On.

Let us take new variables ^, rj, ^, given by a: = l^, i/ = mtj, z — m^, as before. In

the corresponding (^, rj, ^) space there will be two spherical particles pi, p., of radius

0, and t/t will be the potential due to charges n'-ejlm-, n-ejlm- distributed uniformly

through their interiors.

The electric and magnetic forces at any point Q = («, y, z) = (l^, m>], m^) in the (.c, y, z)

space will be given by

„ _ _ 1 cZif- y _ 1 rfi/r 1 cZt/t

I d^
'

iun- dt)
'

mn"^ d^
'

L = 0, M = -^Z, N = ^^Y.

Hence, when Q is within the first particle,

^-KAof^^Ji')' ^-R^M^'^^' ^-R^^-pi
where (^,, i), f) and (fj, ?;, f) are the coordinates of (^, ?;, ^) referred to the centres

of the spheres pi, p.^ respectively.

Now i- [[[ dxdydz W=^^
IfI

d^dvd^ W.

and if d^drid<;=dT and a = la, the integral through the p^ sphere of ^i^^/O^p.," is

= —
, _ ,

-|- smaller terms.
loa-

Thus the integral becomes negligible with ; similarly 1 rfr ^^~' vanishes in the limit.

§§ 34—38.
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But it may easily be seen that the term invohaiig eie., in the integral of the

energy W within the particle is made up of a term in 1 dT^^^.J/B^p.?, and a term in

|dT(77-+ f-)/^p/. Hence the contribution to the total mutual energy from within this

particle is negligible : and we may deal similarly with the space inside the second particle.

Thus we need only integrate W through space outside both spheres.

For a point Q not within either particle we find
,

i = o. M = -^z, x =^r,

and since the dielectric is at rest

W^^jjjdwdydziKE' + H2).

Thus the mutual energ}- is the integral through external .space of

and is

{r^i-i. i^
, , >,,v K'-u-'n- + ir\

We now take as new variables the distances p,, p.. of any point q in (^, r), f) space

from the centres of the spheres pi, p^. If p, x ^^ ^^^ polar coordinates of q referred

to the middle point of ^, p., as origin we have

p," - Pf = 2ap cos X, - ipi' + P? ) = ^p- + a', ^,f. = p- cos= x - Ja-,

and
a(p..p.)^«plsmx

(p, X) P^P-^

Hence I c?t ^~^ = 1 1 27rp-' sin x^P'^X
I P\ Pi J '

(Pi- - Pi')-

4a-pj^p/

-
2^»JJ

'^'^'^p'-
—

jr^r~

'

within appropriate limits.

Also the contributii^n from the region in which ^ is negative is by symmetry equal to

the contribution from the positive side of the plane f = 0. And that part of the former

space which is outside the sphere pi = 6 may be regarded as divided by the sphere

p, = ^a into two regions: in one of these < p, < ^a and when p, is given p., varies

from o — p, to o + p, ; and in the other region ^a<p, <a: and p... varies from p, to a + p,.
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Thus through all space outside the spheres

= in the limit (xxii).

By integrating in a similar manner

or from consideration of the case of two point-charges at rest (i.e. putting u = in

the above analysis) we have

iir J pi'p.

1

a

I
dr ^—~—^ = the mutual energy of two stationary unit charges at distance a

(xxiii).

From (xxii) and (xxiii) it follows that the integral (xx) is equal to

or, since a = ^a, to

6162 ,', .
Ku^

This is the result (xviii) already obtained by directly integrating the work done

by externally applied forces in bringing the system together.

On putting K=l we obtain the mutual energy of two point-charges moving with

velocity u through a vacuum, and this is a simple example of the type of problem

in which all the bodies and all the material media have the same constant velocity,

all the charges are constant, and the field is steady. In such problems* the solution

is easily obtained. The electric and magnetic forces acting on a point moving with the

velocity u are derivable from potentials : thus E' = — Vi^, H' = — VH. Also the action and

reaction between two charged bodies are equal and opposite. Let us now suppose that

the charges are brought up gi-adually and proportionally from infinity with velocities

differing but infinitesimally from u, the manner being similar to that in which Maxwelli"

supposed a stationary electrical system to be collected. It might be thought^ that if

at any time all the charges e, ni of electricity and of permanent magnetism have n

times their final value, the work done in increasing n to n+ Sn would be

'Znyfr . e8?i -f 2?in . mSn :

* Compare Aberration, § 32. t C. Maxwell, Electricity and Magnetism, % 84.

X Aberration, p. 46.
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for the work doue while a charge eSii is brought from infinity at a rate u + 8u might

be supposed to be —eBnj nE' ds, where E'ds is the scahir product. We should then

have for the total work the tentative expression h-e-^ + ^'S.mCl, or *

^jdv[EE' + (K-l)E'--\- HH' + (/x- 1)H'-; (xxiv).

The error in this argument lies in the neglect of the inequality of the action and

reaction between the infinitesimal charges eBii, of velocity u+6u, and the charges ne,

whose velocity is u.

In the present case the \'alue of the mutual energy given bj' (xxiv) would be i—eifr, or

«-e,c.,

Im-a
or j~ (l —K T?-j)- This is contradicted, as it should be, by (xviii).

Case III.

Images at a plane surface hounding a semi-infinite drifting dielectric.

Let a semi-infinite dielectric of specific inductive capacity A' be bounded by a

plane face, which w'e shall take as the plane of reference YOZ : and let the medium

be moving with constant velocity U parallel to OX. Let a particle P of charge e be

moving along OX with constant velocity u" (< u), the distance of P from (on the

bounding plane) at the time t = being a. We shall prove :

—

(i) that the dielectric may for external points be replaced by a certain charge

/u,e at an internal point Q on XO produced, moving with some constant velocity u'"

along OX ; and

(ii) that within the medium the forces are the same as those due to a charge

ve at an external point R moving along OX with velocity u"', relative to the ether,

through a dielectric of coefficient K, which is itself moving with velocity u.

We shall denote the values of OQ, OR at the time i = b}' b, c respectively.

The distribution of electric and magnetic forces due to a combination of charges

may be obtained by superposing the forces due to the charges separately. Due to e

at P we have by (ix), (x) for any point S in the space outside the dielectric,

E"( = E+ ^(^=E+^[u"H]j=-V^.

where i/r, = — -
,

l{- =»,= =!- «"2/ V% ;»j- =1, pr = xi'l'l^- + {y,- + Zi-)jmi

and Xi, y,, ^, are the coordinates of S referred to P as origin.

* Aberration, (79), p. 47 : see also § 33.
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We have further by (xiii) as the electric force acting at a point moving with the
velocity u of the dielectric,

nA V^-) dy ' ^ --^=1^-
V'-jliz-

Due to /ie at Q we have at S,

E'" (= E + y [u"'H]) = - V^„

where ^., = ^/*?,

;,/ = „„= = I _ (t"'7F^ in-} = 1 , p,= = a-;-/4' + {y-{ + 22=)/'»2',

and x„, y.2, z.^ are the coordinates of 8 refen-ed to Q as origin : also

«.« «•>- V V- J dy n:-
^

' ' dz

Due to ve at 2? we have for a point T in the drifting dielectric

E'^- (= E + ^ [u»-H]) = - Vf„

n^- ve
where i^^ =

4^ = Kn.}, m,' = K-(K-l) «7 V\ n,'=l- [n"' + (K-l) («"' - «,)'}/ F^

P3=-'^3^l^'i+{!Ji+Zs)liih-, and a;^, y^, ^^ are the coordinates of T referred to R as origin :

further

dx n,-\ V- 1 dy n}\ V- J dz

In order to satisfy the boundary conditions we now choose the quantities b, c, u", «"',

at our disposal in such a way that when S, T are taken at some point (0, y, z) on

the bounding surface x — 0, we may have pi', p^: pi as ratios which are the same wherever

the point may be on that surface.

At the time < = 0, since 3/1 = 3/2 = ^3 = 2/ and Zi = Z2= Z3 = z, we must have the ratios

a-jli"- + {y- + 2=)/mi= : h'lQ + {y- + z-')l'nh? : c^k' + iy" + z')/m,^

independent of y and z.

Therefore ujli : bjL : cjl,i= l//«i : l/m., : 1/0^3 = 1:1: l/m^ (xxv),

and then p^ : p., : p^ = I : 1 : I/ma (xxvi).

In order that the subsequent values of pi, /jo. Pi at any time t may have ratios

which are the same wherever (0, y, z) may be on the bounding surface, we must have

the equations (xxv) holding when a, b, c are replaced by

a - (it - u") t, b- (u" - u) t, c - (« - u") t.

24—

2
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Hence, for all values of t,

{a-{u- u') t]jh : {b - («'" - «) t\/l, : [c - (« - u") «), ?3 =1:1: l/nh-

Therefore (« - u")/h = («'" - u)'L = (« - m") vi^/l, (xxvii).

Thus u'", «'" are determined : further

(u-u")la = {u"'-H)lb = iu-u"')lc (xxviii),

and (xxvi) will now hold for all values of t.

The conditions which must obtain at the boundary* are that Y', Z', L', M' shall

be continuous.

When these restrictions are imposed, the fact that the equations of the field hold

in the media on each side of the surface is a guarantee of the satisfaction of the

dependent conditions—the continuity of the rate of increase of the total normal electric

and magnetic polarisations.

At a point outside the dielectric we find in all,

7' = (1 - uu"l V"-) eylhp,-- + (1 - uu'"/ V^) iieylkpi.

Inside the dielectric

F' = ( 1 - mi''I V") veylkvH%\

Hence for continuity, making use of (xxvi),

(1 -um'VFO/^, +(1 - uu:"IV"-)till., = {\ -uu"/V'-)v/l,m, (xxix).

The condition of continuity of Z' leads to the .same equation.

In a similar manner we have, from the consideration of M',

-{u"-u)ez/Vl,pi^-{u"' - u) fiezjVkpi = - (»'"-«) vezlVl,rth"p^\

therefore («" - ?t)/^i + («'" - ") W^^ = («"' - «) vmjl, (xxx),

which also provides for the continuity of N'

.

By (xxvii) we may put (xxx) into the form

1 — ^ = 1/ (xxxi).

Since u"', «'"' are known, (xxix) and (xxxi) give /i and v, and the solution is

complete.

It may be inferred from the dependent boundary conditions that the surface charge

is constant ; and since its amount is obviously zero when the charge e is at an infinite

distance, it is zero throughout. Or we may easily verify that

= (- 1 + /i + I') e ja - (m - m") ij/^ip,'

= 0, by (xxxi).

* AbernitUm, § 17.
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The special case in which u" = u.

From (xxvii) it follows that if u" = m (1 - e), where e is small, and if squares of e

be neglected,

u" = « (1 + e), lO-- = H (1 - eK^lm,).

Hence, in the limit when u" = u, we have by (xsviii),

a : 6 : c = 1 : 1 : ;i - (7i - 1) u^lKV"-]-^,

and this equation gives the ratios of the constant distances of P, Q, R from the

bounding plane. When all the velocities of translation vanish the solution reduces to

that with which we are familiar*.

The energy of the system.

We shall simplify our analysis by considering the case in which the semi-infinite

dielectric is at rest and the particle is moving towards it with velocity u'.

We then have u = 0, while from (xxvii) it follows at once that u" = — u and that

TT^nr ^^^^">-

Thus Z,= = «i= = 1 - u"'i V"- = L" = 9!./,

T/ii" = 1 = mJ, VI3- = K,

ih^ = 1 — Ku"'^/V'-, 4 = /«s?i3.

Let a = 111, h = l.^Q, = ^37: then (xxv), (xxvi) become

a : ^ : 7 = 1 : 1 : 1/m, (.xxxiii)

= pi '

P'2- Pi (xxxiv).

For fi, V we find from (xxix), (xxxi)

1 +/^ _ V \

«i KnSr (xxxv).

I- fI.= V J

We shall, as in Case II, assume that the charges e and fie are distributed uniformly

through small spheroids of axes {1,6, m,e, m^O) and (Ld, m^d, mj), so that here each has
axes (n,0, 0, 6); and the charge ve will be regarded as distributed uniformly through
a spheroid of axes (^3^, v^d, m^O).

* See J. J. Thomson's Elements of Electricity and Magnetism, (1895), p. 161.
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Direct substitution then gives for space within the particle of charge e, whose

specific inductive capacity will be taken as unity,

Pa^-d^©'

/(, [e^ ^ p.?)
•

z = o,

^^ vn, \e> p.?)

'

N _ iter] /I fj.'

In order to obtain the forces outside the dielectric and the particle of charge e,

we replace 6' in these six equations by p^K

Within the dielectric

velj „ vet) „ ve^

i = 0, M =-S^^, N= "'"^
.(xxxvi).

We shall deuote elements of volume in the three regions just mentioned (defined

algebraically by Pi<0, p,>p,>6, and .r<0) by di\, dv„, dv^ respectively or 7i,dT,, i^dT^,

^,7/13-^X3. Then the total energy of the system, as given by (xix), is

i^
j dv, (E^ + H-') +^ [

dv, (E^ + HO +^J
dv, ( A'E-' + H'O,

Now JdT, ^ =
J
dr. I

=
J
dr, ^ = j-.'^ ,

while, as before, rfr, ^'^'; and rfr, —, vanish with 6.

J (Pp2 J Pi
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Further it may be proved by our former method of integration, taking p,, p„ as

independent variables, that

f, |i;_47r TT r rf+J- _87r it

J - p„^ 2a .' - p,"

J p{p2 J pi'p/ a

Hence too

On substituting we obtain as the total energy of the system

~{i- "r) + ^— {2M«r - (1 - f^')} + ;rffk-

But from equations (xxxv) we have, on multiplying them,

1 — /i" _ V-

and by (xxxiii) 'y = ajnim„ while niOL — a.

Hence the energy reduces to

5^^(4-'V) +V (xxxvu).

The first term in this result, corresponding to an infinite value of a, is the energy

when the effect of the dielectric is negligible. If then a spheroidal particle of semi-axes

{UiO, 6, 6) has a charge e uniformly distributed through its interior and is moving along

its axis of figure with constant velocity v", the energy is

5^(1 -m"VF^)*'

The second term of (xxxvii) informs us that the mutual energy of the particle and

the dielectric is ^le-n-cl'^a, or

Kn.s-9h7ii'e-—
-v?—

;

7— (xxxvui),

where ni- = l - Ku,"-/V^ and from (xxxii) it follows that

„== ^L
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When everything is at rest the energy becomes

56 (£+l)4a'

a result in electrostatics which is easily found by direct means.

The correctness of (xxxviii) may be verified at once. The electric force along OX
acting on e due to the dielectric is fie^.,/p«^; hence the work that must be done against

the electromagnetic field by externally applied forces if the particle is moved up from

infinity with constant velocity is

fo

/:

^'
-,u"dt.

{2(a-u"t)/fh\

or fie-ni'/4fa.

Summary.

Case I. The fundamental principles of Lorentz are applied to the case of a particle

of charge e moving with constant velocity w" (relative to the ether) through a dielectric

of inductive capacity A", whose velocity u is constant and parallel to u". Let

m' = K-{K- 1) u'/V', n= = 1 - {«"- + {K - 1) («" - uf]/V-\ ^}r = en/Khiy„

Pi" = x^jKn- + (3/2 + z'')/m-, where (a;, y, z) are coordinates referred to axes at the charged

particle, OX being parallel to u, u". The electric and magnetic forces at any point

fixed in the ether are shown to have components given by

^^' = ~S '

'''^= - !i + ^^

-

1^ " ^"" - ")/^'5^ ,
n^z

=

-.{1 + (^ - 1) » ("" - i')/V^}J

,

L = 0, V,m = {u" + {K-1) (u" - u)} ^ , Vn"-N= - {u" + {K- 1) (»" - u)}^

,

where V is the velocity of light in vacuo.

Case II. Two point-charges e,, e, are moving with constant velocities «i, it^, along

the axis OX, through a stationary dielectric. The numerical values of the forces acting

on the particles, due in each case to the presence of the other, are found to be

Xa.[^- TTJ on e„ and-^,(l--^-) on e„

where a is the distance between them. These forces are not equal*.

If the particles are originally at an infinite distance apart and their velocities Wj, a.

are kept constant by an external agency, the work that has been so expended by the

time that the distance apart has been reduced to a is ^-[iH

—

tt^)-

* For a discussion of the principle of the equality of action and reaction reference may be made to a paper

by Poincare, Archives Nderlandaises, (2), 5, pp. 252—278, (1900).
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The corresponding expression for the mutual energy when w, = v., is also obtained

by integrating the expression {KE- + H-)/87r through all space.

Case III. A semi-iufinite dielectric occupies all space on the negative side of the

plane YOZ, and moves with constant velocity u parallel to OX. A point P with charge

e, distant a from the dielectric at time t = 0, is moving along OX at a rate u"{<u).

It is shown :—(i) that the dielectric may, as far as external points are concerned, be

replaced by a point-charge /^e at an internal point Q, moving with velocity «.'" along OX
;

(ii) that within the dielectric the forces are those due to an external point R with

charge ve, moving with velocity «"' along OX in a medium of the same inductivity K
itself moving with velocity u. If

;,= = 1 - m"V V\ 1,^=1- u"'-l V\ UjK = 1 - !«'^-^ + (A' - l){u"-- - uf]l V\ m,- = K -(K-l) u-j V\

the values of u", m"' are given by (u — u")/li = {i("' — u)/li = {11—71") mjl..; for the distances

b, c of Q, R from the bounding plane YOZ at the time i = we have a/li = bjl2 = cin,jl3.

Further fi, v are given by \—fi = v, and (u" —u)lli+ fj.(u"' — u)/l., = v(ii"' — it)ms/l3.

When the dielectric is stationary direct volume-integration of (A'^E- -I- H-)/87r yields

— {KH, — li) l^e-JiKH^ + li) 4a as the mutual energy of the point-charge and the dielectric.
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X. On a claims of matrices of infinite order ami on the existence of " matn-

ciaV functions on a Riemann surface. By Professor A. C. Dixon, Sc.D.,

Queen's College, Belfast.

[Received lo May 1901.]

This paper is the result of a study of Schwarz's proof of the existence-theorem

on a Riemann surface, with the object of extending the proof to other classes of functions

than the Abelian integrals, such as for instance the factorial functions of Appell. The

chief difficulty is in the combination of areas.

The paper consists of three parts. In the first part (§§ 1— 15) the reduction of a

matrix to its canonical form is adapted to a class of matrices of infinite order. Certain

conditions of convergency will evidently arise and in regard to these the aim has been

not to take in all cases to which the theory can possibly be extended, but rather to

simplify the argument by excluding difficult cases which do not bear on the ultimate

object in view.

In the second part (§§ 16—23) the corresponding theory is given for what may be

called an "integration-matrix." This is deduced from the theory of §§ 1—15 by help of

some introductory lemmas on the nature of series which represent analytical functions.

The third part (§| 24—47) contains the application of the results of the second

part in the proof of the existence-theorem, first for Abelian functions, and then for the

class of functions that I have called " matricial," of which factorial functions are a

particular case.

§ 1. Let there be an infinite matrix M, that is, a doubly infinite array of quantities

fXij{i,j=\, 2...3D) supposed to be the coefficients in a linear transformation of an infinite

series of variables x^,X2 We may then write

QC

Mxi for S aijXj (i= 1, 2 ... x ),

'X.

or say that Mx=1.a.f^jXj, the caret shewing where the missing suffix is to be supplied.
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Let \M' be the matrix formed with the absolute values of the coefficients <x. We
shall assume that the quantities ia,^,', in the ^'th column of \M\, have a superior limit

dj and that Si + a.. + fi;, + ... is a convergent sei-ies. When this is the case the matrix M
will be called " regular." Then for all values of i S

j
ajj

|
is a uniformly convergent series

.7

and its sum is less than some finite quantity, q, which is independent of i.

Suppose in the fii-st place that q<\.

Then the system of equations

(1 -M)x = CI,

that is, a, — S a^«, = «,- {i =\, '1 ... x>) (1),
j=\

can be solved for a;,, x.,... as follo^ys, when a is finite for all suffixes.

Suppose a to be the greatest of the quantities
|
a \. Then we have, for each suffix,

Ma\>' M\\a\1?qa\

hence
|
M'^a \-!(-\M\\Ma\i^q^ and so on

;

in general
|
M'a

\ if q''a.

Hence the series a + Ma + ii/" a + Mhi + ...

are absolutely convei-gent. Let the sums be denoted by h, so that

bi = ai + Mai + M-tti -ir (i = 1, 2 ... qo ).

The quantities b are all finite for they are less in absolute value than «/(l — q) *.

Hence the series Mb are all absolutely convergent.

Also Mb = M'S,M''a = - a/^; ( "S. M'a;] , a doubly infinite series which is absolutely con-
r = 1 = 1 Vi--0 /

vergent and may therefore be summed with respect to i first or with respect to r first

without the result being affected. We thus have

3Tb = Ma + M-a + Mhi + ...,

and b-Mb = a.

Thus a; = 6 is a solution of the system (1).

The sets of quantities a, b such that b — Mb = a determine each other uniquely if

it is understood that each set is to have a finite superior limit. It is clear that a is

determined by b. Suppose b' to denote a set of quantities having a superior limit b

and put a =(1 -M)b'.

Thus |a|:^6(l+5). Then since
j
ct ; has this superior limit

b = a + Ma-ir M-a + ...

= 6' _ Mb' + Mb' - M'b' + ...=b',

* A superior limit to [t-nl is ?"/(!-?)•

25—2
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that is, b is determined uniquely by a. Either <if the two sets may be considered as

arbitrary.

§ 2. The value found for b may be written

the summation with respect to j being taken tirst. Since the general term here is less

in absolute magnitude than ag''"' aj the dovible series is absolutely convergent, and changing

the order of summation we may write

6 = (/ + S aj ^J

or still more compactly

6= S«j- ^ .¥'-•«,

for M~'a/^j= I or according as the missing suffix is or is not J.

X

Let A ^j stand for 1M''u^^;, then we have

6, = ct; + S AijUj (i =1,2 ... X ).

j=i

Since A ^^j

=
'2 M'^a j^j it follows that

\

A
f^j

i

'1^ aj/{l — q). Also by taking jo^l = a for
r=0

all values of j, and making the argument of Uj equal and opposite to that of Aij for

X
a particular value of i, we find that a 1, ^A/jl is a possible value for 6,-— a,-. Hence

S \Aij\ cannot exceed ql(l —q).

I 3. Now take q to be greater than 1. Since M is a regular matrix we may

take a finite integer m and a positive quantity </,» such that

2 \oLij\<q,„<l (i= m + l. m + 2 ... x).

By the foregoing method the equations

00 III

Xi— 2 7ijXj = a;+ S a,7,.tA (z = »i + 1, Hi +2 ... X )

j = »i+ l A = l

which are left when the first m are taken out of the system (I), can be solved for

The result is of the form

(2),

Xi = Cj + S jihXk (i=m + l, m+2 ... x). •(3),
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and the absolute values of the quantities c, 7 will have superior limits ; in fact

!
C:

I

rj" a/(l - q^), \ y^ 1
> Oa/(1 - q,a)-

Let the values (3) be substituted for «„,+,, a',„+2--- in tbe first m of the equations

(I), that is, in the system
00

Xi — S aijXj = a,- (i = I. 2 . . . //t).

The resulting system is

«,- S (a,7,+ S ay7;ft U;ft = «<+ S a,:,Cj (i = 1, 2 ... m) (4).

The coefficients and absolute terms in (4) are all definite finite quantities ; for

there are finite superior limits to
| 7ja |,

\cj\ and the series S|ay| are convergent; hence
J

the series S a,;,7j/i and S otyC; are absolutely convergent.
J= Vl-rl j =m+l

Hence in (4) we have a system of ni linear equations in the )u unknowns Xi,^^, ... x^

and the equations (3) give the other unknowns in terms of these.

Thus the solution can be found unless the determinant of the expressions on the

left in the system (4) vanishes. If it does, then there is no finite solution of (1)

unless the quantities a satisfy one or more, but not more than vi, homogeneous linear

relations ; when these relations are satisfied the solution will not be determinate but

will contain linearly arbitrary parameters, one for each of the relations.

§ 4. Let A be the determinant of the left sides in the system (4), and A' the

greatest in absolute value of its first minors, and let (/=\ A'/A
[

, it being supposed that

A does not vanish so that g is finite.

Then all the quantities a: will be finite and in tact a superior limit to them may

be found as follows on the supposition always that a is a superior limit to laL

Let p be the absolute value of the numerically gi-eatest of the right sides in (4),

then we must have

|a't!> 7iigp (i== 1, 2 ... m),

and so from (3)

\Xi\ -ii-ld + mgp S «ft) '(1 -?,„), (t = »i+l, ... x ).

Let <T be the greatest of the quantities
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then p'l^a+a-o(\— q,„), and the greater of the expressions

is a superior limit to ia;|. Let aK denote this limit.

§ 5. It may again be proved that the solution is unique, that is, that there is no

other set of quantities b', having a finite superior limit and such that (I — M)h' = a, unless

A = 0. Suppose A not to vanish and the set h' to exist, the superior limit of '

h'
\

being b. Then ' aMfb (\ -\- q), so that a superior limit for \a\ is implied by that for \b' .

Let M' denote for the moment the matrix formed from M by striking out the

first 7// rows and columns. Then putting (1 — M)h' for a in (2) we have

Xi - M'xi = (I - M') bi' + S an, (.'-a -bh) (i = vi +1, m + 2... x ).

h=i

Hence the process of § 1 gives (3) in the form

m
x; = hi + 2 yih (Xh -bh) {i= in-\-l,in + 2 ... x).

h = l

Thus (4) becomes

Xi-^ an + 2 Oij 7jA U-A = ( I - J/) bi' + 2 an b,' - 2 7;* b,,

h = \ \ }=mh^ I j=m+l \ A = l

ao vt

= bi' - 2 a;hbh - 2 1 Oijyjhbi,'.

A = l j=m+lA= l

Unless A = 0, Xi = 6/ is the unique solution of this set of in equations.

Hence again, unless A = 0, the sets of quantities a, b such that (1—M)b = a deter-

mine each other uniquely and either set may be considered as arbitrary, provided always

that each set has a finite superior limit.

It is conceivable that the s}-stem (1 — M) x = a could be satisfied by values of x,

increasing indefinitely with the suffix, but such that the series Mx are nevertheless

convergent. We may shew however that this is impossible if the series |Jlf||a;! are con-

vergent and their sums finite. Let A he a. superior limit to these sums, then

\Mxi > vl.

But x = a + Mx, and therefore

\x\-lfa + A,

so that there is a superior limit to \x\ and this case falls under that just discussed.
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§ 6. In (3) we may write C; in the form «,,+ 2 Aij Uj. The series lAij is

j =m+l
qm

absokitely convergent and in fact ^^ , ^j
—^~

, are (§ 2) superior limits to S j^,/ , \Aij\.

Make this substitution for c in (-1). The right-hand side thus becomes

(t,:+ 2 a/, a/A + 2 a,y4jA' ,

the order of summation in the double series being indifferent because it is absolutely

convergent. Hence the final solution is of the form

xi = bi = a,: + 2 AijUj (i= 1, 2 ... X ) (.5).

The series 2-4y is a linear combination of a finite number, »i, of absolutely convergent

series. It is therefore absolutely convergent. Moreover we may take 1 flj
I

= a, and suppose

the argument of O; equal and opposite to that of A;j for a particular value of i and

for all values of j. In this case 6; — <(;= 2 |.4,j|a; this being a possible value of 6; — Oj

X

cannot exceed {1 + K)a and therefore 1 + /T is a superior limit to 2 \ Aij\.

A superior limit to
I

-4
y^j |

may be foimd as follows.

Putting bj=l, 6, = {i=¥j) we have

O; = —a:j, Uj = 1 —ajj.

Again, putting w^ = l, ft,; = we have

bj = Ajj+l, bi = Aij.

Thus, by subtraction, when a = a^j,

b = A,j.

Now in this case we have a = aj,

and therefore
|
A ^j I :)> K&j.

Thus, denoting by
:j irr~^ the matrix whose coefficients are the quantities A;j, we

have the result that

1

1-M 1

is a regular matrix. The expression for b in terms of a is then of the same nature

as that for a in terms of b.

We may thus write 6 = (1— Jt1)a, jftt being a regular matrix such that

or (l-itt)(l-.l/) = l.
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§ 7. Let M, ill, M be the matrices formed from M, itt, |if
|
by turning rows into

columns. Take any absolutely convergent series e, + e. + 63 + . . .

.

00

Then ^e, = 1 Ajiej, an absolutely convergent series since ]Aji\-!^Ka:. Moreover

1=1 i =U=i

an absolutely converging double series.

Let /=e-35le, then S/" is an absolutely convergent series. Hence with the former

suppositions as to a, b

i a; f; or 1af= lae - SwiWe

= lae — Seiitlir

the order of summation in 1a§S^e may be changed because the couvergency is absolute.

«

Again Mfi and S Mfi are absolutely convergent series, single and double respectively.

Thus

^h{\ - M)f=^f (X - M)h

Since all but one of the quantities h may be taken to vanish we have

{\-M)f=e.

Thus y=f is a solution of the system of equations

(\-M)y = e (la).

Conversely if e=(l-3f)/, 2/ being absolutely convergent, we have /'= (1 - Jll)^.

Hence there is no other solution of the system (\ — M)y = e such that S
|

y
'

is

convergent.

§ 8. Suppose that the solution of the equations (1) fails through the vanishing of

A, the determinant of the expressions on the left in (4). To fix the ideas let this

determinant vanish with all its first minors, but let the second minor resulting when

the fu-st two rows and columns are struck out not vanish. Then two conditions must

be satisfied by a^, a«, as... if the solution is to be possible, and two independent solutions,

say a- = |, x=^', exist for the system (1 — 31) a- = 0.

The method of solution will not fail for the matrix derived from M by striking

out the first two rows and columns, and we may thus find f, ^ by leaving out the

first two equations of (1) and solving the rest for x,, x^, ... in terms of a,\, x„, which

may be arbitrarily chosen.
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Since the coefficients in the first two rows of M form absolutely convergent series

we may also (§7) choose rj, rj' so that y = 17 or y = V will satisfy all but the first two

equations of the system

{l-M)y = 0.

Then 2 fi (1 -^)7?, = 277,(1 - if) f, = 0*,

and (l — Ar)r); = unless i=l or 2. Thus

In like manner

Thus (1 — if)i7,=0 for all values of i.

In the same way (1 — M) 7;,' = 0.

The conditions necessary for the solubilit}- of the system (1) are

2 Oirji =0, 2 UiTji = 0.

For leaving out the first two equations we may find x.., x^, ... in terms of a;,, x.,,

tts, ai, ... by means of the other equations, so that we shall have

(l-M)x/ = Ui (i = 3, 4, 5 ... 00).

Then ^^ [„^ _ (
1 _ j/ ) ^. ;. + ^^ (^.^ _ (

1 _ ^1/) ^.^|

= 277,-{a,--(l-if)av}
7=1

00 X
= 2 OiTJi — 2 X; (1 - M) rji

t"=l 1=1

= 2 a,- 17/.

1=1

Similarly ,;; ja^ _ ( 1 _ il/ ) .,.^
; + ,,; |„ , - ( l _ jlf ) a,,) = 2 ai?//.

If then 2a7? = = 2a77' the first two equations in (1) will be satisfied also, and

there is a solution of (1) of the form a-v = 6; + X^j + X.'^/, X, \' being two arbitrary

coefficients. If 2a77, 2a77' do not both vanish the system (1) can have no finite solution.

Similarly the conditions for solubility of the system (la) are 2eifi = = 2 e,^/. If
i=l t"=l

these are satisfied, then the solution is of the form

i/i =fi + mi + m''?/.

To avoid repetition I have not discussed the important question of convergency here and in some other

cases. The investigation can easily be supplied by the reader.

Vol. XIX. Part II. 26
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where fi, fi are two ai'bitrary coefficients : if they are not satisfied the system has no

finite sohition.

The method used is quite general, the number two having been taken here for

convenience.

If finite values have been chosen for f,, f_,, f,', f.,' there will be superior limits

to i^(. Fi- Since only the ratios, and not the actual values of ^, , fo, ^3,... matter,

we may in fact suppose these superior limits to be any we please.

§ 9. A case of special importance is that in which

I

Oy
j
< eV+->, a; ' < k\\

where e, k, \ are real positive quantities of which X< 1.

The matrices M, M are thus both regular.

X

The equation x,- — 1 Oij Xj = Ui mav then be written

X
\~' X; — 1 aij XJ~' .

\~J Xj = a,- \~',

j=r

and the system solved as above for the quantities X~' ,<•,•. Thus when A does not vanish

there ^vill be a superior limit, say t, to X~' x;
|
and we shall have

j
a-,- 1 < rX'.

Suppose that A = and take in fact the case of § 8. To find ^, ^' we ignore the

first two equations of the set (1—M)x = and in the ith equation take the terms

«,,«, + a,-, a:, over to the right. Since |Oni<eX'"^', a,.
,
< 6X'+- the modified system falls

under the rule just given and there are arbitrary superioi- limits to ^^ |
X~',

| ^Z |

\~\

If ja,I<KX' and Sat? = 0, -ar/' = 0, then there is also a superior limit to |6,jX~'' if 6,, h,

are finite.

It will be convenient to have a name for a series !«, + u., + ... in which there is

a superior limit to \Ui\ X~', where X is real, positive, and < 1. I shall call such a series

convergent bi/ ratio.

§ 10. The methods that have been given may be applied to the solution of the

equations {6— M)xi= cii (i = l, 2 ... x ) where 6 is any constant other than zero. For we

may \\Tite these

and then the matrix -3- takes the place of M. On account of the uniform convergency
u

the assumption at the beginning of § 3 is always justified.

The solution in ordinary cases may be written

X = 0a,

where is a matrix whose coefficients ai-e functions of 0.
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If
\
d\>q, we have

„ a Ma M-a
®« = 5+>+-^ +•• to ».

and it follows that the coefficients in are functions of 6 having no singularity,

essential or accidental, in the part of the ^-plane which lies outside the circle whose

centre is the origin and radius q.

If another real positive quantity q,,, is so chosen that S \^f^j\<qm< then when

\6\>q,„, the process of solution (§ 3) consists of two parts. In the first of these «,„+!,

Xm^„ ... are found in terms of x-^, x., ... .«„,, a,„^,, «„,+.,, The resulting expressions

are functions of 6, without singularity essential or accidental in the legion outside the

circle whose centre is the origin and radius q,„. The same is therefore true of the

coefficients in the m linear equations for a?,, a\, ... x,„ whose solution forms the second

part of the process. Since the operations performed in this second part are purely

algebraical, finite in number and unambiguous, the resulting functions can have no

essential singularities in the region considered, and therefore only a finite number of

accidental singularities. Hence in the part of the ^-plane outside a circle whose centre

is the origin and radius q,,, the coefficients in @ have no essential singularity and onlj'

a finite number of accidental singularities. Moreover q,,, may be taken as small as we

please.

I II. Since the solution of the system (I) was unique, the functions of 6 here

considered are uniform. Their expansions in the domain of any point in the ^-plane

may be found as follows. Let r be the greatest of the quantities

I
@

I

a, when a = 1 for all suffixes,

then for any finite values of a the series ®a — {6' — 6) (^-a + (0' — 0)" f^a . . . will be con-

vergent so long as \6' — d\<lir. Let x' denote the sums of these series. Thus

@x' = &-a-{0'-d)&'a + ...,

and x' + (6' - 0) Sx' = 0a.

But now (0-M)('<) =1,

so that {0-M)x' + {0'-0)x' = a,

or {0'-M)x' = a.

Hence x' is what x becomes when is changed to 0' and if ©' is the matrix

corresponding to we may write

S' =re-(6'-0)&' + (0' -0y-@'-... to X,

the expansion holding good when \0' — ' is less than some real positive quantity which

is not infinitesimal.

Hence the process of analytical continuation may be used to give when
1

1
has

a value < q.

26—2
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§ 12. The e.xpansion just given for & shews that the only .singularities of R, that

is, of the coefficients in 0, arise at those vahies of 6 for which the system

can become insoluble. When this is the case there is a set of finite quantities ^ such that

{0-M)^=O, or .l/^=^f

and another set t), forming an absolutely convergent series, and such that

{e-M)v^O, or Mij = dv.

Let x again denote &a so that

{d' -M)x =a.

We have S 0,7;, = 1 »?, (^' - ^^0 a-';'

i=i 1=1

t=i

= (d'-e)'l.vi'v:.
1 = 1

Let this equation be used instead of one of the system (6' — M)x' = a, say the first

unless 771 = 0, for the determination of x. This is allowable since -.x'tj may be written in

the form

a^' - ( 1 - 7?i) .r,' + V2-i'-2 + V3X3' +

and the coefficients 1— »7i, —^2, — j;:;... form an absolutely convergent series. Multiply

each of the other equations by [0' — 6) so that the}' take the form

{d'-M).v,'(e'-0) = a;{e'-d).

Then the values deduced from these for .« {6' — 6) will all be finite, even when ff = 0,

unless this modified system is also insoluble when 0' = : now the quantities f are

those which satisfy the system of equations

{0 - M) X = 0,

and hence if they also satisfy the other equation of the modified homogeneous system,

that is, if

i hvi = 0,
(=1

the modified system is insoluble, and in general not otherwise.

Thus unless 1^ vanishes this value of ^ is a simple pole for the coefficients in

(-). The residue of Xj at this pole, that is, the limit when 0' = of {0' — 0) Xj, is readily

found to be
X 00

. = 1 i=l
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In the same way _(/;
will have a pole, the residue being

1=1 (=1

By analogy with the case of a finite matrix we may call 6 a multiplier when it

is a pole of 0; so far the multiplier has been supposed simple. It may however be

double, triple, or repeated any number of times; in such a case there will be 2,3,...

independent sets of quantities satisfying the equations

{0-M)x = O.

Another possibility is that S^t; may vanish ; we shall then say that the multiplier

is of a higher order than the first. Thus a double multiplier is not the same thing

as one of the second order.

§ 13. Let ^'", ^'-* be two unequal multipliers. Then there are sets of quantities |^<i»,

17'", ^'2», T]'-> such that

3/|<" = 0'"fi", Mr}''> = 0">7)^", J/f'=i = 0c-ifw, Mn'"-' = 0"^v^'' (6).

Now i t;,-'-'
1/|,-"I = I f:<" Mr]i'"-',

1=1 1=1

that is ^'" i f,-'"
7?/'=' = 01=1 2 f,-"'77;'-''.

1=1 (=1

Hence S ?t'"'>7i*"' vanishes and in like manner so does 2 ^i'"''?;"'.
1=1 i=i

If 0"' = 6^-', a double multiplier, there are two sets of quantities ^"', ^'^i and two

sets 17"", j;'-', so that we still have the four equations (6). But 77"', ij'^' may be replaced

by any distinct linear combinations of them. We can therefore take ?;"' so that

3D

and then, unless the values so chosen for ?;"' are such that 2 ^,:"' ?;;"'= also, we can
1=1

take 7?'-' so that

1=1

In the excepted case when Sf'"7;"' = we can take linear combinations of ^"', ^'2'

in the place of |'", ^'^', and so secure that 2 fi'"7?i'-', 2 ^t*-'i7i"' vanish. The same kind
1=1 i=l

of method applies when the multiplier is repeated oftener; thus in general 2^"' 17'°'

and 2f '-'»?"' vanish if 0'", 0<-' are any two multipliers of the first order, equal or unequal.

If now 0'" = 0'2) =...^ a repeated multiplier, the residue for Xj is

2 «i7?i''' 2 aiTii^'^

fc'"-^^ + ^f' -^ + •-

i=l i=l
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§ 14. Again, let <? be a multiplier not of the first order so that Sfi7;, = 0. Then,
1 = 1

since this condition is fulfilled, sets of quantities f\ if can be found such that

or Jlff = 0^' + I Mv = ev + 7,.

The quantities rf will form an absolutely convergent series. We also have

1=1 1=1

since I t?,- {M - 6^) |,- = i |^, [M - 0} r,-.

!=1 1=1

Now from the system {0' — M)ir' = a it follows that

;=1 t=l

= i;a;,'(0'-jW')7?;

= %Xi'{0'-0)vt-'^x{7j„

or {0' - 0Y i av't/.- = i airji + (0' - 0) i (UV!-
i=l != 1 1^1

Hence it follows as before that (0—0)- .v' tends to a finite limit as 0' approaches
go

0, unless 2 fi-i?/ = 0. Thus the coefficients in will have a pole of the second order
v=i

and we shall say that is a multiplier of the second order, unless S^j/ (or S^'t?)

vanishes, in which case the order will be higher. Multipliers of higher orders can be

discussed in the same way, the order being always that of the corresponding pole for

@, which must be finite since has no essential singularities away from the origin in

the ^-plane.

§ 1.5. To illustrate the working of the method in general take 0, ^"' to be equal

multipliers of orders 4, 3 respectively. Then we have sets of quantities * ^, ^'. f -, p,

l^f", I"", f^i" such that

M^=0l M^' = e^' + ^, M^' = 0^' + ^', J/p=6'f' + f%

We also have two sets of quantities tj, i)'" such that

Mv = 0v, Mij''^ = 0v">,

* No confusion is caused by this notation as the powers of f do not occur in the wurk.
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and these may be so taken that

while S»7<?;' + 0, S »?,"'|^r"'4=0;

otherwise one of the poles has a higher oixler than we have said.

Also tv^, ^7,^\ Stj^^ Sj?!^"', :S7?|:"" all vanish and so do Sj?'"f 27;'>'f, Si;"'^,

Sn'"?"' St?'"?"".

The set rj' is next determined fi-om the equations

{e-M)r,'=-v;

it is not unique, but may be altered by the addition of multiples of rj, rj*^' and these

may be so chosen that S??'^', St?'^'" shall vanish. In the same way r)-, if, 57'"', 7;="'

may be determined in succession so that

{e-M)v' = -v\ (6 -M)rj' = -r,\ (0-i¥)j7"" =-7/'", (0 - itf)»;-'"=- ,,'«),

and so that also St;-^-', St;-^-'", S^f-, Stj^'^-'", Si?""p, SV"^'"', 2r"'|^ v^=<i)p(i) shall

all vanish.

Now if {6 — M)o: = a, (6 — M)i/ = e, we have, under the usual conditions as to absolute

convergency,

i a.-y,- = 1 2/,- (^ - -1/) ./. = i .<•,• (t^ - .¥) (/; = I e.a;;.

i=l »=1 t = l ,=1

Hence m the present case all the sums of the form S I,?;; that can be formed

with the sets

I, r. r, rs r"*. r"'. r*".

';, v', r. r> ^"'. V". r*",

vanish except Sf^?^ Sf'i?=, S?-?;', Sp?? which are all equal and S^'"?;-'", S^''"??"", Sp'"j7'"

which are also all equal. There is no loss of generality in supposing each of these

seven equal to unity. Then it will be found that the part of a;/ which becomes

infinite when ff = B is

-ai)' 'S.aij- 'S.aif

+ f/ + ?/ J

+ ?/'
Sajy'" Sar?''" Sar<"'

+ /;i^-^v.+ ^'
_((^'-6')»^(<^'-6'f

^ 5)'_5/_
+ r/"

(6)' _ ey + F^T^ ^^' e'-e-

* It cannot be the same set 17 that satisfies both these while we have

conditions. If 2:7)»= o, 27;r(>» = 0, then X, m can be so 2?; (XW + ^-2(i)) = 0.

CuOSGIl ttl3.t
Hence 9 is of the .5th order or 01" of the 4th according

StjO) (XJ^ + ^^ti)) = 0, as \ is or is not different from 0.
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The infinite part of y may be written down similarly.

Other cases of repeated multipliers may be treated in the same way.

If 6'-' is a multiplier unequal to 6 and if f'-',
t;-' have their former meanings, then

but SVil/f'-^> = ^'-'2p»7,'.

Hence 2^''-*»;'=0 and it may be proved in the same way that

i f
;'">",;,"'•-< =0,

if 0"', 0'-'' are unequal multipliers of orders at least equal to m + 1, ;* + 1 respectively.

The results are like those in the theory of finite matrices, which could in fact be

established in the same way.

Lemmas relating to exparisiims in sines and cosines and in splierical harmonics.

§ 16. With a view to some applications of the above theory we shall now prove

certain lemmas establishing a connexion between series convergent by ratio and analytical

functions.

I. If in a series (/„ + «, sin ^ + a, cos 0+ ...+ «»,„_i sin »n0 + a,..„, cos w6? + ... the coeffi-

cients ffo. «!. «2--- form a series converging by ratio, then the sum of the trigonometrical

series is an analytical fimction of for all real values of 0.

For we have a,„ < k\"'. where k, \ are constants and X < I and the sum of the

series is F(e'^), where

F{z) = ao + i (a.2 - irt, ) 2 + . . . + ^ («,.,„ - ia.^„^i) z'" + ...

+ ^(a.+ iai)z-'+ ...+i (a,.,,, + ta.,,„_,) z'"' + ...,

which is an analytical function of s in the ring between the circles z = X=, z^ = \--

and therefore on the circumference of the circle |^| = 1.

II. Convereely if /(&), a function analytical for all real values of and having

a period 2ir, is expanded in the form

«o + «i sin 6+ «., cos $+ ...,

then the series ao + «i + a,.+ ...

is convergent by ratio.

For the function f(-i\ogz) is analytical on the circle 1^1 = 1 and therefore through-

out a ring R.,-B<\z <Iii + B, where Ri, R.,, 8 are real positive quantities such that

S is small and R^<l<R,. Thus /(-tlog2) can be expanded by Laurent's theorem

in a series S A,„z"\ valid throughout the ring.
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There are superior limits to
|
A^

\
-Ki'".

i

A^
\

iJ-.'". Let A be greater than either of

these and suppose R to be the greater of the quantities E.,, I/i?i. Then
| j4„, |, |-4_,„|

are both less than AR^^'.

Putting z = e'* we have

fid) = A„+ ... +i(A„^- A_,u) sin mO + (A',n. + ^-m) cos md + ...,

the coefficients forming a series convergent by ratio, which was to be proved. We have

in fact

tt-im-i — ' {A„i — A_„i), f/;,,, = A„i + A_m,

I

a^
!

< 2^ (i?*)"', and Ri < I.

§ 17. III. If a series of complete spherical surface harmonics 2 F„ is uniformly
M =

convergent by ratio over the surface of the unit sphere, then its sum is an analytical

function of the Cartesian coordinates over that surface.

For Yn is everywhere numerically less than k\'\ where k, \ are constants and

X<1.' Hence the series S r'^Y^ is uniformly and absolutely convergent .so long as
n=0

.r < - . Let its sum be denoted by U (r, 6, (/>) for the point whose polar coordinates
A.

are (r, 6, <^).

Take a radius R such that \ < R<- , and consider the expression

47rJo Jo

U (R, ff, 4>') (R- -r^)R sin d' dd' d<l>'

{R' + r- - 2Rr (cos cos 0' + sin sin 0' cos 4> - <f')]^

So long a,s r < R this is an analytical function of the Cartesian coordinates. But

by putting for U(R, 0'
,
^') its value 2i?"}V and evaluating the integral term by term

this function is found to be

ir»F„.
»=o

QO

Hence S r^Yn is an analytical function of the Cartesian coordinates within the

sphere of radius R and therefore upon the sphere of radius 1.

IV. Conversely, when a function of the Cartesian coordinates, analytical everywhere

on the unit sphere, is expanded in an ascending series of surface harmonics, the har-

monics will be complete and the series uniformly convergent by ratio.

For we know from the theory of differential equations that when values are assigned

dV
to V and ^ over the surface of the unit sphere, these being the values of analytical

Vol. XIX. Part II. 27
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functions, there will be a function V, analjiiical for complex values of /• within a certain

oV
domain about the value 1, satisfying Laplace's equation and such that V, ^ have the

assigned values on the unit sphere.

We may then suppose i?i, R, to be real positive quantities such that R^>1 > R.

and such that for real values of ?• from i?„ to R^ inclusive this solution of Laplace's

equation is analytical for all real values of the angular coordinates 0,
<f>.

Take the formula

in relation to the shell bounded by concentric spheres of radii R, Ry. Let U be the

reciprocal of the distance from a fixed point (/, 6',
(f>')

in the thickness of the shell

to the current point (r, 0, <f)).
The left-hand side of the equation is the value of 4:7rV

at the fixed point (?•', d',
<f>').

Over the outer sphere, r = R, we have ;^— =7^,

1 »•'
?•'"

= ^ + -^„ Pi (ai) + . . . + Dir+1 ^n (m) + • • >
where fi = cos cos 0' + sin sin 0' cos («^ - ^'), •

dU 1 2r' Oi + l)r'»

On the inner sphere, in like manner,

dn d)'
'

1 R R."

Thus F' = i|,.".F„'4-^}.

where 4irY„' =
J^„

['" Tp,, (/x) jp, ^^ + („ + 1 ) f1 sin d0 d4>,

dV
the values of V, -^ being those on the outer sphere, and

477 F'_^, = R.^+'
j

'"

j 'Pn (fi) Lv-R.^-^lsiae d0 d4>,

dV
the values of V, -~, being those on the inner sphere.
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This expansion of V is convergent by ratio so long as r' lies between ii,, E,,

dV
since V, ^ are finite over the whole boundar}- of the shell. Hence over the unit

sphere we have, leaving out the dashes,

n =

a series uniformly convergent by ratio, since ( F„ + F_,i_i) X""" tends to the limit zero

as ?! increases if X is a quantity < 1 but > R~^ and > R^-

Since P„ (/x) as a function of 6', (p' is a linear combination of the 2?i + 1 funda-

mental harmonics of degree «, it follows that the same is true of F„, F_„_i and that

these are complete surface harmonics.

The sum of the series 1 r" ( Y„ + F_„_i) is an analytical function of the coordinates
n=0

throughout a concentric sphere of radius -; it satisfies Laplace's equation and has the

values assigned to F over the unit sphere. Hence a function which is analytical over

the surface of the unit sphere coincides on that surface with a potential existing

and without singularity throughout a greater concentric sphere.

A function depending upon two points on the surface of the unit sphere, if analytical

everywhere, will thus coincide with a function W, satisfying Laplace's equation in regard

to each point and analytical for each point throughout a concentric sphere of greater

radius.

Take then radii i?i, R. both >1 but such that for values of r,, r^ up to R^, R^

inclusive respectively W{i\, 6^, (f)^,
r„, d„, ^„) is an analytical function of the Cartesian

coordinates. Then by the usual formula if 1\<R^, r„<R„_,

/iw /"it fitr i-ir

I) .f ./ ^0

RiR^ (Ri^ - rfl {Rj - r^-) W {R^ , 6^, <f>,',
R., 6.;, (f>^')

.sin g/ sin d.^' de^ d<i>^ d6^ dcj}^'

{^1^+ )-i2
- 2iJ,rj (cos ^1 cos 5,' + .sin Sj sin 5/ cos (^, - <^,')}* {RJ+ r.^- — 2R^i:^ (cos 6-2 cos 6.1 + siu 6^ sin 6^ cos (j>7- 4>.i)}^

By expanding this in ascending powers of r^, r.^ we find

W{r„ d„ </,„ r,, 0„_, <f>,)
= l i rrr,«y,n{0„ <f>,)Z„ [6,, ,/.,),

m=0 n=0

where F^, Zn are surface harmonics of the degrees m, n. The expansion converges

absolutely and uniformly so long as ri<jBi, r„<Rr.. Hence taking \>^ but < 1,
Ri

/i > p- but < 1, we have that in all positions the numerical value of Ym{Si, (l>i) ZniO^, (p,)
JX2

is less than kX^/u,", where k, X,
fj.

are positive constants and \, /a < 1.

27—2
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§ 18. V. Let F {t) be an analytical function of t for real values between + I in-

clusive. Suppose in IV. that the function V is equal to F{cos6) over the unit sphere

dV
and let the arbitrary values of — on that sphere be also chosen so as to be only

dependent on cos0. Then F„, F_„_i will be independent of
<f)

and thus V is expanded

in zonal harmonics.

Hence we have the expansion of F{t) in a series Sa„P„(i) and since the value

of Pn(l) is 1 it follows from IV. that the series Sia„| is convergent by ratio when

F(t) is analytical between + 1 inclusive.

Also a function of x, y, analytical for values of each between + 1 inclusive, may

be expanded in a series SSttmn -Pm (^) -?« (y) and a,„„ will be numerically less than K\"y',

where k, \, /j, are positive constants and \, /x < I.

X

Again if S ' «„ |
is convergent by ratio S a„P,i(0 will be an analytical function

n =

X

of t for real values between +1 inclusive. For as in III. S a„r" P,i(cos 6) is an analytical
n =

function of the Cartesian coordinates throughout a sphere of radius ^ > 1. This function

is independent of </> and so must be an analytical function of z and .'r* + y-, or of z

and .'cr + y- + z". Thus when ./- + i/- + z- = l it is an analytical function of z for real

values between + 1 inclusive, which was to be proved.

Integration-Matrices.

§ 19. Let a {x, y) be a function of two variables x, y uniform and Knite for all

real values of x, y between certain limits, say a, b. Let ^ (x) denote a function of x

uniform between a and b. and consider a transformation iV applied to this function and

defined by the equation

N-(l}(x)=[ a{x,y)4>{ij)dy.
J a

This is a limiting form of the homogeneous linear transformation, the variables,

infinite in number, being the values taken by (j) (x) for values of x between a and b

and the coefficients being the infinitesimals a (x, y) dy.

The problem corresponding to that on which the discussion of §§ 1— 1.5 was founded

is to find a function ^ {x) such that

<j>(x) — N(p(x)=f(x), a given function.

If there is a positive quantity </, less than 1, and such that when \^{x)\:if>l for

all values of x between a and b, then

I
J!^<}> (x) If' q for such values of x,
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or in other words such that q is the greatest value of | a {x, y) \
dy for such values

J a

of X, then the series

fix) + Nf{x) + N"-f{x) + N'f {x)+...

is absolutely and uniformly convergent, if f{x) is always finite. The sum of this series

is the required function ^ {x) and there is no other solution. The proof is exactly as

in § 1.

§ 20. When there is no such quantity as q this method fails. The solution may
however when a {x, y) is an analytical function be made to depend on that of the

problem of § 3. We may without loss of generality take «, b to be +1 and then

suppose a {x, y) expanded in a doubly infinite series of zonal harmonics. Suppose that

a{x,y)= S lc,jP,{x)Pj{y),

X
where P,- (x) is the zonal harmonic of order i. Take for (x) the expression 2 «< Pi (x)

;

then N<f>(x)=^ 2 -r^Kja^jPUx).

and thus the coefficients k^, k^, k^, ... are transformed by such an infinite matrix as was

taken for M in §§ 1— 1.5.

2
In this matrix, since a{x,y) is supposed analytical, the typical coefficient ^.—r a,j

2j +

1

is less in absolute value than Tsp'*K where nr, p are real and positive and p <\. If tlie

given function f{x) is analytical it can be expanded in the form '2aiPi(x), the series

Icii being convergent by ratio, and it follows from § 9 that if the coefficients Ki are

so chosen that
<f)

(x) — N<f) (x) —f{x), they will also form a series convergent by ratio,

and thus that the function ^ {x) will be analytical throughout the range. We are thus

led to the following conclusions.

The equation 6(^{x) — N<^(x)=f{x), where is a constant and f(x) a given function,

analytical for values of x between + 1 inclusive, can in general be solved for </> (x), the

solution being also an analytical function between + 1 inclusive. There are however

certain values of 6, the multipliers, for which this equation is not soluble unless f{x)

satisfies a finite number of conditions. With any multiplier 6 there are associated two

functions
;)^, y^, both analytical and such that

Nx{x) = ex{x), Nf(x) = eir{x),

where N is related to iV as M to M, that is,

N<t>{x) = j a(y,x)<f>{y)dy.
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The condition that /(«) must satisfy if the equation

e<f> (x) - N4> (.r) =f{x)

to be soluble is that ( f{x) i^Ka?) dx = 0.IS

The multiplier may be repeated, in which case there will be more relations of this

pattern that f{x) must satisfy, but the number will in any case be finite unless 6 is

zero. Multipliers of an order higher than the first may occur; if 6 is, say, of the

second order, there are two more associated functions
x^, yfr^ such that

Nx' {^) = Ox' (x) + X (^). '^r (^) = H' (^) + 1 (*•)•

§ 21. Taking the functions associated with the whole series of multipliers we have

two sets

analytical between + 1 inclusive and such that when i ^j

r x,{a)yfrjix)d.T = 0.
' -1

I Xi (^^ '^> (^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^'^^ vanish and may be .supposed equal to unity. The two sets

of functions are determined by the given function a {x, y).

Analogy suggests that it may be possible to expand any function F(x), uniform,

finite and continuous between ± 1 inclusive, in a series of either of the forms

CO QO

'ZAiXi(oc), 'ZBtyfriix),

where A;=i F (.)) y\ri {x) dx, Bi = \ F {x) Xi («) dx ;

in particular a{x,y) would be equal to

'"=1

if all the multipliers were of the first order, and would contain an expression such as

^ {^1 (</) Xi ('•) + tc (y) X'.i^) + ---+ ^m (y) X". i"')}

+ {-^i iy) X"- (*) + ^= ky) X3 (-'0 + • • • + ^m- (y) xm («)},

corresponding to a multiplier Q of order m.

The validity of these expansions is doubtful until they are proved convergent, which

does not seem an easy matter in general.
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The function a (x, y) can notwithstanding easily be altered so as to change a finite

number of the multipliers, leaving the system of associated functions and the other

multipliers unchanged. For instance the function

«(*', y) + (^/ - ^,) X.-
(«•) t.- (^)

will give the same multipliers and associated functions as a {x, y) except that ^,' will

take the place of 6i.

The associated functions are analytical. It is conceivable that some other function

Xix), not analytical everywhere in the range, may yet be such that

But a{x,y) is an analytical function of x, and so the same is true of

a {x, y) X (y) dy,
.' -1

that is, of Nx (a:). Hence if ]\^x (^) = ^X i^)' X ^^) i»ust be analytical between + 1 in-

clusive or 6 must be zero; if %(a;) is analytical, then 6 must be one of the multipliers

given by the method indicated already.

§ 22. It was found (§ 11) that when 9 was not a multiplier the operator 3;

—

j=

could be expanded in powers of 6' — 6 for values of 6' within the domain of 0, the

series being absolutely convergent. It follows that the operator -^—^ may also be ex-

panded in powers of 6' — within the domain of 0, the series being

1 1 0-6' (0-6J
ff-N 0-N^i0-Ny^{0-Ny

The function „
—^/(x), that is <fi (x), where

04>(x)-N4>{x)=f{x),

is thus an analytical function of except in the neighbourhood of the origin and the

multipKers. One way of finding this function would be to take the expression for it

\f{x) -K^ Nf{x) + ^3 N-f{x) + ... to X
,

which is valid when \0 \
is great enough, and to continue this analytical function of

over the rest of the 0-plane with the exception of small areas round the multipliers

and the origin.

I 23. If a {x, y) is a periodic function of x and also of y, the range of the function

transformed being the period in each case, it will be more convenient to use trigono-

metrical expansions of Fourier's type. The results are the same, the functions involved

being periodic as well as analytical.
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Transformations of the same nature performed on sets of functions may be discussed

in the same way. Take for instance n functions, each over a certain range, ^i (x) from

Qi to bi, <f>ii^) from o^ to L, and so on, and a transformation fl defined by the equations

n<^. (x) = i /*' A; (^, y) <f>j
{y)dy (1 = 1,2... «),

J = l ' fly

the 11- functions ^ heing known. The discussion will lead to similar results. Some or

all of the functions may be periodic, for instance ^,„ {x), with /3,„, (y, x) and /3„„- {x, y)

for all values of i, may be supposed to have the period 6,„ — a,„ as functions of x.

The expansion used may be trigonometrical or in zonal harmonics according as the

function is periodic or not.

The fundamental problem will be to solve for </>! (.r), ^zix), ... the equations

(^.- (.t) - Q.<i>i {x) =fi (x) (1 = 1,2... «).

where /', (.r), /o (x), . . . are known functions. If these are analj-tical throughout the range,

with the proper periods if any, and if the functions /3 are also analytical, then the

functions (f)i{x), (f)„(x), ... will be analytical. There will be a case of exception if 1 is

a multiplier of the transformation H, but no new principle arises.

If, in the original simple case of the transformation N, the function a (x, y) or the

transformed function (/>(«•) or the given function f(x) should have a finite number of

points of discontinuity, in value or in form, within the range, the range could be broken

up into parts and the transformation bi-ought into the form X2; thus all the functions

aris"ing in the theory would still be analytical except at the points of discontinuity.

Cases in which o (.r, y) becomes infinite may often be bi'ought within the scope of

the theory by a change of variable, as by writing a;'", y'" for x, y when zero is the

value of y for which o {x, y) becomes infinite.

I shall not discuss the kindred problems for double and multiple integrals further

than by saying that when the region concerned is a spherical surface it will be advan-

tageous to use spherical harmonics.

Application to the theory of the Logarithmic Potential.

§ 24. We shall now shew the connexion of the theory that has been developed

above with the method used by Schwarz and Neumann for the combination of areas

in theii- proofs of the existence-theorem on a Riemann surface. Prof. Klein gives the

name boundary value problem (Ra,ndwerthaufgabe) to the problem of finding u a func-

tion of the rectangular coordinates .r, y satisfying the following conditions. Within a

certain closed contour it is to be uniform, real, finite and continuous, to have real finite

and continuous dififerential coefficients of the first two orders with respect to x and to

y and to be a potential, that is to satisfy the equation — + 5-j = 0. On the contour

it is to have values assigned beforehand.
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It is also necessary to discuss the boundary value problem with singularities, which

differs from that just stated only in that within or on the contour the function u is

to have assigned singularities. These singularities, unless otherwise stated, will be taken

as of the following kinds

—

(1) in the neighbourhood of the singular point c, (/ — <^ is real, uniform, finite and

continuous where <^ is the real part of A log (a — c) + a uniform algebraic function of z

and z=ic + ii/. It is convenient to distinguish this kind of singularity as local and ordinary.

(2) u is increased by a real constant modulus u when z crosses a given line within

the area in a specified sense. The line may be closed or may have its two ends in

the boundary. It may clearly be sujDposed that this line does not divide the area into

separate parts, as otherwise the singularity could be removed by adding a to the function

on one side.

In simple cases a potential v can often be found having the given singularities

and no others within or on the contour. When this is so u — v has no singularities

within or on the contour and its boundary values are known, so that the problem with

singularities is reduced to that without. The construction of v however is not always

easy ; the difficulty is to exclude other singularities than those desired *.

§ 2.5. Schwarz begins by solving the problem without singularities for a circular

area. The solution with singularities follows since here the potential v is easily con-

structed. The centre of the circle may be a branch-point, and the area then includes

circles in different ^heets.

The solution when there are no singularities, in the case of the circular area, is

1 r^' iJe'* -I- z
known to be the real part of zr— I /'(A) ,, , dd), R being the radius of the boundary,

'
27r.'o -^ ^^'ide'* - z ^ '^ •'

<}> the vectorial angle of a point on it, /'((/>) the value assigned at that point.

If we write Z for the value of the complex variable at a point of the boundary,

s for the arc measured to Z from a fi.\ed point and put the integral as one with

respect to s, F{s) denoting the assigned value, then the above expression becomes

1 |- , ^ Z-\-z dZ ,

I^^^^'^zxz---z)d^'^'-

* On this grounii the account piven in Dr Forsyth's that " the single boundary of the closed surface can be

valuable book {Tlii'ori/ of Fiinclions, 1893) seems to me open made a point. The boundary value is then a value assigned

to objection. The function <j> {z, c,.) of his § 229 is infinite to the function at this point or, if we please, the constant

not only at one point on the surface but at the point i\ in value along the circumference of a small circle round the

each sheet. His function U is a potential of the tirat kind point." The elimination of the boundary appears to have

and thus the function « finally reached is the sum of the given much trouble to Schwarz. Considering the essential

algebraic or logarithmic function —0 {z, c^) and an Abelian difference between a line, however short, and a point, when
integral of the first kind. it is a question of defining a function by assigned values

It is known that the function u does not exist unless (see pp. 59, 60 of the Theory of Functiniis) I think that the

2Br= 0, but there is nothing in the passage referred to first clause of the passage quoted needs to be justified. The
to shew the need of any such condition ; without it 'Z<p(z,c^) method of § 222, as it stands, fails unless the combiued area

has a singularity at infinity. has a boundary.

Another passage that I think open to criticism is that As a matter of fact, it is in the elimination of the bound-

in which the boundary is eliminated on p. 434 : it is stated ary that the vanishing of SB,, comes to be necessary.

Vol. XIX. Part II. 28
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In like manner if the centre is a branch-point at which n sheets are connected

in succession, so that the contour consists of ii circles, one in each sheet, the potential

is the real part of 111'
2,^j^(*)-T-l—T rf,

rf^.

Z" (^:» - z")

the integral being taken round the whole boundary.

The expression by which F{s)dfi is multiplied before integration is in each case a

monogenic function of z, uniform throughout the area ; its values along the boundary

2 dZ .

are real, and at the point Z it becomes infinite like „— — , this pole at Z being

its onh' singularity. It is also an analytical function of s. Before going further it §eeras

well to examine the nature of the solution for a bounded area in general, when such

solution exists, and when also integration along the boundary is possible.

S 26. Let X. be a potential vanishing all along the boundary of the given area

and having no .singularity within or on the boundary except at one point, say c
;
suppose

that in the domain of this point X — logl^ — c, has no singularity. Let /i be the conjugate

potential.

Suppose M to be a potential having no singularities within or on the boundary and

take the equation

I
)w X—I rfs =

1 1
{«V-\ — \X-u] dxdy,

in reference to the surface, cuts being drawn to make it simply connected and the

point c excluded by a small closed curve along which \ i.s constant.

The right-hand side of the equation vanishes and so does that part of the left

which is given by the second term in the subject of integration. Thus we have the

exnression — \u — ds or .- judu, for the value of u at c. The integral is to be taken
^ 2ir .' en ZTT J

over the boundary of the simply connected surface, but as the subject of integration

is uniform the part contributed by the cuts is zero, and therefore the value of u at

c is -T- i udfi taken over the original liouudary.
'lir J

S 27. Again, let a be a potential vanishing along the boundary and having no

singularitv within or on the boundary except that near a certain point Z of the boundary

it becomes infinite like the real part of 737^ -p , « being the arc of the boundary curve.

Besides the cuts and the curve excluding c draw a small arc .4 excluding the

point Z and take the equation
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in reference to the area that is left. It thus appears that the value of o- at c is

equal to

27r . .1 V dn dnj

Now let the surface be mapped upon the upper half of a plane so that Z becomes
the origin and the boundary near Z the axis of ,f. Take for A a semi-circle of small

radius k having the origin as centre. Let «r sin 6, h sin djr be the lowest terms in the

expansions of X, <t in ascending powers of the radius vector from the origin. The
terms must be of these forms since both functions vanish along the boundary. Then,

neglecting terms that vanish with k, we have

{ ( d\ . ao-\ , /•" \hsme . . b sin 6 J i^

= 2ab r
J (I

= -rrab.

siu= Ode

Now a is the real part of a monogenic functina whose expansion in the domain

of the origin begins with -~-~
. Comparing this with the original hypothesis as to cr

we find b = the value of -2 -- at the origin. Also a is the value at the origin of

d\ 9yii „, /du.\ ^ fdX\
TT- or -^. Thus TTub = - -Itt i ~ ]

>.»--_. .lus 7rab = —2Tr I ~] = - 27r ( ;r- and the value of o- at c is that of
oy dx \Os/z \dnJz

d\ d/j. „
5- or — at Z.
on ds

Thus when the assigned boundary values ai-e denoted by F (s) the potential without

singularities that has these boundary values is ^ j
F{s) ads.

Along an analytical part of the boundary a is an analytical function of s. Regarded

as a function of the internal point, a is a potential without singularity throughout the

area, except at the point of the boundary that is concerned, where it becomes infinite

like the real part of ^ -j- ; along the rest of the boundary a is zero.

§ 28. Suppose then that there are two areas A, B for each of which the problem,

with singularities, has been solved, and that these two areas have a common part C.

Can the problem be solved for C, and for the combined area .4 + (fi — C) ? Take C first.

Let A^ denote that part of the boundary of A which also separates C from B — 0, and

^„ the rest of the boundary of A, B^ that part of the boundary of B which separates

G from A—C, and £„ the rest of the boundary of B\ A^, B^ may thus have parts in

common, but it will be supposed that where A^, B^ meet, they meet at a finitesimal

angle and at a point where the boundaries of A, B cross each other.

28—2
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Suppose <}> to denote a series of values along A,, and N(l> the result of the following

operation. A potential ^ ^^ constructed for A, without singularities, and having the

values (^ along A,, along A„. Then a potential i/r is constructed for B, without

singularities, having the same values as i^ along B^ and vanishing along B^. The values

of yjr along .4, are denoted by X(p.

The operation N belongs to the type that has been discussed in §§ 19— 23. We
have in fact, taking x, y to be, say, arcs of A^ measured from a fixed point and to be

the independent variables,

J^<t>{x) = ja{x,y)<f>{y)dt/,

Nd> (x)
where ol{x, y) = \Am. —Z when ^ (a^) is taken to be 1 from y to y + hy and else-

«i/=u oy

where. There is no difficulty in expressing a{x, y) by means of such functions as o-

of § 27.

Again, so long as at least one of the boundaries A^, B^ exists, there will be a

fractional factor q, real, positive and < 1, such that the greatest value of N(l) does not

exceed the greatest value of ^<^, and thus the solution of the equation

(1 - A") 4> =/,

for 0, wheu /' is known, is given by the series

t + yyJrN-f+N\fJr ...

as in § 19.

The boundary of C consists of A^, B^ and possibly C'o a piece common to A^, B„.

Let g denote the assigned values on the boundary of C, b a real constant. Construct

a potential u for B, having the given singularities in G, equal to (; + b along B^, Co,

and having an}' values h along the rest ol 5o-

Find a series of values ^, along A-i, such that

</) - N^ =g -u + h.

Form a potential v for A, without singularities, equal to <^ along A^ and to

along A^ and also a potential w for B without singularities, equal to v along 5, aud

to along B^.

Then u + v—w — b is a potential for having the given singularities; along Bi,

Go we have u = r/ + b, w = v aud along J.,, v =
<f>,

w=N(p,

V — w = <p — A^4> = [I — It + b, u + V — w — b = (/.

Thus u + V — tv — b is the potential sought.

§ 2!t. Ne.xt, to solve the problem for A + B - C. Let g again denote the assigned

values along .4,, i?„, / any values along Ai.

It may be tliat C consists of detached parts, C, C-, ... and if so it may be possible
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to draw an irreducible circuit from a point of A through C'", £, C" and back to the

starting-point in A. When this is so let itr be the increase in value of the recjuired

potential due to the passage of z round a closed circuit from a point in A through

C"", B, C\ and back to the starting-point in A. Thus «i=0. There may of course be

irreducible closed circuits in J^ or B or both already. The assigned values g must be

consistent with those of the moduli for closed circuits, and so will in some cases not

be uniform but dependent on the path by which the point concerned is reached from some

fixed origin.

Construct a potential Uo for A with such of the assigned singularities as fall within

A or on its boundary and having the values g, f along A^, A^ respectivelv. Then
construct a potential u-^ for B having such of the assigned singularities as fall within

B or on its boundary and equal to g, u„ — a along £„, B^ respectively. Here a is to

be taken as a^, a„, a,, ... according as the part of B^ in question belongs to C', C-, C^ ...,

and similarly for A^ in what follows. Construct a potential lu for A with the singularities

and equal to g, m, -t- a along A(,, A^ respectively.

Find values <j> along A^, such that

^~N,^ = u,-i,,=f-f,,

fz denoting the values of h,>, or Mj -f- n, along A^.

Repeat the above construction, forming three potentials v^, v^, v., as «„. "i. ^2 were

formed but starting with g, /— </> as the boundary values of v„. Then «„ — ?;„, Ui-v^,

Ui — v„ are potentials without singularity for A, B, A respectively and the boundary

values are

for u^ — v„, along A^, <p along A,;

for Ui-v,, along i?„, «„ — t'o along 5,;

for u.,— v.,, along A^, Wi — I'l along A^.

Hence along 4j, lu — v., = iV (i/j - v^)

= iV^,

Thus Vn — ?;„ is a potential for A, vanishing along the boundary and having no singu-

larity, or v.,= Vf, throughout A.

Again, Vi + Or — Vo is a potential for C'' without singularity and vanishing along the

boundary, that is v, = Vg — Ur throughout C'', and Vi can be continued throughout B.

Hence v^, v^, v., are i-eally one potential v having the assigned values g along A^, B^

and existing throughout A + B — C, with the assigned singularities, including the modulus

ttr for the passage round AC^BC^A ()-=2, 3...).

§ 30. When the combined area A+B~C has no boundary, the above applies with

one point of difference, namely that I is a multiplier for the transformation H, so that

the equation
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cannot be solved for </> unless a certain condition is fulfilled*. We suppose the curves

Aj, 5i and the assumed values /' to be analytical, and also that there is no point

common to ^i, B,.

To see that 1 is a multiplier take <^ = 1. Then the potential ^ ^"^^ ^ which has

no singularity and is 1 along A, is 1 everywhere and therefore along £,. The potential

yfr for B which is 1 along fii and has no singularity is 1 everywhere and thus iV^I = 1.

This multiplier is not repeated and is of the first order. For when </> is not con-

stant along At, the greatest and least values of x ^^'^ to be found on A^ and thus

the range of x ^^ -^i '* ^^^* than its range on ^, ; in like manner the range of sjr

on Ai is less than on i?,. But if jV<p — <j> were constant the range of \jr on A^ would

be equal to that of cf), which is absurd ; therefore the multiplier I is of the first order

and is not repeated, and there is only one condition to be satisfied in order that the

solution may be possible. When the solution is possible, <^ and therefore the resulting

potential are not unique, but may be altered by the addition of an arbitrary constant.

Thus by successive steps the solution of the problem with singularities is found

for the whole Riemann surface. It is desirable that at the last step when the boundary

is altogether done away the boundaries ^i, B^ should consist of analytical curves and

should have no point in common. So long as the combined area has a boundary the

method of solution applies unconditionally but a single condition arises when the boundary

finally disappears; when this condition is fulfilled the solution is possible.

§ 31. There can be no doubt what this condition is. Suppose u to be the potential

which satisfies the conditions, v the conjugate potential so that u + iv = iu is the resulting

monogenic function. Then the whole increase in w when z travels round the perimeter

of the dissected surface, supposed so drawn as to avoid the singular points of w, is

2iTr1kr, where /!> is the coefficient of log (z — Cr) in that part of w which becomes

infinite at Cr- The real part of 2nr'SK is the increase in «, which is assigned before-

hand and in fact must have the value zero, being the sum of all the moduli for irreducible

circuits, each taken twice with opposite signs. The condition with which we are now

concerned is the vanishing of the imaginary part of 2nrSkr , that is of the real part of

Ikr, or of the sum of the coefficients of the logarithmic infinite terms in the singu-

larities assigned to ii. (Forsyth, Theory of Functions, pp. 401—2.)

The condition may be found in another way, which will further illustrate the general

theory. Let be a potential without singularity for the space G common to A, B,

the value of 6 being along A,, 1 along B,. When C consists of separate parts the

function 6 in one part will be quite distinct from the function in another part ; the

method of § 28 will however still apply. The curves A^, B^ have been supposed analytical

so that 9 can be continued across them.

* This difficulty seems also to affect the solution given for C, but it may be removed either by a proper choice

of the constant b or by cutting out a circular piece from A or B.
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Let C, , 0, be two curves along which 6 = 6^, 6, respectively, and take 0<^i<^„<l,
so that the space between C], C„ lies wholly in ('. Take the equation

\\e
I'

_ « l^i rf. =
J

J^V^« - .V^^) da^dy,

for the space between C^, Co, u being a potential without singularity for this space.

It follows that

L.nr'^>-\yi-'iv
n denoting the normal drawn towards 5,, so that ^ is positive. We have also

I
;r-ds = i ;^ds= U, say.

J c,on J c on

Thus (8, - e,.) U=i u~ds-i u
^^

J c, on J a.

- ds.
on

Now if M is a potential for JB or A without singularities U = 0; this is the case

for both ^ and -v/r of | 28. Hence going to the limit and putting ^, = 0, 0^_ = l we have

But along Bi ^ = yfr and along A^ x = <^, Tfr = X(f). Hence it follows that for any

assigned values
<f)

d) :r- ds = A^d) .
— ds.

J Ai on J j^ ^ tin

rid
Thus ^ is the second associated function for the multiplier 1, the first being a

on

constant.

In order that the equation

<^-i\r^=/-/. of § 30

may be soluble, it is necessary that

.,36'

I (Uf,— UT—a)7r-ds = 0.

J A, on

Now Mo— Wi-flr is a potential without singularity for C'', so that we have

(«„ - Ml - a) ;^ ds- I
{u„ -Ui- a)^ ds = - I

Ja, dn Jb, du J c,

diu^ds.
tin
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We may suppose that C, does not pass through any point where there is an assigned

singularity. Theu since v„ is a potential with singularities throughout A we may replace

I ;r^rfs bv the same integral taken round small circles containing the respective assigned
J c, 9«

singular points which lie on the same side of (\ as i?, ; similarly for - 1 ^' ds we may

put the same integi-al taken round small circles containing the respective singular points on

the same side of C, as .4,. Thus | —^ -ds is numerically equal to the real part
Jc, f«

of -iTrlfcr. Also along 5,, u, = Ua-a and thus
| («„ - «i - «) — ^a' = real part of •l-ir^kr.

The condition is therefore again found to be the vanishing of the real part of SAv.

Matricial Functions and Integrals.

§ 32. I propose next to apply the method to prove the existence of factorial func-

tions and integrals, and more generally of the functions which Poincar^ has called zeta-

fuchsian and zetakleinian. These may be called matricial functions on the surface, for

they occur in sets and are transformed by means of a matrix when the argument place

passes round a closed circuit. Similarly a set of matiiciul integrals is a set of 7«

functions «o,, ly^, ... «»„ such that by passage round a circuit w is changed into MoW + y,

where 71,7.,, ... 7,,, are any complex constants, and J/„ is a matrix. A general account of

the process will first be given (§§ 32—36) and afterwards some points that arise will be

discussed more carefully.

Let the surface be dissected in the usual way by cuts drawn from any point 0,

so as to become a curvilinear polygon of ip sides, simply connected, the (4i + I)th and

(ti'+3)th sides being opposite sides of the same cut, as also the (4i + 2)th and (4(' + 4)th.

Let cuts also be drawn from to those points within the polygon passage round which

is to produce a linear transformation of the functions ; simple logarithmic singularities

need not be thus treated.

Let / be the whole system of cuts as now drawn.

Take another system of cuts J, formed fi-om / by slightly varying each of the

cuts in I without changing the terminal ijoints, and such that J, I have no points in

common but the terminal points.

Let R be the region bounded by I and J, in such a way that i? contains every

point of the surface and covers twice the lunes L between / and J. From R form a

surface R' by describing circles round and the other terniiiials so as to exclude

these points. Let L' denote the space common to L, R'.

Then R' is a simply connected surface whose boundary consists of circular arcs

round the terminals, which arcs we shall call in general R^', and of parts of the lines
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/, / which we shall call 2?/. The lines i?/ occur again withiu R and will then be

called i?.,'. Let the original surface be S and let the part outside the circles be »Si'.

Suppose the arcs /, / so drawn that the boundary value problem can be solved

for R'. Then we wish to find for >Si' a set of potentials 11} , u- ... u'" having given

boundary values and given singularities within the polygon, and such that passage round

closed circuits produces given linear real transformations of the set ; the transformations

need not be homogeneous: they will be the same for all equivalent circuits. Let M
denote these transformations in general, so that the passage from a point of i?/ to the

corresponding point of R/ through R' changes u into 3Iu. M thus denotes a set of

matrices of order m + 1, affecting m\ %i- ... u"\ 1; the last row in M will be 0,0 ... 0, I.

Let Mo denote the corresponding homogeneous transformations, that is the matrices

formed from M by striking out the last row and the last column.

The assigned matrices M must satisfy such conditions that the effect of passing

round the whole boundary of the polj'gon shall be to restore the original values. These

conditions will be discussed later.

§ 33. Let a set of potentials !/o\ Wo^ ... u^™ be formed for R', having the given

boundary values g on R^', the given local singularities within R' and on its boundary,

and any assigned values /„ on R^'. Singularities and boundary values occurring within

L must be taken twice, and at the second time must be transformed by the proper

matrix. Denote by /', the values of these potentials on i?./.

Suppose a set of m j)otentials to be formed for R', without singularities, vanishing

along Rg and having values
(f>

along i?/. Let ;^ denote the values of these along R.,'

and let N' be such an operation applied to
<f)

that iV'<^ = il/o"' %. Let <^ be so determined

that <p — N'4>=/„ — M~^/\, and let a set of potentials m', 11- ... u'" be formed for R' having

the given singularities and boundary values on Ro, as before, and having the values

/o — <f)
along Ri'. Then the values along RJ will clearly be /', — x< that is

/\-Mo. N'<i> =/, - M, [.^ -/„ + M-\Q

= M{f,-<l>)-(M- AQ (/„ - <^) + (if - il/o) M-^f,

=M (/,-<!>),

since the effect of the operation M — M^ is independent of the quantities operated on.

Now let us take the values of u at any point of L' and compare them with Wj

the values at the same point in the overlap. The boundary of L' consists of parts of

Ro, Ri, Ri and along all these u-i — Mu, vanishes while it has no singularity inside L'

or on its boundary. Hence throughout L', tti = Mu and therefore throughout 8' the

potentials u are as desired.

It should be borne in mind that M^, MfT^ are distributive but M, M~^ are not.

Thus if «i = Mu, we have il/~' m, = u, although M~^ (u, — Mu) is not zero. For different

parts of Ri M has different meanings and the substitution denoted by M for one side

of any of the lunes L will be denoted by M~^ in respect to the other side of the same

lune.
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§ 34. Let us consider next the question of finding a set of potentials u^, ii- ... u'"

for the area of a circle, having given boundar}- values and local singularities and such

that passage round a circuit including the centre causes them to undergo a real linear

transformation which we shall again call M. M, being a matrix of order m + 1 operating

on m', u- ... »'", 1, can be reduced to its canonical form. This simplifies the problem and

we have to consider four cases, according as the multipliers are real or imaginary, of

the first or of a higher order.

I. Take a real multiplier of the first order. Let it be e^^. We are to seek a

potential m having given local singularities and boundary values and such that passage

round a circuit enclosing the centre multiplies it by e^\ Let w be the resulting mono-

genic function, of which u is the real part. Take the centre as origin, the radius being

unity.

Then wz"^ is unaffected by passage round a circuit enclosing the centre ; its singu-

larities and the boundary values of its real part are known, so that it can be found

by the known method. It is unique save for an additive imaginary constant when the

accidental singularity, if any, at the centre * is specified. If there is no pole and no

local singularity and if the boundary values of u are denoted by f{^), then the value

of tu is

II. Take a real multiplier of the second order. Then having found u as above,

we are to find » so that passage round the centre changes it into u^e^'' + u, boundary

values and local singularities being again assigned. Let w' be the resulting monogenic

losf z .

function. Then w' — e~'-^'" w „ is changed by the circuit into

, .wi log ^ + 2nr
jylgJTTA ^. jy _ ^y " ^ ,

ZCTT

that is, it is multiplied by e™^. Also its singularities and the boundary values of its

real part are known and thus it can be found by I. ; thus w^ and «' are determined,

since w is known already.

For real multipliei-s of higher order the same kind of treatment will avail.

If w, w^, v/' ... w" ... are monogenic functions changed by passage round the centre

into e^'^w, e^^w' + jt;, ..., e'"*w"-l-if"~' ..., then the functions

ZITT

j'A W"-
Zltt r\ 2(7rV2(7r / \ 2i7r /

* Note that such will generally be introduced by differentiating. If ics'^ does not vanish at the centre

z'^ -^ will have a pole there.
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are unaiFected by the passage. Their singularities and the boundary values of their

real parts are known in the case supposed. Hence they can be found and the functions

w, w^ ... w" ... determined successively.

The multiplier may be 1, in which case X, = 0. If this multiplier is of the rth

order in M^, it is of the (?- + l)th in M, the first function w being a constant. There

is no further specialit}' in the case.

III. Imaginary multipliers occur in conjugate pairs since M is real. Let such a

pair be e^('^±'M). Then the problem is to find two monogenic functions Wj, w.^, whose

local singularities are given and the boundary values of their real parts and which are

changed by passage round the origin into

e^"'^ {^v^ cos 2/i7r — w^ sin 2/i7r), e-"'' (Wi sin 2fnr + w^ cos 2/t7r).

It readily follows that

^cA-^
(Wi + tm,) + ^"^+'' (wi — 1W.2),

and 5'^-'^ (w.. - tWi) + ^'^+''
(«</, + m^),

are unaffected by passage round the centre. They are monogenic functions; their singu-

larities are known and so are the boundary values of their real parts. Hence they can

be found and from them w,, w.,. A pole of any order at the origin for either of the

functions z'''~'^ {u\ + iiv.^, ^'*+''(ii'i — tw.,) may be in the list of assigned singularities.

IV. In discussing the case of imaginary multipliers of higher order a symbolical

notation will be useful. Let E'hUi, E"w., denote terms in two series of monogenic functions,

such that by passage round the centre E"(Wi±iiv..) is turned for any value of n into

e=^<^±"" .£^(wi + tw;,) + .E"-'(wi ± tWa). The functions Wi, w^ or E'wi, E'tv^ are to be those

discussed in III. Then the expressions

and tir'*-'^{l +e-2' (''+"') £'-ij-iog»2"'£'" (w, + tw„) - 42'^+" {1 + e-=''<*-'»') E-^]-'^"^"'^'' E'' {w^ - iw^),

when expanded in descending powers of E by the Binomial Theorem, represent functions

unaffected by the passage whose singularities are supposed known and also the boundary

values of their real parts. (Negative powers of E may be left out, as their effect is to

reduce to zero the functions on which they operate.) The solution can therefore be found.

§ 35. The imaginary additive arbitrary constant in w^"^ (Case I.) must not be for-

gotten. It leads to a want of uniqueness in the determination of w. In fact w and w"

may both be increased by any real multiple of t2~'^.

In the same way Wj, w.^ or E"Wi, E"'w„ may be increased by any quantities of the

form

(«1 -h IK.) lZ-'''+l^ + («! - t«,) t^-'*-",

(«, -I- t/fj)
2-'^+'^ - («j - IK.2) Z-''"-"-,

where «,, k^ are real.

29—2
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When X = we still have the want of uniqueness. Any real multiple of log z may

then be added to it'".

For the sake of definiteness I shall call the solution expressed as a definite integral

the primary solution, the function that may be added to this the complementary function.

The complementary function is purely imaginary along the boundary. When the assigned

values of the real part on the boundary are all zero the primary solution vanishes every-

where in the area.

§ 36. On the surface S of § 32 let circles be described concentric wth those that

form i?o' and outside them but not meeting each other. Let T denote the aggregate

of the areas of these circles, T^ that of their circumferences. Then the boundary value

problem with singularities, matricial and other, has been solved for »S" and also for the

several parts of T. We are to deduce the solution for S.

Let / denote a series of values along T^,. Form a set of potentials u^ for T satis-

fying the general conditions of the problem and having the assigned singularities so far

as they fall within T or on T^, and the values f along T^,. Form a set of potentials

«, for iS", agreeing with u^ along R^ and having the assigned singularities, local and

matricial. Let f. denote the values of u^ along T^.

Again let ^ denote a series of values along r„. With these form the primary (§ 35)

set of potentials % for T without local singularities and with the matricial singularities

assigned except that they are made homogeneous, M„ taking the place of M. Form a

series of potentials ^^ for S' without local singularities and with the matricial singularities

assigned, except that again J/,, is to take the place of M ; also along J?/ v|r is to agree

with X-

Denote by i\r<^ the values of i/r along T^.

Then let ^ be found so that

Let lu, !<3 be formed as were u„, u^, except that the values of u^ along T„ are /'—
(/>.

Take the same complementary functions in u„ as were taken in «„.

Then m,,— m.j, Mj — i/3 are sets of potentials for T, S' respectively, without local ordinary

singularities and with the assigned homogeneous matricial singularities. They agree along

Ro and thus on T^, since u„ — ^i^ is the primary set of potentials with the boundary values <^,

= Ncf>,

u-3 = Wi — iV"</)

=/;-iY<^=/-<^ = «,,.

Hence u,, ih agree along i?/ and T^ and have the same singularities. They must

then agree throughout the space between the two circles described with common centre
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0, since they are uniform in this space. Hence they must agree throughout S. Thus

a set of potentials is found for the whole surface S having the given ordinary and

matricial singularities. Some conditions are necessary for the success of the method

;

these will now be discussed.

§ 37. In the tirst place the assigned matrices must satisfy a condition as was said

above (§ 32). It is advisable to consider separately the homogeneous matrices M^ and the

absolute terms ia M, which may be denoted by i¥0 ; I shall call the latter the adde)ida.

Functions or potentials for which the matrices M^ are the same will be said to form a

family and the different members of a family will be distinguished in part at least by

their singularities and addenda.

The boundary / consists of say -ip + 'Ir pieces; among the first -ip sides the (4i + l)th

and (4(-|-3)th are opposite sides of one cut, so are the (4r + 2)th and (4t + -i)th, and

among the last 2?- the (ip + 2i + l)th and (4p + 2i; + 2)th, i being any admissible integer.

Let

u4"'', .4o'*' denote M, M^ for a circuit equivalent to the (4i — 2)th side (t = I, 2...p),

B^\ 5„''' „ „ „ (4t - I)th

C"'', Co""' „ „ from the (4^+2f— l)th to the same point on the

(4jj+2i)th (i:=l, 2 ... r).

Then we must have for any family

This is the only condition to be satisfied by the homogeneous matrices and thus

all may be chosen arbitrarily except one, say Co'''' ; this is then determinate. If there

are no matrices C„, or as we may say no local matricial singularities, the question is

rather more complicated. We may then write the condition

Suppose .4„''', .Bo* (t=l, 2...JJ — 1) to have been arbitrarily chosen and let E^ stand

for 5„'«^o'"~'5o'""'^o<" •.-4o'i'-" so that ^./p'-' J5„w ^„'^' = £'A'^'-

The multipliers of .4/p'-'5„'p' u4„i*" are the same as those of fi,,*"'. Hence 5,/^' must

be so chosen that its multipliers are the same as those of E^B„'pK The determinant

of £o"" - must then be identically equal to that of E, B,^p' - or of 5„<^i - OEf^

since the determinant of E^ is clearly unity. The order of the determinant being m
we have here m + 1 equations to be satisfied two of which are identities, namely those

which arise from the term in d'" and the absolute term. The other m — 1 are linear

in the constituents of any one row or column in B^'p'. Thus we may take arbitrarily

the constituents in all the rows of £o*^* but one, and one even in that row, the others

being then determinate. Let the multipliers be 6i, O,... 0^- Then we may suppose jSo'^*"'

in its canonical form to be

Xi = 6iXi (i = 1, 2 ... m),
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and £'„5o'^* in its canonical form Xi' = ^,Z( (i = 1, 2 ... j>i). Then AJ"^ must be X,;' = X,a:,-

(i = l, 2 ...m), where Xi, ... X,„ are arbitrary quantities. This investigation will need to.

be modified if the multipliers of £„'^> are not all simple and of the first order, but in

any case the number of arbitrary quantities is the same, since there are 2pm- coefficients

in the matrices ^o, -S,, and these must satisfy m- conditions of which one is illusory

since the determinant of J5o'"^„"'-'5„'"-M„'"5,/=> ... 4,,'*" is necessarily unity.

§ 38. Let us now consider the addenda, of which there are m(2p + r). These are

restricted by m linear conditions in any given family. For the transformation

Qlr) Q{r-i)
___

(^(i) _4 (p)-i_g(p) _4 (J)) ^(pl-i . _ ^ (1)-1_B{1) 4 (D _B(i)-l

is that which corresponds to a passage round the whole boundary /. The homogeneous

part of this transformation is unity ; the m addenda are determined by the local logarith-

mic singularities, which are assigned beforehand. Thus there are m conditions to be

satisfied by m(2p + r) quantities and therefore only m{2p + r—\) of them are arbitrary.

This number is effectively reduced by m more, since in any family all the functions

may be constants. There being m functions, each of which may have any constant value,

we have m independent sets of addenda arising in this way and so for functions properly

so called there are only m{2p + r — 2).

A family in which these reductions are not made is that in which M, is unity

throughout, in fact that of the Abelian integrals and functions. In this case the con-

ditions ordinarily connecting the addenda with the coefficients of the logarithmic singu-

larities only involve the latter so that the addenda are unrestricted ; also when the

functions are constants the addenda are all zero. To find whether the reductions must be

made in all other families we may first find the relations connecting i/"' and MQ. Now

= il/-' . MO = Mr' . il/0 -h M-' 0.

Hence Jlf-'0 = - Afr'il/0.

Thus Cf' Cf-" ... O'l' ^'^»-'£'P' A'-P^ B'p>-' ... A"' B'"-'0

= i c„"-i CoC--" ... Co"--'' c"-'+"
f=l

t=l

+ i C„<'-' C.,"-'» ... C„»i ^o'^'-' ••• ^o'"-' (1 - ^o''* 4o'"
5„i''>-0 £'^' 0.

)=1

This stands for di expressions no linear combination of which can vanish for arbitrary

values of AO, BO, GO except when there are no matrices C, and when as applied to a

certain expression

5;"' = 1, A/> = 1 (i=l,2...p).

That is 1 must be a multiplier for each of the matrices and the expression

multiplied by this multiplier must be the same throughout. If this multiplier is of

the first order throughout, the family may be divided into two independent families,
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one the Abelian family of single functions, the other a family of sets of m-1 functions.

If the multiplier 1 is not of the first order throughout, such a division will not generally

be possible.

Let s be the number of linear combinations of functions of a set which are Abelian,

that is which are unaltered by all the operations M^. Then the number of conditions

to be satisfied by the addenda, when there are no matrices C„ and no local singularities,

is reduced by s. Whether there are matrices C,, or not, the same reduction must be made
in the number of sets of addenda which correspond to constant values of the functions.

Thus we may write as the effective number of independent sets of addenda

m(2p + r- 2)+ s + s',

where s' = s when there are no matrices C„, but is zero when there are.

§ 39. There are two cases of the process of combination of areas in the method;

one is the change from R' to S', the other the combination of ,S" and T. In each

case the solution depends on finding <j> from an equation of the form
(f)
- K<j> =f where

N is an operation like O of § 23. If 1 is a multiplier for N in either case one or more
conditions will have to be satisfied. This may be avoided in the change from R'
to S', for we shall now prove that if the circles i?„' are made great enough all the

multipliers will be less than 1 in absolute value. Let fi be a real positive quantity

such that when M,, is applied to any set of quantities not numerically greater than 1

the resulting set cannot be greater than /u,. Let q be the greatest value on R,' of a

potential for R', without singularity, which is equal to I along R^' and to along R^'.

Then the greatest numerical value of iV'^ does not exceed q/x times that of <^ and so

if q/j, < 1 the multipliers of iV are all less than 1 numerically and the solution of the

equation
(f>
— N'<^=f is

(j)=f+N'f+N'-/+... to infinity.

We are to shew then that q can be made < l//x.

Now let R be conformally represented on the unit-circle. Let KJ, K{, Ki be the

curves corresponding to i?„', R[, RL Then K( consists of parts of the circumference,

ifo' of arcs with both ends on the circumference, K„^ of arcs wholly within the circum-

ference. Let a concentric circle of radius p be drawn so as to enclose the arcs Ki.
We may treat p as a constant if we suppose the radii of the circles R^ not to fall

below certain quantities.

Now of two potentials without singularity, the one of which is unity along Kl and
zero along Z„', the other unity along if/ and zero along the rest of the circumference,

the latter will have the greater value at any point of K:. But the greatest possible

value of the latter, within or on the concentric circle of radius p, is

arctan ( -

—

- tan —(1^p 4

* This is the valne at the point whose polar coordinates this potential has the value unity, its value at any point
are /), of the potential which is equal to 1 on the circum- P is

ference between the vectorial angles ±iw and to over 1

the rest of the circumference. If AB is the are over which 2v^ '' '^^^ " "''
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where a> is the whole angle subtended at the centre by K^. This value can be made

less than l//i by taking a small enough value for to, that is, by increasing the circles

Ra- We need not suppose the curves R^ necessarily to be circular on the original

surface ; it will be enough if each is circular in some conformal representation and thus

the possibility of their cutting each other before they are great enough for our purpose

may be avoided *. Hence it is possible to take the curves Ra in such a way that

9/i < 1 and that therefore the construction given for S' shall apply unconditionally.

§ 40. The nature of the solution for S', when there are no addenda or ordinary

singularities, can be discussed as in § 26 by help of a set of potentials X vanishing

along the boundary, having addenda zero and no ordinary local singularity except a

logarithmic infinity at a particular point c, and belonging to the family contragredient

to the given one, that is the family in which M^ is replaced by Af,"'. Let /3 denote

the coefficients of the logarithm so that, near c, the functions X — /3 log
1
2 — c

|
have no

singularity.

The expression 2Xrf« is uniform on S', for it is changed into Silfo"' ^ • M^du or

"EMoMo'^X.du. If the addenda of u are also zero, then %ud\ is also uniform.

Hence we have the equation

jhu^ - 2XS ds =
jj

{luV"-K - SXV=«) da;dy,

for the area of S', less a small area containing c.

Thus 27r2/8w (c) = I "^udfj,, taken round the boundary of S', /j, being the potential con-

jugate to \. Since the quantities /3 are arbitrary this gives an expression for each of

the potentials u at c, in terms of the boundary values. When the integi-al is taken

with respect to the arc of the boundary the subject is -u-^~ , and -x- is an analytical

function of s since the boundary curves are analytical.

Writing fi in the form "E^ifii^ we have
i

27rw-'(c)= jl,u^dfi/,

taken round the boundary of <S'.

Again let o- denote a set of potentials cogredient with u having zero addenda and

vanishing along the boundary and with no additional singularity except that near the

point Z of the boundary they become infinite like y~Tl < 7 l^ei^g' '^ set of real

constants. Then it is found as before (§ 27) that

dX ^ dc

^'^^'W=-i,r('s-^s: ds.

* For instance we may fix all the circles iJ^' but one, spond with 0. Then a concentric circle of suitable radius

say that about 0, and take the conformal representation of can be drawn within this one and the curve it represents

the whole surface, with these circles cut out and other taken to complete the set R^'.

suitable outs drawn, upon a circle whose centre shall corre-
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A being a small arc drawn to exclude the point Z. By the method of § 27 this is

again found to be 2'7rS7l^j and so we have 'Ittu^ (c) = i "E u' aiJ {c) ds, where (TfJ (c) is

the real part of an analytical function of c, and is such that cr = Syjct,'^.

i

§ 41. To shew the dependence of a on two points we may write it a-(c, Z) or

o- (c, s). It is not a periodic function of s or a uniform function of c, nor are the

assigned values of u periodic in s. For the sake of convenience in applying the results

of the infinite matrix theory it will be well to change the form so that the functions

involved shall be periodic. This is substantially what was done in the solution of the

problem for the circle (§ 34). For the circle round no change need be made as cr

and u are both periodic on this circle. On each of the other circles included in R^
a transformation of the assigned values must be made according to the corresponding

homogeneous matrix.

Thus the operation N that occurs (§ 36) in the combination of the areas S', T,

is of the same type as fl (§ 23) ; all the functions involved are analytical and may be

taken as periodic after the transformation just referred to ; the range is the period in

each case. Hence the solution is possible unconditionally unless I is a multiplier for N.

Suppose for the present that this is not so, and consider functions and potentials of

the first kind, that is, without local singularities other than those common to all

matricial integi'als of the family. The family of Abelian integrals cannot be included

since I is not a multiplier for N. Thus s, s vanish and the number of independent

sets of addenda is effectively /«(2j) + r— 2) (§ 38). The number of sets of potentials of

the family of the first kind is greater than this on account of the arbitrary constants

that enter into the solution of the problem for a circle (§ 35). In the case of a single

circle the complementary function contains an arbitrary coefficient for each multiplier

and so in u^, u^, f„ (§ 36) there are complementary functions involving mr arbitrary

coefficients. The number of sets of potentials of the first kind is thus increased to

2m(p+r — \). These may be arranged in m{p+r — l) conjugate pairs, and thus the

number of monogenic functions of the family of the first kind is m{p + r — \).

§ 42. Now let 1 be a multiplier for N. Then the equation 4> — N(^=f—J\ will

not be soluble for ^ unless a certain condition is satisfied by f—fo. This condition

will be a linear homogeneous relation among the addenda, the coefficients of the local

ordinary singularities and those of the complementary functions in f„. The condition

cannot have anything to do with the assigned values /', since a change of these into,

say, /+ rf would only cause /„ to become /j + Nt} and c^, (p + rj.

In a potential of the first kind there are m.{2p+ r — 2) +s + s' addenda and nir

coefficients of complementary functions, that is 2ni{p + r — l) + s + s' constants in all.

These are now restricted by a condition, but on the other hand when the condition is

satisfied there is a new arbitrary coefficient in the solution of the equation for <^. Thus

the number of arbitrary constants is undiminished on the whole in general. The case
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when the Abeliau family is included needs special examination. The multiplier I will

certainly occur s times but the corresponding arbitrary coefficients in
(f>

and in the

final result are only additive constants, and do not therefore compensate for the loss

due to the s conditions that have to be satisfied. On the other hand when there are

no local matricial singularities these s conditions do not affect the addenda but only

the coefficients of the local logarithmic singularities and so are illusory' when the potentialsi

are of the first kind. The number of independent sets of potentials of the first kind

is thus 2in t,p + r —1) + 2s' at least, and of sets of monogenic functions of the first kind

m (p + r— 1 ) + s' at least.

In general there will be mr sets of potentials of the first kind with zero addenda;

these arise from the complementary functions and when 1 is a multiplier for N^ there

may be more of such sets. It does not follow however that there are monogenic func-

tions of the first kind with zero addenda, since the addenda of the conjugate potentials

would then have to vanish also. This is known to happen sometimes with the factorial

functions and it may happen in the more general case also, but it is not ensured by

the mere existence of potentials of the first kind with zero addenda.

Faviilies with Complete Matrices.

§ 43. So far all the homogeneous matrices involved have been real. Let them now

be complex and be denoted in general by J/„ + tJ/,,'. Tlien the monogenic functions w

are to be turned into (J/ + til/') iv by passage round a circuit, and the functions t.w

will become (— M' + til/) w so that the 2m functions w, tw are transformed by real

matrices with complex addenda and belong in fact to the family characterized by the

matrices ( M^, Mo). Let F, G, H be the families characterized by the matrices J/„ + tJ/o',

\-m:,m:
M„ — iMa, ( M„, M„'). Let w, w' be a system of monogenic functions of the famil}^ H

\-m:,mj
of the first kind, found by the foregoing methods, so that w, w' become after passage

round a circuit Mw + M'lu' and — M'lv + Mw' respectively. Then w', — w form another

set of the same family and these two sets give the combinations w + iw', w — iw and

w—iH', iv' + iw, also belonging to H.

The set tu — iiu' belongs to the family F and w + iw' to the family G, but unless

the sets w, — w and w, tu' are linearly independent one of these will vanish identically.

Hence the number of sets in F, G together is exactly equal to the number of linearly

independent sets in H, which is 2m (p +i— 1) + 2s' at least, since 2m, 2s' take the place

of HI, s'. There is not yet anything to shew how this number is divided between the

families F, G, but it will be proved that each has »i(p+ r — l) + s' functions of the

first kind at least.

The difficulty does not arise when there is a local ordinary singularity ; a function

having such cannot vanish identically. Hence matricial integrals, not of the first kind,

exist in both families F, G; on differentiation these yield matricial functions.
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§ 44. Take any m + 1 sets of matricial functions w,, tv., ... u'm+i belonging to the

same fiimilj- and having only algebraic singularities in addition to those that characterize

the family. The ?w + 1 determinants
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The determinant is a factorial function having Sk poles and hence S« is also the

number of its zeros. At any one of these zeros the equations 2 Ww = X are incon-

sistent, that is, they give infinite values for w, unless the values of X satisfy a single

linear homogeneous relation. The number of arbitrary coefficients in A' is thus reduced

by 2k at most and we find m{p + r) as the least number of arbitrary coefficients in

w, that is in a set of matricial integrals having one additional logarithmic singularity.

Now in the general case the m coefficients of (z — c)~' in lu are arbitrary and

thus there are at least 7n{p + ']— 1) sets of matricial iutegi'als of the first kind. This

is the same number as was found above (§ 41) for a family with real matrices. We
also found 2ni{p + i— 1) as the sum, when s = 0, of the numbers in two families with

conjugate complex matrices (§43). Hence each must have exactly j7i(p + r — \) sets of

integrals of the first kind.

§ 46. There are exceptional cases in which the number of sets of integrals of the

first kind is greater than >n(p + ?• - 1); in these 1 must be a multiplier for N in § 36.

(1) Suppose the Abelian family to be included s times in the contragredient family.

Then we may take W^, TF„... W^ as constants. Hence in the original family s linear com-

binations in a set of matricial functions are uniform, that is, the original family includes

the Abelian s times also.

Now if r=0, X,, X, ... Xg have as their only poles c and the 2p — 2 zeros of day.

Thus the residues at c must vanish and only m — s' of the coefficients of (z — c)~' in

w are therefore arbitrar}'. Hence there are m{p + >• — 1) + s' sets of matricial integ^rals

of the first kind.

(2) More generally suppose the contragredient family to include a set of matricial

functions W^ without poles. Then, if ?• = 0, the residue of A'l at c must again vanish,

and the original family will have one extra set of matricial integrals of the fii-st kind

for every set of matricial functions without poles in the contragredient family.

(3) Suppose it possible to take TFi, Tr,... TF„, all without poles. Then by giving

constant values to X,, X., ... X,„ we get m sets of functions without poles in the original

family*. In either family when ?- = there are mp sets of matricial integrals of the

first kind and matricial integrals with a single additional logarithmic singularity cannot

exist.

If more than m sets of functions in the family are finite everywhere, let them be

denoted by w,, w^ ... U'm+i- The determinants

w,=,

Wi

* If IT',, TTj ... n'„,_i can be taken to have no poles, and if m-kp is positive, it can be proved in like

manner that m-kp sets in the original family have no poles.
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are then factorial functions, finite everywhere, so that their ratios are constants. Hence
the 7/1+1 sets are not linearly independent, that is, there cannot be more than m sets

of matricial functions everywhere finite.

§ 47. When ^ = 1, logo-M and m afford an example of a pair of matricial integrals,

u being the elliptic argument and aii Weierstrass' o--function. This is a case in which

the family includes the Abelian family. In like manner the logarithm of a factor-

function, as defined at Proc. Lond. Math. Soc, Vol. xxxiii. p. 11, with the Abelian

integrals of the first kind or some of them, forms a set of matricial integrals, whatever

the value of p.

An account of factorial functions is given in Mr Baker's Abelian Functions. Matricial

functions are the subject of M. Poincar^'s memoir {Acta Math, v.) and are also referred

to at the end of M. Appell's memoir on Factorial Integrals {Acta Math. xiii.).

The functions are of great importance in the solution of homogeneous linear ordinary

differential equations with algebraic coefficients. The first steps in the solution, after

the Riemann surface on which the coefficients are uniform has been constructed, are to

find the critical points of the equation and its group, that is the group of matrices by

which the integrals are transformed when different closed circuits are described on the

surface. Then the family of matricial functions to which the integrals belong is known

and we may construct m particular sets of functions {m being the order of the equation)

belonging to the family, and such that all other sets belonging to the same family can

be expressed linearly in terms of these m, the coefficients being uniform functions on

the surface. These uniform functions are then to be identified by their singularities.

If all the critical points are regular these singularities must be accidental. If there are

irregular critical points, the integrals have essential singularities, but these are now
reduced to essential singularities of functions uniform on the siirface, combined with the

singularities which characterize matricial functions.

M. Poincare gives an analytical expression for zetafuchsian or matricial functions

from which it is of course possible to argue their existence. This argument is however

limited in its application by the restriction {Acta Math. v. p. 258) that the group is to

be of the first species, or in the notation of the present paper that the multipliers of

the matrices (?„ are all to be equal in absolute value to 1. An advantage of the

method of this paper is that this limitation is not needed.
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Introduction.

If we take a single quantic of infinite order

<4 = {oaXj + (ux.f = «o«? + \V\ aia;f~'^2 + r') a^i^~-3?i + . ..

the seminvariants, as is well known, satisfy the liuear partial differential equation

ao9,7, + 20185, + M^d,;, + . . . = 0.

If we write s'.Hg for «< the differential equation becomes

fio = «oS,;, + «i95, + a:o9„-3 + . . . =

and the solutions are now connected with the symmetric functions of the roots of the

equation

ic" — Oi a;""' + o^a;""- —...= (.r — tti) (x — OsH*' ~ ''s) ••= 0.

The whole of the linearly independent or asyzygetic solutions for D.a = are in fact

given by the expressions

%a-i*'a^a^ ...

where t^, tn, t^, ... are any positive integers except unity.

It follows from this that the enumerating function for the asyzj'getic forms of degree

e is

(1 - 2^) (l~z')(l-z*)...(l-z^)'

Moreover it is convenient to denote

Sa,''«,''03'= ... by (fi^4...),

and now (tit^t^ ...) is any collection of non-unitary integei^s and an}' such collection,

account not being taken of the order of the numbers in the collection, represents one
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of the series of asyzygetic seminvariants. From these asyzygetic forms it is possible to

select a certain number which possess the property that every seminvariant is expressible

in terms of them as a rational integral function. Such forms are termed perpetuants

and it was established by the present author and b}' Stroh that these forms of degree

8 are enumerated by the generating function

and by the present author that the collection of integers

(t,t,t,...)

which denotes a perpetuant of degree 6 is

the number 6 occurring at least once

„ „ 6—1 „ „ once

6-2 „ „ twice

„ 6 — 3 „ „ 2- times

„ „ — 4 „ „ 2' times

3 „ „
2»-^ times

,, „ 2 „ an}' number of times

;

so that, for example, a perpetuant of degree 6 is any collection of non-unitary integers,

6 being the greatest integer, which involves the collection

(654=30.

The object of the present paper is to generalize these known results to the cases

of systems of two or more binary quantics of infinite order.

§ 1. It is first necessary to establish the generating functions and forms of the

asyzygetic seminvariants. In the case of two binary quantics

a.2 = 0, 6^ = 0,

we are concerned with the partial differential equation

fi„ + n> = c7„9,;_ -I- a^dii,^ + a^d,;, + ...

+ \di^ + b,di^ + bodj;^ + ...

= 0,

and the symmetric functions of the roots of the two equations

a;" — «!«""' + a.^a;""- — ... = (x — a^) (x — cu) {x — a^) ... = 0,

x"-btX''-' + Lx"-'-- ... = (x - ^,) (x - 0„)(x - ^,) ... = 0,

when ?j = 00 .

These symmetric functions will be of degree 6i in the coefficients of the first

equation and of degi-ee 62 in the coefficients of the second equation. Supposing ^i > 0^
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we know from the researches of Cayley that the enumerating generating function of these

forms is

1

{(1 -z)(l-z^)...(l- z<>')\ j(l - 2=) (1 - Z") ... (1 - Z'')]
'

where the second factor of the denominator is to be omitted when 0, < 2.

Let 0, with or without a suffix, denote any collection of positive integers, subject

to the conditions that no integer is >d or <2 and further let {©)„, {@)b denote the

corresponding symmetric functions of the roots of the two equations above written

respectively. If the highest integer in be s where 6 > s, then

will denote a seminvariant of degree of the first equation. Noting the well known

results

n„(0)„ = o. n„(0i")a = ^0i'-)a

we can construct a solution of the equation

D.a + n, = 0,

viz. :- (&X (ai')6 - (0,l)a (0al'-')6 + • • ± (®il')a {©.X

of degrees Oi, d„ in the two sets of coefficients ; for, openiting with Q^ + ^t. we obtain

(0,)a(©J"-')6 - (®il)a (ai'-0(- + -
- (0i)a (0a'-')i. + (0ii )» (0=i'-^)i - ••.

or zero, since the terms destro}- one another in pairs. The solution obtained represents

the whole number of asyzygetic solutions which are of degrees ^i, 0^ in the two sets

of coefficients. Firstly I say that assuming the forms to be asyzygetic they are obviously

enumerated by the generating function of Cayley above given, and secondly I say that

the forms are in fact asyzygetic; for suppose, to the contrary, that a number of such forms

(0,)„ (0,i')6 - (0,1 )„ {m'-% +...

(0/)„ (0/l'')5 - (0/l)„ (0A''-)6 + -
(0,")a (®"l''\ - i®"l)a (a"l''-)6 + -

are connected by a linear relation.

It follows that the leading products of each must be of the same weight and

degree as regards both the a and the b coefficients and that therefore the supposed

linear relation must connect the leading products. If then k, k', k", ... be in descending

order of magnitude and we operate a sufficient number of times, upon the linear relation

connecting the said leading products, with fli we must obtain a linear relation connecting

a certain number of the forms

(0i)a(0.)», (0i')a(®=')6. ...;

but this is a linear relation connecting the forms

(0l)a. (0.')a, •••,
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which we know, from the theory of a single qua.itic. does not exist. Hence all the
forms involved in the constructed solution are asyzygetic and we may take

to be the general type of asyzygetic seminvariant, of degrees 0,, 6. in the two sets
of coefficients, of the system of two quantics.

It is convenient to denote the general seminvariant obtained by F{a Q- h k) so that
(©i)a = i^(a, 0); (0jl'.)„ = /'(a, ,.,), and so on.

•

•
/>

I also write

F{a, K, b, /c,) = (®,1'0«(®.1^^)6 - ("' \ ^) (@:l'.+')a(ai'-').

This expression has been constructed so as to lead to the relation

(n„ + D.i)F{a, K,; b, «,) = F{a, k,-1; b, k,),

for we now find that it is easy to construct a solution of the equation

n„ + n^ + f), = 0,

appertaining to the seminvariants of a system of three quantics.

The form is

F(a, 0)F(b, «,; c, k,) -F(a, l)F(b, >c,-l; c, k,) + F(a, 2)F{b, ^,-2; c, >c,) - ...,

which I write

F{a, ; b, k.,; c, k.j).

It is manifestly obliterated by the operation

n„ + n, + n,

since, after operation, the terms destroy one another in pairs. The leading term of this
seminvariant is

(0i)a(@2l'O6(©.l'O.

of partial degrees 6^, 6.,, 6-^.

Considerations similar to those brought forward in the case of two quantics establish
that these forms are asyzygetic and they are clearly enumerated by Cayley's generating
function

1

((1 - z) (1 - ^') ... (1 - ^.)i 1(1 - ^) (1 - ^*) ... (1 - zo^)\
{(1 - ^-^Hr^^^yTTcr^^)]

•

It is convenient to have the leading term of the seminvariant before us, so that
I write

^(«.0) = j(@Oai = (©,)«

F{a,
; b, K,

; c, k,) =
|
(©,)„ (@J'0(, (0.1'" )c

|

and so on.

Vol. XIX. Part II. 3^
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And further it is convenient sometimes to write similar expressions which are not

seminvariants in a similar notation.

Proceeding to the system of four quantics and the solutions of the differential equation

n„ + Dft +a + Hrf = 0,

we first construct the form

F (a, K, ; b, K.: c, k^)

= F(a, K,) F{b, K,- c, K,)

- h
J"

^) F(a, K, + r)F{b,K.,-l;c, K,)

+ 1^"' ^ -) F(a, K, + 2)F(b, K, - 2 ; c, /c,)

+ ('«' + '^^F{a, K, + >c.;)F{b, ; c, k,),

and observe that

(n„ + D.i + D-c) F{a, «, ; b, k., ; c, k^) = F(a, Ki-1; b, k, ; c, k^).

Thence as before we find that the general as)'zygetic solution of

o„ + o, + o^, + n,, =

is F (a, 0) F (b, «., ; c, k..; d, k,)

-F(a,l)F(b,>c,-l; c, k,: d, k,)

+ F{a, 2)F(b, K,-2: c, >c,: d, k,)

± F (a, Ko) F(b,0; c, k^ ; d, Vj),

which we write

F{a,Q: b, k,; c, ^3; d /c,) = l(0,)a(al'')6(0.1")c(04l")<^l

All these forms are asyzygetic and manifestly enumerated by the generating function

of Gayley. We are now in a position to proceed to a system of n quantics and the

solutions of the equation

For all integral values of n we write

F{a, AT,; b, k.,; c, k^; ... n, «„)

= F (a, K,) F{b, K.,; c, k.,; ... n, k„)

-
I

'

^ j
F{a, K, + l)F(b, Ko- 1; c, k,: ... )i, «„)

-^(^^''^^'jF{a,K, + -2)F{b,K,-2; c, k,; ... n, k.,)

+ (''' + **W(a, K, + K,)F(b, 0; c, «•,; ... n, k„)
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and then the general asyzygetic seminvariant of partial degrees ^, , 6,, ... 0„ is

F(a, 0; b, k..; c, k^; ... n, «„)

or
I (©Oa (®.1'.06 (03l").. . .

. (©„!"»)„
I

in agreement with the generating function of Cayley.

§ 2. The method adopted by Stroh for the investigation of the enumerating generat-

ing functions for perpetuants may be presented in the following manner.

Let p,, Pa, ps, ... be a number of numerical magnitudes whose elementary symmetric

functions are a,, a.,, a^, ... and denote a^ S3'mbolicallv by —; or ^^ or — , ... where
"

s I si s\

«!, cu, tts, ... are umbrae. We may write

I +aix+ a.,a- + . . . = ( 1 + p, .?) ( I + p.,,r) ( 1 + p,,*') . .

.

Further let

I + A.x + A„.r- + ... + A,nx"' = (1 + cria-)(l + o-,a-) ... (1 + o-,„a').

Substituting cr^, o-;, a-.,, ... a,,, for x in succession in the former identity we obtain

l+UiO-i +CU(T,- + ... =(1 +PiO-i)(l +P20-,) (l+p^O-i) ...=6""'',

1 + a,a., + Ooo-.;- + ... = (I + pio-,) (1 4 p.^cr.) {1 + p-.a.) ... = e"-"-,

1 + fliO-,,, + iU<T,n- +...=( 1 + pi(T,n) (1 + p^CTni) (1 + p^a-m) • • = 6"'"""'
;

and by multiplication

n' (1 +((,(r + a„(T- +...)= fl'(l +^,p + 4,p'-+...-|-^mP"')
o-=<r| p=p,

If the product

n(i + ^,p + .4,p= + ... + 4,„p"')

be multiplied out we find that the coefficient of any product

is that symmetric function of the quantities pi, p.,, ps, ... which is denoted by

hence if we expand

by the exponential theorem and express the symmetric functions of the quantities

o-,, (To, ... cr,„ in terms of A^, A„, ... A^ we shall obtain, as coefficient of any product

ApAqAr ..., the symmetric function {pqr...) of the quantities p,, p.j, p^, ... expressed in

symbolic form. To obtain particular theorems the quantities a-,, o-j, ... <r„, are at disposal.

31—2
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If we w'ish to restrict consideration to non-unitary s}Tnmetric functions we have merely

to suppose

ffi + 0-, 4- ... + o-,„ = 0,

for then ^i = and only non-unitar}' symmetric functions of pj, p«, p,, ... can present them-

selves. In this case we have seminvariants expressed as functions of differences of the

symbols a,, ««, Oj, —
Ex. gi-. 1 + A. (2) + ^,- (2-) + ... = e'-'i+'s"^ = c-K--^)

= 1+ - <T,' (a, - aj^ -I- - <7,Ma, - a,y + ...

where .4. = cr,o-; = — cr,-.

Hence (2)= - .,-,(a, - a,)=

(2^) = ^,(a,-a,y

and generally

(2^) = (-)"(,^-y^(«:-«.)^-

Ex. gr. If cr, , o-o, 0-3, ... (Tin be the m, mih roots of unity,

Ai = A.= ...= A,„-i = and A,n = - 1,

leading to

1 - (7»i) + (m^) - ('»•') + ... = e''.''.
+«';«»+••+'.»«»._

so that (-)* (m") = - -y, (o-itti + o-,a., + . . . + o-.najn)"^".

Numerous results of a similar nature may be obtained by considering special relations

between cr,, o-.,, ... a,,, or by gi\'ing them as above special values.

The case of seminvariants of a single quantic is obtained by impressing the condition

O"! + ";+ ••• + <^m = 0.

The general seminvariant of degree m and weight w is then represented by

1—
,
(o'l^'i + o-jOo + 0-30, + . . . + (T,„a,„)"'

;

where, when m > w, we must multiply by oj'""".

Ex. gr. for degree-weight (4, 2) ,

g-j (o-,a, + cr.,a., + a^i + o-jOj)-,

= H„- f^ So-,- -I- a,a,S<7,o-2J ,

= ao^{a2(-2.4.,) + ai-Uoj,

= 00= (2) ^2.
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Stroh assumes that the seminvariaut is irreducible unless it be expressible in the form

w !

where the auxiliaries which occur in P satisfy the seminvariaut condition ; i.e. their sum is

zero.

This being so expansion by the binomial theorem exhibits the reduction.

Stroh expresses the condition

i^((7i, cr„, a, a-,,,) =

that the sum of fewer than in of the auxiliaries cr, , a.,, ... cr,„, may vanish, and finds that

the condition is of weight
2'«— I _ J

in the quantities

Hence the conclusion that the generating function of ii-reducible seminvariants, or

so-called perpetuants, of degree m is

{ill > 2.)
{l-Z-){l-2^) ...(1-2™)'

The present author further established that the function of A.y, A^, ... Am that vanishes

in consequence of the condition of reducibility contains a tei'm

A A A^ A^ /I-'"'"*

and that therefore the associated seminvariant which contains in its partition representation

I number equal to m

1 „ „ w-I
2 numbers „ vi — 2

2^ „ „ m-.S

>) >»

— J) ») •-'

is for »t ^ 4 the simplest exemplar firm of perpetuant of degree m. The forms for

m = 2 and m = 3 are (2) and (3) respectively.

The general form of perpetuant of degree m is thus

(m'+'^m^a '+""-' m-2^'^""-' ...
3-'""''+'" 2«0

where «-,„, Km-i, «m-2> •• «3. «2 are arbitrary positive integers.

I seek to obtain the corresponding results in the case of perpetuants of a system

of n quantics.

The Strohian form of simultaneous seminvariant of two binary quantics is

I
(o-iOii + o-,,a, + . . . + o-e.as, + o",'/?, + o",'^., + . . . + cTe'^^^y,
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the weight being lu and the partial degiees 5,, 6., where

0-, + 0-.; + . . . + O-j, + O-/ + ff/ + . . . + 0-9 ' = 0,

and y3i, ySa, /Sa, ... constitute a second set of umbrfp associated with the second quantic in

such manner that

To see how this arises write

\+a^x+ a.,a?+ ...={\ +p,J'){l + /3,a:) ... = e"'* = e"^= ...

1 + &,« + iiaa?^ + . .
. = (1 + pix) (1 + p/*) . . . = eS.x = e3.^ = . .

\ + A,x + A„a?+ ... + ile,a.A = (l+o-iaO(l + <7,a-) ... (1 + o-g,,/')

l+B,x + B.a? + . . . + -B^.-r"; = (1 + o-/.r) (,1 + o-./a;) . . . (1 + a-^^x),

identities which lead to

n n (1 + ^ip + A,p' + . . . + .4,,/.) (1 + 5,p' + fi.p'- + . . . + iie,/0
p p'

To find the condition that this function may be a seminvariant observe that the

sinister maj' be written

[lApA.Ar... A," (pqr ... l'.)«! [^B^B.B, ...B,'- (p'qY I'Oi-l

and that operation with n„ + n^ gives

{^Aj,A,Ar... A," (pqr ... l-.-^a! [^B.B^B, ... B,-^'-{p'q'r' ... l'^)^)

+ [^ApA^Ar-.-A,'^ {pqr... !'.)<.} [^B^B^By ... B,'^{p'q'r' ••• l-'-^i},

an expression of which A^ + Bi is a factor.

Hence the seminvariant condition is

A, + B,

= 0-, + (7. + ... + a-g^+ O-/ + (T,/ + . . . + O-fl,' = 0,

as was to be proved*.

Before proceeding to the general theory of the expression of the perpetuant forms

we can observe at once that there is no difficulty connected with the enumerating

generating function of perpetuants of any given partial degrees in the coefficients of any

number of quantics. The investigation of Stroh is sufficient to shew that if be the

whole degree of a system of perpetuants of partial degrees ^,, d.„ 6^, ... the generating

function is

29,+9j+e3+...-i_i

{(l-.2)(l-^)...(l-2''01{(l-^)(l--^')-(l-2*'0}-{(l-^)(l-^')-(l--^''"-)}{(l-^^)(l-^)-(l-^")l

a fraction which if its numerator were unity would enumerate the asyzygetic forms.

* This theorem is obviously generalizable to the case of three or more quautic3.
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For the actual expression of perpetuants:

—

^^^^
0, = l, d, = l.

For reducibility either a, or o-/ must be zero.

Hence the condition of reducibility is

o-io-/ = 0,

where a, = J,, a,' = B, and A, + B, = 0.

We mu.st therefore have ^, = and 5, = so that no form is reducible in this
manner: every form is a perpetuant.

The generating function for the asyzygetic forms is

I

1 - z'

which yields the series

1

ci„bj -Uibo

GoL — a^bi + lubo

a.,hi-a^b, + a.J)i- a,ib„

&c.

and is represented by the general formula

I «o (1*06 I,

which should be compared with

i(0i)a(ai")6l,

wherein (0i)a has been put equal to a„ and @„ is absent.

Take e, = 2, 6., = I.

For reducibility either <r,, a„ or o-/ must be zero.

Hence ^^^^^ = 0,

o'" A,B, = A,A, = 0.

All forms associated with products containing ^,S. are consequently irreducible
The simplest of these is associated with A,B, itself and is of degree 2 in the a
coefficients and of degree 1 in the b coefficients. We take it to be

(2)„(1),-(21)„6„,

^'
l(2)a(l).l.

The general form of the perpetuants we may take to be

1(2'.+0«(1'^«)6|,

enumerated by ?!

il-z)(l-z"-)-
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Take 0, = 2, e, = 2.

The condition is

o-i<r.o-/<ro' ( (T, + cTo) ( cTi + <7i' ) (o-j + a-„') = 0,

or A„^BtB„+A,A,B.^ = 0.

This relation shews that there are two separately irreducible seminvariants of

weight 7 but that they are connected linearly with reducible forms and that thus we

must regard only one form as irreducible for the weight 7. Selecting ^o-5,5., as the

base product we are led to the simplest form

(2=)„(21),-(2n)<.(2)j.

and to the general type

corresponding to the generating function

z'

We may of course replace B^ bj- ^4, and then conesponding to AJAiB., we get the

simplest form

(2)*(2-^l)„- (21)6(2%,

which is merely the former with changed sign in agreement with the identity

A,^BA + AMiB, = 0.

So much for some simple cases ; we may now consider the general case of any

number of quantics and given partial degrees 6^, B.^, ^3, —
First consider Stroh's method for one quautic and forms of degree 6

:

—
,
(o-ja, + o-.,a, + (T.,as + 0-^04 + 0-50(5 + 0-^0^)"'.

w\

The condition of reducibility is

o-iO-oO-aO-jO-jO-s (0-1 + a-.,) (o-, + 0-3) (o-j + 0-4) (tr, + 0-5) (Oi + 0-5)

X (0-2 +0-3) (0-2+ o-4)(o-j + o-,)(o-., + a-s)(o-;, + o-4)(cr3+ 0-5) (cr^ + (Ts)

X (0-4 + 0-5) (0-4 + a-e) (0-5 + o-s) (o-i + 0-, + 0-3) (o-i + a. + a^)

(o-j + o-o + 0-5) (<r, + 0-2 + o-g) (tTi + 0-3 + 0-4) (0-, + cr, + 0-5) (o-j +0-3+ (7^)

(0-1 + 0-4 + 0-5) (o-, + 0-4 + (7s) (o-, + 0-5 + O-fi)

= 0.

In this one term is

associated with the product

2 (r/o-./o-s'o-j^cTs-CT-s

A^A^A^-As*.

Thence arises of course the simplest sextant perpetuant

(654^3^).
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We may regard a^, a-^, o-j, cr^, as, a^, as belonging to different sets of auxiliaries

(the number of sets being equal to the number of different ([uantics) in a number of

ways equal to the number of partitions of 6. Thus we obtain

Partition Symmetric Function

(6)

(51)

(42)

(4P) 2 <7iV,V3V4V„V6

(321) Z<T,Wa,»\,T,W\<^e

(3P) S<r,W3V4V=Vs
(20 2 o-,V,V>4>5V5

(2^0 2 o-,V,V3V,V,V«

(2p) . 2«7iV,v.V4Va=k6
(F) 2 aiV2V3V4V=V6

The different sets of auxiliaries are to be connected with elementary symmetric

functions denoted by letters A, B, C,... with suffixes. Thus for three quantics and

seminvariants of degree (2, 2, 2) we associate the function ai'*a.2^\(T3'a-i*\(j^^cre with the

lettered product AiB^*B^*CX!i, where observe 2*, 2*\*, 21 are the partitions conjugate to

8^ 84, 21 respectively. We thus get the simplest seminvariant perpetuant of the type,

viz. :

—

|(2«)„(2^n(21)c|.

and the general perpetuant derived from it by increasing each of the five exponents

by arbitrary numbers.

In the case of the partition (1*) we are concerned with seminvariants, of six

quantics, which are linear in the coefficients of each quantic ; we are led from

<^i\<Ti\<^i\(Ti*\(j^-\a^ to Ai^B.^C^W.^E^-Fi where ^, +A + Ci + A + -E'i + fi = 0, and thence to

B^^CiD^E{-Fi, indicating that we may take the simplest perpetuant to be

\a,{V%{\\{l%il%{l)f\.

We can therefore form the following table of results for perpetuants of degree 6

in respect of one, two, three, four, five or six binary quantics.

Simplest Perpetuant

(6.54=30„

|(.5H=3%(1),|

l(4^30a(21)5|

1(4^30. (P)6(l)«l

l(30a(32ro.!

|(3%(2q-0,(l),|

|(3%(P)i,(P)c(l)d|

!(2«)„ (2^0,(21),!

\{2%(1%{\\(1%{\\\
|a„(l'«),(P)c(l^)d(10.(l)/|

32

No. of Quantics
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The general perpetuants are formed by adding arbitrary numbers to the exponents

which present themselves.

As the general formulae to be presently given require modification in the case of

the low degrees, it is convenient to give here the results for the degrees 2, 3, 4, and 5.

No. of Quantics Degree Simplest Perpetuant

1 2 (2)„

2 1, 1 |ao(P),*l

1 3 (3),.

2 2, 1 l(2)a(l)6|

3 1,1,1 |a„(P)6(l),|

1 4 ma
2 3,1 |(3%(l)i|

2 2,2 1(2% (21),
I

3 2,1,1 l(2%(P),(l),|

4 1,1,1,1 |ao(l%(r),(l)dl

1~~^
5 (54S%

2 4,1 K4=3=)a(l)M

2 3.2 |(3%(21)»i

3 3,1,1 \(S%{1%{1%\

3 2,2,1 |(2%(2n=),(l),|

4 2,1,1,1 \(.^\{i%{r-)c(i)d\

5 1,1,1,1,1 \a,{l%{l%il%(l%\

Of the degree 6 = di+ 62 + ^3 + + ^n the selected term of the o- product which

expresses the condition of reducibility is

(o-iO-jCT-s) 0"4 ••o-\

^<^8,+l •••'^,+9,

29~9i"9j"l o9-9|-9i-9j

y 99-e,-.. -fl„-,-l

and the corresponding literal product

Si ^1 ~ 1 ^i" 2 *'* S

^29-9, -9, n2.'-e,-e, niB-e^-e^+x ^9
Wj (^3 — 1 ^3 — 2 1

fi2^-Bi-0t-0s rioB-Si-Bt-By p<^6-Bx-B^-9^-\-\ QtB-B\-

wfl-di-a

ivi»i^^- ,i^|^.,...iyrf--«i\rf"-
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Wheace the corresponding simplest perpetuant of the type is

„«—9, „e-ei+i

{0f-''-'- 0, - 1 6,-2 ... V''''~\

i^n C^i'° ^7^' e:^' ...
22*""'

i''"~\\.

This expression is valid as it stands when 6i is not less than -t, B,, 6^, 6^, ... 0„

not less than 2. If 0^ is equal to 3, the first term

in the first bracket must be taken and not the last one

Similarly if 0„, 0^, ... 0,, be unity the first and not the last terms in the corre-

sponding brackets must be taken. When ^1 is equal to 2 the first bracket is simply

when 0^3.

When di, 02, 03, ... 6n are each equal to unity the form is

|a„(P"-=),(P''-%...(l)„|.

Ex. gr. The simplest perpetuant of four binary quantics of partial degrees (7, 4, 2, 1) is

I

(7128 6^ 5==" 4"= 3'»^)„ (4" 3« 2« V'^)b (2'- P), (1),, |

of the total weight 2" - 1 = 8191.

The general problem of the perpetuants of binary quantics has therefore been com-

pletely solved ; they have been enumerated and every single perpetuant has been identified.

It will be useful in conclusion to give a few illustrations of the calculation of the

new symmetric functions that have been brought to light.

Ex. gr. the perpetuant

i«o(l=)6(l).|

= ao|(n(l)c|-«i| (1)6(1X1 + a3|6„(l),|

= a„ {hx, - 363C„) - tti (61C, - 2b.Xo) + a^ (6oC, - 6iC„).

The five other seminvariants obtained by permutation of the letters a, b, c are all

reducible by means of the above form and the three compound forms

tto {boCs - biCn + 62C, — 63C0)

h (CoOa — Citts -I- Cafti - Csa^)

Co (flo&s - aih + ttobi - a^b^).

32—2
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The number of distinct terms in any form

l(0i)a (0a")6(03l"X - (0nl'«)„
I

is (/f,+ l)(/<-3 + l)...(Ar„ + l).

as may be easily gathered from its definition.

We may therefore expect 30 terms in the expression of
| ao(l*)j(l')c(l)<i |.

It is a.
!
(P)6 (l')c {1)4 \-<h\ (l')t, (l')c (l)d

I

+ a,
i
(!«)» (1'). (l)d

I

- a,
I (1)» (n (l)d

I
+ aj 6o (l')e (l)d I,

wherein \(l'k(l%{l)<i\

= (l')ji(P),(l),|-(* + ^)(l=)6 (1).(1), +(''2^)(mc„(l)d|

Thence |a„(l^)j(P),(l)d
|

= <h, {b* {c^di — 3cjdo) — 565 (ci^i — 2c2do) + 15^6 (Co<^ — (hda)}

- a, {63 (corfi - 3c,do) — 464 (cidi - 202^0) + IO65 (Codi — Cido)}

+ a^ |6j (Corf, - Scs^o) - 363 (cidi - 2cjdo) + 664 (cofA - Cidj)]

- Os {^1 {<hdi - Scsrfo) - 262 (Cirf, - 2c2C?o) + 363 (Cod, - Cirf„)}

+ Oi {60 (Codi - Scsdo) — bi (Cidi — 2Cido) + L(c^di — Cid^)}.

Ex. gr. Consider the form

F=
I (0O„ (ai'O* (03i")c (©4i")d !;

we have n„F= - (©,)a(ai"-')6(03l").(04l'')d!

fi6i^=
I
(©>)« (0.1'=-')6 (03 l")c(04l")</ -

;
(©OaCai-)* (03l"-')c (0.1'Odl

a.? =
I
(ex (©j'Ot (03i"->)c (©j'Od I -

1
(0.)a (ai'Oft (03i")c (041"-)^

I

ndi^= I (0,)a(02l'O6(03l")c(04l"-')d ;,

so that the separate operations produce seminvariants of the same type and the relation

in, + n, + n, + na)F=o
is verified.

Expressed as a sum

F=l (-)P(0,P)„
1

ie,l"-P\ {&,!"%(&J")i I

p

= ss (-)p+« ("= ~ -^^ + ^) (0, ip)„ (ai'>-p+»)6
1

(03i"-«)c (0j")d I

in which the upper limits of the values of p, q, r are «,, k^, k, respectively, so that

the series involves («„+ 1)('C3+ 1)(«'4 + 1) terms, as should be the case.

If Wa, Wft, Wo Wd be the weights of 0i, 0;,, 03, 0^ respectively, the maximum weights

of the seminvariant in the coefficients of the separate quantics are

Wa+Ki, Wb + K„ + K3, Wc + Ks + Ki, iVd + Kt respectively.
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I 1. Introduction.

This paper may be regarded as a continuation of one which was presented to the

Cambridge Philosophical Society rather more than two years ago *, which I shall refer

to as " Quartics." In the introduction to that paper I gave a short historical account

of the subject, which it is unnecessary to repeat. It is however convenient to restate

some of the chief points in the theory.

If y= (a;, y, z, 1)"=0 is an algebraic surface, and if P, Q are rational functions of

X, y, z, which satisfy, in virtue of/=0, the condition of integrability

dy dx

then JPda; + Qdy is called an integral of a total differential. If the integral is finite

all over the surface it is said to be of the first kind. It is known that on a non-

singular surface of any order no such integral exists, and the determination of surfaces

which admit of such integials is a problem of some interest, which has so far received

few solutions. If the surface is a cone the integral reduces to an ordinary Abelian

integral associated with a section of the cone ; such cases can therefore be omitted as

belonging to a familiar theory in plane analytical geometry. Further no integral of the

first kind can exist on a rational (unicursal) surface ; and therefore none on a quadric

or non-conical cubic. Of quartic surfaces admitting of such integrals two were discovered

by Poincar^, four more by De Franchis-f and three of the latter independently by myself
J:.

The present paper is a contribution towards the solution of the corresponding

problem for quintic surfaces.

The problem has been shewn by Picard to depend on the solution of the differ-

ential equation

^•%-''%''-%-'-^"> <')•

where the equation, /'= 0, of the surface is written in homogeneous coordinates, and

* "On Quartic Surfaces which admit of Integrals of /' '' o ** a '^ A ,-_n
the first kind of Total Differentials": Camb. Phil. Tram. \dy'^ ^ dz 'dw)^~ '

Vol. xTiii. (lyOO), pp. 333—347. which is identical in form with the familiar equation satis-

t "Le superficie Irrazionali di 4» ordine di genere fied by a seminvariant of the binary cubic (x, y, 2, wjf, i?)'.

geometrico-snperficiale nullo " : Rend, del Cireolo 31ale- It admits of the three independent solutions, x, 1( = X2 -/,
VMtico di Palermo, t. xiv. (1900), pp. 1—13. Head on .\ug. vs^rw -3xys + 2f. I omitted to notice that from these

15, 1899. could be constructed the rational integral solution

tp={v'+ -tu^j/x- = x''w^ - 6xyzw - 3xh/- + 4x2'+ 4yHD,
Comptes Pendus, 2 Sep. 1899, and "Quartics." I take

this opportunity of correcting the error of omission to

which my attention was called by De Franchis's paper. In We thus get the surface

my case I. (i) ("Quartics," p. 337) I get the differential aip + bxv + cu- + dj:' = Q, (F),

equation
equivalent to the surface caUed F^"^ '> by De Franchis. He

[x— + y \-z —J /=0. points out also that the surfaces which I call (C) and (D)

\ y az wj
("Quartics," p. 337) can be treated as varieties of a sincle

This may be rather more conveniently written in the case. It seems to me however more c

form point of view, to treat them as distinct
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the quantities 6 are polynomials of order n — 3, which satisfy the subsidiary differential

equation

dd, dA de, dd,^

dx dy dz dw

The six polynomials of order n — 2 chosen from the array

II

6l, ^2. ^3. ^4

11 X, y, z, w

have further to satisfy certain conditions, not yet fully known, at singular points of

the surface. These conditions being satisfied, the most general form of the required

differential is
*

dx, dy, dz, dw
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another (Part II.), I find (§§ 8, 9) that the quadrics necessarily have a common

linear factor, so that the fundamental differential equation reduces to an integrable form.

On integrating it by processes exactly analogous to those used in " Quartics " I arrive

at certain surfaces admitting of two integrals, as well as at certain others which admit

of only one. Lastly it is shewn in Part TIL that in no case can a quintic have two

functionally independent integrals of the first kind, a result established by Picard for

certain kinds of quintics.

PART I.

§ 2. Preliminary classification of quintic surfaces.

I have not been able to find any systematic classification of quintic surfaces. One

of Schwarz's earliest papers * enumerates all possible ruled quintics, and a paper by

J. E. Hill f gives a useful bibliography of the subject, and briefly discusses a number

of cases. Most of the other papers on quintics that I have been able to find deal

chiefly with the properties of special surfaces and in particular with rational ones, and

I have not been able to make much use of them.

I take first the case when the quintic has a double curve, postponing (§7) the

case of a curve of higher multiplicity. An irreducible plane curve of order 5 has at

most 6 dps (double points). Hence if the double curve is of order greater than 6 every

plane section of the surface is reducible, and so is the surface itself;):, that is it breaks

up into two or more surfaces of lower order. It is clearly unnecessary to consider such

surfaces. If the double curve is of order 6 every section is rational (or reducible) and

by a theorem of Noether's§ the surface (if irreducible) is rational.

Again, if the double curve consists in whole or in part of a plane curve of order

greater than two, any line in the plane meets the surface in six or more points, and

therefore lies wholly on it. Thus the plane is part of the surface, which accordingly

is reducible.

Moreover, if the double curve consists of one or more rational curves, which collectively

have at least one adp (apparent double point), we can draw a chord through any two

points of the curve which meets the surface in four points on the curve and therefore in

one point elsewhere. The coordinates of this point are therefore expressible as rational

functions of the two parameters which determine the positions on the double curve of

the ends of the chord. As there is at least one adp, such a chord can be drawn

through any general point of the surface, and the coordinates of any general point are

* " Ueber die geradlinigen Flachen funften Grades": geometry that if every section of an algebraic surface is

Crelle's Journal, t. 67 (1866); reprinted in Gesitmmelte reducible, so is the surface itself ; but I have not been able

AbJuindlungen, t. It. ipp. 25—64. My references are to the to find any published proof of the theorem. I have obtained

latter. what I believe to be a rigorous proof, though a clumsy one.

+ " On Quintic Surfaces": Malhematical Review, t. i. § "Ueber Flacheu welche Schaaren rationaler Curven

no. 1 (1896). besitzeu'^: Matli. Aiinalfii, t. iii. (1870).

J It seems to be tacitly assumed by writers on solid
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accordmgl3' expressible as rational functions of two parameters ; that is, the surface is

rational. Thus we see that if a quintic exists, which has on it a double curve consisting

of a twisted cubic, a rational twisted quartic or quintic, two non-intersecting straight

lines, a conic and a straight line not in the same plane with it, or two conies not in

the same plane, it must be rational : and this is still true if the surface has any

further singular curves or singular points.

We have already seen that rational surfaces can be rejected for the purposes of

our problem. Thus of quintics which have a double curve we need only consider those

in which the double curve consists of either

:

(i) a non-rational irreducible twisted quintic (§ 3),

(ii) an elliptic twisted quartic (quadriquadric), with or without a straight line iu

addition (§ 4),

(iii) three, four or five concun-ent straight lines, no three of which are coplanar

(§§ 5, 6),

(iv) a conic, or two intersecting straight lines,

or (v) one straight line.

We shall now discuss iu order the first three of these possibilities. The fourth

and fifth are not dealt with in this paper for reasons given in the Introduction.

*

§ 3. The case of a double quintic curve.

If the double line is a non-degenerate twisted quintic, then, the general section of the

surface being elliptic, we know by a theorem due to Castelnuovo* that the surface is either

rational or ruled ; and Schwarz's list shew.s that a non-rational ruled surface of this

kind actually exists i^.

This can be verified independently from a consideration of the possible twisted quintic

curves. According to Cayley's classification J, the number of adps is either 4, 5 or 6

;

and of the species with 5 adps one type has an actual dp as well. If there are

6 actual or apparent dps, the curve can be projected into a plane quintic with 6 dps, and

is therefore rational. The two cases left for consideration are the quadri -cubic represented

by the symbol G — 1 (the partial intersection of a cubic surface and a quadric havino- a

common generator), and cubi-cubic of the second species without an actual dp, represented

by the formula 9 — 6 -f 2 (the partial intersection of two cubic surfaces which meet also

in an excuboquartic); the former has 4 and the latter 5 adps. In the former case any

generator of the quadric belonging to the same family as the given generator meets the

cubic in 3 points which necessarily lie on the quintic curve. It therefore meets the quintic

* Cf. Castelnuovo et Enriques : "Sur quelques r^oents J "Considerations gen^ralea sur lea oourbes en espace":
resultats dans la theorie des surfaces algebriques "

: ilath. Comptfs Reiidiif, t. 54 (1862> and Coll. Math. Papers, t. v.

Annaleii, t. 48, § 39, and the references given there. no. 302, p. 15. Cf. also Noetber's paper, "Theorie der

t The surface B i., loc. cit. p. 63. algebraischen Raumcurven," Berl. Abh. 1882.

Vol. XIX. Part II. 33
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surface in 6 points, i.e. lies on it. Thus the qiiadric is part of the quintic surface,

which accordingly degenerates. The argument fails if the quadric is a cone ; in that

case a generator meets the cubic once at the vertex of the cone and in general twice

elsewhere, so that as before the cone is part of the quintic surface ; but if the cubic

has a double point at the vertex of the cone a generator only meets the cubic once

elsewhere; in this case however the quintic curve has a triple point at the vertex of

the cone, and can accordingly be projected from it into a conic, so that it is rational.

Thus the only possible case is that of the quintic represented by 9 — 6 + 2, which is

of deficiency 1.

This can be projected from a point on it into an elliptic plane quartic ; there are

thus two adps as seen from any point on the curve : so that through any point on

the curve can be drawn two straight lines meeting the curve twice elsewhere ; there

are thus x ' straight lines which meet the quintic curve three times, and therefore the

quintic surface six times, so that they lie on it, and the surface is ruled.

We thus arrive at a single ruled surface, that given by Schwarz. His investigation

shews that there is a one-one correspondence between the generators and the points on

either of two plane non-singular cubic curves which the generators meet, and that to

an arbitrary point on the surface (not lying on the double curve) corresponds only one

point on either curve. Therefore the coordinates of a point on a cubic are rational

functions of the coordinates of any point on the surface ; the Abelian integral of the

first kind associated with the cubic is therefore an integral of a total differential of the

fii-st kind on the surface.

§ 4. The case of a double quadriquadric.

Let the quintic have as a double curve a quadriquadric or elliptic twisted quartic

;

this is the complete intersection of any two quadrics of a cluster. It is known that

such a quintic is in general rational*, but it may cease to be rational if it has

other singularities. This possibility has therefore to be investigated.

There must be one or more points on the double curve at which the tangent

planes coincide. Let one of these be taken to be x = y = z = 0, the tangent plane there

being x = 0. Let <S', = be the quadric of the cluster which has this tangent plane.

Then since no two quadrics of the cluster touch, the tangent plane to any second

quadric iSj = of the cluster can be taken to be y = 0. The line « = .x- = cannot meet

<Sj again and therefore does not meet the quadriquadric again; it must therefore meet

6*5 in a point not lying on the quadriquadric, which we can take to be z = w = x = ()\

let ?« = be the tangent plane to 8., there. The equation of the quadrics are now

Sx = xw + u = 0, where m = («, y, z)- (3),

and Si = yw + V =0, where v = {x, z)- (4).

* Clebsch: "Ueber die Abbildang algebraischer Flachen, insbesondere der \-ierten und funften Ordnnng" : Math.

Annalen, t. i. (1869).
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The quintic can be expressed in the form :

f={a, h, bJS„ S,y + w{S„ ,S,)= = 0,

where a, h, b are linear functions of x, y, z.

Moreover since the tangent cone at the origin is x- = 0, the last term must reduce
to KwSi", where « is a constant.

If we now employ the birational transformation

X :Y:Z: W = x : y : z : xS,/S^,

x:y:z:w = X:Y:Z: (XV- WUyX{W - Y),

where U, V are the same functions of X, Y, Z, as u, v of x, y, z, we obtain

F=(W-Y){A, R,B\X, r)= + «(ZF-Tfjr)Z = 0,

where A, H, B are the same linear functions of X, Y, Z, as a, h, b of x, y, z.

This is a quartic with the double line X = W = 0, and is therefore in general

rational, as it shoiild be.

We have to examine the exceptional cases. Now if an irreducible quartic admits of an

integral of the first kind and has one double line, either (a) it is a cone, or (b) it

has a second double straight line, not intersecting the first, which may in particular

coalesce with it, so as to produce a tacnodal line with a variable tangent plane*. We
have further to consider the possibility (c) that a linear factor may divide out of F,

leaving a non-singular cubic cone.

Now F contains also the line W- 1' = 0, A' = ; hence, if it is a quartic cone, the

vertex must lie where this line meets the double line, i.e. at H^=X=F=0; F must
therefore be independent of Z; examining the coefficients of the several powers of Tf we see

that B, H, AX-U, AY — kV must be independent of Z, but F is independent of F,

therefore A, V and U must be independent of Z. Hence also / must be independent of

Z and therefore (if it exist at allj must be a cone. We can therefore reject this case.

If F reduces to a plane and a non-singular cubic cone, the plane must go through

the double line. If the plane is not X = 0, then TF — 1' = 0, A' = is a generator of the

cubic cone, and the same argument applies.

If X divides out and a cubic cone remains, a case which will be shewn to be

pos.sible, the line Ar=W=0 is a generator, and any variable plane \X + fxW=0 meets
the cone again in two straight lines.

In case (6) this variable plane meets the quartic in the double line and in addition

in a conic which breaks up into two straight lines.

* "Quartics," p. 343, surfaces B, G. The remaining surfaces in my list and tlie surface F/- of De Franchis
have one or more multiple points but no multiple line.
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Thus in the only possible cases we get the property that the variable part of the

intersection of ^=0, \X + fiW = 0, consists of two distinct curves. The same property

must apply to the variable part of the intersection of the corresponding surfaces

/ = 0, XS, + fiSo = 0. in the original space. But these meet in the quadriquadric

counted twice, and therefore the residual intersection is of order 2 . -5 - 2 . 4 = 2, i.e. is of

the second order; it mu.'it therefore break up into straight lines. The quintic contains

therefore cc ' pairs of straight lines, and is therefore ruled. It is not difficult to see that

the locus of the points of intersection of the straight lines must be a double curve

on the quintic and that this must be a straight line. Or we may refer to Schwarz's

analysis of ruled quintics and quote the result that the only non-rational ruled quintic

which has a double quadriquadric on it has also a double straight line*.

Conversely if the quintic has this double line the variable part of its intersection

with \Si + /A/So = breaks up into two straight lines, and therefore the transformed

surface F is cut by \X + fiW =0 in two variable straight lines, and it is then not

difficult to identify F with a cubic cone or one of the two quartics referred to.

It is however perhaps worth while to shew directly that the surface can be trans-

formed into a cubic cone.

It is easy to verify that, if a non-degenerate quintic has a double quadriquadric

and a double straight line, they must meet once and once only. For if they meet

twice a quadric of the cluster can be drawn through any point on the line, and therefore

contains it wholly. Through any point on the line we can draw a second generator of

this quadric, necessarily meeting the quadriquadric twice, and therefore meeting the

quintic iii 6 points. Thus the generator and therefore the whole quadric lies on the

quintic, which accordingly degenerates. If the line does not meet the quadriquadric at

all, then any plane through it meets the quadriquadric in 4 points and therefore meets

the quintic surface in a cubic curve with 4 double points, which is impossible.

The above reasoning shews that the straight line cannot be a generator of any

quadric of the system ; and it is easy to verify that it meets the quadriquadric at a

pinch-point and lies in the tangent plane there

;

and that it cannot touch more than

one quadric of the system.

It follows that we can without loss of generality take the double line to be x= z = 0,

the planes of reference being chosen as before. We have now to express the conditions

that this should be a double line on the surface.

The residual intersection of & with the quintic is a + KW = 0, S.,= 0; and since this

must break up into two straight Hues meeting on the double line, a + kw = must be

identical with the tangent plane iu = 0; therefore « h 0; similarly 6 = must be the

tangent to iS, at the origin, i.e. h = fjuc where yu. is a constant.

The equation is now reduced to

/= 2hS,S., + fjucS.? + KwS,' = 0.

* Schwarz's case B iv., loc. cit., p. 61.
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The further conditions that .r = ^ = should be a double line are now easily obtained by

direct algebra, and lead to

u = {a;, z)i^ — \y-, where X, = /i/« (5),

and 2h = Xki/ (6),

so that the surface is

/= wS,- + XyS.S, + XxS.^ = (I),

where S^ S^ are given by (3), (-4), (5) and (6).

Transforming as before we get

\{W-Y)iYW+W) + X (X, Zy- - W (X, A= + >^WY' = 0,

or F=\W' + X (X, zy - W {X, Zy- = 0,

a cubic cone, which is in general non-singular and therefore admits of an integi'al of

the first kind.

Either by writing down an Abelian integral of the first kind and transforming

birationally, or dii'ectly from the quintie, using the conditions satisfied by the quadrics

along the singular lines and the subsidiary differential equation (2), we find that the ^s

are re.spectively

xS, y® + .Sf,, 3-B, !y©-X»S'.,,

where © = f X^.

§ .5. The case of three or more intersecting double straight lines.

If the double curve consist of straight lines, we have seen that they must be

concurrent and that not more than two can be coplanar.

If there are 4, then their point of intersection is at least quadruple, so that the

surface is in general rational ; but the point may be quintuple, so that the surface is

a cone. Neither of these cases need be considered further. We have then to consider

the case of a quintie with three double straight lines, meeting in a point which is

triple, and not of any higher order of multiplicity. This can be transformed into a

quartic or cubic. We transform by the quadriquadric birational transformation or

generalized inversion*. The fixed or principal system in either space consists of a conic

and a point ; any two of the quadrics used in the transformation meet again in a

variable conic, which meets the fixed conic twice and passes through the fixed point.

In our case we choose the fixed conic to be two of the straight lines, and the fixed

point to be a point on the remaining line, other than the point of concurrence of the

three. The variable conic then meets the quintie in 3 points, each counting doubly, on

the principal system, and therefore in 5x2 — 6 = 4 variable points. Thus the transformed

surface is in genei-al quartic. It becomes cubic if and only if the fixed point is a triple

point on the quintie.

* Cayley: "On the Rational Transformation between Coll. Math. Papers, t. vi., no. 447. Cf. also Salmon's

two Spaces"': Proc. Land. Math. Soc, t. in. (1869—1871); Geometry of Three Dimensions, App. II.
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We may therefore distinguish two cases, according as there is or is not a second

triple point lying on one of the double lines.

The planes containing two of the double lines being taken to be the plane of x, y, z,

and the plane of w being for the present left undetermined, the equation of the surface

is of the form

2

f=xyzw- + {yz, zx, xyf .w + {yz, zx, xy\x, y, zy = 0,

where the first term cannot vanish.

First let there be a second triple point : then this can be taken to be y = z = w = Q.

The terms independent of lu in / are therefore of the form

.7" (y, zy + xyz iy, zf + y-z- (y, z)'.

Employing the transformation

X : Y : Z : W = yz : zx : xy : xw,

x:y:z:w=YZ:ZX:XY: XW,

we get F=XW-' + (X,Y, ZfW + (Z, Yy + X {Z, Yy- + X"-(Z, F)> = 0.

This is a cubic. In order that it should admit of an integral of the first kind it

must be a non-singular cone. Since the first term cannot vanish, X~Y=Z=0 cannot be

the vertex, therefore X = is the tangent plane there ; and this must meet the cubic

in two coincident lines through X = Y= Z = 0, and another not through it. Also the

coincident lines can neither be X=Y=0, nor X = Z=0, for if so the original quiutic /
would have divided by z, y respectively and would therefore have been degenerate. We
can therefore without loss of generality take the coincident lines to be X=Y — Z = 0,

and the section of F by X = () is of the form {Y-Zy{W+(Y, Zf}, where the term in

W cannot vanish. Since these lines meet in the vertex, we see that the vertex is

given by X =Y — Z = W + ( Y, Zf. Now the plane lu not having been completely fixed,

we are at liberty to replace w + (z, yy by w or W+{ Y, Zy by W. This transformation

having been effected the vertex of the cone is at X=Y— Z=W=0, and F is there-

fore expressible in the form

F=XW' + {X, Y-Z)"-W + (Z- Y)X{Z-Y,Xy = 0,

and f is now

/ = xyzw^ + {yz, zx — xyyw + yz(y — z) (xy — zx, yzy = (II).

This surface has a complicated triple point at y = ^ = w = ; the tangent cone

breaks up into y — 2 = 0, counted twice, and w = 0. The section of the surface by

?/ — 2 = consists of the line w = 0, and a conic touching this line, in addition to the

double line y = 2 = ; and the section by w = U consists of three straight lines y = 0,

2 = 0, y — z = 0, and a conic.

The four quadrics 6 which completely determine the integral of the first kind are

easily seen to be

Sx iy + z), y (- 2y + 82). z (3y - 2z), -2w{y + 2).

We now consider the case when there is no triple point on the quintic.
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Using the same transformation as before we get the qiiartic

F = X'-W + XW{X, Y, Zr + {X, Y, z\ YZ. ZX, XY) = 0.

This has a tacnode at the origin, X = being the tangent plane there.

Now of the quai-tics which admit of integrals of the first kind, the surface which

I have called (A)* has two tacnodes, neither lying in the tangent plane at the other,

(C) has a taenodal line, (D) has a double tacnode ; and there is also a cone with a

tacnodal line. The remaining surfaces never can have a tacnode t, as it is very easy

to verify.

We have therefore to investigate the conditions that the qnartic F=0 should belong

to one of these four types.

(I) Let it be (A), so that there is a second tacnode not lying in A' = 0. It is

necessary to distinguish the different positions that the tacnode can have in relation to

the planes F = 0, Z = 0, which are the singular planes of the quadric transformation.

If it lie neither in F = 0, nor in Z = 0, we can without loss of generality suppose

it to lie at X = Y = Z, W = 0; to which corresponds a definite point x = y = z, w = 0,

in the first space, which is also a double point ; and since the elementary tangent cones

in the two spaces correspond, the point in the first space must be uniplanar. Thus

the original quintic must have a uniplanar point not lying in any of the planes xyz = 0.

The tangent plane cannot pass through the triple point ; for if so the line joining the

uniplanar point to the triple point would lie wholly in the surface and this is impossible

since it does not lie on the tangent cone at the triple point. We can therefore

without loss of generality take the tangent plane to be w = ; and to this coiresponds

the tangent plane Tr=0 in the other space |. Thus the point must be a tacnode on

the quintic as well as on the quartic.

Expressing these conditions analytically we find for the equations of the quartic and

quintic respectively

F = X'W- + {a {Y-ZY + b (Z - X)- + c (X - Y)-] XW
. -(Y-Z){Z- X) {X - Y) {\X + ^Y+vZ) = 0,

and

/ = xyz w^ + [aay' (y — zy + hy'^ (z — x)- + cz- {x — yf]w

+ (y- z)(z- x) (x - y) {\yz + ,izx + vxy) = ... (Ill),

where n, h, c, \, fi, v are constants and X + /a + i/ = 0.

It can easily be shewn that the four 0's are respectively

x{-'!>x + ^ + Ss), y (3a; - 2y + Zz), z (3« + Sy - 2z), - 2w {x + y + z).

Next, since the line Y = Z = meets the quartic in two points at X = 0, and in

one at W = 0, and does not lie on it, if there is a double point on Y = Z = Q '\t

* "Quartics," p. 343. t De Franchis, loc. cit., p. 23.

X In general a plane in one space corresponds not to a plane but to a quadric in the other space.
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must be at W = 0. But, since this is the fixed point of the transformation, on re-

transforming we get not a quintic but a quartic, i.e. the original quiutic degenerates.

It remains to consoler the case when the tacnode lies in one of the planes YZ = 0,

but not on both. Let it lie on F = 0, so that its coordinate can be taken to be

a : : /3 : 8, where a =t= 0, /3 4= 0. The corresponding point on the quintic is : /3 : : S,

so that we have a singularity on the double line x = s = 0; we can evidently without

loss of generality take the plane w = through it, and further arrange so that a = /3.

The tacnode^ on the quartic is accordingly at X = Z, Y = W = 0. Expressing first the

conditions that this point should be a double point on the quartic, we find that they

express also the conditions that the quintic should have at x = z = vj = a tacnode (or

close-point) with x = z as its tangent plane ; i.e. the two tangent planes to the surface

at this point coincide and the section by them has a quadruple point there. Having

established the existence of this singularity it is simpler to start de novo and take this

point as the fixed point of the quadric transformation ; or, what comes to the same

thing, to assume that this tacnode lies at y = s = w = 0, with y = z as its tangent plane,

and then to transform as before. On effecting the transformation we verify at once

that the quartic has X = Z, Y=Z as a double line, so that this case belongs to tiiat

of the quartic with a tacnodal line, to which we now proceed.

(2) Let the quartic be the surface (C), so that there is a tacnodal Ime with a variable

tangent plane. The tacnodal line lies in the plane X = since this is the tangent plane

at the known tacnode; it cannot be X = Z=0 or X =Y=0, since y or z would then

be a factor of the quintic /. It can therefore without loss of generality be taken to

be Y = Z, X = 0, and as above the conditions that this should be a double line on

the quartic shew that there is a tacnode on the quintic at y = s = w = 0, with y = s as

the tangent plane.

We have now to express the conditions that A'' = 0, Y—Z = should be not merely

double but tacnodal on the quartic

F= X'-W' + XW(X, Y, Zy' + {X, Y, ZfYZ, ZX, XY).

If we express Z in the form Y—{Y—Z), the terms in F which are quadratic in

A', Y — Z must form a perfect square, since the tangent planes along the double line

coincide. They must accordingly be of the form

{XW + X ( r- Z) Y+ tJiXYY.

If we now replace W + (xY by ^Y or tv + ^z by w, which is merely a linear trans-

formation of the original quintic, these terms reduce to {XW + \Y{Y — Z)]'- ; in other

words we can make /x = ; and geometrically this shews that the tangent plane at

X = 0, Y=Z, Tr=0 is Y = Z. Moreover since the line is tacnodal the expression

XW + \Y (Y — Z) must also be a factor of the cubic terms iu X, Y—Z, so that F assumes

the form

F=[XW + XY{Y - Zyr + {XW + \Y(Y-Z)] (o, h. h^X. Y- Zf -1- (A, Y- Zy = 0.
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Also from the previous form of F we know that there are no terms in X^ Y*, Z*
;

therefore (X, Y- Zy must divide by X,{Y-Z), and V + X6 = 0. If \ = 0, i^ degenerates

into a cubic cone, a case already considered ; therefore we may assume X = — 6 =j= 0. and

introducing a constant factor in W we can conveniently take \= — l, 6 = 1; F now
assumes the form

F={XW- F(F-^)p+{Xr- Y{Y-Z)\{a,h, \\X, Y - Zy + X {Y - Z){X, Y-Zy-^Q.

This can be transformed by the substitution XW—Y{Y — Z) = x'w', X=x, Y=y',

Z — z' into the cubic cone

x'lo'^ + w' (a, h, \\x', y' - z'f + {y - z') (x
, y - zfy = 0,

which is m general non-singular, so that an integral of the first kind effectively exists.

The equation of the quintic is now

y-^ [zx [yw + x{y- z)]" + [yw -^ x {y - 2)} (a, h, Y^yz, zx - xyy] +{z-y) {yz, z - xyy = 0. . .(IV),

which is only in appearance fractional, as y divides out.

There is a complicated tacnode at y = z = w=0, the tangent plane there cutting

the surface in the straight line w = y — z = and the conic y — z = 0, xw + ay-, in addition

to the double line y = z = 0.

The four ^s are easily found to be respectively

3x(y + z), -y{2y-^z), z{3y-2z), -2w(y + z).

(3) If the quartic i^ is a cone with a tacnodal line, then the tangent plane

meets it in 4 consecutive lines coinciding with the tacnodal line and nowhere else

:

but this is impossible since the two distinct lines X = 0, YZ = lie on the surface.

(4) The remaining case is that in which the quartic is the surface (D) with a

double tacnode.

This surface has the property that a plane drawn through a certain line in the

tangent plane at the origin, which does not lie on the surface, cuts the surface in two

conies having four-pointic contact at the tacnode. There are four positions of the

plane for which the two conies coincide. Taking the special line to be X = 0, Y = Z,

the quartic must accordingly be expressible in the form

F={XW+U,y+ U,= 0,

where U^ is a quadratic in X, Y, Z and U, is quartic in X, Y—Z.

Also we see that, since F contains no term in X*, Y* or Z^, if

U, = {a, b, c,f, g, A$X, Y, Zy,

we must have 6- = c'- and

U, = -a'-X'-b'(Y-Zy + X(Y-Z){X, Y-Zy.

Therefore Y—Z=0 cuts the quartic in the two conies XW + U^ ±aX'=0, or

XW+{0, b, c, /; g, h^X, Y, F)- = and XW + (2a, b, c,/, g, hf^X, Y, Yy = 0.

Vol. XIX. Part II. 34
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To these correspond on the quintic the straight line

y-z = 0, w + -2{g + h)y + (b + c + %f)x = 0,

and the conic

y-z = Q, xw + (2a,b, c, f, g, h'^y, x, xf = 0,

which touches the straight line where y = z=Q.

Having established the existence of this singularity it is simpler to revert to the

original quintic and choose our coordinate lu so that the straight line becomes y = z,

w = 0, and the conic consequently becomes y = z, xiu + ay- = 0. The efifect of this linear

transformation of coordinates is to alter the fixed point of the quadric transformation,

so that if we transform by the same formulae as before our new quartic in X, Y, Z, W
will not necessarily be of the same type as before. But if it is one of the other kinds

of quartics which admit of integrals of the first kind, it has been already dealt with;

so that we need only consider the possibility that it is still the surface (D).

Expressing the condition that y — z = meets the quintic in iu = and xiv + ay- =

we find that the quintic can- be expressed in the form

/= xyzw'' + w {ay-2- + x{y-z) {Xyz + fizx + vxy)] + {y-z)Ui = 0,

where Wi is of the form

x' {y, zy + ai' (y, zf + yz (yz, zx, xyf.

Transforming as before we get the quartic

F=X'W"- + -2XWU^+ L'4 = 0,

where 2U,= aX"--{Y-Z)(\X+fiY+ vZ),

u, = {Z- Y) [YZ{z, Yy + X {Z, Yy + X"- (X, Y, zy\.

This we can arrange in the form

F= (ZTr+ f7,)- + f7,- t7 = 0.

We see now that Y—Z = 0, X = lies on the surface, and therefore the special line,

such that any plane through it cuts the quartic in two conies, must be distinct from

this, say, X = 0, ^Y — yZ = 0, where l3^y; hence, as before, Ut— U^- must be of the

form {X, ^Y—yZf; but this is impossible since 11^—1]^: is satisfied when X = 0, Y—Z=0,

and these conditions are only compatible if X is a factor of U^ — U.^ ; this readily leads

to the condition that X should be a factor of F, so that we revert to the case

already considered when ii'' is a cubic.

Summing up, we see that we have three types of quintics with three intersecting

doable lines, which admit of integrals of the first kind : viz. either there must be in

addition an isolated tacnode (surface III), or there must be on one of the double lines

either a triple point of a complicated tj'pe (surface II), or a tacnode (close-point) of a com-

plicated type (surface IV). It will be observed that in these last two cases the surfaces

satisfy the same differential equation, and can easily be expressed as special cases of a

surface of a slightly more general type.
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§ 6. The case of three intersectixg double lines, two of which coincide.

In the discussion of the preceding section we have treated the three double lines

as distinct. We may now consider the case where two of them coalesce giving rise

to a tacnodal line with a fixed tangent plane. Analytically this can be treated as a

particular case of a double conic degenerating into two double lines, but it seems

more convenient to regard it as a limiting case of three double lines.

The discussion then follows closely the lines of the preceding section, the only

substantial distinction being that in the two latter cases, when the quintic has a

triple or tacnodal point on one of the double lines, it becomes necessary to consider

whether it is on the distinct double line or on one of the two which coalesce.

Owing to the similarity of the work it seems sufficient to give little more than

the result.

If we take y=z=0, and y- = 0, «=0, as the double line, the equation of the

quintic is expressible in the form :
•

/= w-xy- + w {x-u„ -f xy-Ui + y^Uf,) + x^v., + x% + xy-Vn + y*Vi = 0,

where Mj, Vi, v.n are homogeneous functions of y and z of the degree indicated by the

suffixes.

We take as the fixed conic of the quadric transformation the pair of lines

x = 0, y'^ = 0, so that the transformation is given by the formulae

X : Y : Z : W — y"^
: xy : xz : xiv,

X : y : z : w=Y- : XY : XZ : XW.

On transformation we get the surface

F = W^X-'+ WX (U, + XU, + X^U,) + PF, + XV, + X"-V: + XW, = 0,

which is in general a quartic with a tacnode at the origin, as before, but may
degenerate into a cubic.

It will be observed that the plane 2 = is not completely determined, but can be

taken to be any convenient plane through the double line.

We then get five cases

:

(i) The quintic may have an isolated tacnode which we can assume to be at

x=y, z = 0, w = Q, with w=0 as the tangent plane. As a necessary consequence there

must be a triple point at x = y=w=Q. The equation is reducible to the form

^v-xy- + w \y, {y — x), xz]- + z(x — y)- [\y {y —x) + fixz} = (V.)

The quadrics are easily seen to be

X (— 2x + 6y), y (Sx + y), z {3x — iy), — w {2x + 4?/).

(ii) The quintic may have a triple point on y=^z=Q, the tangent at which

breaks into a plane which can be taken to be w = 0, and a pair of coincident planes

34—2
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which can be taken to be a = ; the line z = w = lies on the surface. It follows that

there is also a triple point at a; = y = w=0. The equation is reducible to the form

w-xy^ + w(y-, xzf + yH {\y^ + iixz) = (VI),

and the 6s are

:

Ca^y, y-, -4:2y, -'hvy.

(iii) The quintic may have a complicated taenode on y= z = 0, which can be

taken to be at w = 0, with 2=0 as the tangent plane. The equation is reducible to

x(yw-xzy + y(yw-xz)(Xy'' + fjuxz) + z{y\ xzy=0 (VII),

and the 6s are

6xy, y-, — 4:yz, hxz — ^yw.

(iv) The quintic may have a complicated triple point on the tacnodal line

x = y = Q, at a point which can be taken to be w = 0. The tangent cone consists of

ar'=0 and a plane through a; = w=0, and x = w = lies on the surface. The equation

is reducible to

vfixy^+yj{a, h, b'^xy, y-—xzy + x{xy, y- — zx)- = (VIII),

and the ^s are

2a?, - Zxy, — Sxz - oy", 2xiu.

{\) The quintic may have a complicated double point of the nature of a higher

taenode on x=y = 0, at a point which can be taken to be zv = 0. The equation is

reducible to the form

x~^ [{wx — y^ + xz)- y^ + (wx — y- + xz) (a, k, I'^xy, y^ — xzY] + x (xy, y- — xz)- = (IX),

and the ^s are as in the preceding case

la?, — 2)xy, — Sxz — oy-, 2xw.

§ 7. The case of a curve of multiplicity greater than 2.

If there is quadruple point and a fortiori if there is a quadruple line the surface

is necessarily rational ; so that we need only consider a triple curve. Further, if the

triple curve is of order greater than 1, we can draw oo ^ chords which meet the

surface in three consecutive points at each end of the chord and therefore lie wholly on

the surface. This is only possible—if at all—when the surface degenerates into a plane

and a quartic.

We need therefore only consider the case of a triple straight line.

A quintic with a triple straight line can in general be transformed into a quartic

by Cayley's quadricubic transformation*. For any plane through the triple line meets

the surface again in a conic, and for a finite number of position of the plane, in

general 12, the conic breaks up into two straight lines. We can therefore in general

select, in a variety of ways, three straight lines which intersect the triple line, but do

not intersect one another. The cubics of the transformation are then chosen so as to

have the triple line as a double line and to pass through these thi-ee other lines

;

* hoc. cit. §§ 93—100.
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the variable intersection of the cubics is then kuovvn to be a conic meeting the double

line once, and the simple lines each once. The conic then meets the quintic in

3+1 + 1 + 1 = 6 points on fixed lines and therefore in 4 points elsewhere, so that the

transformed surface is quartic. But if several of the 12 planes coincide, or if the

simple lines lying in two different planes happen to intersect on the triple line, special

cases arise which require consideration. Moreover the cases investigated in the preceding

articles seem to shew that there would be a good deal of algebra to do even when

the transformation into the quartic had been effected. For these reasons, and also for

the sake of variety, I use a quite different method for solving the problem in

this case.

Picard has investigated the conditions that have to be satisfied by the quantities

6 at certain singular points or along certain singular lines of a surface of any order.

In particular he shews that the expressions, which he calls A, B, C, equivalent to

6iW — OiX, d„w — 6iy, diW — 0^z, must vanish along a double curve and at a double point*.

In the case of most of the more complicated singularities, the conditions are avowedly

insufficient, and I have usually found it more convenient to work with the conditions

in a slightly different form, not generally employed by Picard ; viz. if we take our

integi'al in the form

/ dx, dz, dw I fy,

X , z , w

and put w = 0, it reduces to

/ 6^ (zdx — xdz)jfy.

This must always be finite on the curve /'= 0, w = 0, and therefore, by the ordinary

theory of Abelian integrals, the curve 6^ = 0, w = 0, must be an adjoint on the curve

f= 0, w = 0. A similar result holds for a section by any other of the coordinate planes,

and by a transformation of coordinates, or otherwise, we readily deduce the condition

that the section of

\d^ + fid. + V0; + TuO, = (7),

by the plane

XiC + /iy + vz + OTW = (6),

must be adjoint on the section of /'= by the same plane, for all values of X:^:j^:5t.

It may be observed that this condition is still valid if the section of / breaks up, as

will constantly happen, into two or more curves of lower order, which even coincide

•with one another; and it is valid for surfaces of any order.

Using this condition we find that in the case of the quintic surface with a triple

straight line, the fundamental differential equations

0Jz + e,fy + ej, + ej^ = o (i),

de, ^dd, ^M, _^dd, ^^
dx dy dz dw ^ ''

JDecome manageable.

* Picard et Simart : Tlieorie des Fonctions algebriques de deax variables independantes, t. i. ch. v.
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Taking the triple line to be z = w = wc can express the equation of the quintic

in the form

/=(A, B, C, njz, wf + {x, y\z, w)* + {z, wY = 0,

where A, B, C, D are quadratic functions of x and y.

Expressing first the condition that vds + ra-^j =0, vz + tmu = must be an adjoint on

the con-esponding section of /=0, and must therefore consist of the double line z = w =
counted doubl}', we reduce ^3, ^4 to the forms

^3 = 3^ (cue + hy) + ©3, di = 3w {a.r + hy) + ©4,

where ©3, ©4 are quadratic in z, w, and the coefficient 3 is introduced to simplify some

algebra which comes later.

Expressing next the condition that the curve \0i + fi6.. + vd^ = 0, \x -k- ^ly + vz = 0,

must have a double point where it meets the triple line, i.e. at = w = 0, \x + fj,y
= 0, we

find that

01 = Sx(cu; + by + cz + dw) + ©1,

0„ = 3y {aw + by + cz + dtv) + ©.,.

Lastly from the equation (2), we deduce « = 6 = 0, and also certain relations between

c, d and the coefficients of ©3, ©4, viz.

30 + ^3 + ^^4=0)

M + H, + B, = Oj ^ ^'

whei-e ©, = (J.;, Hi, 5,j«, w)-.

The 6s are now reduced to

01 = Sx(cz + die) + ©1,

0„ = Sy{cz + dw) + ©,,

0, = ©3,

^4 = ©.,

where H,, H^ can be regarded as given bj' equations (9).

Substituting these values of and / in the fundamental differential equation (1),

and retaining only the terms which are quartic in z and w, we have

2 (cz + dw) {A, B, C, D^z, wf + e,{A, B, Cf^z, w)- + ©4 (B, C, D'^z, w).

Equating to zero the coefficients of the separate powers of z, tv, and eliminating

H3, Hi, by equations (9), we obtain

c'.A + Ai.B = 0,

d'.A-Ai.C = 0,

B,.A-Sd' .B-Sc'.C + Ai.D = 0,

- £3 . B + c'X) = 0,

B,C + d'D = 0,

where c', d' are written for brevity in place of 2c + -43, 2d + £4 respectively.
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These equations are not independent ; solving them we get

A:B:C : D == A, : - c' : d' :
- B, (10).

Now the four quantities A, B, C, D are quadratic functions of x, y, whereas

Ai, c', d', B3 are constants : hence either the four quadratics are constant multiples of

any one of them (a special case being when one or more vanishes) or the four constants

vanish, leaving the quadratics undetermined.

In the former case the group of terms (A, B, C, D^z, luf is reducible to A.{z,wy
so that the points where the planes i4 = meet z = w = Q are at least quadruple on the

surface, and the surface is rational, or, if these points become quintuple and other conditions

are satisfied, a cone.

We have thus only to consider the second case, in which A^, c, d', B all vanish.

Solving for the remaining constants in terms of c and d, we find that

:

01 = 3x{cz + dw) + ©I,

6/0 = 3?/ (cz + dw) + ©„

63 = -1z {cz + div),

di = — 2w (cz + dw).

It is now convenient to distinguish two possibilities

:

Case (a). Let c and d both vanish.

Then the fundamental differential equation is merely

of which the general integral is

/= (^ (©,(/- ©2 X, z, w).

Now if ©1, ©2, which are homogeneous quadratics in z and w, have no common factor,

©jt/ — ©2* is an irreducible cubic, and can therefore only occur linearly in /, if at all;

therefore x, y also occur linearly, if at all, so that /' is either rational or degenerate.

Again if ©1, ©„ have a common quadratic factor, i.e. differ only by a constant factor,

f is evidently a cone. We may therefore assume that ©1 : 0o = ^'
: w, where z, w are

distinct linear functions of z and w
; _/ is then expressible in the form ^ {yz — xw', z', w')

;

dropping the dashes, we get finally the surface

/ = {xw — yzf {z, wy + {xw — yz) . {2, w)'^ + {2, wf = (X).

The corresponding 6s are

uz, WW, 0, 0,

where u is of the form yz + Biv.

Case {l3). If c and d do not both vanish we can take z' = cz + dw as a new variable

in place of z, and it is easily verified that by a further transformation of the form,

X = X + rys + 8iu, y' = y + y'z + ^'w,
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the differential equation is reducible to

Cix'^ + 5aw^) g + {Zy'z' + 5^w^) g! - 2/ (e' | + w |{)
= 0,

where a and /3 are constants, the numerical coefficient 5 being introduced for convenience.

If we now drop the dashes, the general integral of this equation is

/= <|> {{xz + aiu^y- z, (yz + ^vfy z, zjw}.

If neither a nor /3 vanishes, the only quiutic of this form is

{xz + aw-, yr + ^w-\z, wY = 0,

which is converted by the birational transformation

A' : Y : Z : W = xz + aw- : yz + /Sw- : z^ : zw,

into (Z, r|z, W)- = 0,

which is a cubic with a double line, and therefore necessarily rational.

If one and only one of a, vanishes, say a 4= 0, /3 = 0, the most general quintic

satisfying the diff'erential equation is

{xz + aiu-)-{z, ivy + (xz + aiv-) y {z, wf + y- {z, ivf = (XI),

and the corresponding ^s are

^xz + btxiv-, oyz, — 2z', — 2ziv.

Lastly, if a = /3 = 0, we get the quintic

(x, ylz, wY = Q (XII),

with the corresponding ^s

Sa-'M, 3yM, — 2zu, — 2wu,

where u is of the form yz + Siv.

We have thus arrived at three quintics, represented by equations (X), (XI), (XII),

which have a triple line and satisfy the conditions so far expressed. That these

conditions are also sufficient for the existence of integrals of the first kind can be

easily shewn, as in previous cases, by transforming the surfaces into non-rational cones.

For the first of the three surfaces, (X), the transformation is

X = {xw — yz)/{Xz+ fiw), T=y, Z = z, W=w,

where \z + fitv is any factor of (z, wf, and the result is

X'{\z + fiW){Z, wy + X{Z, Wf + {Z, wy = o.

This is a quartic cone with Z=W = Q as a double line and in general no other

singularity ; thus the deficiency is 2 and we have two linearly independent integrals

of the first kind. The corresponding integrals on the quintic are obtained by giving

arbitrary values to the constants 7 and h, which occur in the expressions for the ds

already obtained.
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The quintic has a singularity which can be regarded as the limiting form of a

triple line and a double line, which coalesce without intersecting. Every section through

the triple line breaks up into the triple line and two simple lines meeting on it

;

thus the surface is ruled, and is a limiting case of Schwarz's case C*.

For the second surface, (XI), we employ the transformation

X : Y : Z : W = xz + atu' : y- : yz : yiu,

and deduce
X"-{Z, Wy + X(Z, Wf-\-{Z, W)' = Q,

which is in general a non-singular cubic cone.

The quintic has, in addition to the triple line, the double conic, xz + aiv- = 0, y=0,
intersecting the triple line once at y = z= w=0. Any section through the triple line

consists of the triple line itself and of two straight lines meeting on the conic. Then

the surface is ruled, and is Schwarz's case B ll."f"

The third surface, (XII), is the well-known ruled surface with a double line and

a non-intersecting triple line, and is Schwarz's case C'J.

We can evidently arrange the coordinates so that x = z = and y = w = lie on

the surface and its equation becomes

x-w{z, iu){- + xy{z, wf-\-y-z{z, iv)i = (XII').

The transformation

A' : Y : Z : W = yz : xy : xz : xw,

converts this into

ZW{Z, W){--^X(Z, Wf+X^Z, W).i = 0.

This is a quartic cone with the double line Z=W=Q, and in general no other

singularity. Thus the deficiency is 2 and we have tiuo linearly independent integrals

of the first kind.

Any quintic with a triple line and admitting of an integral of the first kind has

thus been shewn to be capable of representation by one of three equations. For

general values of the coefficients these surfaces have no singularities other than those

already stated, and the integrals of the first kind actually exist. The case is different

when we consider special values of the coefficients ; and it seems worth while to see

whether any of the surfaces can have any further singular lines, without losing its

integrals. I have not thought it worth while to consider the possibility of additional

multiple points.

We know that the cubics of the sy.stem

Gi, On, 6s, 6i

X
, y , z , w

= 0,

* Loc. cit. § i.

t Loc. cit. § 3 and p. 63.

Z Loc. cit. § 4.

Vol. XIX. Part II. 35
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pass through all the double or multiple points or lines of the surface, so that if

there be any further multiple lines the}' must be common to these cubics.

In the case of the second quintic, (XI), with a double conic, it can at once be

verified from the given values of the ^s that the cubics meet only on the double

conic and the triple line.

In the other two cases the cubics meet also on the plane u = 0, which is in fact

part of each of them. Hence if there is to be another singular pomt this must be a

determinate plane, which may without loss of generality be taken to be 2 = 0, so that

there is at most one integi'al of the first kind on each surface.

If the plane ^ = cuts the surface in a double line, this can without loss of

generality be taken to be x = 0. The two equations (X) and (XII) then reduce re-

spectively to

(mo - yz)-{z, wf +(ayiu — yz) z {z, lu)- + z-{z, tuf = (XIII),

and x^w (z, 'w)i- + xys {z, w%- + y-z- (z, ivf = (XIV).

The transformations

X : Y : Z : W = xw — yz : yz : z' : zw,

and X : Y : Z : W = yz : xy : xz : xw,

convert the surfaces respectively into

Z= {Z, Fy + X {Z, F)- + {Z, WY = 0,

and W(Z, IF )C- + X {Z, W).? + A' '- (Z. TT )' = 0,

which are non-singular cubic cones.

The surface (XIV) has in addition to the triple line two intersecting double lines,

X = 0, yz = 0, one of which does and one does not intersect the triple line ; the surface

(XIII) can be regarded as a limiting case of this when the latter double line coalesces

with the triple line. Both belong to Schwarz's case B. III*. It is obvnous that they

can also be regarded as special cases of surface (XI), when the double conic breaks

up into two straight lines, though their equations cannot be derived from equation (XT)

by giving special values to the coefficients.

Summing up, we have the result that, in addition to the triple line, the quiutic

must have either:

(a) a double straight line, which does not intersect the triple straight line, but

may approach it indefinitely,

or (b) a double conic which intersects the triple line once. It may break up into

two straight lines, and in that case one of them may approach the triple line in-

definitely.

In cases (a) thei-e are two linearly independent integrals, and in cases (b) one only.

* Loc. cit. § 3 and p. 64.
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PART II.

quintics with two linearly independent integrals of the first kind, which are

functions of one another.

§ 8. Preliminary.

If a surface admits of two (or more) integrals of the first kind which are linearly

independent, i.e. are not mere constant multijales of one another, they may either be

functions of one another or functionally independent.

The former case occurs for example on cones of deficiency greater than 1, and on

surfaces which can be obtaiued from them by birational transformation. We have

already met in the preceding work with quintics of this type. As far as I know the

theory of .such surfaces has been little studied, but there are some indications * that

they may be expected to differ from surfaces which admit of only one integral in some

important respects, somewhat as plane curves of deficiency greater than 1 differ from those

of deficiency 1.

Surfaces admitting of two functionally independent integrals of the first kind have

been studied to a considerable extent, chiefly in connection with the problem of the

birational transformation of a surface into itself^f. The most important examples of

surfaces of this t^'pe at present known are certain hyper-elliptic surfaces studied by

Humbert j and others.

§ 9. Reduction of the Differential Equation.

We consider first the case when there exist two integrals, u, u' of total differentials

of the first kind, which are functions of one another. Let 6i, Qi (t=l, 2, 3, 4) be the

corresponding quadrics.

Then, if for the moment we use non-homogeneous variables, putting vj = 1, we can

express the difi'erentials in the form

du = dx,
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Whence, treating x, y as independent variables and ^ as a function of them given by

f = 0, we deduce

J'-'Hx,yy
ye,-e„ e,-.rd,

yOi - di, 6-i — xQl

•'C,
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Multiplying the columns respectively by
f^,, fy, j\, adding, and using the fundamental

differential equations

i^i/x + ^=/>, + ^3.;; + ^4,4 = (1),

6if^^Qify^6;j\\eif,, = ^ (1. 1),

we deduce

X,

02, — Qifw

Hence hf(e,d;-e;e,)=f.

= 0.

= 0. from (13).X, y, w

Thus 6^6^ — ^i'^2 s 0, and similarly the six determinants of the array

^1, On, 63,

01, 02, ^3'.

all vanish identically.

Thus 0^^0^^0^
0\ 0-i 03

\, say,

where A. may be a constant, a quotient of two linear polyaiomials, or a quotient of two

quadrics.

In the first of these cases the differentials du, du bear a constant ratio X to one

another, so that the integrals u, u' are not linearly independent ; in the third case the

foiir numerators ^; (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) must be divisible by the same quadric ; and therefore

the fundamental differential equation reduces to

a/t + /3/v + 7.A + ^fw = 0,

where a, /3, 7, S are constants. But this is the differential equation of a cone, and can

therefore be ignored.

We are thus reduced to the second case, where \ is the quotient of two linear

functions, say \= L j L' ; and we then have 0i = Qi . L, 0' = &i . L' (i = I, 2, 3, 4), where

©j is linear. We thus arrive at the result :

If a quintic surface admits of two integrals of the first kind, which are linearly

independent but functionally dependent, then the four quadrics corresponding to either

integi'al have a common linear factor, and the fundamental differential equation reduces

to the form

&ifx + 0-3 /y + ®Jz + ©4/;. = (15),

where ©i, ©2, ©3, ©4 are linear.

From this result we can at once deduce, without integrating the differential

equations, a further consequence of some little interest. For we have du : du = L : L'

;
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and u' =
<f>

(u) by h}-pothesis, so that L'/L =
<f>' («) ; therefore the curves u = const, are

cut out of the surface by a pencil of planes L' =C .L, passing through the line

L=L' = 0; and in particular since du=0 along any rational curve, the only rational

curves on the quintic (if any) are cut out of the surface in this way.

§ 10. Integration of the differextiai. equation'.

The fundamental differential equation to which we have just been led, viz.

©./. + e./!, + 0s/z + Q4A==O (15),

is of the same form as that which occm-s in the case of quartic surfaces and can be

integrated. The condition that two integrals of the first kind exist on the surfaces

very much restricts the number of cases which have to be considered; but as I have

found that the differential equation assumes this simple form in various cases in which

only oue integral exists, I have thought it worth while to determine all cases in which

the differential equation assumes this form, without assuming that more than one

integral exists ; from the surfaces thus obtained, we can at once pick out those which

admit of more than one integral.

The reduction and integration of the differential equation (15) proceed on almost

exactly the same line as in " Quaitics," the only difference at the initial stages being

that the subsidiary differential equation (2) assumes a different form, viz.

^(Z0.) + ^(m) + ^.(i:03) + ^^(i0.)=o.

or {<*^4 + + ...U4.z(^0. +^a + ... .(16).

The forms to which the differential equation (15) is reducible depend on the

invariant-factors* of the determinant

A = «1 - s,
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where u is written for cti + 6.3 + 03 + ^^4. Thus cr is equal and opposite to one of the

roots of A = 0; but the form of A shews that the sum of its roots is equal to o- ; so

that if a, b, c, d, are the four roots of A = 0, we must have a relation

2a+b + c + d = (19),

where a is some one of the four roots. This replaces the simpler relation

a + b + c + d = 0,

which we had in the corresponding work in " Quartics."

(A) As in "Quartics", we see that if a multiple invariant factor occurs, which

does not correspond to a vanishing root, i.e. is not a power of s, then the general

integral of the differential equation is logarithmic, and the particular integral which we
obtain by rejecting the logarithmic part involves three variables at most, so that it

cannot give a non-conical surface. And of the cases in which a power of s occur as

a multiple invariant factor we find* that the only possible ones are those in which

the differential equation is reducible to one of the forms

d „ d ^ d
X
dy ^^yr^^^'d^^f-' (20),

yT.^'^io)f=' (21),

(''dz^y^uV^'' (22)-

The most general quintics satisfying these equations are respectively :

aUx + bvx' + cu-x + dux^ + ear- +fuv = (XV),

where u = xz-if, v = a?w-^xyz + 2f, U = afiw- — Qxyzw + i:xz' -\- -i^ijH - Sy-z, and «, b, c, d,

e, f are arbitrary constants,

{z^-ywjix, yy + (z^-yiu)(x, yf + ix, yy = (XVI),

and (yz - xwf (x, yf + {yz — xw) {x, yf + (.-r, y)' = (X").

These surfaces can all be transformed birationally into cones.

For the surface (XV) we take the cubo-cubic transformation

x:y:z:w = X': X'V : X (XZ+ Y') : XnV+^XYZ+ F^

X : Y : Z : W — x^ : x-y : x (xz — y') : wx- - Sxyz + 2y^,

leading to

aiXW"- + iZ*) + bX"-W + cXZ' + dX"-Z + eX' +fXZW= 0.

This is a cubic cone, which for general values of the coefficients has no singular

line. Thus an integral of the first kind actually exists on it, and therefore also on

* "Quartics," §§ 2, 3 ; aad footnote to this paper on p. 2.
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the quintic (XV). The corresponding values of the 6s are linear multiples of 0, .r, 2y, Sz,

and we see from (16) that the linear factor is simply x. This quintic obviously has

a tacnodal double line .r=i/ = 0; there is a triple point of a complicated character at

x = y = z = 0; and there is in general no other singular line or singular point.

To transform the second surface (XVI) into a cone, we first make a linear trans-

formation so that X becomes one of the factors of the last term, i.e. so that (.r, yy-=x{x, y)';

then the birational transformation

x:y:z:iv = X: Y : Z : (Z- - XW) T,

X : Y : Z : W = x : y : z : {z' — yiu)jx,

leads to

xw\x, F)i+(x, r)'TF + (X ry = o.

This is a quartic cone with one double line X =Y =i), and therefore of deficiency 2.

Thus there are two linearly independent integrals of the first kind on the cone and

therefore also on the quintic. The On are linear multiples of 0, 0, y, 2z, and the

equation (16) shews that the linear factor is of the form \x + fiy, thus involving, as

it should, two arbitrarj' constants.

The quintic has a triple point of a complicated character at x = y= z = 0, and in

general no other singularity.

The remaining surface (X") is identical with the surface (X) already studied in

§ 7, and admits of two linearly independent integrals.

(B) Having thus exhausted the cases in which there is a multiple invariant factor

of A we proceed to those in which the invai'iant factors are all linear, though they

are not necessarily distinct. In all these cases the differential equation reduces to the

normal form

axfj, + byfy + czfi + dwf^ = 0...., (23).

(i) The case of four equal roots of A is obviously impossible on account of the

condition

2a + b + c + d = (10).

(ii) If three roots are equal, we must have either 4a+t? = 0, or 2a + 3rf =

according as the special root which we have called o is or is not one of the equal

roots; thus the roots can be taken to be 1, 1, 1,-4 or —3,2,2,2; the integi-als of

the differential equation are of the form

f=(fi{y/x, zjx, x'lv), f=^{c^f, y/w, z/w),

and it is easily verified that in the first case the quintic / contains no term inde-

pendent of TV, and in the second case no term independent of x, so that it degenerates

in either case.

(iii) If two pairs of roots are equal, say a = b and c = d, then we have 3a + 2c = 0;

and we take the roots to be 2, 2, — 3, — 3.
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The diiferential equation is

2 («/. + yfy) - 3 {Zfz + wf^) = 0,

and we arrive at the surface

/= {x, yfz, wY (XID,

with a double line and a triple line which we have already met with in § 7, (XII),

and shewn to possess in general tivo integrals of the first kind.

(iv) If two roots are equal, and the rest distinct, then the roots can be taken to be

a, a, c, d , where Sa + c + d = 0,

or a, b, b, d , where 2« + 2h + d = 0,

and it is convenient to make a further distinction according as one of the roots vanishes

or not. If a root vanishes the equations just written down are sufficient to determine

completely the ratios of the remaining roots, and we find that the possible sets of values

of the roots are

0,
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The corresponding ds for the quintic are readily seen to be

0, 0, z (\x + fiy), — w {\x + fiij).

The quintic (XVII) has two triple points, of a like complicated character, at the

points .v=ij = z = 0, x=y = 2V = 0, and has in general no other singularities.

If none of the quantities a, b, c, d vanish the integration of the differential equation

is rather more complicated. The form of the differential equation shews at once that

every term must separately satisfy the differential equation : and if a term ai'y^z'^ti^ exists

in / we must have act + b^ + cy + d8 = 0, so that the existence of a term in / gives

a relation between a, b, c, d.

Now a term independent of w must exist, otherwise / would degenerate. By postu-

lating in turn the existence of each of the possible terms of the form (x, y, ey we

get a number of alternative sets of values of a, b, c, d, from which we can at once

reject those which give vanishing roots or further equalities between the roots. The

possible sets of values left at this stage are

3, 3, - 2, - 7,

4, 4, - 1, - I,

1, - 4, - 4, 6,

- 4, 1, I, 6.

The Hrst, second and fourth of these can easily be shewn as before to lead to degene-

rate surfaces, so that we have only to consider the differential equation

fx - 4 {fy -h/;) + G/;„ = 0,

the integral of which is

f=(j){x*y,fw\y/z),

so that quintic is

f=x*{y,zy+!v^(y,s)- + w'(y,zy = (XVIII).

Taking (y, 2)' as a new variable y and transforming by the equations

X : Y : Z : W = x : y : z : xyjtv,

we get X-' W' + XW{Y,Zy+Y{ Y, Zy = 0;

this is a quartic with two tacnodes, and is known to possess an integral of the fir.st kind *.

The corresponding ^s for the quintic are

«^, — 'ixy, — ixz, Qxw.

The surface has a tacnodal line x = w = 0, on which tliere is a triple point at 2 = 0.

(v) Lastly, if no two roots of A = are equal, we may conveniently distinguish

the cases in which one root vani.shes from those in which they are all finite. In the

* "Quartics," p. 313, (A); Picard et Simurt, pp. 135, 136.
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former case, which can be again subdivided according as the special root a is or is not

the vanishing root, we proceed as in the preceding case. Thus by postulating the

existence of a term of the form (y, z, w)' we get a relation between the roots which

suffices to determine their ratios : and we then proceed as before to reject cases which

lead to degenerate, conical or obviously rational surfaces. We thus get three surfaces left:

/i = (f>
{x, y'z", yzw) = Xa^ + fix-yzw + pxziu^ + iay^z^ = (XIX),

f.2
=

(f) (y, xiu", a?z-) = Xa?z' + fix^yziu + vxy-w- + srif' = 0,

f^ s {y, oe'ziv, zhu") = Xx^yziu + /x2'w^ + vif — 0.

The secotid of these, f^ = 0, is reduced by the birational transformation

X : T : Z : W = xy : y- : xz : yw,

x:y:z:w = X':XY: YZ : XW,

to the cubic \XZ^ + fiXZW + vXW- + vtY' = 0,

which is rational.

Similarly the transformation

X : Y : Z : W = x : y : z : zivjy,

x:y:z:w = X: Y : Z : YWjZ,

converts the third surface, f^ = 0, into the cubic

\X-W + fxZW^ + vY-' = 0,

which is also rational.

We are thus reduced to the first surface, (XIX), which does actually possess an

integral of the fir.st kind. For the transformation,

X : Y : Z : W = x : y : yz/x : tu,

x:y:z:w = X:Y: XZjX : W,

converts it into the quartic

\X'Y + tx.XYZW+vZW' + 'H! Y'Z"- = 0.

This is a special case of one of the quartics known to possess an integral of the

first kind* ; and it is easy to verify that the specialization does not destroy the integral.

In fact the transformation

X : Y : Z : W = x'y'z'w' : xvP : y'-z" : x'y'vj'-,

converts the quartic into the cubic cone

Xa/V + yxc'ifz + vxy'" + •myz- = 0,

which is in general non-singular.

• "Quartics," p. 343 (E).

36—2
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There is accordingly one integral of the fii-st kind on the quintic; the corresponding

^s are

0, 2a^^/, — 3xz, xw.

The quintic has a double line x = z=Q and a triple point at x = y = w = 0, with a

tangent cone consisting of the plane 3/ = counted thrice ; and there are in general

no other singularities.

If finally the four roots a, b, c, d, of A = are all distinct and finite, we have given

merely the one relation 2« + i + c + c^ = 0, and we want two more. These we obtain by

postulating the existence in f of a term independent of w, without which the surface

would degenerate, and of a term at least quadratic in w, without which the surface

would be rational or conical. Thus some term of {x, y, zf and some term of tji? {x, y, z, wf
must coe.xist. Excluding the variations which arise from mere unessential permutations

of coordinates, I find that there are about 50 possible pairs of terms to be considered,

each pair giving a set of values of a : b : c : d. A certain number can at once be

rejected because a root vanishes, or two roots are equal, cases already dealt with ; and

we at once reject all cases in winch three roots have the same sign, since if e.g. b, c, d

are positive no term of the type {y, z, wf can satisfy the differential equation. At

this stage about 20 cases are left ; very little labour is required to shew that most

of them can be rejected, since they lead to conical, degenerate or obviously rational

surfaces. We are then left after integration with seven surfaces, consisting of a group

of four, which prove to be rational, and a group of tin-ee which are not rational and

actually possess integrals of the first kind.

The first group consists of

fi H Xx^y- + fjix^yzw + vxzhv" + vry'^z = 0,

fi = Xse'z- + /Mx'yzw + vxy'w- + Tsy^z = 0,

f^
= Xai-yzw + iMX^w + vy^z- = 0,

fi = Xx^y- + fjbO^yzw + vxz-w- + ary^z'^ = 0.

The first of these, /, = 0, is transformed by the quadric transformation

X : Y : Z : W = x : y : z : zw/y,

into XX' + ix,X-W + pX W' + ^ Y-Z = 0,

which is a rational cubic.

The second, /„ = 0, is converted by the quadric transformation

X : Y : Z : W = x :
— : z : w,
y

into W + /il"F + vY-W- + z!XZ- = U,

which is rational since X only occurs linearly.
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The third, /\ = 0, is similarly transformed by the substitution

X -.Y-.Z: W = x:y:y~:w,
^ w

into \X"-Z + fA,X W"- + ,'YZ' = 0,

which is a rational cubic.

The last, fi = 0, is converted by the transformation

X : Y: Z: W = x : y : z Mvxjy,

into XX' + fjiX^ZW + vZ- W" + -urX YZ^ = Q,

which is rational, since it is linear in Y, if ra- 4= 0, and degenerates into two quadrics

if CT = 0.

The second group consists of the three surfaces

// = \a?w'^ + fix-yziv + vx-z^ + isxy^w + pxy-z- + ay^z = (XX),

// s X.r'z + fix-yziv + vx'tv' + -m y'z" + py-ziu" -^ ayiv' =0 (XXI),

f^ = Xx-'w +fiaf'z-+ vx-yzw + v!xy-w- + pxyz^ + cry-z-iu = (XXII).

For the first of these, // = 0, we use the transformation

x:y:z:iu= YZ'jX"- : FZ/Z : Z : W,

X :Y:Z : W= yzjx : y-jx : z : w,

and obtain \YZ"-W + fiXYZW + vX-Z^ + -^XY-W + pX'YZ + aX'Y'' = 0.

This is a quartic of the form

(F, Z\X, TF)==0,

and is a special case of one of the quartics known to possess an integral of the

first kind*.

The corresponding ds, are

6a.--, xy, — ixz, — dxw.

The quintic has a double line x = y = 0, a triple point on it at z = 0, and a

double point, which is uniplanar, at y = z = iu = 0.

For the second surface,
f.2'

= 0, we use the transformation

X : Y : Z : W =x : x^/y : yzjiv : w,

x:y:z:w^X .X"-jY:YZWIX^:W,

and obtain the cubic cone

XY^Z + fiYZW + vYW + ^Z'W + pZW"- + aW = 0,

which is in general non-singular.

* "Quartics," p. 343 (B) ; Picard et Simart, p. 186.
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The corresponding 6s are

fixr, 8xy, — 12xz, — 2anv.

The quintic has a triple point at x = y = w — 0, and a double point at 0^ = z = w —0,

each being of a complicated character.

The last surface /a' = 0, is transformed by the substitution

X : Y : Z : W = x : ywjx : z : a;-/y,

x:y:z:w = X:X"-IW:Z: YWjX,

into the cubic cone

\YW + ixZ'W + vYZW + zyY"-W + pZ' + <tYZ' = 0,

which is in general non-singular.

The corresponding 0s for the quintic are

2x^, 7xy, — Sxz, — 8xw.

The quintic has a double line x = y = Q, a triple point on it at z = 0, and an isolated

triple point at x = z = w = i).

§ 11. Summary of Part II.

We have now obtained four quintic surfaces which admit of Uuo linearly inde-

pendent but functionally dependent integrals of the first kind. The}' are represented by

equations (XVI), (X"), (XII'), (XVII). To these may be added quintic cones of deficiency

2 or more.

Incidentally we have proved that cones of deficiency 3 or more, are the only

quintics which admit of three or more linearly independent integi-als.

We have also found six quintics, admitting of one integral only, but characterized

by the property that the four quadrics (9 associated with the integral have a common

linear factor. They are represented by the equations (XV), (XVIII), (XIX), (XX), (XXI),

(XXII).
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PART III.

The case of two functionally independent integrals of the first kind.

§ 12. Preliminary.

It may be regarded as known that two such integrals cannot exist on a quintic

surface of which the geometric genus {genre geometrique, Fldchengeschlecht, pg) is 1 :

such surfaces have by definition a single adjoint plane *.

The object of the remainder of this paper- is to extend this negative result to all

quintics.

If as before we take u, u to be two functionally independent integrals of the first

kind, then // du du =
(

|
^~—^ dxdy is a double integral which is everj'where finite

and does not vanish identically. It is therefore expressible in the form

Q
I! f

dxdy,

where Q is an adjoint polynomial of degree n — 4, i.e. Q = is a plane in our case.

Reducing the Jacobian, as in § 9, we see that

x
, y, w =Q,.fz^vf (24),

Pi , Pj , P4

e:, e.:, e:
\

when 1/ is a constant.

Multiplying the columns on the left by fx, f,,, fw and reducing as before, we obtain

hf{e,e:-6:e.^-f. X ,
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or bf\{e,e:-e,'e,)-:^^vf^]=f,^\x, y, z +q/„

But by the same considerations as before we see that the determinant on the right

must be of the form — Q'.yit,— ta-/', where Q' is an adjoint and -or a constant; whence

But / cannot be a factor of Q — Q', fz, or /"„, so that

Q=Qf and OAI - 0:6, = Hv/,,- ^/\) (25).

We have corresponding expressions for diO^ — 0^6,' &c.; in fact, paying attention to

signs, we see that the non-corresponding minors of the two arrays

X /J,, V, TS

Jx> Jy< Jt! Jv>

^1. 6„, 03, 0,

6l< 02, ^3'. ^4'

are equal save for a numerical factor.

Substituting in (24) we obtain

i
{
- a; {\f, - vf^) - y ifif, - vfy) + W (!//„, - -bt/;)} = Q .j\ + vf,

whence Q = - l{\x -^ ixy + vz + -arw)

*

.(26).

Let us now choose the plane of the adjoint to be one of the planes of reference,

say z=0; then we take \= /j, = sr = 0, and v = r>K, where k is a non-vanishing constant

which we can evidently put equal to 1 if convenient.

The equations of the type (25) then reduce to

6i,a;-0,u = /t/„, e£; -e.:e, = Kf^, e,e: -e;e, = Kf„ (27),

and did: -6/03=0, (t = l, 2, 4) (28).

From the last set of equations we deduce

03= 6,' = (29).

§ 13. Discussion of possible singularities.

We know that the adjoint Q=0 must pass through the multiple curves, if any,

of the surface, and through isolated triple and higher points, as well as through certain

double points of a complicated character. Moreover it has been shewn by Picardf that

in the case that we are considering, when there are two integrals of the first kind,

Q = nuist also pass through the double points of all kinds.

* These results are in substance contained in Picard et Simart, eh. v. § 17. I have given a somewhat dLffereut

proof in order to get the results in a general and symmetrical form.

+ Memoir just cited, p. 306.
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Thus all the singularities of our surface must lie in the plane Q = 0.

We can at once shew that there can be no triple point.

For, if we take the triple point as origin {x = y = z = 0), the section of

X^i + fid, = by Xx + ny + vz=0,

must be adjoint and must therefore have a double point at the origin ; hence x =
must touch ^i = at the origin, so that

01= ax + &j, where B, is quadratic in x, y, z,

and similarly

e„ = hy + ®^.

Then \x + tiy + vz = Q touches Xax + fiyh + \0, + fi@„ = 0, for all values of \ : ^ : v,

and this is only possible if a = 6 = 0. Thus 6-^, &., and similarly 0/, 0/ are quadratic

in X, y, z, so that /c/,^ s 0^0J — 0^'0„ is at least quartic in x, y, z, which is impossible at

a triple point.

We need therefore only consider the cases when the quintic has one or more

double points, or an infinite number forming a double curve.

The origin being a double point of any kind, 0^, 0^, must pass through it, and

we can therefore always start by assuming

0^ = «!« + h^y + Ci0 + ©1

,

0., = luv + b^y + c^z + 02

,

/ =M2+ it3 + M4 + Ws,

where 0,(i=l, 2, 4) is quadratic in x, y, z, and Uj(j=2, 3, 4, 5) is of degree j in

X, y, z. Also Mo 4= 0, and from the equation

dx dy dz dw '

we have, among other relations,

a, + b, + 2d = (31).

We now consider in turn the different kinds of double point, beginning with the

simplest.

§ 14. The case of an ordinary conical double point.

We can take it^ = x'^ + y- + z", or u^sx^ — yz, according as the adjoint z = is not

or is a tangent plane to the tangent cone.

In the former case the only term in the fundamental differential equation involving

z" alone is d . Sz'-, so that rf = 0.

Vol. XIX. Part II. 37

/

} (30),
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lu the latter case the terms in the differential equation involving a?, yz are

respectively

( 2a, + 3(Z) x", - (60 + 3d) yz
;

so that 2aj + 3d = 0, ^.. + 3d = 0, and therefore from (31), rf=0.

Thus in either case d = 0, and similarly d' = 0, therefore Q.SI — 6^6^ = k/z is quadratic

in X, y, z, contrary to hypothesis.

§ 15. The case of a biplanar point.

We can assume \u to be of one of the forms

yz, y- + Z-, .e= + y',

according to the relation which the adjoint z = Q bears to the tangent planes.

In the iirst case, since y = 0, ^j = must be an adjoint curve, cu = c, = 0.

The quadratic terras in the differential equation then give

6, + 3rf = 0,

so that, from (31), fli = d, h, = - M.

The cubic terms in the differential equation all divide by z, save for terms

contaiued in

\(dx + b,y)^ - 3dy ^| u, + 2du,,

therefore if u-i^zu^' + Vs, where V3 = {x, yf, we have

Now, if a," be the highest power of x occurring in v,, we have

rf{a-3(3-a) + 2}=0,

whence 4a = 7, which is impossible, or d=0 which leads to a contradiction as before;

thus the only alternative is V3 = 0.

Repeating the same reasoning with the quartic and quintic terms we find that 2

must be a factor of ii^, u^ as well as of w.^ ^^'^ "3> so that the quintic degenerates.

In the second case, the quadratic terms give

{a.u' + 6.W/ + c^z) .2y + 3d {y- + z-) = 0,

whence d= 0, leading to an impossibility as before.

In the third case, the quadratic terms give

{OiX + biy + Ciz) 2x 4- (a^ + b-^y + c.^z) 2y + 'M {y- + z-) — 0,

whence 20^ + 3d = 0, 26j + 3d=0,

so that, from (31), ci = 0, as before.

Thus there can be no biplanar point on the surface.
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§ 16. The case of a uniplanar point.

We have to distinguish two cases according as the tangent plane is not or is the

adjoint z=0.

In the former case we can take the tangent plane to be y = 0, so that «., = y'.

The section of the surface by y = has a triple point at the origin, and therefore

the section of 6^ = has a double point there; therefore

a, = Co = 0.

Also from the quadratic terms in the differential equation

2b, + Sd=0,

and as before Ui + b„ + 2d = 0,

whence L = Sa^, d = -2a^ (32).

The cubic terms in the differential equation now divide by y save for terms in

j
(UiX + Ciz) y- - 4ai [ Us,

therefore if, as before, 11^ = yu2 +V3, where V3 = {x, zf, we have

{aiX + CiZ)-j 4«jt'3 = 0,
ax

therefore, if .r" be the highest power of x occurring in v^,

«i . a — 4a^ = 0,

but a 4= 4', therefore either Oj = and d = 0, leading to an impossibility, since xfy = 6^6/ — 6^6^

has then no linear terms,

or V3 = 0, so that ((3 divides by y.

The origin is now not merely an ordinary uniplanar point but a tacnodal point

;

i.e. any section of the quintic by a plane through the point has a tacnode (equivalent

to two ordinary double points) in the ordinary sense of plane geometry ; it follows that

the section of

X^i + 1x6., = 0,

by X,i- + /xy + vz = 0,

must touch y = a.t the origin,

therefore XUiX + {Xb, + 'i/iUi) y + Xc^z = 0,

Xx + /xy -\- vz =

meet on y = 0, and c^ = 0, «i = 0, and as just shewn this is impossible.

In the latter case, we have u^ = 2^. Further by a linear transformation from w to

%u + lx + my + nz we can remove the terms in z' and z" in u^, so that

f= z- + zv., + V3+ «4 + ((5, where Vi = {x, y)'.

37—2
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From the quadratic terms iu the dififerential equation we have d = 0, and (31) reduces

to (/, + 6j = 0.

Let us Jirst assume that v^ ^ 0, so that the origin is not a tacnodal point on the

surface.

Let X be taken to be one of the factoi-s of v,; therefore the section of _/"= by

x = has a tacnode at the origin, and therefore the section of ^i = by x = must

touch ^ = at the origin,

therefore 6, = 0.

(i) Let ^3 have a second distinct factor which can be taken to be y,

therefore a^ = similarly.

The cubic terms in the differential equation now divide by z save for

/ d d \

'^Vdx-ydy)'^'

therefore Oi = 6, = 0.

Therefore the quadratic terms iu fx, /'„ divide by z, which is impossible, since v^ f 0.

(ii) Let V3 be a perfect cube, \^, say, where X 4= 0.

The cubic terms in the differential equation divide by z save for

therefore a^ = 6., = 0, •

so that we now have

5, = c,z + 01,

6„ = a^ + c«z + ©o,

di = a^x + 64J/ + CiZ + 0j.

If a, = 0, then as in (i) we arrive at an impossible result ; we may therefore assume

that in this case Oj 4= 0.

Tiie cubic terms in the differential equation after division by z reduce to

Ci -T- {zv^ + \3?) + {a,a + CiZ) -7- v^ + {i^x + bty + dz) . Sz.
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Equating to zero the coefScients of z", z, z^, we have, therefore,

C4 = 0,

(^^+^4)"^^'^"^"^'^^=" ^''^'

(iV

Z\c-,x + a^-T^ = (34).

From the last equation we see that « is a factor of Wj ; if the other factor is x,

or if v„ =0, c, = , and Kfy, = 6^6J — 0( Q« has no quadratic terms, which is impossible.

We can therefore assume that w, has a second factor distinct from x, which can without

loss of generality be taken to be — 'iy, so that Vn= — 'ixy ; and we then have

Co = Oj, Ci = 64, XCi = a„.

Further b}' a modification of the coordinate x we can arrange that X = 1, so that

we now have

f = z- — 3xyz + x' + Ui + W5,

0,= c,z + 0,,

6. = CiX + c«z + ©2,

0i = C.X + Ciy + ©J.

Further by working with suitable linear combinations of our two integrals we can

arrange so that in the corresponding quadrics 9 and 6' we have respectively Ci = l, c„ = 0,

and Cj' = 0, c^ = 1, so that

e, = z + ©., e,' = ©,',

e^ = x + ©3, oj = z + ©.;,

^4 = 2/ + ©4, e: = x + @:,

where ©, = (-4,-, 5,-, C',-, Ff, Gi, Hif^x, y, zf,

and ©/ = {A I , B{, C{, ¥(, Gl , H(\x, y, zf (i =1.2, 4).

We now have the identities

0A' - 020, = If,, dA' - 0:9, = ify, 0,9.2 - 0:0. = ^U
By this transformation we have simplified the expressions for 0i and 0i', but have

lost symmetry as between 0i and 0i.

The quartic terms in the fundamental differential equation formed with 0i are

3©i' {-yz + xr) + 3©/ {-zx) + z-r- Ui + 2x (- ^xyz + ar=) + 3©4' . z""

ay

These all divide by z save for terms contained in

3©iV+ 2a;*;
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therefore these terms must also divide by z, so that

3 {A^a? + lE^xy + B^if-) + 237* = 0,

therefore ^,' = - 1. i^/ = £,' = 0,

and, from the subsidiar}' differential equation

de; de: de^ de,' „

dx dy dz dw

we get 24/+2F; + 1=0,

H,' + B.; = 0,

whence Hi=^, B^ = fd.

Again, the coefficient of x^y- in f\c is the same as that of 2a?y vo. fy',

therefore A.B,! - A,B. + 4 (H,H,' - H,'H,) = ^ {A,' - -IH,),

therefore |5„ + ffi", = - J - ^,

.

And, from the subsidiary differential equation in d;,

2H, + 2B,H=0,

therefore -ff. = 0, B, = -^.

Also the coefficient of y^ in f^ is equal to that of y^x in y„,

therefore - £,' = 2 (B,H: - B,'H,) + 2 (H,B„' - H,'B.).

But B:, B,\ H„ H,' vanish, H:^0,

therefore B^ = 0.

Similarly, equating the coefficient of y* in f^ to that of 'ixy' in fy, we have

4 {B^: - b:b,) = 2 {b,h; - b:h,) + 2 {h,b^ - h:b,),

whence 5/ = 0.

Also the coefficient of Zy-z in fy is equal to that of y^z in /„.,

therefore ^ (2J5',' - £/) = 2

(

B,F^ - B,'F^) + 2 (B.^F,' - ^.i^,).

whence 2i^,' = - SF,', F,' = 0.

Lastly, equating the coefficients of xyz in the equivalent expressions

ifw, SiS.! — Old..

,

we obtain - 2 = 2Zra' + 2^,',

which is impossible since Fi = 0, Ho'=^.

We have thus shewn that a uniplanar point is impossible, with the possible

exception of the case when it is a tacnodal point having the adjoint plane as tangent

plane, i.e. the case when 1^3 = 0, with the notation of this paragraph. This case we

shall deal with in § 18.
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§ 17. The case of a double line.

It has not been assumed in the discussion hitherto carried out that the double

points considered are isolated. Hence if there is a double line every point of it must

be a tacijodal point with z = as the tangent plane, since we have proved that no

other kind of double point can exist. The line must accordingly be a tacnodal line,

with a fixed tangent plane ; such a line being equivalent to two intersecting double

straight lines or a double conic, the surface has pg=l, so that in accordance with

Picard's results two independent integrals cannot exist.

§ 18. The case of a tacnodal point having the adjoint as tangent plane.

As in § 16 we have

f=z- + zi\ + z<4 + Ms , where v^ = {x, yf,

and 6i = cfi.r + 6;?/ + c^z + @i,

6.2 = a,x — fliy + c-i^ + ©2

,

^3 = 0,

^4 = a^x + h^y + c^z + 0^

,

where 0i=(4;, Bu C;, Fi, G,-, H,^x, y, zf,

with similar expressions for the quadrics Oi.

A section of the surface by any plane Xx-'r fxy -¥ vz = has a tacnode at the origin
;

hence the section of \^i + /a62 = 0, by this plane, being adjoint, must pass through the

origin and touch s = there.

Therefore {Xa^ + /iSo) x + (X&, — fxa-^) y = 0,

whenever \ic-\- fiy = 0,

therefore /i (Xoi + /xa.,) — \ (X6i — fxa-^) = 0,

for all values of X : /i,

therefore Oj = 5j = a^ = 0,

and we have 6^ = c^z + 0]

,

6i = ttiX + biy + CiZ + ©4.

The cubic terms in the fundamental differential equation are now

^'
V"- dx

"^ '^-
dy)

""- "'" '^^^ ^'^'^ "^ ^'^ + Ctz) = 0,

whence d = 0,

and ttiX + b,y = - ^ (c^ -^-^ c^j-\ v^ (35).
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It is now convenient to treat separately the three cases which present themselves

according as (o) v., = 0, (/8) v, consists of two distinct factors, (7) v., is a perfect square.

Case (a) : v^ = 0.

Then from (35) a, = b, = 0, so that

/ = Z^ + ((4 + Ms,

with similar expressions for 0i'.

If we arrange the constants so that the fundamental identities (27) assume

the form

(6,6.:) =f„, (^A')=/x, {dA) = ty, (36),

where we have introduced for brevity the notation {xy') for xy — x'y, we have

(c,c,') = 3.

\Ve now see that the cubic terms in fx, fy divide by z, so that 11^ = zu^; hence

the section of the surface by z = consists of 5 straight lines passing through

the origin.

If these straight lines are not all coincident, we can take two of them to be

respectively a- = 0, ^ = ; and then 6^ vanishes along the first, 6^ along the second,

therefore Ar, = 3^=0.

Also from the subsidiary differential equation

Similarly A.;, B,', A,' + H,', H,' + B„' vanish.

Now the cubic terms in / or /,„ vanish identically, and the quartic terms divide by z

;

therefore (c,0.;) - (c^©,') = 0,

and (B,©/) divides by z;

therefore (c^/)=0, - (c,A,') - {c,Hr') = 0, -(c,^/) = 0,

and (A,H,')=0.

From the first and last of these equations we get that

either (c.,Hi') = 0, or Ai = At=0.

If (c^F/) = 0, then from ic,H,') = 0, we deduce H, = H; = 0,

whence {CjA/) = 0, and Ji=-4,' = 0.
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Thus in either case ^i=^i' = 0,

and then also H^ = H^ = 0.

Thus ©I, ©.,, 0]', ©.,', all divide by z; therefore so do /j, fy, and therefore also /,

so that the surface degenerates.

But if the five lines, f = 0, 2 = 0, all coincide, say with x = z = 0, we can take

fsz" + zus + zui + X^,

where \ =j= 0-

Everything in the dififerential equation divides by z save for some terms in

therefore Ai = Hi = B^ = 0,

whence also H^ = B., = 0, since Aj^-\- H., = Q, Hi + B.. = 0.

We now see that the quartic terms in fy, all divide by z- save for a term with

ic^ as a factor ; therefore u^ has no term in f or xj/' ; therefore neither fx nor fy

has a term in y-z.

Therefore {c,B,') = 0, {c.B,') = 0,

whence Bt = 5/ = 0,

therefore fy has no term in xy^, and therefore u^' has no term in y\

Therefore / is quadratic in x, z conjointly, so that x = z = is a double line, a case

already dealt with in § 17.

Case (/3): v., = xy.

Then from (35) a^ = — ^c^, 64 = — 3C1, so that

/ = z- + xyz + Uf + itj,

e, = c,z + ©,,

e. = c.^ + ©.,

e, = - ^{c^ + c,y) + ©4,

where (from the subsidiary dififerential equation)

A, + H^-^c,= Q, H, + B,-lc, = (37).

There are similar relations between the dashed letters, and we have {CiC^) = 3, as before.

From the cubic terms in the identity /,„ = {0^6.1) we have

(ciJ,')-(c,4/) = (38),

(c,H,')-(c,H,') = l, or (c,^;)-(c,5;) = (39),

and (c,B:) - icB,') = (4:0).

Vol. XIX. Part II. 38
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Also, equating the coefficients of 'iocry, xy", x' in /^ to those of a?, a?y, Zxy^ respectively

in fx, we have

(cA') + 2(c,Z//) = - 2 (c,///) - M,'),

and 2(c,Zr/)+(c,B/) = -3(c.5/),

whence, eliminating the coefficients H by (37),

{c,A:) + (c,^,') = (41),

(c,^/) + (c,B,') = (42),

(c,R') + (c,«/) = (43).

From (38) and (41) we deduce (d^s') = (c^^/) = (44).

From (40) and (43), (c,5,') = (c,£/) = (45).

From (39) and (42) {c.AI) = (0,5/) = (46),

whence .4,, A^, B^, B^' all vanish, and

H, = ic„ H, = ic,.

The coefficient of y* in /„ = (Si5o') = 0, therefore also the coefficient of f in /„ vanishes,

i.e. (c,J?,') = 0, therefore from (45) B, = B,' = 0.

The coefficient of a^y'' in /„ is now i {HiH.') = ^{c^c.') = y, but this is also the

coefficient of -lu-y^ in f^ or ^{ciH/) = -^{CiC^') = h These results are inconsistent, and this

case is accordingly impossible.

Case (7): w, is a perfect square, say u, s ic*.

Then from (3.5) ctj = -
f c, b, = 0, so that

/ =z- + x'z + Ui + Us,

A + ^2-^c, = 0, Zf, + 5, = (47),

and (ciCo') = 3, as before. .

'

The cubic terms in fx, fy which do not contain z are respectively

Ix {(c^A;) a? + 2 (ci E:) xy + (c,50 y^},

and - fa; [{c,A;)x^ + 2(c,7//) a;^ + {c,B.:)y%

whence, equating the coefficients of corresponding terms in f^y, fyx, and eliminating H.., B„

by (47), wc have

:

(c,F/) = 0, {c,A^) = Q, {<hB,') = (48).
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so that the coefficients of a?y, x-y", xy^, y* in /' all vanish and

Mj s zu-.-^Xx' (4,9).

Again, since /',„ has no terras in xyz or y^z, therefore

and (CS;) - (c,5/) = 0,

whence, from (47), and (48)

(Co£^/) = (50),

and (C2A') = (51),

so that, from (48), H, = H,' = 0, B, == B,' = 0,

and also B., = B/ = 0.

At this stage we have

01 = CiZ + A^x" 4- 'IGiZx + 2F^yz + C^z^

6, = c.z + Aox" + 2 (^Ci - A^) xy + ^G^zx + ^F^yz + G^z-,

The quintic terms in the differential equation now divide by z, save for

A^a? -T- Xa."* — fCia; . Xx^,

therefore either \ = 0, or A-, = \Cx.

First, let X = 0.

Then f^ has no term in a?, so that

icA,') = 0.

The quartic terms in the differential equation all divide by z- save for

therefore A-^ = fcj (52),

and similarly A( = fc/.

The sextic terms in the differential equation all divide by z save for

j^iar" -T- + {A,.o^ - A^xy) [v„
'dy\

where v^ = (x, yf is the part of u^ independent of z, and cannot vanish ; therefore if x'y^

is the term in v^ with the highest power of y

4i(a-5 + a) = 0,

therefore Ai = 0, and similarly Ai=0, whence from (52) (010.') = 0, which is impossible.
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Hence we have only to consider the ca«e

:

\4=0, J., = Jci, whence H. — ^Ci. I

Also, from the coefficient of x* in /„,

(A,A:)=\ (53).

Now the coefficient of xy^z in /„ is half that of xyz in /„

,

therefore 2 . i (F,c') = i (- 1 (c^F,') - 2 (c,F;)),

therefore (cif/) = (54).

Also the coefficient of 'ix'y- in f\ is the same as that of 2.r'y in fy,

therefore 2 \i (c.^/) + (^.S/)} = 3 {- 2 (.4,^/)} = - {c,Ei\

therefore (4,5/) = (55).

Similarly, equating the coefficient of Ixxf in /^ to that of Zx-]f- in /,,, we have

3 . § (cA') = - 2 (^,5/) = - ^ (c,£;),

therefore (cA') = (56).

Now from (53), (c,.^,') 4= 0, therefore from (5.5) and (56)

Hence fy = (OS() contains no terms in y" or /, therefore / has no term in \f or

y*, and therefore a; = 2 = is a double line on the surface, a case already considered

in §17.

We have thus examined in turn every kind of singular line or point and arrived

in each case at an impossible result. But we know that every surface with an integral

of the first kind must have at least one singularity. We have accordingly established

the result enunciated at the beginning of Part III. viz. that no qxdntic surface has

tivo functionally independent integrals of the first kind of total differentials.



XIII. On Differentiation and Integration of Divergent Series.

By G. H. Hardy.

[^Received 7 February 1902.]

General Preliminaries.

§ 1. There is a class of problems—the double limit problems of the integral calculus

—

which are all particular cases of one or other of the two following general problems

:

to determine the conditions under which

(1) lim I f{x,n)d.'= 1 limf{x,n)dx,
n= y: J a J a n= x

i"4

(2) lini f(x,a)cb;= I \imf(x,a)d:c,
a = a„ .a • ff 0=0,,

n being a positive integer, and a a continuous variable. In a paper* entitled " On the

continuity and di.scontinuit^- of definite integrals which contain a continuous parameter,"

I investigated general conditions for the truth of the second of these equations, and

discussed various cases in which it does not hold. These were all cases in which the

two sides of the equation are finite and determinate, but distinct.

Now let us suppose that the right hand of (1) and (2) is finite and determinate,

but the left hand indeterminate. Under these circumstances we may define the value of

the left hand as being equal to that of the right : that is to say we may use the

otherwise meaningless expression on the left as a formal equivalent for the determinate

expression of the right. The value of such conventions can of course be only formal and

practical ; but so long as they are consistent they are perfectly legitimate, and may, as

has been abundantly proved, be extremely profitable f

.

* Quarterly Journal of Mathetnatics, vol. xxxiv., pp. 28—52.

t For a general acoouut of the possible uses of divergent series I may refer to Borel's writings on the subject.
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Sum of a Divergent Series.

§ 2. Suppose, for instance, that in (1) o=0, A = ri , and

n Q%n

/(a-, u):=er'1un — .

n " :

Then (1) becomes

II Jo n- Jo II «• •

i.e. (3) E ;/„ = I e~^ ?< (a-) (fe,
II Jo

where it (x) = S «„ — .

When therefore S'/„ is divergent we may define its ' sum ' as being equal to the

integi-al

r
I e~^ u (.t) dx,
J a

whenever this integral is convergent. This is the definition given by Borel, whose point

of view is how^ever different.

Condition of Consistency.

§ 3. It is obvious that our liefinition will involve us in contradictions unless equation

(3) is true whenever Sm„ is convergent. It is therefore essential to prove that this is

the ca.se.

a;"
Now, if S«„ is convergent, Se"'^ m„ —, is uniformly convergent in (0, X), however

great be X. For, however small be the positive quantity a, we can choose N so that

I

•«'»
I
< o-

if only n S N. And then

< 0-,

for all values of x in (0, A'), all values of N' = N. and all positive values of p.

Hence (I ) 2 u„ I e~'—,dx= I e~* S w„ —, dx.
Jo n\ J„ ril

i
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We shall be justified in replacing A' by « if only

lim 2 Un
I

e-^ -- d-^r = 0.
X==c J -V "

But
I

e-^x"dx = e--^' {Z" + nA"""-' + + ;i!},

so that this series is

»! (in!,;

X
For if 5n = 2 ",•

1 + A' + ,,) + "„ fl + A' + +

X" I A'"\= s„ + s,Z + +s„—;-«„+, 1 + Z + + - ,

«
'

\ ?(
'

/

and the limit of the last term lor h = x is zero.

Now let a- be any assigned positive quantity, and determine N so that if n =N'

\S„\< (T.

I
°° Z" °^ Z"

Then g--'-' 2 s„ —r < ae~^ S —

,

I .v-i n\
\

„ «!

whatever be the value of Z. Now we can choose a value of Z' so great that

^^' Z"

for all values of X = X'. And then

I

°° Z"

I (I n\
I

if only Z i Z'. Thus
X rx ^j,

lim 2 u„ I e~^ - rf* = 0.

A-=xO J.V W:

Therefore we may replace Z by x in (I), and so

X i*x X ^.n

2 )(„ = g--"' 2 ((„ — da;
JO II w

whenever the series on the left is convergent*.

* Since writing this I have proved a more general theorem, viz. that if (7„= M(,+ Hi + + h„

n /n "!

if the left hand is determinate, and a certain other condition is satisfied.

39—2
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It is to be observed that we have not proved that I e~''u{x)da; will diverge to a
JO

definite infinity whenever Sit,i does so. This is true, however, when all the terms of

the series are positive. For then, however great be G, we can determine N so that

s
I «„ > G.
II

That is I e-^±u„~]dx>G;

and a fortiori i e~^ u {x) dx > G.

But this can only be the case if the last integral diverges to + x

.

§ \. When the integral I e~* u (x) dx

is convergent, I shall say, with Borel, that the series Sm„ is summahle; and I shall

denote its sum by

«

It is not obvious that the sum of the series

+ »„+ (/, +

is equal to that of »(, + Mj + »o +

The sum of the first series (if it is summable) is

.00

I e"^ v{x) d4K
.'(1

a?
where v {x) = «„« + »i ^+

=
I

a {x) dx,

provided a (x) be uniformly convergent. And

I
e"-' It (x) dx = — e~^ I u {x) dx + 1 e~-" u (x) dx.

.' II J II L • " J II Jo

Hence + u„+u-, will be summable, and its sum equal to U(, + Ui + u,, if

u (x) is uniformly convergent and

u (x) dx =
.v= »

1 u (x) dx = I

Jo

And under these circumstances

" + '('0 + "i = ffl + ("o + "i )•

We can deal similarly with the series

« + 6+ + i + Mo + Ml

But J shall not enter in detail into these points at present*.

* See Borel'B Lei-om sur les SMes Divergentes. Borel coafineB himself to <ibsolutely summable scries. I may

remark that there is no difficulty in seeing that we may prelix any number of zero terms to the triRonometiical

series considered later.
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Uniform Summability.

§ -5. Now let us suppose that the tei-ms of the series are functions of a variable a.

°"
a;"

Let u {x, a) = 2 M„ (a) —,

,

n!

oc

We shall say that 5^m,j (a) is uniformly summable in (/8, 7) if

I e~^ u (x, a) dx
J I)

is uniformly convergent in (f3, 7).

Continuity of the sum of a Divergent Series.

§ 6. Theorem I. If all the terms u,Ja) are continuous functions of a, and

is uniformly summable, end

111

uniformly convergent for any finite value of x, in an interval (/3, 7), the sum of the

first series is a continuous function of a. throughout the intei'val.

In the first place, e~^ u {x, a) is a uniformly continuous function of o thi'oughout

the domain

(0, .Y, A 7),

however great be X.

Z" . .

To prove this we observe that, since S u„{a.) — is uniformly convergent in (/3, 7),

we can determine a value of N, con-esponding to any assigned positive quantity <t, so that

Z"i
«n (a) —r < 0-,

n\
\

for all values of a in (/3, 7) and all values of n = N.

If then Z] is any positive quantity <; Z, and < .«• ^ Z,,

^'+P
, ^

«"
1

^ /x \"- aX
I- ""(«\v:'<"flzj -"x^rxr

for all values of a in (/3. 7), all values of x in (0, A'^]), all values of N' = N, and all

positive values of p.

x"
Hence the series Sh,i(o)'— is uniformly convergent throughout (0, A',, /3, 7); and

as Z is arbitrarily great, so is Zj. And so e~* u (x, a) is a uniformly continuous function

of a throughout any such region.
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Moreover the integral

I
e"^ M {x, a) dx

Jo

is uniformly convergent in (/3, 7). Hence it is a continuous function ot a.

§ 7. Suppose for instance that

«„ (a) = a" cos»^.

x

Then if -!<«<!, 1u„{a.) is convergent and equal to

1 — a cos

1 — 2a cos + a-

'

X
If 5^a"cos?i0 is continuous at the extremities of (-1, I) we may make a=-l

and 1, and so obtain

(1) .^(-l)''cosn0= 1 -cos + cos 2^ =^,
-

1

(2) .f/cos 110 =1 + cos (J + cos 20 =^ .

Let us see whether the conditions of I are satisfied. All the terms are continuous,

and S a" cos n0 —, is evidently uniformly convergent for any finite value of .'. It only

remains to show that

I

g-^' u (a: a) dx = I
g-^"-*™^*' cos (ax sin 0) dx

Jo J

»

is uniformly convergent in (—1, 1). This is so provided is not a multiple of tt, in

which case uniform convergence ceases at one or other of the ends of the interval.

If for instance < ^ < tt

i/.

g-x(i-.cos9, cos euv sin dx
X

< I
e~*»-'"f«'»i dx

1

1 — a cos
A'd—acos^l

for all values of a in (-1, 1), and this can be made as small as we please by choice

of A' alone. But if ^ = uniform convergence ceases for a=l; if ^ = 7r, for a = — 1.

And in fact in these cases (1) and (2) each give

1

1 + 1 + ^ -2-

a result in contradiction with § o.
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Elementary Trigonometrical Series.

I 8. If ^ + (2H + l)7r,

6^(-)" cos H0 = e-^"+cos ei g^s (a; sin 6) dai = -
.

.11 ^

Similarly we deduce all the following series

:

(1) ^(-)"cos)/^=l -cos 6) + cos 2^ = ^,

(2) ,y'cosH0 = l + COS ^ + COS 20 =^,

(3) i^(-)"-' sin n0 = sin e - sin 20 = ^ tan | 0,

(4) .S^sin H(9 = sin + sin 20 = ^ cot ^ 0,

(5) ,y'(-)" cos ( 2;; + 1) = cos - cos 80 = - sec 0,
II

^

(.a) ^ cos(2«+ 1) = cos0 + cos:30 = 0,

(7) ,9^(-)"sin(2*i + 1) = sin 0- sin 30 =0,
u

(8) i^sin(2n + I)0 = sin0 + sin.S0 =
.^
cosec 0.

II --

In these series may have any value except those for which the series takes

the form

1 + 1 + 1
;

in the case of (3), (4), (5) and (8) these are the values for which the function which

represents the sum of the series becomes infinite. And it is easy to see that any one

of the series is uniformly summable in any interval of values of which does not

include any of these exceptional values.

By writing 6 + <p, — 4> instead of 0, and adding or subtracting the results we can

obtain a number of more general formulae. It will be sufficient to give the following:

(9) 1 + cos cos
(f>
+ cos 20 cos 2(f) =5,

( lU) sin sin + sin 20 sin 2<^ = 0,

1 sin 4>
(11) cos sin

(f)
+ cos 20 sin 2(^

(12) cos sin (j} — cos 20 sin 2</)

2 cos — cos '

1 sin ^
2 cos + cos (^

'

These hold so long as + (^ and — (^ have not certain particular values easy to

specify.
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Differentiation of a Divergent Series term by term.

^ 9. Suppose that «n(a), whatever be n, has a derivate u„'(a) continuous throughout

(tx,,-^, a„ + f), and that ^u„{a) is summable throughout this interval, 11(a) being its sum.

Theorem II. If

(I

is uniformly summable in (3(, — ?• «. + f). <-ind

X"
S u„' (a) —

)i I

uniformly convergent for any finite value of x; the series 9'u„(a) may be diferentiated

term by term for a = a„.

.f" . . „ ,
• ^u {x, a) , , .

For since S u,,' (,«) — is uniformly convergent, its sum is —— = u {x, a).

Also we can prove, as in § 6, that u' (.r, a) is a uniformly continuous function of a

throughout (0, A', a,,-?, «,, + ?), however great be A'. Finally, since yun'{<i) is uniformly
I)

summable,

I e~^ u' (o), a) dx
J I)

is uniformly convergent. Therefore

J /-x

?/' {a) = -J- I e"-' u (x, a) dx
aaJu

= I e~^ m' (x, a) dx
J II

= e~^ z «„ (a) — , a,r
.'11 «;

for a = So

§ 10. Consider for instance the series

1 ( 1

e" + e--" + = -2 + 2fot2a-

The result of difterentiating the left hand /) times is

iP f/'nPe'"',
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and the sum of this series, so long as a 4 2nnr, is

iP I e~* Up {x, a) die,
Jo

where

Vp (w, o) = S nP e"'"* -,

.

This series is uniformly convergent in any interval of values of a, whatever be *•.

And in order to prove that we may differentiate ^e'"'" term by term any number of

times, for « = a,,, we only need to be assured that, whatever be p, we can make

I f
j e~* Up {x, a) dx

assignedly small by choice of X, for all values of a in a finite interval (aj-f, Ot, + 1).

If we differentiate out and replace each term by its modulus we obtain a finite

sum of the form
p

Hence we need only prove that we can make

i:-

assignedly small for all values of a in an interval ( a„ - f , «„ + ^), Now if a == 2mr we
can find an interval of this kind throughout which

1 — cos a > 7,

a positive constant. And then

.' X J X

which can certainly be made as small as we please by choice of X.

§ 11. It follows that we may differentiate (2) and (4) of § 8 as often as we please,

so long as =f= -Imr. The same is true of the other series of § 8, so long as 6 has

not certain special values.

Thus, for instance,

(1) ^«"-« cos » 61 = 0,
1

(2) ^w=«+^sinn^=0;
1

and (3) ^ n^ sm nd = {-y [^A ^ cot ^ 61,

(4) 5^«^+>cosn^ = (-)«(^j ^coti^.

Vol. XIX. Part III. 40
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Similarly (o) ^ (-)»-' h"" cos 710 = 0,
1

(6) Sf(-)"-' «"+' sin 110 = 0,

1

(7) ^(-)»-> n^ sin ,10 = (-)" (^)^ 2 *^°
2 ^'

(8) ^(-)»-> «"-+' cos n0 = (-)*
(^^j 2*^''2^-

From (2) and (5) we deduce

(9) l"-» - 2^' + S"-" =0,

(10) 1"-*+' - 3"-*+' + o-^+' =0.

Also since
1 1 92 _ 1 2^—1
|tan^^=^,^£.^+^^A^

2M+2 J
(1 1 ) r-+' - 2"-+' + 3"-« = {-y ^-—^ 5,+i.

To obtain 1^ - 3=* + 5=* we differentiate (5) of § 8 2s times and put 6^ = 0.

This gives

(12) P' - 3-^- + = (- Y
{(J^y I

sec
J=0

§ 12. Now let us consider the more general series

The sum of this is

J (I
V !

^
{pxy\

iu

1

1— p cos — tp sin '

provided 1 — i^
<^os ^ > 0.

That is to say

(2) gy'sin7.^=
.,

/'^^^rr-^^ '
ji

I — 2/) COS +p-

if 1 —7) cos ^ > 0. If — I < jj < I the series are convergent.

Again, consider the series

Sfh''I\{cos0).
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The suai of this is

Jo « !

Now P„ = -
(fj,
— ip cos rf))" d6,

where /i = cos 6, v = sin $.

Thus the sum of our series is

Now it ma\- be shown (I shall not stop now to work out the proof in detail)

that we are justified in writing this in the form

TJo .'0 \u nl I

1 i" r°°= - di)\ e-^!i-A(*'-'-cos*)} ^g.

^.'u Jo

^1 /•" d^
TT j 1 — hfj, + ihv cos ^

1

^/{l-2h^J. + h')'

provided 1 — /ifj,> 0. If — 1 < A < 1 the series is convergent, and this is its sura in the

ordinary sense.

Integration of a Divergent Series term by term.

§ 18. Let us now consider the problem of the integration of a divergent series.

Suppose in the first instance that the range of integration (^, 7) is finite. Then integra-

tion term by term is justified by the following series of transformations

:

r 9'u„(<x)da
J $ u

=
1 da I e~^ u {x, a) dx
.'/J Jo

= 1 e~^ dx
I

(( (.(, a) da
J (3 J P

.'0 J fi u "

= e-^dx^~ \ u„{a)da
Jo « ! J p

= &'!\tn(a)da.
0.' 3

40—2
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We have therefore to consider what assumptions are involved in this procedure.

They are evidently (i) that the order of integrations in

I
da

I
e~^ i( (.r, a) dx

J p Jo

may be changed, (ii) that the series

"•

may be integrated term by term over (/3, 7), whatever be the value of x.

Now (ii) will certainly be tnie if (a) M„(a) is finite and integrable throughout

(yS, 7), whatever be n, and (b) 2«„(«)—; is uniformly convergent in (/3, 7), whatever be x.

And (i) will be true if (c)

n

1 B

e ^ « {x, a) da

is uniformly convergent in (0, X), however great be X, and (d)

-X

I e~^ ?( (.1-, a) dx
.'0

is uniformly convergent in (yS, 7)*. This last condition is equivalent to that of the uniform

summability of &'tin{a). And (c) will be certainly satisfied if 2M„(a)-, is uniformly

convergent throughout the domain (0, A^ /3, 7) ; for then e~^ u {x, a) is a continuous

function of both variables throughout this domain.

We may therefore enunciate the following theorem. It is to be understood that

each separate term !<„(«) is finite and integrable.

Theorem III. If

is uniformly summable in (/3, 7), and
so ,j.H

fuAa)--

uniformly convergent throughout the domain (0, X, /3, 7), however great he X : the series

9'unipL) may be integrated term by term over (^, y).

I 14. All the trigonometrical series of § S, to which I am devoting particular

attention in this paper, cease to be uniformly summable at certain isolated points. It is

important for my present purpose to obtain theorems which may be used in cases in

which some of these exceptional points are included in the range of integi-ation.

Theorem IV. If the conditions of III. are satisfied except that (^ »-„ (a) is only uniformly

summable in (yS, 7 - e), however small be e, while

^ 1

" M„ (a) da
.'j3

* Ch. de la Vall(5e Poussin, Journal de Math., s^r. 4, t. viii.
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is a continuous function of a up to and including a = 7; the series ^u„(a) may be

integrated term by term over {13, 7).

For f^ 'lfun{cL)da=lf\^ \i„(a)da,

however small be e, and the theorem follows on proceeding to the limit.

§ 15. We know, for instance, that

sin a + sin 3a + = ^ cosec a,

sin 2a + sin 4a + = ^ cot a.

Multiply by a. and integrate term by term ft'om a = to a = ^tt. Since

asin (2m + I) arfa = ,1^ ttt,
Jo (2n+I)-

a sin 2nacZa = (-)"-' -r-

,

Jo ^ ' in

we obtain

C^ a 2 (—Y
(1) -^dci=2X.-^ ,,,,
^ ^ Jo sin a (2w + 1)'

ri' 1
(2) I acotada=- 7rlog2,

provided the conditions of III. or IV. be satisfied. The condition which concerns 2M«(a)—

,

is evidently satisfied in each case, and 6^'«„ (a ) is uniformly convergent in (e, W),

however small be e. Also

[' . ,„ -,, , 6Cos(2?i+I)e
,
sin(2w+I)e

a sm (2n + 1) ada = ^^^ z—— H -r^ _-f- .

Jo
V -r

/ 2?( + I (2??-l-I)=

It is clear that

e=u (2n+l)=

, ,. 5cos(2«+l)6 ,• 1 1 <-!
and iim eS ^ ^

= hm ^ e logcot ^ e

= 0.

Hence the conditions of IV. are .satisfied, and (1) and (2) are correct.

§ 16. Now consider the equation

sin 2a — sin 4a = i- tan a.

Suppose that ^ (o) is a function which does not vanish for a = \it, and has a

derivate ^ (o) which is continuous throughout (0, tt). Then

I tan a<^ (a) da.
Jo
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is indeterminate, but its princdpal value*, which I denote by

P\ Uin a<f) (a) da,

is determinate, and it is naturally suggested that we may have

nPj tan a<f)(a)rfa =
I

sin 2a^ (a) rfa — I sin4a<^(a)rfa
^ J Jo -0

Such cases may be dealt with by means of the following theorem.

Theorem V. If the conditions of III. are satisfied except that the uniform summa-

bility of yun (a) ceases for a single value ^ of a, while

lim y
I

iin (a) da

is zero ; then

P i^Sfun (a) doi = 5 f^(„ (a) da.
. P (I .' 3

For under these circumstances

and the theorem follows on proceeding to the limit.

Another case which may occur is that in which some or all of the terms j(„ (a)

become infinite for a = ^ in such a way that 1 ?/„ (a) da is not determinate, although
.'p

its principal value is. In this case we must substitute for the condition of V. the

condition that
CO rf+e

and the final result will be

lim ^P f ^%tn (a) rfa = ;

P r &'un (a) da^y'P r«„ (a) da.

§ 17. Let us consider, for instance, the example at the beginning of § 16. We
have to prove that

X fiT+ E

lim &\-)"-^ sin 2na(f) (a) da

is 0, or that

e-'dx S (—)""' —A' sin tna 4> (a) d<x

is 0.

Now we ma}- sum under the sign of integration with respect to a. Thus we obtain

.cc

e~*<I> (x, e) dx,
Jo

* I have worked out the theory of ' principal values ' in considerable detail in some papers in the Loudon

Mathematical Society's Proceedings.
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where <I> (X, e) = f'""V («) doii. (-)"-' sin 2/ia
-'

Jirr-e 1 ?l !

"'-«^°""(^(a)rfa

The last integral is

'2w;

and the second term of this is

e-2'»--'-^'''(^'(a)

if 4>" (a) is also continuous. Thus

1

+ ,

if+ e
J rin+ e

'Zl'" '
^

ZlXJi„-,

1 i-r+ t 1 nn+ ^ ,7

da

^ {a; e) =
2x

^+' -Jr (x, e)

hr-e X

where

g- re cos 2a cQs (^ sij, 2a) <^ (a)

i/r (.r, e) < ZTe^,

{H a constant) ; i.e.

( . ,, . , ,, ., e^'^°'-^cos (a-'sin 2e) ^(x.e)

Now

2x

X

af

j
e-" <& (x, e) dx=j+l .

r°° e'^ylr Ix e)We can choose X so that ( — .,
dx, which is numerically less than

—dx=^r,

is as small as we please. Also </> (^^tt + e) — (.Itt — e) vanishes with e like e; and (if

we suppose A'^ > 1

)

"=

rfa;l
g-x (1-cosae)

(jog
/ ,^. gjjj 2e) —

\

X « I

r(i)

(1 -cos26)i'

and therefore becomes infinite for e = at the most like e"i; so that

. lim !(^ {W + e)-<j)(}ir- e)] i e"^ "-'^"=='' cos (a- sin 2e) ^-^ = 0.

.=0
" "

J X ^

And we can also choose e so small that I e~-^ <& (a;, e) rZ* is as small as we please.
J u

Consequently

lim
I

e~^$ (*, e) dx = 0.
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Hence *

I P f'tan a<f) (a) da = ^ (-)"-'
f "sin 2na<t> (a) da.

^ J 1 .'0

We can prove in the same way that we may multiply any of the series (3), (4),

(5), (8), (11), (12) of § 8 by <^(^) and integrate term by term, provided that neither

limit is a point at which the sum of the series becomes infinite, and that we insert

the sign of the principal value whenever any such point is included in the range of

integration.

§ 18. I shall give a few examples of the use of this theorem. Since

I tan (6 - (^) = ^ (-)"-' sill 2« (6 - (j>),

\ cot (5 - ^) = i^sin 2« (0 - <i>\

P [""tan {6 - 4)) cos (2m + 1 ) Odd = 0,

P ( "tan (d - 4>) sin (2n + 1) OdO = 0,
.'o

and the two corresponding principal values containing cot {6 — ^) are also zero. And

P
\
""tan {6 - 4>) cos ^nddO = (-)" 27r sin 2?i0,

P f
"
tan (^ - ^) sin 2?!^^^ = (-)»-' 27r cos 2n^,

Jo

/•2ir

P cot {6 - <f>)
cos 2nddd = Stt sin 2n<f>,

Jo

P l'" cot (6-
(f))

sin -Indde = -I-tt cos 2«<^.
.'0

These formulae are true so long as the subject of integration does not become

infinite at either of the limits. Similarly

cos nOdd sin h0
= TT

J
r " cos n

Jo coaO — cos (}) sin <j)

'

if < (^ < TT ; and so on.

§ 19. The question of the integi-ation of (1), (2), (6), (7), (9), and (10) of § 8, is

however of much greater importance ; and it is plain that integration term by term

is not always legitimate. If for instance we integrate

cos — cos 20 + ... = ^

from ^ = to 6 = 7r, we obtain the obviously false result = ^v.

Let us consider then whether the equation

1 + cos (a - ^) + cos 2 (a - ^) . . . = ^

* I proved this formula by an entirely different method in the case in which the series on the right

hand is convergent, in the Proc. Loud. Math. Soc, xxxiv. , p. SO.
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may be multiplied by <^(a) and integrated from /9 to 7, (f)(a) being a function whose
first and second derivates are continuous.

In the first place, integration is permissible if (j3, 7) does not contain any of the

points a = 2mr + 6. Hence if 6 — 2ir< ^ <d, and e is a small positive quantity

i^'cos n (a-0)(f> (a) da = ,9' cos n {a - 6)
(f>

(a.) da,
J p J ^

and therefore

re 00

I ^ cos n {a -0)<j) (a) da
.'p

ai re sc re

= y\ cos n (a - 0) <p (a) da — Urn ,9' j cosn(a- 0) (f>(a) da,

provided that anj- two of these three terms be determinate. The left hand is simply

1 r«

-.'(3

while the second term on the right is the limit of

r°°
00 ^n re

I e~'dx1 —: I cos 11 (a- 0)
(f)

(a) da
Jo «we-e

/""
r* =^ «"

= e-'^dx cj) (a) da 1 — cos n (a - 0)
J u J e-e "

= R

where

Now this integral is

1 ef"'~'''-^{a)dii=-

I e-^dx\' e=»»''
'"-*'

^ (a) da
Jo Je-c

= 1 e-^@(a;, e)da;,
Jo

&(a;,e) =Rr e'e^
'-~^'

<f>
(a) da.

J e-e

giu+xe-i-''^
(«) \li'e'''~"'^{e"'ylr(u)]du,

u IX J u du '-
'^ '

'

vhere <lr{i() = cp (0 — u). The second term is

1^

du ^ ^
'

1 i
* ,.!•«-!« / '^

I

*'- J rf«
e'" •^(u)du.

Hence

{x, €) = -- e^<'°^' sin (e-x siu e) i/r (e) + ^*-^';
^ '

,

a-

H being a constant.

Now if ^ be any positive quantity

Km
I

e~* (x, e) rfa; = lim I e"^ © (a;, e) d*-

;

e =oJo t=0 7 f

Vol. XIX. Part III. 41
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and it follows as in the last paragraph that we may neglect the term x!"^ i" the

expression of ©(a;, e) found above. Hence our limit is the same as

dx

Now

lim ylr (i) \ e ^ ii-cose) gjQ ^g _ J. gijj j\ .

lim
e =

sm 6

/:
'"'I cos (j; sine)

dx = 0;

for we may suppose ^ > 1 , and then

< e-^C-'-o^'.c-Ma;
.'
f J II

< ^(^>

(1 —COS e)i'

COS €
I

e"^^^-*^^^'5 sin (a; sin e)And lim
€=

dx= lim e-^"-™"' sin (« sin e) —
f = U J ^

Hence finally

Consequently

That is to say

.00 ,

lim e-^ (X, e) dx =^-rrf (0)

= l-7rcl>(e).

1 r" ^ /*
1

^ 4,{a)da = y cos n (a - 0) (^ (o) da- -.ircf) {6).

»
1

COS n (oL — 0) (p (a) f/a

Similarly, if < 7 < 27r + ^,

,^ (61) = - (I 1 V (a) da + 9'
f ''cos « (a - 6)

<f>
(a) da

I

0),

And generally

1 /''' "
fi' „

- </)(«)«« + ,</' cos)!(a- ^) <i(a)(Za = 7ri. e„d)(2H7r +
^Jp 1 ./^

the summation e.xtending to all values of n such that 'liiir + lies in (/3, 7), and e

being = 1 in general, but = |^ if 2inr +0 = ^ or =7. This is a form of Fourier's

Theorem. Of course the conditions which we have imposed upon </> are much narrower

than they need be *. I shall not, however, attempt to generalise them, bej'ond

* The ordinary proofs of Fourier's theorem show that legitimate in the case of the series cos 9 — cos 26+ ..., when

as a matter of fact the series on the left is not only /3= 0, 7= ir.

summable but convergent. I need hardly say that my when we integrate term by term we assume that

object is not to give a proof of Fourier's theorem equal in

generality to the accepted proofs, but to show how naturally

one is led to it from a point of view quite different from

those usually adopted.

/ d.v t" Fix, a)cla= " da 1 F {x, a) dx
Jo Jo J J

when F{x, a) = e~^l^+""'''cos (a-.r sina), and this is un-

true, the left hand being =0 and the right hand =A?r, as is

It is the inversion of integrations in § 13 which is not easily seen on working out the integrations.
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remarking that 4> may have a finite number of ordinary discontinuities in {fS, 7). In

this case, if am' one of the points 2mr + ^ be one of them, we must substitute

I [(^ {2)177 +0-O) +
(f)

{•IitTT +0 + 0);

for (p {2mr + 6).

Integration over an Infinite Range.

§ 20. I shall now suppose that the range of integration is infinite. Let us assume

that, however great be 7.

! ft n n J a'B

»=, fyThen if lim 9j 11,^(0.) da is determinate and equal to

Sf f
"«„ ^a) da,

J p

this equation passes over in the limit into

roc x X ,' x

9'un{a)da= 9'1 u„{a)da.
.'

(3 (I J ^

The additional condition which must be satisfied is therefore that

X rx

lim 9" I «„ (a ) da = 0,

Y= x J yy= x V J y

OD X /j,/l f X
lim I e-^dx S —, I n„ (a) da = 0.
y=x ]

u

u n
: J y

Now let us assume that
X r,'n ra

I da
X ^.n ra

S -; «<« (a) I

converges uniformly up to and including a = w . Then it may be integrated term by

term over (y8, x ), and our condition becomes

lim 1 e'^^dx I u (.c, a) (7a = >

Y= X J CI J y

0.

y= X j U Jy

This will certainly be satisfied if

I

e~^d.i-
I

it (x, a) da

is uniformly convergent up to and including a = oc ; i.e. if

Jy

is uniformly summable up to and including a= x .

Theorem VI. If the conditions of III. are satisfied for any finite value of 7, however

great, and

y Un (a) da
J /3

41—2
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is uniformly summable in (/S, x ), and

X ,v,H fa

uniformly convergent in (0, x ), for any finite value of x, the series

i^«„ (a)

may he integrated te)-m by term over (yS, x ).

§ 21. Theorem IV. was designed to meet the case in which integration term by

tei-m is permissible, although the original series ceases to be uniformly summable at a

number of isolated points. In the corresponding case in which the range of integration

is infinite we need the following theorem.

Theorem VII. If the series 6^«„(a) may be integrated term by term over (/3, 7), for

any finite value of 7, hotvever great; and the integral series

^ru„{a)d^
J p

converges and represents a continuous function of a for a=x; the series yu,^{a.) may

he integrated term by term over (y8, x ).

I need not delay over a formal proof of this proposition.

§ 22. We have next to consider how to e.xtend V. in a similar way. Let us

suppose that y^Un (a) is unifoi-mly summable over any finite interval which does not

include any one of a set of isolated points 7,-, near which it behaves as in V. No

new point arises if the number of these points is finite, so we shall suppose it infinite;

also 7; < 7,-1-1, and lim7,= y:. Then for any finite value of 7, distinct from any 7,-,

(1) P Py u„ (a) rfa = y ["u,, (a) da.
J $ u .' 3

Now let us suppose that
00 /«=

y Un(a)d'x
u . p

is summable, and that when 7 tends to x , in a manner subject to certain restrictions

(one of which must obviously be that of never taking any of the values 7,), the right

hand of (1) tends to a limit equal to the sum of this series. Then

r-y X X rx
lim P y )(„ (a) da= tf

\
u„ (a) da.

I shall write this in the form

pT yu^(a)da = y r u„{a)da.

For a detailed discussion of the definition of principal values such as that on the

left I must refer to the papers on "The Theory of Cauchy's Principal Values" already

mentioned.
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for every finite value of j distinct from any of a certain set of values y; ; and if when

7 tends to oo in a manner subject to certain restrictions, f/ 1 u^ (a) da tends to a finite
II J &

limit equal to

Iff u,,{^) da-
ft J ^

then P r y'un (a) rfa = 5^
f

""

«„ («) da.

§ 23. We saw in § 17 that if <f>(a) satisfies certain conditions

5 P ftan a(j) (a) da = ^(-)"-'
|

'
sin 2/;a (^ (a) da.

^ Jo 1 .'o

And if these conditions are satisfied throughout any finite interval of values of a

-P tan a^ (a) da = l/'X-)"-' i ' 'sin 2na (j> (a) da,
J 1 J

for any finite value of iV.

Can we replace the upper limit by x ?

Let us suppose, in the first place, that the series

1 .'()

is summable ; and let us consider the series

i^(-)""'
I

i^m-2na<l>{a)da

= e-^dx^ (-)»-'
—

'
I

sin 2na d)(a)doi

=
1 e~^ 4> {x, N) dx,

where (^(x, N) = R

The last integral is

2ix
e-'^-^4>(a)

I r e"-''-'^^'<l)(a)da

and the second term of this is

;-.-^/>""sf'-'-*'(«)i'".
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provided this double integration by parts be justified. This will certainly be the case

if, from some finite value of o, <f>{a), </)'(a) tend steadily to zero, as then

I

(f>'(a)dct, j (f>"{a)da

are absolutely convergent.

Hence * (x, N) = -~J> (Nir) + ti%^^

,

where
| f {x, N)

j
< He',

II being a constant.

Now [ e-^ * {a; N) d.c=\' +\ .

Jo .' (I J .V

We can choose X so that I e~''—„dx, which i.s numerically less than
J X x-

i.

H ^ H
X « A

is as small as we please ; and the same is evident!}- true of

\

(^
'And we can also choose N .so great that j ,

is as small as we please. Hence
-'o

lim I e-^ * {x, N) dx = 0.
jY= 00 .' (I

Consequently

lim 5 P tan a </) ( a) c?a = ^'(- V'-' sin 2?ia ^ (a) da.

The left hand of this equation is

1 f-^P I tan a<^{oL)da,

according to the definition in the paper quoted above. It is the same as

1 f"'
lim g P tan a

(f)
(a) da,

where a tends to oc through any series of values differing from any odd multiple of

^TT b}' more than an arbitrarily small, but fixed, quantity 8.

In the same way we arrive at the general conclusion that we may multiply any

of the series (3), (4), (5), (8), (II), (12) of § 8 by (^ (6) and integrate term by term

over a suitably chosen interval whose upper limit is cc
,

provided that (j> (0) satisfy the

conditions imposed upon <^(a) in the preceding argument, and that we insert the sign

of the principal value before the integral of the sum of the series.

We may also multiply by cos aO (j) (6) and integrate. To prove this we only need

to modify the preceding argument very slightly.
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§ 24. Suppose for instance that we multiply the two equations

^ tan a = sin 2a — sin 4a + ,

i- cot a = sin 2a + sin 4a + ,

a
bv cos aa -; ^, (0 < 7, 0<a<2),

•' a- + 7-

aud integrate term by term. We obtain

ado.
cos aa tan a ,

o-' + 7-

'^n, , , C" acosaas

1 Jo a +
a cos aa. sin 2na ,— aa

1 "

4 1
'

„ j"'^ adoL TT cosh 07
I.e. -r cos aa tan a -;r-; -., = .,„

, , J

j a- + 7- e-y +1

, . .,
, ^ „ /"" ^ ada 7rcosha7

and similarly* /^ cos «a cot a-- „= — ^ .

In exactly the same way we may prove Cauchy's formulae

J

'/"
J

cos aa da 1 cosh a
„ = ^ TT

cos ia 1 + a^ 2 cosh b
'

sin aa rfa 1 sinh a

sin 6a 1 + a- 2 sinh 6
'

(0 < a < b), and many others of the same kind. We can also find the corresponding

formulae when a>b.

§ 25. In these examples the series of integrals is convergent, but all that is essential

to our theorems is that it should be summable.

Suppose, for instance, that we multiply by

a
cos aa —,

.,

.

a- — 7-

Then, so long as 7 is not an odd multiple of ^tt,

^ r>
[^

. «f^a ?j, .„ , r, f a cos aa sin 2?ia ,^P\ cos ao tan a = i^(_)n-i P ^ — da.
2 Jo a- -7- 1 Jo a- -7=

To prove this we have only to observe that, by § 23,

^P cosaatana-^, = ^(-)"-' ,

2 .'.v^ a- -7- 1 J.v„

if Ntt is any multiple of 7r>y, and, by § 16,

1 f'^'^ ada ^
t'-^'^^P COS aa tan a = (/(-)"-'

2 Jo a- -7' 1 -'o

* Two other proofs of these formulae will be found in the Proc. Lond. Math. .S'oc. xxxiv. pp. 61—65 and
83—84, and a fourth in the Quarterly .Journal, 1900, p. 120.
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-- „ f" o cos aa sin 2»io J '"' i /a . \ . y.-t ^ > 1 «Now P ; ; "''" — J {^^^ (-" + «) 7 + cos {2n — «) 7] = 5 tt cos 07 cos 2/17

;

/3C
fi iln * 1

and so P I cos aa tan a -^^
—- = tt cos 07 ^(—)"~' cos 2n7 =^-7r cos 07.

Jo a--r I 2

^- •, , T. r ac?2 1
Similarly P I cos 00 cot a -^--

^
= — ,j tt cos 07,

so long as 7 is not a multiple of tt.

In the same way we may prove that

p
1"^ cos aa rfa _
.'0 cos 6a 1 — a-

^rsinoa rf^

Jo sm6al-a=

if < rt < 6 (so long as h has not any one of certain exceptional values).

I 26. I pass now to the corresponding investigation connected with | 19. We
found there that, if <^(a) satisfies certain conditions

(1) ^cos7i(a-6)<f>(2)di= 9^ cos « (a- d?) </)(a)rfa - 7rSe„(^ (2»7r + 0),
J fi . ^

the summation extending to all values of 2mr + ff which fall iu (/9, 7), and 6 being

= i if 2mr + 6 = or 7, =1 otherwise.

Now let us suppose that ^ (a) tends steadily to zero as a increases from some

finite value to x , and that

<f>
(a) doL

-'|3

is convergent. If then we make 7 tend to x , the left hand of (1) tends to

and the second term on the right to

77 i 6„(^ (2«7r + 6).

Let us assume that

9^
I cos n {a-d)<f) (a) da
Jy

is summable, and seek its limit for 7 = x . The sum of the series is as before proved

to be

I e~^ (x. 7) dx.
J

where (a;, 7) = E T e=«'<'-*'
<f)

(a) da.
J V
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We may suppose that 7 = (2iV+ l)7r + ^, N being a positive integer which tends

to X . Integrating by parts we obtain, instead of the last integral

1 r n-i^.v+i)"- 1 r d i-(2jv+i)^

IX
{_ J -00 «

L MM J-«

where yfr (ti) =
(f> (6 — u). We suppose as in § 23 that 4>' (a) as well as ^ (a) tends steadily

to for a = 00 .

The first term vanishes, and to the other two we may apply the same argument

as before, which shows that

lim
I

e-^ {x, j) dx = 0.
7=x Jo

Thus |[ <f,{a.)doL+y'l cosn(a-0)0(a)cia = 7r2e„<^(2?i7r + (9).

The applications of this formula which we obtain by making

are so well known that I need hardly give any.
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Introduction.

In a Memoir on Integral Functions* which was recently published, it was shewn

that such functions could to a great extent be classified by their behaviour near infinity,

and asymptotic expansions were obtained for simple and repeated functions with a single

sequence of zeros of finite or zero order.

In the present Memoir I continue these researches.

Again I thank Professor Forsyth for his kind criticism.

Part I.

The Asymptotic Expansion of Integral Functions of Double Linear Sequence.

I I. In /. i^. I 20t it was pointed out that the typical zero of an integral function

may be a function of two or more numbers necessary to define its position in the

series to which it belongs. When such zero is a function of but two numbers it is

said to belong to an integral function of double sequence. Among such functions the

* Phil. Trans. Royal Society (A), Vol. 199, pp. 411—500.

+ In this way I propose to refer throughout the present investigation to the earlier paper just cited.

42—2
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most simple are those for which the general zero, a say, is a linear function of the

numbers, e.g.

a=f(a + HiCDi + JijO)..),

«, and w» being the two numbers and a, Wi and Wo arbitrary parameters. A function

with such a general type of zero, I propose to call a function of double linear sequence.

The most simple examples of such functions are the Weierstrassiau o- function and the

double gamma function.

If Hi and »!2 f^re positive integers and wjtoi is real and negative, a + n,(», + 7120)2

will by suitable choice of n^ and n^ represent a point indefinitely near any assigned

point ou the line joining a and a + to, : consequently this line will be a line of essential

sineularitv of the function. In this case Eisenstein's series 2 S ,— ,„ will

not be convergent if p > 2. We shall assume therefore that wJm, is not real and

negative.

We shall assume that the general zero is such that both n-, and n^ range from

to X . Thus the Weierstrassian cr function is a function with four double linear

sequences of zeros and is the product of four functions of the type which we proceed

to consider.

§ 2. We shall put, for brevity, fi = H,a)i + «.,&).,: and then the general function to

be considered will be

00 00

n n
n, = %=0

,+...+-

/ (a + n)\

where p is an integer independent of «i and Ho such that

and ^^
[/(a+^n)^' ^' convergent.

It will thus be seen that we do not consider functions for which p is infinite for

n, and n^.

Corresponding functions of infinite order have been put on one side in the previous

discussion : they present peculiar difficulties (y. /. F. § 12).

When 9ii and h-o are large and /"(a + 11) admits an expansion in descending powers

of (a + n) of which the dominant term is (a + D,y, the function is said to be of

algebraic sequence, p being real and finite.

If p > 2, the integral function may be written

n n . ,

n,=0 nj= L J\
for p is now zero.

^"^
-'a + nj
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The order of a function of linear double algebraic sequence is defined to be 2/p.

Thus, if the order is less than unity, there is no exponential factor in the typical

term of the Weierstrassian product.

We shall consider in turn the three standard functions :

—

(1) of order less than unity,

(2) of non-integral order greater than unity,

(3) of integral order not less than unity.

These functions we take to be

z
Pp(2|<B„ a)o)= n n

n, 71.1

1 +
a + fll",

Qi,{z\(o„ (u.,) = n n
lit H..

1 +
(a + nyJ^^^Xia + iiy'

where p > 2;

+ +
pia + iiy]

where p is < 2 and 2//) is not integral, and where p is an integer such that p+ l> 2/p >«;

R,{2\Qy„ a)o) = n n
(I

n. Ju

I +
(a :fn)p) ^'^Pt ny + ... +

p(a + ny

where 2/p is an integer p.

By comparison with these standard functions we obtain the nature of the asymptotic

expansions of all functions of double linear algebraic sequence.

It should be remembered that repeated functions of simple sequence arise from

functions of double linear sequence by coalescence of the parameters (/. F. 8 20). Thus
many of the results of /. F. Part IV. arise by equating the parameters in the ensuing

investigations.

The Extension of the Maclaurin Sum Formula.

§ 3. The Maclaurin sum formula, which was fundamental in the investigations of
ill -

1

I. F. Parts III. and IV., gives an asymptotic value for S 4> (n) when m is large, under

certain restrictions as to the nature of the function <t>(n). An investigation of this

formula, more satisfactory than the usual one based on the calculus of finite differences

was given in /. F. § 41. By the methods there developed it may be easily seen that

the formula can be written in the more general form

Z 9 (a + mo)) = Z + 2, —^'

—

-

«=0 M=0 ^ rfa;"
<f)

(w) dx

where Z ='^ ag^{— s, a, &)), if </> (x) = 2 UgOf.
3=0 «=o
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S 4. We proceed now to shew that, if tuo tui is uot real and negative, the asymptotic

expansion of 2 "S. <f>(a + il) may be written in the lorni

n.=0 »l,=U

wliere ^ (a;) represents the integral function S a^af and ^ = S a, ^
^'^

^^

,
while

>|r (a;) = I (Lv i (p (x) dx.

The notation for the double Bernoullian numbers is that given in my paper " On

the Double Gamma Function*." The symbol F, is suggested by Cayley's notation of

matrices and was introduced in § 49 of the paper cited. It is such that

Fi [f(a + a;)]j=m„ =/(« + '"iWi + m,a>.^ -/{a + m.coi) -/{a + m^to.).

In § 40 of the paper cited it was proved that

wiTT J L II

where •rt« = e*''*" and log « has a cross-cut along the axis of —1/L, and is real when

)i is real and positive. The axis L coincides with the bisector of the smaller angle

between the axes of I/w, and Ijw.,, and the axis of n lies within the smaller angle

between the axes of eoi and w,.

Hence, if a is positive with respect to the oj's,

m.-lm,-! in,-l?«j-l , /" »

^ S (^ (a. + H) = S 2 ~ S a, r (I + r) e-(«+''.".+".«'>' ^ (- z)—' dz

_ _L [ V arr(l + r) _„^ (
1 -e-".".' 1 - e-^-^

|

Take now

^~27rj,ru {-zr^ (I e-"'0(l-e~"^)

it being assumed that j> {x) is such that the integral is finite. Then the given sum is

equal to

as we see by the employment of the expansion given in § 15 of the paper cited.

Thus the given sum is equal to

"
^ A'-' (g) ± [ ^ arT{l + r) ,;

_n=0 '' • ^Ti J r=0 \
— •'/ jx^mw

Z + F,

- A'" (g) |. g^r (1 + r) "

= ^ + i'=

* Phil. Tram. Royal Society (A), Vol. 196, pp. 265—387.
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Now
a,.r (1 + r) d" " arT{l+r)x'-+^

U x"-'^-r (r + 3 - »0 dw^r^o r (r + 3)

d" r^ f= ^—^ tjr («), where I dx I
(f)

(x) dx = '\Jr (x).

Thus the given sum is equal to

n=o n !

We have assumed that (j) (x) is such that

' d"

dx'J.t(^-)

27r j ,=0 (- zY*'- (1 - e""^') (1 - e-^')
dz

is finite : this will be the case if 2 a,. T (1 +r) z' has a finite radius of convergence
r =

p, and the bulb of the contour along which the fundamental integral is taken entirely

includes a curve of radius 1/p.

We cannot, however, expand —
r in the series _

(.1 - e-"'^) (1 - e--^^ «=o « !

I A'-' (g) (_ ^^„

unless
!
a

j

is less than the smaller of the two quantities •^^-^
. If then p is

1

"i

i27rt
greater than the greatest of

account of the terms which

and therefore passes over poles of

<u..

,-^'
, the theorem will hold good. And by taking

account of the terms which arise when the bulb of the contour of the integral closes

g-OZ

we may obtain a modified form
(1 -e-"'^)(l -e-""^)'

of the theorem which is true when p has any finite value, and therefore when ^ {z)

is a function whose order is greater than or equal to unity.

When p is gieater than the greatest of
Itri 27rt \

'

we nave

Z= 2 ar^oi-r,a\o}i,(Oo)= 2 flr- .

r=0 r=0 1 -|-r

Corollary. On making a = 0, we find

}n, - 1 7n-2—

1

= ^ _ ^ (0) + J- ^, [^ (.:)]..,„„ -^^= K_ [ir' (^)]..„„ + i 4t' ^^
tDjfOo zaji&Jo 11=0 I' da;" J,

where „J5„ is the /ith double Bernoullian number [Bauble Gamma Function, § 7].

§ 5. The integrals used in the foregoing formulae are only valid when a is

positive with respect to the co's. But it is now evident that the fundamental asymptotic

equality [(a) § 38, Double Gamma Function], which (§ 41) is true in general if the
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many-valued functions with s as index have their principal values with respect to the

axis of - (oil + oJo), may be written

and that therefore the fundamental formula (1) holds for all values of «, o), and Wo

provided S a,?'3(— s, ai w,, Wo) is a convergent series.

»=o

The formula is true in many cases when <^ {x) is not an integi-al function. Such

cases are best considered as they arise.

§ 6. If in the foregoing formula (2) we make s = e, where e is very small, and

after expanding equate coefficients of first powers of e, we obtain

2 S log(a + n) = — ^-^2(5, a|a)i, w2)s=o + 2 s^^M F„ "£f (log.- 1-4
a formula which may also be written

log il fl (a + n)=-log^^^^^^^ ^ +2=^2LJ^i',
/»2(<Bl, <B2)

On diflferentiating with regard to a, we have

(Double Gamma Function, § 49.)

-?. V _^ = _ ^; (a) + 2 (m + m') 7r..S„' («) + 2 ^^^^ F, ,^„ (a; log .t- - .r)

M,=o n,=o a + ii

and
m,— 1 wij-l

,

= Vr.«' (a) - 2 (m + »0 ^t,&V=' (") - 2 "^^"^ F, ^„ log a.

«,=o «2=o (a + ^)^

These formulae are more convenient than the corresponding forms obtained in

§§ 51 and 52 of the paper cited. The logarithms involved have their principal values

with respect to the axis of — (o); + w,,).

Functions of Finite (Non-zero) Order less than Unity.

§7. We proceed now to find the asymptotic expansion of \ogP^(z\a)i, a^), where

p >2. The process adopted is the direct extension of that previously employed (/. F.,

§ 50). In consequence it will be assumed that the theory of asymptotic series developed

in /. F. Part II. is familiar to the reader, so that merel}' the bare outline of the

analysis need be given.

Suppose that nii and m., are two values of )?, and n., respectively such that

\z , |?/tift), |, and
I

/?i2a)2 1 have, when \z\, m^ and m.> are all large, ultimately a finite ratio.

Then
1/1,-1 mii-l m.-lMj-l k /"—V—1 ("/J 4. flW

\ogP,(z)^m,mAogz-p 1^ 2 1og(a + n)+S 2 2/- ^

J^^'''^n,=0 «.=0

S" V _ V v
,?i, = «s=0 «, = ti^=0

ni=0 n2 = s=l

^ (-)'-' z"

,ri s(a + ny''
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iu the limit when k is infinite. When for
?(i
= 0, 1,..

\a + il .

I

I

is>l, or tor the remainins: combinations of ?(, and «,,
^

1 ja + n
arise as summable divergent expansions of log (1 + x), the validity of which was established

iu /. F. § 26.

, ?«] - 1, ;/o = 0, 1, ,111,-1,

IS > 1, the series

On substituting the asymptotic expansions of

Jill — I «^-l 7n,-l »Ja-l

2 2 log(a + n), s t (a + ny^,
«,=0 Jl.= n, = 712=0

given in the previous paragraphs, we obtain, in the limit when k is infinite, the

asymptotic expansion

log Pp (5) = niiiiu log 2 - p -j
- ^ f„ (s, a),.=o + £ A^) ^^

«=o «!

'

d'^
I
or. 'Ax-\

+
.:i -^s^r-^- P'' "^ +io^^ ^^

L^' Kips + Dips + 2

«=i s ( ,1=0 n I

d" ,.-p«+2

rfa;"(ps-l)(/3S-2)J^„,„„J'

On rearrangement we get, since viiVU = 280*'^ (a) F„

log P, (2) = p I r. (s, aX=„ + i^^p ?, (- P6-,
a)

ds

+ ,S„'=) (a) PJ - f^ log *• + p^ + S' ^

+ ,S,i« («) P, F- p« log .r + /9« + 2'

4 ,= _its(/js+l)(ps + 2)2» 2
log

i- s (ps + Ifz'

„=o (« + 2)!

§ 8. In this asymptotic expansion the coefficients of the terms 2/S„''-'(a) for

n = 0, 1, 2... X, are summable divergent series in the limit when k=x, and must be

' summed ' in the same way as the corresponding series which arose in I. F. § 52.

In that paragraph it was seen that, if — tt < arg {x''/z) < it,

tl .?-. .{.4-(l/p)} l7j + ^- = si-uT^Uj + ^ ''^^
.

•

and therefore

^l ,= _i s {s + (2/p)l U / 4 2 sin (27r/p) \xf)
"*"

2 ° ^
"
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Hence

2

oaf, Sar* a?. _, (-)*-' .r^+=

= _i.s(ps + l)(ps + 2)^

3/,= * iK^

z^'""
. p , of

1 1 1

iS2»is + (l/p) S + (2//3)]

p Lsm(7r/p) a-

Tra;^!/'' trz^l''

r + ilog^
7rp 2*''' p , z

2; 2 sin (27r/p) a? 2 af

sin {ttIp) 2 sin (27r/p)

'

Differentiating with regard to * we see that

J- (_v-ia.ps+i ^^i/p
— pa; log a; + pa; + x los z + z -.^^^ ,^ - = -,— --

, ,

.

*" ^ ^^ « s=-* s(ps + l)2* sin(7r/p)

We have then on substituting the values of the summable divergent series

log Pp (2) = p |j, (s, «),.„ + 1^^' r^ (- P5, a)
as'

+ A'«(a)P.
TT^'

.1/0

sin (tt/p) 2sin(27r/p)'
22/P

_sin (tt/p)
a; log 2

^ .,..g,.+jna)

^„ro (" + 2); = f«(-'°s">

a

as'

(_)»-i

i = l S2«
= P 5; r= («> «).=« + 2 ^-_,^ r. (- 9S, a) + ..S„'^' (a) .y-v

sin (277 'p)

„6V-'(a) irz^l" .S.J'" (a)
log 2,

1! sin(7r/p) 2!

for i^j[a;]i=,„„ = ; -f;[^]j:=„i„= — *i, it A be constant with respect to jc.

§ 9. In the proof of this asymptotic expansion we have had to limit ourselves to

the inequality — tt < arg (aP/^) < tt in which a.'=?K,&)i or dim., or w,&)i + Hi.,(Mj. Now if, in

the Argand diagram with as origin, ay/ be the point A^ and «»/ the point A.,, all points

of the type «},&), + »^q)„ lie within the angle A^OAr,. Hence if -4/ be — toi", and A/
be — tOo", all the zeros of Pp(^ coj, to.) lie within the angle AiOA^'. The inequality

— TT < arg (,«,'• 2) < TT for the prescribed values of x necessitates that the argument of z

must be such that it exceeds the ai-gument of any line within the angle A^OA., by a

quantity lying between + tt. Hence z must not lie within the angle Ai'OAJ, and all

many-valued functions of z which occur in the asymptotic expansion must be defined

with respect to that value of log z which has some line within A^'OAJ as a cross-cut.

The fact that the asymptotic expansion does not hold when z lies withia the angle
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A^OA.^ is in accordance with the general theorem that an asymptotic expansion does

not exist when z is within a finite distance of the zeros of the function Pp(^) (/. F.,

§ 44). If p, 6Ji and &>„ are such that the zeros cover the whole region near infinity

no asymptotic expansion exists: this will be the case when arg tui" - arg <b/ is gi-eater

than 27r.

§ 10. The asj-mptotic expansion of the general function

F, (2 1 o), , CO.,) = n n 1 +
0(a+f2)J

'

i
where 2 2 . , ^. is convergent, can be symbolically obtained in a similar manner.

=" S " '" ~ ' '» -
1 "I- - 1

[We use 2 2 instead of 2 2 , and similarly 2 2 instead of 2 2 , as a con-
_

_
)!i = n.=0 (1 «i=(l „, = o

venient abbreviation.]

For, if ?,(</>) denote the sum of double extended Riemann ^ functions obtained

fi-om (/)(«) in the double Maclaurin sum formula, we have

m-l -^ R '»Un\
2 2 <^ (a + H) = f, (</>) + 2 ^-^^i-i^^ F„^

n\

where \lf(x)=i dx I (j) (x) dx.

Hence, employing the same process as before,

m-l
log Ff {z\(Oi, QJo) = nil '»2 log 2: — 22 log ^ (a + fl)

(I

"o s~i sz^ \ " "/ s=\ S(f>' (a + fi)

= A'M«)log^i^rf

( =0
,Sf 12) (f,\ rjn rx rx

- r.(log,^)+ 2 ^-'""-A^-V, ^^ dx \og<i>(x)dx

Thus we have the asymptotic expansion

logFiz) = - ?, (log ,/>) + 2 4^- ?. (<^0 - ^^^^ log 2

when the limit for k = x of the summable divergent series is taken.

43—2
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Now i' =^

—

= id ; therefore iu the limit when k = x
,

log 2 — log (^ (.'•) dv +

Hence, on integration,

'|log2-( dxj log(l>{x)da;+ ^
J

dx j ^

^J
dx

= Ax-\- B, where A and B are constant with respect to x.

Unfortunately we cannot determine 4 or 5 iinless we first expand log<^(a') and

•^^ {x) in powers of x. If ^ {x) = x" 1+ -r + ^+ •
X'' X''

where p>'2, and e^, e.,, ... are

positive quantities arranged in ascending order of magnitude, we can obtain, as in the

corresponding theorj- of /. F. § -58, approximations to ^4 and B to any desired order.

The work is laborious, and so obvious an extension of the previous investigation that

it may be supplied b}- the reader.

Similarly it does not seem possible to express in a convenient integi'al form the

functions ifo((^*). They must be evaluated from the expansions of <f)'{x) as occasion arises.

We have finally, when ,z\ is large and not within a finite distance of the zeros

of F{z), the asymptotic expansion

log ^= - r. (log </>)+1/^ r-- (<^o --Vi^''^ ^'s

'

+k"^ ^' [£ ^^" -" ^^

= -
f, (log </.) + S 4^- r.m - ' 'wP log 2 - 5 ,5/^' (a) - A ,Sr (a).

It is quite possible that infinite terms arise in the expansions of A, B, f.>(log(^)

or fo((^*). In such cases the methods of the calculus of limits must be employed. An

example is given subsequently when the asymptotic expansion of R^ {z ' Wi, co^) is deduced

from that of Qp(z co,, too).

We now see that if the zero of an integral function of double linear sequence be

given by

Ci .
c^

a = (« + ny 1 + +
(a + ny- (o + n)'

^s. +

when p is gi-eatcr than 2 and the e's are positive and in increasing order of magnitude,

the terra of highest degree in z in the asymptotic expansion of the logarithm of the

function will be

j/g,'-' (g) -TTZ^ _ TTZ^"

2 sin (27r/p) 2&), wo sin (27r/p)

'

Thus the power to which ^ is raised is the order of the function.

When f, is >1, the next term is of order z"''.
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Application to Functions of Zero Order.

§ 11. As was seen iu /. F. ^ 6-t, we cannot in general, without the introduction of

functions hitherto unknown to analysis, obtain the asymptotic expansions of the sequence

of functions of zero order.

We can however give an elegant form to the asymptotic expansion for the dominant

function of the sequence, viz.

:

F(z) = nu 1 +

For we have at once, on carrying out the process previously adopted.

log F (z) = m^mJog 2 - :E.^ {a + n) + 'E.'^ S (-)»-'
11= « = 1 S2'

ta+m , CO ,n-\\ k /'_\s-l
vv _w

Now
J

a.\ e** dx =
e-'^ 1

s- s' s

and therefore, as we see by expanding e*-^ and substituting in the double Maclaurin sum
formula,

r=o (r + l)! s- s „=o nl

' d" je"'^

N(

therefore

And

_^ o6V»' (a) A''> (a)

r=u (r+1)! (l-e""'')(l -e"'«) s^

n=» {l-e'"'''){l-e^'') „=o nl '

d" je™

(fa" |s^

=0 t7?l-l\

S2 — SS 1 e""'""''"' = — _
U / K= U **

S„^'> (a) p \^d^ (e-«^'

' [dx'"-

Also

Therefore, in the limit when k is infinite,

log.F(2) = logsF. - fa- 1. ") + i- —-T— I' 2
-_f

.T-,

* (-)-' f :^ ,-S„'^» (a)

s=-i s (h=u n J stis(l-r'n(l-e"^)^''
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Thus log ii'(^) = - r» (- 1, a) + I -.j

—

i,,\7i^ .^^^

- ,S, "' (a) F, [x log 2],=„„ -=^^) i^, [log ^],=™„

Now we kuow that*, if — tt < < t,

^, (-)>-V« (27rt)'

»= -00

Also {Gamma Function"^, § 16)

— of — - Since zj, = -
.

4 6

Therefore, when the limit for ^-=00 of the summable divergent series is taken,

-^,+ 2log^+_2'4,— =-^ + ^---^f^ + ^log. + ^(^-log.)
s=-k

*'
/I No (log Zf TT-

,
TT*

= 2(log.)=-^-|T^-3^1og. + 3.^.

Thus \ogFiz) = -^,(-l,a)+l
(_y-i

e"
. + %>. log

is(l-e"'«)(l-e°^)^ 2!

^ a'Sf,,''" (a) n r <^" (« /, NO 7r= (log zf IT,
I

^ _,S; («) ; i-r^ef" ,S,'^ (a)
,

2 \=i s {1 - e-^') {I - e'^) z" 2! ^^

+ A'^' (g)

3!
{(log zy - -n'- log z] - ,S,^^> (a)^^' + J|

,

which is the final asymptotic expansion required.

The zeros of F{z) are given by

If coi = Pig'*', ct)2 = poe'*j and tt=|a.e'°, they are therefore given bj-

2 __ g|a|-Hn,p,cos^,+")sp,cos4>. gi(o+m,r,sine,+m5r,sin»3+)r)_

* See a note by the author in the Messenger of Mathematics, No. 379 (Nov. 1902).

t Messenger of Mathematics, Vol. 29, pp. 64—128.
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Hence, in general, the zeros cover the whole plane near 2=00. The exceptional

cases arise when 7\ sin ^1 + r^ sin 0^ are submultiples of 27r, when the zeros are distributed

along certain sets of lines at infinit}'. In such cases the asymptotic expansion which

has been obtained is valid.

I 12. If we substitute e^ for z, we obtain the function

nn 1 +

with the asymptotic expansion

-"^-+Ji.(I-e-0(l-e-0e*^'*'^r-^+^T-^^-''^^-='^'^"M2 6

The function has zeros given by

z = a + n + {2n + I) TTt., w = - CO -2, -1, 0, 1 00.

The zeros thu.s form a triply-infinite sequence, with two single sequences and one

double sequence in the set.

If « = «! + 6in

tOj = Ci + rfjt

&).> = Co + cLi I

the zeros are given by

= a, + viiCi + nuc^ + i {b^ + nhdi + nud., + {2n + 1) tt}.

If Ci and c, are not of the same sign, the function has zeros at every point of

the plane (though of course the points do not form a perfect aggregate) and is non-

existent. If Ci and Co are both positive, the zeros of the function mass themselves

together at infinity in that part of the 2-plane on the right-hand side of the axis of y

:

if both negative, to the left-hand side of the same axis. Corresponding to every value

of 7KiCi + 7?i2C2 there is a line of singularity perpendicular to the real axis. In the

former case the asymptotic expansion exists only in the region at infinity on the left-

hand side of the axis of y ; in the latter on the right-hand side of that axis.

In connection with the investigation of the present and preceding paragraphs it

may be noted that the application of slightly more general analysis gives as the extension

of the investigation of /. F. § 61 the asymptotic expansion

log n
K =

1 + gu-tn,.
—^^r^-^-*i (a) log 2
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Functions of Finite Non-integral Order greater than Unity.

§ 13. We can now readilj- obtain the asymptotic expansion of

Q,{z\w„ a,,) = nn
\ (a-

z (- zY
+ f2W ^1 (a + n)p'^"""^j3(a + n)w

where p is < 2, 2//3 is not integral, and where 'p is an integer .such that p + 1 >2:p>p.

We have
m -1

log Qp (z) = m^m. log 2 - p S S log (a + H)

+ -r s^i sz' V .,=1 s (a + fl)"'

= ,S„i=»(a)log2F,

/3-{-g^.?2(«, «)s=o +
- A'^' («) jt^ r <^" /^' 3j;'

VJx=r.

S= l ^

+ s i-y z^
(

I A'-^' (g) j,_

1 s („=o w: d«"l(ps-I)(ps-2)

a 4;, (-)""'

^

N 2-82"' (a),

9s s=—

p

S2* 2!

+*.w^^^^.^-"•=""«
"'"

2 sin (27r/p) 1 ! sin (tt/p)
"

This expansion hold.s, as before, for all large values of \z\ such that z is not

near the zeros of Qp{z\a)i, (o.,).

§ 14. It is now evident that if we have a function Gp(z ajj, w.,) of order 2/p

given by the product

(-z)P
nn 1+ , ,/. -̂t[ exp)- + ... +

<l>{a + n)r^\ <pia+ny-"p [<j>{a, + n}]p
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where p is an integer, such that p+\> 2!p > p, and
(f>

(x) is such a function that

1 . , , ^^ 1vv is convergent, and SS

of logGp(0|(Bi, co„) is given by
[<f)

(a + n}]p
divergent, the asymptotic expansion

-
?, (log 4>) + t' 4J^ ^^ (^.) _ -'^^ y^°g^ _ £,S„'^) (a) - J „S,<=i (a),

where A and -B are determined b}- the equality

2

> rx r.v k r.T rx

log 2—1 dx\ log (^ (*) dr + S'
I

rfa: /

(-)>-' <^«(x)

S2*
da: = ^a; + B.

When, |a + fl] being large, <^{a + Vi) admits an expansion in the form

(a + n)" 1 + V^T: +•••
(a + fi)'. (a + n^

where p is < 2, 2'p is not integral and p + 1 > 2/p > p, and 6), e,, ... are positive

quantities in increasing order of magnitude, approximations to A and B can by suflScient

labour be obtained to any desired degree.

The term of the highest degree in z in the asymptotic expansion of log Gp (z) will

be '- °
, ^—rv > and when e, is greater than unity, the next term is of order zP.

2 sin (27r/p)
° ''

Functions of Integral Order not less than Unity.

§ 15. The standard function of integral order greater than or equal to unity is

R, (z
I

.. 0.) = n n [{i + ^-^^} exp {-^^^ + ... +^,1^1 .

where 2/p is an integer p.

If we take the function Qp(z\cOi, a)„) and make 2/p decrease down to p we arrive

continuously at the function B^iz). [Did we make 2/p increase up to p we should

have to insert an additional exponential factor in each term of Qp (z) before we could

arrive at the function of the type R^ (z).] Consequently we may put p =
p + e

where

is a small real positive quantity. Then in the limit when e = we shall find that in

the asjTnptotic expansion for Q^ (z) infinite terms cancel one with another, and we

arrive at the asymptotic expansion for iip (z).

Thus the asymptotic expansion for logi?p(2) will be given by

Lt
e =

-gT^log^

+ ,S„«' (a) -
'^^'

. - ,S/=' (a)

p f e

TTZ -

,'P + «'\

'"''
2 j^

There are two cases to be considered according as p is odd or even.

Vol. XIX. Part III. 44
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§ 16. If p be odd, the only terms which become infinite when e = are

p \p + € I ^ ' 2 sm TT (jP + e)

These terms may be written

p \ P p I ^ ' 2 sin Tre

Now {Double Gamma Function, § 55), when s = 2,

^,(s, a) = '-^V + ^s'" («) - ^-Sfo'^' (a) - 2 (m + ;h') tt* ,8^ (a).
S ^ A

Therefore the two terms are equal to

^-^1 ffl!'J - .So^"-' («) + f.'^ («) - 2 (m + in) -KL ,S^^ (a)|

[ V^ f" J

= (Zf)^ j_ £ ^S^w (a) (l + -) - .So'^' (a) + <r-^' (a) - 2 {m + m') tt* ,S.w (a)l

+ ^^—^ {^jW (a) _ 2 (w + m) TTi „-S,w (a)}.

We thus have the asymptotic expansion

log R, (.;«,. o),)

=
I i r. (*, «)«=o +

J;^^^
^-^^ ^^ (- 1 '

«

_^A'Ma)

+ L_fl! {^^(9 (a) _ 2 (m + ??i') TTt „S,«» (a)} - o-Sf/^' (a) -.-— 1^3 v<.^--v-^-;"--. v-/) 2-1 v^^^
sin (p7r/2)

where 2/p is an odd integer p.

§ 17. When 2'p is an even integer p, the terms which become infinite in the

asymptotic expansion which, when 6 = 0, becomes that of log R^ {z), are

p ^-{p + e' J p/2 "'Kp + e' .

+ ^-So'"' (a) 5^-F7:-^-^ - .-S,'^' (a)
2sin7r(» + e) " ^ . p + e

^ sin •'—^— TT

i
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Now {Double Gamma Function, § 55), when s = 1,

?, (s, a) = - ?^L!i^ - yjr./ (a) + 2 (vi + m) tt, ,<S,'-^' (a).

Therefore the two terms, which were not introduced when p was odd, yield

2 (_ ^y„ 1=^1^) (jo + e) _ ^.; (a) + 2 (wt + in) iri ,S,^^ (a)] - 2 (- zY'"- A»^ (a) |l + | log

;

P

= -{- z)Pi"- lsf,«' (a) - >^,' (a) + 2 (;« + m') Trt ,«/»» (a) -| a/S,™ (a) log zi .

Hence when 2'p—p is an even integer, the asymptotic expansion of log Ri,{z\eoi, co^) is

(-z)P

2 S ^ . X ^„ (->-' , / 2s \ 2-^2 '" (a)

,

{f„<=' (a) - 2 (m + m') tti „-Si»» (a)}

+ ? (- z)P'^ {,5,<=' (a) - |,S,«' (a) log z

- ' (- z)P"' {yjt.^ (a) - 2 {m + m) vi ^^V^' (a)},

the double accent in the summation denoting that the terms for which s = and s=~p/2

are both to be omitted.

The expansion holds for that part of the region at infinity which is not within the

acute angle formed by lines in the Argand diagram drawn from the origin to the

points — (Oil', — a).f. The logarithms are to have their principal values with respect to

some line, say that to the point — (coi + to.,)'', within this angle.

§ IS. It is now evident that just as we have derived the asymptotic expansion

of Rp(z Wi, 0)2) from Qf,(z\coi, Wn), so we may derive that of the function

{-z)P
Hp(z\a,i,(o:)=UU 1 +

<j){a+D.)
exp.

'

[<f>{a+ n)
+ ... +

p<f>p {a + n)

of finite integi-al order p not less than unity, from the asymptotic expansion of

log Gp(^
I

tOi, a).,) by making the order 2/p of the latter decrease down to p. In all

infinite terms which arise we must employ the calculus of limits.

§ 19. It is interesting to deduce from the foregoing asymptotic expansion that

obtained for the double gamma function in my memoir [§§ 78—86].

For this purpose we put p = 2 and then we find p= 1, and that

logUn 1 +
a + n.

e a+a'^2(a+nf

44—2
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admits the asymptotic expansion

g^
f2(s, aX=o + 2 -^ ?(- s, a) + .,S,' (a) log

2

+
I'

{2'So<^' (a) (log 2- I) + yfr,"-> (a) - 2 (m + m') Trt ,S„<« (a))

+ z {2-Si<=' (a) (log z-l) + yp:' (a) - 2 (m + m) tti „5,'-' (a)).

Hence in the limit when a = U

=
a-.

^= (^'
'^^r-S + .!. -^n^ + ^^'' («) '^s ^

+ I {,S„<=' (0) (logz - f) + >/r,'=' (a) - 2 (m + m') tti ,S„«' (0)}

+ z {sS,™ (a) (log z-l) + yfr.: (a) - 2 (nt + »i') tti „S,'-' (0)}.

Now y^ = Lt {-„ - i|r„<=l (a)l
,

a=0 (.«
J

7,, = Lt|-^ -,/.,'(«)},
a=0 1 " J

K- ?2 (s, a)j,=o = Lt {- log a - log p„ (wj, o)j)},
f** a= l) 0=0

as we see in "The Theory of the Double Gamma Function" (pp. 329, 330 and 333

respectively).

Hence, on substitution, we find

log ilAfZi^
^ = 27rt {m + »i') „,S,' (0) + 2 L^^^iilW

+ log ^ |- f 2-8,- (0) - z ,sr (0) - ,s,' (o)|

+ 2 (m + «i') TTt

I2
^S.'^' (0) + z ,S,'=' (0)| + ^2«o'=' (0) + z ,«,<-" (0)

= - A' (z) [log z - 2,rt (.« + m')! +
J^ ^^(^^|^^

In this formula log z has its principal value with respect to the axis of — (toi + &>.,).

There is thus complete agreement with the former result. [Double Gamma Function,

p. 380.]
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§ 20. We may now conveniently conclude the inve.stigation of functions of double linear

sequence. An attempt to apply the same methods to functions of non-linear sequence

leads to analysis of great complexity : the study of functions of multiple linear sequence

may be conveniently postponed till after the publication of the theory of the multiple

Riemann f function and the multiple Gamma and Bemoullian functions.

Part II.

The nature of the Taylors series expansions of Integral Functions.

§ 2L In the previous parts of these investigations we have considered the asymptotic

expansion near infinity of integral functions defined as products of primary factors. But

an integral function can be equally expressed as a Taylor's series absolutely convergent

over the finite part of the plane. Aud therefore to complete a discussion of integral

functions we ought to classify functions defined in such a manner, and therefore to

obtain asymptotic expansions for such absolutely convergent series as represent functions of

finite order.

Now when we are given a Taylor's series the problem of finding the asymptotic

expansion is in the highest degree difficult. For from the expansion itself we know
nothing of the nature of the zeros of the function *

: we do not know whether thev

form one or more sequences, whether such sequences be repeated or non-reijeated,

whether they be finite or multiple ; and so far no method has been suggested for

solving any of these questions which are intimately connected with the asymptotic

expansion of the function.

Suppose however, conversely, that we know the asymptotic expansion of an integral

function f{z), then as was first remarked by Hadamardf, we may evidently apply Cauchy's

theorem and determine the nth coefficient «„ of its Taylor's expansion from the integral

which is to be taken round a circle of very large radius on which the value of f{z)

is asymptotically known. It might be thought that in this way for the functions

investigated in /. F. Parts III. IV. and V. we could theoretically determine a„ to any

degree of accuracy. This is however not the case, for while we have obtained complete

asymptotic expansions for the logarithms of the functions in question, we have done

nothing of the kind for the functions themselves.

§ 22. Let us consider as an example the function

1+i
n-

which has (7. F. § .50) the asymptotic expansion

e'^/27r^* when — tt < arg z <ir.

* The analytical expression by means of Hadamard's infinite determinant is, in all but the most simple
cases, Intractable iu our present state of knowledge.

t Liouville, 4 S^r., T. ix., 1893, p. 183. Another definite integral was previously given by Poincare, Bulletin

de la Soc. Math, de France, 1883, pp. 136 et seq.
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Applying the process indicated in the previous paragraph we see that

I C e*^

the integral being taken round a circle of ver}' large radius, and the subject of integration

being rendered uniform by a cross-cut along the negative half of the real axis.

Put now z^ = y and we have

The substitution has mapped the ^-plane on the positive half of the y-plane, and

so it would appear at first sight as if the contour of the y integral should be taken

along the positive half of a circle of large radius only. This however is not the case

:

the contour for z was essentially closed and so must be that for y. And the effect

of thus including in the contour for y the negative half of its great circle is to take

for P«(z) the complete value „ . — s— ., instead of only the first term. This is readily
- ^ ' Ittz* Zirz^

TT TT

seen if we consider the function P^iy") which when —^<^vgy<-^ admits the e.xpan-

girj/
^ ^ _ _ e~"^

and when arg y is in the second or third quadrants the expansion — ^

—

sion
l-n-y' ziry

§ 23. We see then that it is not sufficient to know the complete value of the

term of highest exponential order in the asymptotic expansion of an integral function:

we must also know the nature of the other terms.

For this purpose we proceed to obtain the complete asymptotic forms of P.2^{z),

where p is an integer, for the first few integral values of p. We shall find that these

forms rapidly increase in complexity, while agreeing with the asymptotic expansion of

log Pop (s) obtained in /. F. § 52.

We know that, if co = e"'"",

1 +ar''' = (l - 0)0;=) (1 -co'x~) (1 - &)'"-» a;"-).

Hence, since n
11=1

1 +
27r^i

'

1 +
n''!'

n n

exp {'Kiz^l'^ &)»-*] - exp I- TTtzi/'^'' (^»-jj
= n

5= 1 i-jriz^l'-'' &)*-4

(27r)P'

1

2-J
p

n exp [iTi.z^'-i' £i)*~4 - exp {- mz^-i' w— TTIZ^-l' f,l»-H
tP(UP(P+l)/2-(P'!W

;2-i[S ±exp [tti z^l-c a)^± 1 ± 0) ± ± o)"-')!],
(-27r)P

the positive or negative sign being taken in the summation according as there are an

even or odd number of negative signs in the exponential index.
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§ 24. Suppose first that p = 2.

Then w = e"''-, and

1 + w =
1-to'

1-0) = -
1-cd'

Hence

Thus

1 — CO = , — 1 + (U = :;
.

1 — OJ 1 — ft)

/- 2Tr(2i&)3\ /27rt^ico^^)

(27r)%=o sm(7r/2p)

§ 25. Take next /? = 3, so that « = e"'^

2
Then 1 + &) + a>" =

1 4- 0) — o)- =

1 — (B — 6)'- =

— 1— &) — &)- = —

— 1 — 6) + &)- =

1-w'

-2

1-0.'

2

CO (1 — O))
'

2 , , 2co-— -l+a> + co» = -
,

(o-yl— (o) 1 — <»

co(l — co)

'

1 - CO + co= = 0, - 1 + CO - (B= = 0.

Hence
.Vip

- e.xp . ,„ , + exp - -.-
, ,„ ^'^ sin {Jrjzp) ^ sin (7r/2p)

zl/2p rrl/2p

- exp - . ^ ,-, -. + exp . , ,,, ,

'^ sin{Tr/2p) ^sin(7r/2p)

1 4
(27r)' r^O

(ze="")-i exp . ."^.T , {ze-"')^
^ ' ^sin(7r/2p)^

'

§ 26. So far the results are comparatively simple, but when p = 4 and (jo = e""'^,

complexity begins.

We have 1 + co + co- + co^ =

1 + &) + CO- — co' =

1 — CO — ur — (0^ =

1
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and the remaining set of eight summations can be obtained from these by merely changing

the signs.

Hence

^

I sin (7r/2p)
' '^ sm (37r/2p) 'J

§ 27. When /3 = .5 and &) = e'"', there are 32 summations. The result is

When p = Q, terms of a different 13^)6 appear in the exponentials, and the result

is still more complex. It seems hopeless to try to obtain any general formula.

Then too when we have the functions Pp (2) in which p is odd and greater than

unity, the method which we have employed is no longer open to us. We might reduce

such functions to products of gamma functions ; but of the asymptotic expansion of the

gamma function we know only the first term ; and since this term is infinitely many

valued we can but anticipate that in the complete asymptotic expansion there are an

infinite number of terms similar to the dominant one. For since the gamma function

is a uniform function of z, the complete asymptotic expansion must also be uniform.

[It may however be urged that each term contains a divergent series of true asymptotic

type in its index, and that this series with the conceptions of /. F. §§ 30—3.5 may itself

have a countervailing many-valuedness.]

§ 28. The gamma function itself well illustrates the diflSculty of applying the

process of § 21.

If G («) = Y>, •.
we know that asymptotically

G{z) = z~'+i e'-i ">« 2' + i^ 1 Br+,

,

the many-valued functions having a cross-cut along the axis of — 1.

If then G(z) admit the Taylor's series expansion

a^ + chz + +0^2'" + ,

we have

'- =
'LI'"""'' ^^p f - * ''^ ^'^

+

1

1^ '^-'1 '^^

the integral being taken round a circle of very large radius from arg ^ = — tt to arg z = ir.

Since all terms of the series 2 —^j£r+i are very small compared with z — ^\og2ir
r=l TZ""

when
[

^
I

is large, we have approximately

"'" " 2^ i

^"'""""^
^^P 1^ ~ ^ ^°S 271-} dz.
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We may deform the contour of the integral so that it is as in the figure, for the

subject of integration is uniform in the dissected plane. But when the integi-al is taken

round such a contour it is obviously infinite : an absurd result. And a similar absurdity

will arise for all functions of order greater than unity when the asymptotic approximation

to the function takes its largest value as we approach the line of zeros of the function,

near which that asymptotic approximation ceases to hold good.

§ 29. Suppose we take however functions of order less than unity for which the

first term of the asymptotic expansion of the function takes its least value as we
approach the line of zeros.

If the function be P^ (z) and we apply the procedure of § 21 we find, for the

coefificient of 2'" in the expansion of Ppiz),

a,„ = „ - (277)-"'= 2-"»-5 exp -. z'lo + t ^—V ^ip^) \ dz,
^m,] " [smirlp ,=1 sz' ^^ '] '

together with integrals of terms of lower exponential order.

The integral is to be taken round a circle of very large radius from arg z = — tt

to arg ^ = TT, the axis of — 1 being a cross-cut of the subject of integration.

TT
Put now z'^'i' = X and write X for -: t- .

sin tt/p

Then we have

"- = 2^. (ilr
/""^""'~^ '^^ {^+i.^^^ ^^'

the integral being taken along that part of the circle of large radius for which

— tt/p < arg X < ir/p.

By the introduction of terms of lower exponential order than the one taken in the

asymptotic expansion of Pp{z) we may take the integral along the whole of the circle

between arg x = — tt and arg x~ir.

00 / \g—

1

Since S —-^ ^ips) is a true asymptotic series, we may obtain the asymptotic expansion

where h„ = 1.

. Vol. XIX. Part III. 45
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Therefore we have as a first approximation

dm =
(27r)'"- iTTl A.= o

the integral being taken round the circle from — tt to tt.

Since the subject of integration is uniform on a plane dissected along the negative

half of the real axis, we may deform the contour of the integral till it assumes the

form of the figure.

Now if the integral be taken along such a contour

Thus approximately

""• ~ (2^^ ito
' Uin ir/p) T [p {m + ^' + *) + 1]

'

.(I).

§ 30. In the case in which p is a multiple of 2 the Maclaurin constants F(ps)

all vanish and approximately

^ yon+ll

"'"
(2^)"'^ Un irlpj r (pm + p/2 + 1)

, 25 that this expi

merely a first approximation ; when /> = 2, a,„ becomes

When p=2, 4, G we see b}' §§ 24, 25 that this expression for a,n is accurate and not

ordinary series for sinh z.

2.(2m+l)!
and accords with the

For higher even integral values of p, other terms, finite in number, must be

added to the first approximation obtained in order to get a complete equality. These

terms will bear a ratio to the terms written down which is of order e'" where 0<e<L

For general values of p the terms neglected bear to the dominant term of the

series (I) which has been obtained at most a similar ratio. In the series (I) itself

the ratio of the (^•^-l)th term to the A-th is

_i Vsin Trip) r [p (?)i + k + ^) + 1] bk-i Vsin Tr/p) \pmj
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approximately when m is large. Thus, when hi is large, the value of a,„ so far as

regards the initial terms of the series (I) is substantially

TT \P('»+i) 1 f
»

/ TT \*'' 1

{^-rryl-^ Vsin Tr/p/ V [p (m 4- 1) + 1 ) | tt i Vsin -n-jp) {prnf")

-^^ i^^X^^'' I exp i ^-y-'^^P'^
(II)

(27r)''/nsin tt/p/ T {p(m + ^)+ 1} ^A (
pm sin Tr/py ^

''

''^^
)

Such is the general asymptotic approximation to a,„, when in is large, which is

valid when the series in which a,„ is the general coefficient represents a function

Pp {z) of standard type of order less than unity.

§ 31. Suppose now that a„j is the coefficient in the expansion of a function

n
n = l

where a,i = «<" + h{n''~''^ + ... .

1 + ^

Then, if e, > 1, we see by the result of /. F. § .59 that the previous investigation

is only altered, as regards the dominant factors, by substituting

^,exp{-zf0;^^-)lfor ^
{2-rry^ '^

\ \ ' h, h, ...)] (27r)p/2'

in the absolute coefficient of the asymptotic approximation for a,„.

If 6j < 1, we must in the fundamental integral replace

_7r, TT 6i7r 1

sin Trip "^ sin 7r//3 paf^ ' sin 7r/[(I — ej/p]

"

This modification will not affect the dominant factor in the approximation for a,n.

By the formula (II)

Therefore

ft = "
I

pc„+cjm+...
" Vsin Trip) {pmy«'+f'-^+i

a^-Vm _ ,„p
/^_Sinjn7p / ^^^^^ \of;mnn+..._

™'
\ ire /

This formula is valid for all simple integral functions of finite (non-zero) order less than

unity for which the ?ith zero when ?; is large is given by

nP
I
1 + - + lower terms ^

.

n

§ 32. When the «th zero involves terms like

n" jl +
;^^

+ ...I where < e, < 1,

we shall have

ra,n~'"" = m" exp {/(m)},

where f(m) is not of as high an order as login.
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We proceed to shew that /(m) vanishes when m is infinite. For, when the nth

zero is given by

n" \b„ + - + ..

n

andwe can reduce the investigation to the former case by taking j- instead of z,

the expansion of the function will have ~ instead of am for its wth coefficient, and

therefore

a,„— = .^(^-^:^^^^^yexp{^(m)l,

where g(m) tends to zero as »i tends to infinity.

If then the change in the general zero from ji*" -jl + — + ...I to hp ^6„+ - + ... I only

introduces a finite factor into the asymptotic expression for a,„~"'", a fortiori the change

to n*" jl H—i + ...l where < fj < 1 will only introduce terms like exp {/; (»i)} where

h (in) tends to zero as m tends to infinity.

Therefore for all functions with algebraic simple sequence of zeros of non-zero order

less than unity, we have asymptotically

a„r""' = ml-
W^fp sin tt/pY ,

,—
^^^ "^j exp{5r(m)},

where g(m) tends to zero as m tends to infinity, the dominant term of the ?!th zero

being botH'.

§ 33. We now see that if the dominant term of the nth zero be boUi'logn or

6„«''log (log Ji) or any such expression which when n is very large lies between n*" and

«''+^, where e is very small and positive, we must have am"""* lying in value between

m'' and ?>i''+'. Therefore factors of the type log;; when introduced into the dominant

term of the nth zero will make a,„ such that it has an asymptotic approximation

when m is large of the type

m" exp {/(ni)},

where, when »?i is very large, f (m) is very large but never of so high an order as

log m.

I 34. Suppose now that we have a function of double linear sequence whose

()!,, ?!.,)th zero is of the type

(a + ny 1 +
(a + ny^ '

J

where f, ^ 1, and where the order 2 p of the function is non-zero and less than unity.

Then the dominant term in the asymptotic expansion of the logarithm of the

function is (§10)
-irz"!'

2a>iCi3r, sin {ItJ-jp)

'

and the next term is of order z^'i'.
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Now —„ is real and positive when z lies on the bisector of the anofle between
( (DitB,)'"-

°

the lines drawn from the origin to to/ and w^». Within the angle formed by these

lines produced backwards the asymptotic expansion does not exist. But the assumption

that it does exist in such a region will, when we carry out the process of § 21, only

add to the true expression for a„, terms of lower exponential order than the dominant

one. Therefore by analogy with the former investigation when the ?(th zero is of the

form w" jl + -i + ...I where 0<eo<l, we see that we shall have the coefficient a^ of

the expansion of the function of double linear sequence such that asymptotically

where g (m) tends to zero as m tends to infinity.

When the general («i, ?i2)th zero is of the type whose dominant terms are

where e, >1, we shall have

where g (nt) tends to zero as m tends to infinity, and therefore even if ei be < 1, the

asymptotic approximation to a,^""'" is still of the same type.

If the dominant term of the general zero is of the type

b (a + ny [log"" {a + £1)] where log"" x = log {log [log j . ..«}...} ),

we shall still have

am-'""' = ml"- exp {/(m)},

where, when m is very large, f (m) is also very large but not of as high an order

as log in.

§ 35. For simple functions of repeated sequence a similar investigation can be

undertaken in accordance with the developments of /. F. Part IV.

Subsequently it will be seen that analogous asymptotic expansions to those of

Part I. of this paper hold for functions of r-ple linear sequence ; and that the order
T

of a function whose «th zero is (a + 1^0},+ ... +n,(i),y is -, while the dominant term
P

of the asymptotic expansion is of order p/?:

We have then the result that for all functions which have been investisrated,

i.e. for all the fundamental types of integral functions, whose zeros are such that the

functions are of finite (non-zero) order R less than unity, the asymptotic expansion of

the rn + 1 th coefficient o,„ of the Taylor's expansion is such that

a,,„-^"" = m"-" exp {/(m)j.
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If the zeros are truly algebraic, f{m) is finite as m tends to infinity : if they

involve logarithms in the dominant term, f{m) may be infinite but never to so high

an order as log m.

§ 36. We also see, however, the difiiculty that meets us when conversely we have

given a Taylor's series in which a,^^'^ has an asymptotic expansion of definite type,

and when we wish to classify the function defined by the Taylor's series. The problem

will be insoluble until we have examined all possible types of integral functions and

the nature of the asymptotic expansions for a™""'" which can be derived therefrom.

When and if ever this is done we can form a sort of standard catalogue with which

any given sei"ies may be compared. Then we ma}- hope to be able to say whether

the function given by the Taylor's series represents an integral function deprived of a

dominating exponential factor (as in /. F., § II) or not: we may also hope to be able

to define the nature of the zeros of the given series, to say whether they be repeated

or not, whether they be of linear or multiple sequence, and so on.

I 37. So far our researches into the nature of functions of non-zero order less

than unity suggest considerations which may be made more clear as follows.

Just as we saw in /. F. Part I. that integral functions may be classified by the

manner in which their zeros are arranged, so they may be classified by the asymptotic
X

value of l/va,i, when n is very large. In order that the series 2 a„a;" may represent
n=0

an integral function, it is necessary that Lt | v'a,,
|

= 0. This theorem, due to Cauchy*.
n = 3o

is a limited case of Cauchy's f more general result that Lt
| Van

i

is the i-eciprocal of

the radius of convergency of the series S a^x'^. If then this series be au integral
n =

function, a„~"' must increase indefinitely with n.

Now the most simple mode of increase is that, to a first approximation, it should

increase like n". More complex will be the cases when a„~' " increases like exp n,

exp {exp n}, . . . on the one hand, or log h, log [log ?;}.... on the other.

When p is greater than unity it is probable that the firet and most simple mode

of increase corresponds to integral functions of finite (non-zero) order Ijp, or to complex

functions caused by multipl3'ing together a number of such functions, or to such products

multiplied by functions of infinite order. [It cannot correspond to the product of

functions of infinite order by exponential factors of the type exp [z^'f] for the latter

are not uniform functions of 2.] We are led to enquire whether it is probable that

a similar statement will be true when p has any non-zero value less than or equal

to unity.

When a„~'" increases like exp n, exp {exp /i}, ... we have integral functions of more

and more rapid convergency. It is probable that such functions are formed from

products of which the dominant function is of one of the succession of zero order.

* Analyse Algebrique (1821). Resumes Aiialytiques (1833).

+ Forsyth, Theory of Functions, Second Edition, p. 47. See also Hadamard, Liouville, 4 Ser. t. viii.
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Similarly when o,r'" increases like log n, log (log ?;),... we have integral functions

of less and less rapid convergency. Again we are led to enquire whether such functions

are formed from products of which the dominant function is one of the succession of

infinite order.

Such probabilities and an accurate determination of the results which they suggest

seem to indicate the lines on which the theory of integral functions must advance.

And the researches of the future must endeavour to take integral functions of every

type of zero, ^ (%, »!s, ... «,) say, and try to determine the corresponding asymptotic

expansion of a^r^'"", when m is large. In this way we may hope to form the standard

catalogue, in which, ;is progress is made, we may hope with more and more accuracy

to place any arbitrarily assigned series.

§ 38. The first step towards the further development of such an investigation is

the examination of the asymptotic nature of a„r'"" for functions of finite order greater

than unity.

As has been indicated in § 28, we must seek some other method than that

employed for functions of order less than unity.

Suppose that we have the function Q^ (z), which (/. F. § 65) admits the asymptotic

expansion

By this we mean that when \2\ is very large, Qp (z) can be expressed as the sum
of a number of terms of which the one written down is of dominant order.

Suppose now that the dominant term be expanded by the exponential theorem in

powers of z. We shall get a series of which the dominant term of the coefficient

of z'"!' is

m! (sinTrp)"*'

The lower exponential terms of the complete asymptotic expansion for Qp{z) will

give rise to coefficients which are of lower order when m is large. We shall therefore

have an expansion in which all terms involving powers of z of non-integral order

vanish, for Qpiz) is a function of z, and in which the dominant nature of the coefficient

of z™ is, when m is large, given by

_ / TT
Y'"

1

"'""Vii^y T{{m/p}+l}'

which is approximately equivalent to

irpe

If now we have a function of finite non-integral order p greater than unity of

which the ?ith zero is given by
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where e^ is positive, we see by changing z in our former function into z/b„, that

\ Trpe I

and that the terms neglected in this approximation are of the type exp \f{iii)\ where

y"(»i) tends to zero with I/m.

§ 39. Similarly if we have a function of order 2//3 of double linear sequence such

as was considered in § 14, we have the asymptotic approximation

a„->"" = mfi^ {^-^—
^^^
——j exp

{
/(to)}

,

where /{in) tends to zero with 1/m.

And the results obtained in § 33 for functions of non-zero order less than unity

hold in toto for functions of finite non-integral order greater than unity.

§ 40. The results of §§ 38 and 39 may also be obtained by a modification of

another process due to Hadamard*.

We have, in the limit when ?• is infinite, for the function Qp (z)

a. =(^^ r -f, exp {
.^- r^e^- - (m + i) iS + 2' i^:^' e-'F (^)} ,

ZiT J .„ r'"+i ^ (sm Trp
^

s=_p *?•* \p/}

and therefore, if we put -^— = m + ^, we see that, when m is very large, we have
^ sin7r/3

^ J e '

the asymptotic equality

sin 7rp , ,

,

^ (771 + h)
vp

Im+iUp

(27ry+"'^'''

Now the subject of integration is, if p be not integral, at most of order

and the result of integration involves such a term multiplied by terms of lower order.

Therefore, asymptotically.

.so that

sin Trp

i». + i)/p (vi+i
, ^ „

, J .u I

exp <
"-

-f- terms or lower order than m >

,

«„.-"» =m'p P°„7)'"exp {/(m)}.
V Trpe

where /(m) vanishes with 1/m.

We thus obtain for the fundamental function the same result as before, and

therefore the derived results for functions of the same order also hold.

* Liouville (4), Vol. ix. pp. 171—215.
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§ 41. The determination of the asymptotic value of a,„~'"" for functions of finite

integral order is difficult.

Take, for example, the standard function Rp{z).

Its asymptotic expansion is (/. F. § 70)

^.(^)~.-p {(- ^y log.-i- (-r^ 1%^ i'/-^ ^(j)}

.

and the integral which results on adopting Hadamard's process of § 40 appears intractable.

Difficulties arise too when we try to obtain the asymptotic value of am"'"* as the

limit of our former results.

For Rp (2) is the limit on the one hand of Qp+^ (z), when e is very small but

positive: and on the other hand of Q^.^ (z) exp ]^^

—

— ^ (-^\> . Asymptotically it

therefore demands that we should consider not one dominant term as in the case of

Qi,(z) but the two terms

\p — ej sin TT (p — e)

And to these two terms we cannot apply the procedure of § 38.

We may however say that asymptotically R^ (z) lies between exp {(— z'y''''} and

exp {(— zy-'], and that therefore «,„ will lie between ^r?—r
\ ^^^

r (mlp + e) r (m/p - e)
'

We shall thus have to a first approximation Om"""* = ??i'*. The results of §§ 38, 39

will therefore, as regards the first approximation, hold also when the order is integral.

§ 42. Let us now consider the asymptotic nature of «,„"'"" for the functions of

zero order which we have considered : this is evidently the next step necessary to

establish the sequence of probable theorems enunciated in § 37.

For the function

considered in /. F. § 60, we know that we have the asymptotic expansion

log F{z) = l (log zf - i log 2 + |V 1^
t^^

,

where 6's = (1 - e*)-'.

Hence, if F (z) — ao+ a^z + ... +a,nZ"'' + ...

,

a = —— fz^ogz-m-s pxn I— 4- ? (-)*"' Cs
] 1

""^ 2-KLr P|6+-i sz^ r^'

the integral being taken round a circle of large radius \z\ from one side to the other

of the negative half of the real axis, which is a cross-cut to render the subject of

integration uniform.
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Therefore

a,„ = „- Lt f ,-ii(«r-m-j exp I2 . ^ log r - (m + '^) i0 + idi

Take now \ogr = vi+^; then, when »i is very large, we have asymptotically

a = — e(«-=/«-l ""+1'= r exn I- — + S i~)' '^'Irfg •

""'
27r

^
j _„

P
1 2 ^ ,ri se*('"+i+«> j

""

'

therefore in the limit when m=x ,

a^ei(m+i»-- = ^e-/«
f"

exp |- ^l rf^.

We thus have asj-mptotically

g —i;m—g{m,2)+i+fm

where f{ni) tends to zero as m tends to infinity.

§ 43. Let us next consider the function

F{z) = nU i + ,-?rn

whose asymptotic expansion was obtained in § II, where it was proved that, when l^'l

is large,

log F{2) = --—^ + \^^
'
log z +^y-^ {(log zy - TT^ log z\

this expansion holding at all points but those within a finite distance of the zeros of

the function.

We therefore have, approximately,

a™ = /,S.^— expf^-^>^^^ - .S,^ (a)f|^^ ^ %]

2 ,^1 s (I - e"'') (1 - e"^) ^*J

'

the integral being taken round a circle of large radius \z\.

Thus

a,„ = Lt r-^+f'S^'^'W/^'fexp T^-^ {(log r^ + 3i0 (log r^ - 3^ log r
r=» J [00)103.,

- 16' - 7r= log r - TThd} + i^l^ |(log rf + 2,0 log r - 0' + jl

2 +' V 2! ^ 7 ,ris(I-e"''')(l-e'^)'"
d^.
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Put now

Then we have asymptotically when m is very large

_™-u <rn („ii«i ((log ')' — '"^ loR *" "'S'l'"' (a)
a,„= r-^+fj'S^™ (a))/2! exp f ^ ^, ^— + ,^

'^

(log»t+|'
.5/ (a)

X ide exp -L
•^^-•-^^'' - -^ - "-^^"'^^^'

J { 6a),&)o 6(»i(Wo 2

Now the final integral is at most of order exp {A; log?-}, where k is finite when r

is infinite.

Hence, when m is large, we have to a first approximation

"(log ry
«m = ^exp

(j&)ia)2

Now to a first approximation

^^ 3( ogr)-
_^^^ therefore «,„ =?•(''»;'•)''"'""=-"' = r"'™"'.

therefore «ot~"'" = r'= exp |V2??ia)i(i)2.

§ 44. Thus we see that for each of the functions of zero order which we have

considered 0^""™ is asymptotically represented by an exponential of some power of m.

As has been remarked, functions of simple sequence with zeros of the type Ji^e" cannot

be investigated until we introduce new functions into analysis : and consequently we

cannot at present investigate the asymptotic expansion of «ot~'"" for such functions.

And similar remarks apply to higher functions of zero order.

The investigations thus suggested will form the next step necessary to weld the

probabilities of § 37 into a formal theory. Prolonged investigation will be necessary

before such a result can be accomplished. My object however will be fulfilled if the

very incompleteness of my work serves to inspire further research.

An absolutely complete theory of integral functions will however be always an

impossibility. Although all the natural functions of analysis are of comparatively simple

type, yet it is always possible to form functions of almost infinite complexity. The

catalogue which I have suggested would at most only include functions lying within

logarithmic and exponential limits, as we might say. Just as there exists a domain of

convergency on whose borders the logarithmic criteria of convergency fail*, so it seems

doubtful whether we can ever hope to enumerate the possibilities which integral

functions may present beyond the logarithmic or exponential liraits"f".

* Du Bois Eeymond, Crelle, T. 76.

t Hadamard (I. c. p. 191) constructs a function whose asymptotic form lies beyond the exponential limits.
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XV. On tJie rise of a Spinning Top. By E. G. Gallop, M.A.

[Received 29 January 1903.]

When a top in rapid rotation is placed upon the ground the point of contact

proceeds to trace out a curve of gi-eater or less extent, whilst at the same time the

inclination of the axis to the vertical oscillates about a mean value which slowly

decreases till finally the top may attain a steady motion with its axis sensibly vertical

and the point of contact at rest on the gimind. This motion is quite different from

that of a top supposed to be moving under gravity with a point on its axis fixed. In

the latter case the inclination of the axis to the vertical oscillates between two fixed

limits which remain always the same.

In order to explain the actual phenomenon it is necessary to take account of the

fact that the lower end of the axis is a surface of small extent and not a mere point.

A general explanation is given in Routh's Rigid Dynamics. Vol. II., p. 165, 5th edition,

and the question is also considered in Jellett's Theory of Friction, Chap. viii. Jellett

supposes the lower end of the axis to be rounded off into the shape of a small sphere

and obtains a formula which he uses to account for the rise of the axis. He only

proves that the formula is approximately true, but it is shown by Routh (loc. cit. p. 167)

that it is an accurate first integral of the equations of motion.

In this paper attention is mainly confined to the form of top considered by Jellett

;

the resistance of the air is neglected, and the assumptions made with regard to the

friction between the top and ground are that it may be represented by a single force

at the point of contact, and that when slipping takes place the direction of the force

of friction is opposite to the direction of sliding or at any rate acts so that energy

is dissipated.

It is shown that dissipation of energy- is in general an essential part of the pheno-

menon ; for the energy in the steady motion with axis vertical cannot in general be equal

to the initial energy, so that this state of motion could not be attained on perfectly

rough or perfectly smooth ground except under special circumstances of projection. What

is proved is that, provided the initial spin about the axis of figure exceeds a certain

limit, it is possible to assign a limiting value to the inclination of the axis to the

vertical which can never at any time be exceeded. This limit depends on the energy.
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and as the energy decreases on account of sliding friction the limiting inclination decreases

till, when the energy is reduced to a certain value, the limiting inclination is reduced

to zero. It appears therefore that, under the conditions assumed, a top started with

sufficient spin about the axis of figure will never fall down to the ground. Thus the

ultimate fall of the top, which takes place under actual conditions, is not to be ascribed

to what is usually called sliding friction but to the resistance of the air and friction

couple which, though they require time to produce much effect, eventually diminish the

spin until it is insufficient to counterbalance the usual effect of gravity.

We may briefly describe the circumstances of the motion under the assumed con-

ditions by saying that the minimum energy consistent with Jellett's first integral of the

equations of motion is attained when the axis of symmetry becomes permanently

vertical, and that in consequence of the dissipation of energy by sliding friction the

energy must decrease, so that the axis is driven to take up positions continually approxi-

mating to the position in which the energy is a minimum.

The method adopted admits of immediate application to the motion of a heterogeneous

sphere spinning on a horizontal plane, and is applied in §§ o—7 to explain the way
in which such a sphere tends to set itself when in rapid rotation.

§ 1. Jellett's Equation.

Consider the case of a top rounded off at its lower end into a portion of a sphere

whose centre is and radius ?•. Then, if G is the centre of mass of the body, we
shall call OG the axis of the top and shall further suppose that the body is kinetically

symmetrical about OG. Let the mass of the top be taken as unity, let OG — h and

let the moments of inertia be C about OG and A about any axis through G perpen-

dicular to OG.

In fig. 1, which represents a vertical section of the

top through its axis, let P be the point of contact with

the ground. Draw PM perpendicular to OG and GL per-

pendicular to the ground.

Let 6 be the inclination of the axis to the vertical

at time t and let a be the initial value of 6.

Let coi, o).,, (o-i be the left-handed angular velocities

of the top at time t, on^ about GC, Wi about GA perpen-

dicular to GG in the plane of the figure and Wo about

GB perpendicular to GA and GC.

The simplest way of obtaining Jellett's first integi-al

of the equations of motion is described by Routh, Rigid

Dynamics, Vol. ii., p. 167, Ex. -5, .5th edition, 1892.
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By taking moments first about GC. then about GV the vertical through G, and

eliminating the component of friction which enters into the two resulting equations, we

obtain on integration

-^a)jsin^+ Ctos (4+ cos 0) = N (1),

where k = h!r and N is a constant depending on the initial conditions.

Assuming that the top ultimately attains a state of steady motion, spinning with

angular velocity rij about its axis which is vertical, we may find the value of Ui by-

putting 6=0 in equation (1). We thus obtain

G{k+\)n,=N,

and therefore if E^ is the energy in this state of motion

£", = i C'«i- + (/A (1 — cos a)

=Hf^rc^3^^^-''"'^ (-)

provided the potential energy is reckoned zero in the initial position.

Now suppose the top is started with initial kinetic energy E^. If the top is pro-

jected in such a way that the axis becomes permanently vertical without any slipping

between the top and ground or if the ground is smooth, Et, = Ei. But if this state

of motion is only attained when the ground is imperfectly rough and slipping takes

place, energy is dissipated and E^> E^. In either case EoJ(. E^.

If the initial motion consists in a spin n about the axis of figure and the axis

ultimately becomes permanently vertical, an inferior limit to the value of n may be

obtained from this inequality. For in this case

N = Cn (k + cos a), Eo = ^ Cn-.

k + cos a
Therefore «, = n

k + l

, ^ „ , Cn- (i + cos a)- , ,, ,

and i C»» > i (F:nj=
+ ^^ ( 1 - cos a)

;

and therefore ^ Cn" {{k + 1 )- - (A; + cos a)=} > gh (1 — cos a) (,A; + 1)-

;

or dividing out by 1 — cos a

2(k+iygh
'''^C(2k+l+oosa)

^'^^

Unless the initial spin satisfies this condition it is impossible for the axis to become

permanently vertical. It is obvious that if r is supposed to be small, so that k is

large, the limiting value of ?i is large and tends to infinity as r diminishes to zero.

This result explains why it is impossible to account for the rise of the axis to a

position permanently vertical on the supposition that the lower end of the axis is a mere

point.
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If the ground were smooth or if no slipping took place there would be no dis-

sipation of energy and the sign of inequality would be replaced by the sign of equality.

Now it is a matter of common observation that the axis will ultimately become vertical

whatever the initial spin may be provided it is sufficiently great; no nice adjustment

is required, and it follows therefore that as a general nile the steady motion with axis

vertical can only be obtained when slipping takes place on imperfectly rough ground, so

that there is dissipation of energy.

§ 2. Minimum Value of the Energy subject to Jellett's Equation.

We next proceed to prove conversely that when the amount of energy dissipated

becomes equal to E^ — E^, the axis must have become permanently vertical. It will

also be shown how to obtain a superior limit to the inclination of the axis to the

vertical when the energy has been reduced to a given value between E^ and E^.

Let V be the velocity of G at any time ; then T the kinetic energy is given by

27= V- + A(o;- + Aw.^ + Co).,-.

If the potential energy is reckoned zero in the initial position the total energy E
at any time is given by

E = T + gh (co» e - cos a).

We proceed to find the minimum value of E for a given value of 6 when v, coi, tu.,, (o,

are unrestricted except by Jellett's equation (1). It is at once obvious that v and a>„

must be taken to be zero, and that as regards o), and 0)3 we require

Acoidxoi + Cco^dw} =

for variations dwi, dw^ subject to

- A sin 6doii + C (A- + cos 6) da^ = 0.

TT Ml _ Ms _ N_

— smd~ k + cosd~ A sin- 6 + C (h + cos 6)-'

These values of (Uj and w^ satisfy the relation

<"i ^ o>s

— r sin h + r cos 6

'

or, from the figure of § I,

Ml _ CDs

-PM~GM'
Hence for variations of v, toi, w,, o), subject to equation (1) the minimum value of

E is obtained when the motion consists of a pure rotation about PG the line joining

the point of contact with the ground to the centre of mass. The minimum of E is then

equal to

1 N^
qh (cos ^ - cos a) + ^ -.—r—-7=—7=—= ^^^ (4).
-^ ^ '-lA sm'' 6+G{k + cos 6)- ^ '

It follows that, in the actual motion, at any time when the inclination of the axis

to the vertical is equal to 6, the energy is not less than the expression just found.

It is on this property that the whole of the subsequent work is based.
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§ 3. Form of the Guiding Curve y = F{x).

Writing cos 6 = x, we have
E>F(x),

1 N"
where F (x) =gh{x — cos a) + 2A{\-a?) + C(k + xy

Now consider the curve y = F{x) for values of x between —1 and +1. Write for

the moment
A{\ - a?) + C {k ^ xf = f{x),

1 N-
so that ^ip") = gh{x— cos o) + ^ ^^r^-r

.

Therefore, differentiating with respect to x,

Now, for the values of x considered, /(x) is positive ; therefore F" (x) has the same

sign as

which is equal to

4 {{C -A)x + CkY--{C-A) {(C - A) x"" + 2CLc+A + Ck'']

= -i{G-Afx' + QC{C-A)kx+Ck'{ZG + A)-A{C-A).

In the last expression the coefficient of or is positive ; therefore the expression

will be positive for all values of x if

3 {C-A)- {a-=(3C+ ^) - A {C-A)] > 9C-(C-^)=i-=,

that is if Ck'' (30 + A) -A (C-A)- 3(7* > 0,

or C^•=-(C-4)>0 (5).

The last condition is satisfied provided C <A, or if C>A, provided

k^>l-^l

Now in the case of an ordinary top k is a number considerably greater than unity

and therefore this condition is satisfied; therefore F"(x) is positive when x lies between

— 1 and +1. Hence F'{x) increases as x increases, and will therefore be negative for

all values of x between — 1 and + 1 if negative when a; = 1 ; that is, if

"'-i^'tTrriT-^"-

This requires (1) that /'(I) be positive; that is

C{k + \)>A (6)
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and (2) that

N ^2grM/(l)l

.(7).

/'(I)

ghC'-{k + iy
^ C{k+l)-A

If the initial motion consists of a spin 7i about the axis of figure N = Cn (k + cos a)

and the last condition reduces to

71- >
(k + iygh

.(8).
{C {k + I) ~A\ik + cos a)-

It will be noticed that the conditions (5) and (6) refer to the construction of the

top only, whilst (7) refers to the initial motion also. It will be proved below that the

limit of n required by (8) is greater than that required by (3). This property may

also be easily verified independently. When r is small and therefore k large there is

no great difference between the limits of n required by (3) and (8); in each case the

limiting value of n is given approximately by the equation

'' ~C ~ Cr
•

It is now evident that the portion of the curve y = F{x) which lies between x= — \

and a; = + 1 will slope down towards the axis of a; as a; increases, and will have the

general shape of the curve CAB in fig. 2, provided the conditions (5), (6), (7) are satisfied.
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Now suppose that E^ is the initial value of the energy, and let Po be the point

whose ordinate is E^ and abscissa cos a. Draw the line QoP„R„ parallel to the axis of

X cutting AB in Q„; let ^„ be the abscissa of Q^ found from the equation F(x) = Eo.

Then, if the ground is perfectly smooth or perfectly rough, E will be constant through-

out the subsequent motion and equal to E,, ; so that the representative point P whose

coordinates are (cos 6, E) will oscillate in a portion of the line Qo-^o between Q^ and

^0- Therefore the axis of the top will never make with the vertical an angle exceeding

cos~'^(,. If however the ground is imperfectly rough and slipping occurs, there will be

a loss of energy, and therefore E will decrease. The representative point must however

always remain below the line QoR^ and above the curve AB, and therefore within the

area Q(,Ri,B; and hence in this case also the inclination of the axis to the vertical

can never at any time exceed cos~' f„. If after any time the energy has fallen to E',

tlien at any subsequent time the representative point P must lie within the area Q'R'B,

where the abscissa ^' of Q' is found from F{x) = E'; and therefore at any subsequent

time the inclination of the axis of the top to the vertical cannot exceed cos~' f. We
thus see that as energy is dissipated by sliding friction the area available for the repre-

sentative point becomes smaller and smaller, and therefore the limiting inclination of

the axis of the top to the vertical also becomes smaller and smaller. If the energy

falls to that represented by the ordinate of the point B, the representative point must

be at B, and the axis is permanently vertical. Now the ordinate of B is

1 N-
F{1) = gh (1 - cos a) +

2 qq^j^^^ >

which is the value given by equation (2) for E^ the energy when the top is in steady

motion with axis vertical.

It has been proved already in § 1 that the axis of the top cannot become per-

manently vertical until the initial kinetic energy E^ has been reduced to Ei. It has

now been established conversely that as soon as sufficient energy has been dissipated

by sliding friction to reduce the amount to £"1 the axis will become and remain vertical.

It is obvious now that subject to the inequality (7) -E", is the absolute minimum

of the energy consistent with equation (1). For when we vary v, a>i, o).,, co^ only, and

assign a given value to 0, the minimum value of E is F {x), where .'C = cos^; and it

has been proved that F{x) diminishes as x increases to 1, in which case ^=0 and

E=Ei. We may therefore describe the motion of the top by saying that owing to

dissipation of energy it moves so that the energy tends to a unique minimum.

It should be noticed that when the initial motion consists of a spin about the

line through the point of contact with the ground and the centre of mass, the inclina-

tion of the axis to the vertical in the subsequent motion will never exceed its initial

value, provided the initial angular velocity is so great that the condition (7) is satisfied.

For in this case the initial energy is equal to the minimum consistent with Jellett's

equation, i.e. .£"0 = J** (cos a) ; so that the point P,, is on the curve y = F{x) and fo = cosa.

Hence, if the initial motion nearly coincides with that just described, the inclination of
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the axis will never exceed a limit not much greater than its initial value; for example,

when r is small a spin about the axis of figure does not differ much from the proper

motion for a minimum. An illustration of this remark is afforded in the next section.

We can now also give a simple proof of the statement made above that the con-

dition (3) is covered by (8). For when the latter condition is satisfied

^„>i^(cosa)>i^(l)>^,.

§ 4. NcMERiCAL Example of a Spinning Top.

To illustrate the preceding method we will consider the details of a special case.

Let us take /i = 4 cm., ?• = 0'2 cm., so that k = 20 : also, taking the mass of the top

to be unity, let us suppose that A = C = o. These numbers correspond to a small hollow

top, not differing much from a sphere of radius slightly gi-eater than 2 cm., the centre

of the spherical portion being rather more than 4 cm. above the ground when the axis

is vertical. The value assumed for g is 981.

Suppose that initially the axis of the top is inclined at 30" to the vertical and

that the initial motion consists of a spin n about the axis. The least value of n

required by (3) is about 166, or 26 turns per second, so that it is impossible that the

axis should rise so as to become permanently vertical unless the initial spin exceeds this

value.

The least value of n required by (8) is about 171, which corresponds to 27 turns

per second.

We will take for our example n = 200, or about 32 turns per second.

The initial value of the energ}- E„, estimated on the assumption that the potential

energy is reckoned zero in the initial position, is given by

E, = iCn" = 60000.

When the axis becomes permanently vertical the angular velocity is reduced from

200 to 198"7, so that the diminution in angular velocity is insignificant, being only

0'65 per cent.

The energy at the same time falls to

E, = 59763,

and the loss of energy is therefore 237, so that the ratio of the loss of energy to the

original kinetic energy is about 0004 or ^i^.

As soon as this small fraction of the energy has been dissipated by friction, the

axis will have become permanently vertical.

47—2
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The following table shows the variations in the limiting values of as the energy

decreases from E^ to E^.

Loss of Energy
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energy, and conversely that if a sufficient amount of energy is lost the axis must become

permanently vertical. But it has not been proved that this amount of energy will

necessarily be lost. Whether or not this will be the case will depend on the value of

the coefficient of friction and other circumstances. If the ground is very rough, dissipa-

tion of energy will be rapid at first, but perfect rolling will soon ensue and if the

energy lost is less than E^ — E^ the axis will not be vertical but its inclination to the

vertical will oscillate between tolerably close limits, so that the path of the axis will

be scarcely distinguishable from a right circular cone. If the ground is nearly smooth,

dissipation of energy will take place more slowly, but it will be a longer time before

perfect rolling begins so that perhaps a tolerably smooth surface may be more favourable

than a very rough one for bringing the axis permanently to the vertical. If however

the coefficient of friction becomes infinitely small, the time required for sufficient dissipa-

tion of energy becomes infinitely long, so that in practice the ground must not be too

smooth ; otherwise the air resistance and friction coujile which have been neglected in

our calculations will reduce the spin below the limit required by (7) before the frictional

resistance has dissipated sufficient energy to bring the axis to the vertical.

I .5. Motion of a Heterogeneous Sphere.

The preceding method may also be applied to the case of a heterogeneous sphere

spinning on a horizontal table, provided the sphere is kinetically symmetrical about a

diameter and the conditions (5) and (6) are satisfied, namely that both the expressions

Gh~-(C-A) and G(k+\)-A

be positive ; for these conditions do not necessarily require that the centre of mass

should be outside the sphere.

When such a sphere is set in rapid rotation it is a known fact that the centre

of mass rises until the diameter through it is vertical, and the sphere spins about this

diameter with its centre of mass above the centre of figure.

In discussing this problem we shall use the same notation as before, but it must

be remembered that k is no longer a number of considerable magnitude.

To fix the ideas, let us suppose that initially the line of symmetry is horizontal

and that the initial motion consists of a left-handed spin n about the vertical diameter

drawn upwards.

Then N= An and Ea = \{A -\-lf)n-. Also the energy E^ when the motion has become

steady with G vertically above the centre of the spherical end, is given by

, 1 A^n"
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The condition E^ > E^ leads to

or
{^+''^-cotTir}"^>'^''-

The coefficient of n° is evidently positive since the condition G{k-'r\)>A has been

already assumed. Hence the condition E^ > Ei requires that

">—-^^^^^^ <»)•

^ + ''" ~ CJkTYf

The steady motion with G vertically above cannot be attained unless this con-

dition is satisfied.

The condition (7) that the guiding curve CAB in fig. 2 may slope towards the

axis of a;, as a; increases, becomes

" ^ A'-C{k-\-\)-A ^ '

This condition includes the condition (9) that E^ may exceed E^. For if (10) is

satisfied

E,.>F{Q)>F(l),

that is, E„> E^.

It is now clear that, if the sphere is constructed so that Ck- — (C — A) and

C{k+1) — A are both positive quantities and if n is great enough to satisfy the

inequality (10), the method that was applicable to the top may also be applied to the

sphere. Thus if at any time the energy of the sphere is reduced from .£"„ to E the

line of symmetry OG must then and at all subsequent times make with the vertical

an angle less than cos~' f,
provided the equation

Ahi^

has a root f which lies between — 1 and + 1. When the energy has been reduced to

El the axis of symmetry must be permanently vertical with the centre of mass in its

highest position.

§ 6. Special case of a Loaded Sphere.

Let us consider as an example the case in which a uniform sphere is loaded by

hollowing out a spherical portion and filling it up with a denser material. Let be

the centre of the original sphere, R its radius and M the mass of the complete sphere

before being hollowed out. Let o be the centre of the loaded portion, r its radius

;

and let m be the excess of the mass of the load above the mass removed. Let Oo = c.
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Then 0G = A =,"-—, Go ^^'^M + m

'

M + m

'

M+m'

Hence C<A and the first condition, that Ck'^-(C-A) be positive, is satisfied.

To satisfy the second we require

Mmc-Ck>A-C>
!U + '

,, . • ^, m c Mntc''
that IS, C -j^ -jj >M + mE M+m'

c Mc"
or -= >E ^MR" + ^mr"

'

c 2,' nir-\

5 < 5(1 + to)-

Both conditions as to the construction of the sphere will therefore be satisfied by
taking c< ^R.

Take now as a numerical example the case when R=10, r = 2, c = 2, the centi-

metre being the unit of length. Let us also suppose the density of the load to be

21 times that of the rest of the sphere, as would be the case if the load were

lead and the rest of the sphere were made of wood having a density 0'54. Then

'm~'5i>' ''^^^^' ^^ ^'® ^^^^ *^® total mass of the sphere and load togetlier to be unity,

we shall have

/i = -2759, ^ = •02759,

C'=34-7, ^ = 35-18.

The state of permanent rotation with G in its highest position cannot be attained

unless the spin n is greater than 1914, or rather more than 3 turns per second. If

this state is attained and the final angular velocity is n^, then

71^ = 0-9866,
n

so that the loss in angular velocity is very .small, about 1-3 per cent.

The guiding curve of fig. 2 will slope in the proper direction provided ?i>24-.S,

or rather less than 4 turns per second.

Let us take n = 30, or rather less than 5 turns per second.

Then E„ = 15865, E^ = 15471 ; so that when the amount of energy dissipated amounts
to 394, which is about 2^ per cent, of the original energy, the state of permanent
rotation with G in its highest position will have been attained.
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To obtain a superior limit to the angle which OG makes with the vertical

drawn upwards, we solve the equation

E, = F{x),

which reduces to

A~ An^'"^ -{A-Ox'-^ 2Ckx +A + Clc"

'

or, after multiplying by 100,

0-82«»- 51-38a? + 131 -T.r + 1026 = 0.

The root of this equation is

- 0-0756 = cos 94° 20'.

Initially OG is horizontal and = 90°. After starting will at fii-st increase but

can never exceed 94° 20' at any time during the subsequent motion. It would be easy

to construct a table, as in § 4, showing the way in which the limit of decreases to

zero as the energy falls to Z",.

If the initial spin is equal to 30 as before but is about the vertical through G
instead of 0, a still smaller limit is found for 0. In this case E^ = ^An- and the

equation to be solved is

0-82ar' - 51-27a:= + ISlSa; + 2641 = 0.

The root of this equation is

-0-02 = cos 91° 9',

so that in this case when OG is below the horizontal through 0, it can never be

inclined at an angle to the horizontal greater than 1° 9', a very small limit, considering

that the spin, less than 5 turns per second, is by no means great.

If the initial axis of rotation passes through G and the point of contact with the

ground, the axis of symmetry will never fall below- the horizontal plane through the

centre of figure.

§ 7. Motion of a Heterogeneous Sphere in which the Centre of Mass

COINCIDES with THE CENTRE OF FlGURE.

The case in which the centre of mass of the heterogeneous sphere coincides with

the centre of figure is easier to treat than the preceding, as the potential energy is

constant. In dealing with it we shall suppose the principal moments of inertia at G
to be all unequal, as there is but little gain in simplicity by supposing the body to

be .symmetrical about a diameter.

Let these moments of inertia be A, B, C. Let be the inclination of the (7-axis

to the vertical at any time, and let <^ be the inclination of the plane through the

A and G axes to the vertical plane through the C-axis. Let w,, w,, tn, be the angidar
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velocities of the body about GA, GB, GO. Then, expressing the fact that the angular

momentuni about the vertical through G is constant, we have

(- Jw, cos0 + i?co,sin ^)sin 6 + C'cuj cos e = N (11).

This equation takes the place of equation (1) of § 1.

The energ}' E is entirely kinetic, and

£" = i I'- 4- lAu),' + ^Ba).r + |Ca)3=,

where v is the velocity of G.

To find the minimum value of E subject to equation (11) for given values of 6

and we require v = and

A tBj dcoi + Bw^daio + Cwadwj = 0,

for values of dcoi, dw.,, dwj subject to the equation

— ^ cos ^ sin ddwi + B sincj) sin Odwo + C cos Odw^ = 0.

Hence

cos (/) sin sin <^ sin 6 cos {A cos*
<t> + B sin- (p) sin- + C cos- ^

'

and the motion for minimum E consists of a pure rotation about the vertical through

the centre of figure. The corresponding value of E is

i (A cos- <p + B sin= <j)) sin= + cos* '

When d> also is allowed to vary, the minimum value of E occurs when (j) = or tt,

provided A is the gi-eater of the two quantities A and B, so that the ^-axis must be

in the same vertical plane as the C-axis.

Hence in general

iV*E>^ A sm''0 + Ccos^0'

or, writing cos-0 = .-c,

E>Fix),

-here ^ («,) = | ___|1__

.

The curve y = F {x) is a hyperbola and, if C>A, slopes down towards the axis of

X in the same way as the guiding curve AB in fig. 2 for values of x between

x = Q and ./• = 1.

Hence, as in the previous cases, dissipation of energy will, if sufficient in amount,

ultimately bring the C-axis into the vertical. In order that this may take place it is

necessary that the energy be reduced to

W '
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Thus the effect of sliding friction is to cause the axis of greatest moment to approach

the vertical.

When the energy is equal to a given quantity E,

(C-A)cos'd>-^^-A,
'AHj

so that the inclination of the C-axis to the vertical must be less than

'^°^~
[2£(C-A)^'

which reduces to zero when N' = 2CE.

In particular, if in the initial position of the sphere the axis of gi-eatest moment

G and the principal axis of next greatest moment A are in the same vertical plane,

and if the initial motion consists of a spin about the vertical axis through the centre,

then the O-axis will begin by approaching the vertical and in the subsequent motion

will never make with the vertical an angle greater than its initial inclination.

§ S. Motion of a Solid of Revolution on a Perfectly Rough Plane.

The motion of a solid of revolution ou perfectly rough ground may sometimes be

reduced to quadratures by the following method.

Using the figure of § I, let the direction of the axis of figure be defined by the

angle 6 and the angle yjr which the vertical plane through the axis makes with a

fixed vertical plane. Let GM=^, MP=r], PL = q, LG=p, so that p, q, ^, ?; are known

functions of 6 depending on the shape of the body.

Let a>i: &>2> "Ws be the left-handed angular velocities about GA, GB, GO, where

OA is a line in the vertical plane through the axis of figure GG and is perpendicular

to GG, and GB is perpendicular to the plane GGA. Then (Oi = — yjr sin 6 and (o., — 9.

Let u, V, w be the component velocities of G, viz., ii parallel to PL, v perpendicular

to PL in the horizontal plane through G, and tu vertical.

Then

u=p6, V = — ^03^ — rj(o,^, iu = — q6.

For the motion of the body we have first the equation of energy

\{A+ p- + q-) e- + ^A &),= + h Giof + ^ (ffo, + t]0), )- + gp = const.

;

and by taking moments (1) about the vertical through G and (2) about GG we have

J (- A CO, sin d + Gw; cos 0) = - Fq (12),

^^(C^«») =^V (13).
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Also, resolving perpendicular to plane CGA for the motion of G,

dv
+ u-<ir = F,

t+pef = F (14).

(It

Iv

dt

From (12) and (13) we have

and therefore

-7, (- Aco^ sin 6 + C<o.i cos ^) + 2- - (Cws) = 0,
dt 7] dt

~(-A(o,sm0+Ca>,cosO) + C^'^^ = O (15).
UtU 7) da

Also from (13) and (14)

o'^-vi'^.^PH
dt ' \dt

or C -jJ = r] -Th — PV^i cosec 6 = — v Tai^'^i + V^i) — />»?(Bi cosec (16).
da da da

The equations (1.5) and (16) are two linear differential equations for <0i and Wj

with for independent variable. If (b, be eliminated, there results for lo, a linear

differential equation of the second order. If this equation is solved q)^ can be found

by differentiation and the equation of energy then gives 6'^ as a function of 6 ; the

connexion between 6 and t is thus reduced to quadratures.

It appears from the form of the equations that the motion will be symmetrical

about a vertical plane through the axis when inclined at a maximum or minimum

angle to the vertical. For when 6 has equal values on opposite sides of such a plane

the values of w^ and (03 will be the same for the two values of 6 and the corresponding

values of 6 will be equal and opposite.

In the case of a circular disc the differentia! equation for (Oj reduces to Legendre's

equation, so that fOj is of the form AP„ + BQ,,, where n is fractional.

In the case of the top one first integral is known, and therefore the differential

equation of second order reduces to one of the first order. The integration can be

effected and the connexion between 6 and t reduced to quadratures, but the results

seem to be very complicated.

The results in these special cases have been already pointed out.

§ 9. Special Property of a Top in Motion on a Perfectly Rough Plane.

In the case of the motion of the top when there is no slipping a somewhat curious

property may be noted here.

Writing for brevity F = (7/t (cos — cos a), the equation of energy may be written

(^ + P + t) ^' + ^«.' + Oa,^ + (fo), + 770)3)= = 2(E„- V),

where J?„ is the initial kinetic energy.

48—2
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Also, multiplying equation (1) of § 1 by r, we find

Now square both sides of the last equation, multiply the equation of energy by

C^- + At)-, and subtract.

We obtain

(Of- + At,'') {A + ^' + V-) e"- + {AC+ (7p + ^7?=) (^<o, + 7,6)3)^ = 2 (Cp + Ar) (E, - TO - ^''^-r^

OT {AC + Cf^ + Av') [{^' + v') ^' + (f«i + V^zY] = 2 (Cp + ^r) (J?o - F) - .VV= + 4 (0 - .4) 7?^0*.

Now, if U is the velocity of G,

and therefore

Hence, when the axis of the top is inclined to the vertical at a maximum or

minimum angle and therefore 6 = 0,

= 2 1

JLO + Op + AvV \ Op + Av

AC
[E,-F{x)lAG+ (0(^ + xy + A{1- af)\ r=

where a; = cos^ and F(x) has the meaning given to it in § 3, viz.,

f(^)=gA(.-cos«)+^^
^^^^^,^^^^_^^

.

Now it has been proved in § 3 that, provided

ghCHk+iy
C(k+l)-A'

F{x) decreases as x increases, that is, as 6 decreases and the centre of mass rises.

Hence E„ — F{x) increases as the centre of mass rises. Also G {k + xy + A{\—a?) increases

as X increases, provided C {k + \)> A, as is the case in all ordinary tops. Therefore

1 4^
AC+ r- [C(k + xy + A{l-x')}

increases, as x increases and the top rises.

Hence both factors in the expression for U- are greater when the centre of mass

is in its highest position than when it is in its lowest ; and we obtain the curious

result that when the top moves without slipping the velocity of the centre of mass in

its highest position is gi-eater by a finite amount than when it is at its lowest position.

As a consequence of ttiis result it follows that, when the spin about the axis of

figure is so great that N- exceeds the limit mentioned above, it is impossible to pro-

ject the top so that on perfectly rough ground it shall attain the state of steady
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motion with axis vertical ; for if it were possible to do this the velocity of the centre

of mass in the highest position for which d vanishes would be zero and therefore could

not be greater than the velocity in the lowest position.

In the case when C>A equation (17) shows that the velocity of the centre of mass
in every position is greater than in its lowest position; and in the case when C=A,
so that all the moments of inertia at the centre of mass are equal, the equation shows

that the velocity of the centre of mass continually increases as the top rises. The last

statement may be perhaps true in all cases, but the equation (17) does not prove that

it is so.

On the other hand, when N is sufficiently small, it is possible to project the top

so that it shall even on perfectly rough ground attain a state of permanent rotation

with axis vertical. For consider a top rotating with axis vertical with angular velocity n,

less than «, the least value of n which will ensure stability iu this position. The
slightest disturbance will cause the top to fall down till 6 attains a maximum value,

di say. By reversing this motion we see that it must be possible to project the top

from any position in which the axis makes an angle with the vertical less than 6i,

so that it shall ultimately spin with angular velocity n about the vertical. This steady

motion would however be unstable.

Now in the motion of falling away from the vertical, when the disturbance from

unstable steady motion is caused by slight deviations from the conditions uecessary for

such motion, we have N =Gn{k -{-l); so that there will be no positions from which

the top can be started so as to attain the permanently vertical position on perfectly rough

gi'ound if N-> C- {k + \fn^, where n^ is the least angular velocity necessary for stability.

The value of «„- may be deduced from a result given in Ex. 1, § 252, Routh's

Rigid Dynamics, Vol. ii., .5th edition, and is given by

^„__ AA+{h + rf\gh
"» "* c + r{h + r)

We may obtain some information as to the amount of spin necessary to maintain

a top with its axis vertical from the figure of § 3. For, if the guiding curve slopes

down as in that figure, it is obvious that the top cannot leave the position in which

^=1 and therefore ^ = 0. So that, substituting Cn{k + l) for jV, we find that a top,

having its axis vertical and rotating with spin n, will certainly be stable, whether the

ground be perfectly or imperfectly rough or perfectly smooth, if

« >C(k+l)-A ^1^>

It does not follow that the top will bo in an unstable position if n- is less than

the limit. The limit found in this way is not the same as that found from Routh's

result last quoted for the case of perfectly rough ground. As there is a difference,

Routh's result must give the smaller limit. For instance in the case of the top con-

sidered in § 4 the limiting value of n found from Routh's result is about 148 or

roughly 23^ turns per second ; whilst that found for any condition of ground by (18)

is about 170 or roughly 27 turns per secund.
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Introduction.

§ 1. The present memoir concludes the series of papers in which I have tried to develop a

general theory of gamma and associated functions. In the 'Theory of the Gamma Function'*

(1899) the simple gamma function of a single parameter (substantially Euler's gamma func-

tion) was defined, and its properties deduced by analysis intended to indicate the nature and

existence of corresponding properties of similar functions of man)' parameters. On the

one hand the properties were obtained by pnre algebra, and on the other it was shewn

that they could all be deduced from an extension of Riemann's f function and an asym-

ptotic expansion associated therewith. In the 'Theory of the G Function 'f (1899) the

theory of the double gamma function with two equal parameters was developed, and its

connection with certain constants and functions previously introduced into analysis was

indicated. 'The Genesis of the Double Gamma Functions
'J: (1900) considered these

functions qua functions of the ratio of the two parameters, and was followed by 'The

Theory of the Double Gamma Fnnction'§ (1901) in which the theory of this and

* Messenger of Mathematics, Vol. 29, pp. 64—128.

t Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, Vol. 31, pp. 264—314.

J Proceedings of the London Matliematical Society, Vol. 31, pp. 358—381.

§ Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society (A), Vol. 196, pp. 265—387.
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associated functions was developed with considerable elaboration. The theory was first

obtained by pure algebra, and then an alternative development was given by means of

integrals connected with the extended Riemann ^ function of two parameters. It was

shewn to be necessary to introduce Bernoullian functions and numbers of two parameters,

and complete analogues were obtained of all the known formulae connected with the

simple gamma function. More recently, in a paper entitled ' On the Coefficients of

Capacity of Two Spheres'* (1903), the properties of a function formed by combining two

double gamma functions so as to be periodic in one of the parameters were briefly

considered. The present paper extends the theory to any number of parameters. Its

publication has been dela3'ed by my desire to give to the formulae involved a form

which it is hoped may be final. And consequently I have not merely extended the

double gamma function by taking r parameters instead of two. Multiple Bernoullian

fimctions are defined by and their properties deduced from the expansion of a certain

infinite series instead of conversely fi'om the difference equations which the functions satisfy.

The fundamental asymptotic expansion which defines the ?'-ple extended Riemann ^ function

is given in a much more elegant form than that given for the case r = 2. And I have

made a change in the definition both of the multiple gamma function itself and the

associated gamma modular functions jrqitoi, ..., &>,) so that the numbers m and in' which

caused considerable complexity in the more simple case no longer enter. The simplification

is obtained by giving a different signification to the many-valued functions which enter

into the theory. On the other hand it did not seem necessary to build up again the

gamma functions considered by a purely algebraical theory : the development from the

asymptotic expansions of the contour integral theory is alone considered.

I am not aware that any writers have considered the general theory other than

Cranif, who has considered the existence of multiple gamma functions, and Pincherle*

who in a short note has indicated a few of their properties.

Throughout the main part of the present investigation it has been necessary to use

a symbolic notation to minimise the labour of dealing with the cumbrous formulae

involved. I trust that this will present no difficulties to the reader.

PART I.

Multiple Bernoullian Functions.

§ 2. We define the ?'-ple nth. Bernoullian function of a with parameters tuj, ..., w,.

as the algebraic polynomial ,.(S',i(a| coj, ..., w,) or more shortly ,>S',j(«), which vanishes when

a = and whose first derivate A'^' (a) appears as the coefficient of 2" in the expansion

i-r^e-"^ (-yA,.ia)
,

(-)'-M,._.(«) ^ (_)»-,.g,/(a)— =
^7=1

+
!?== + ...-A,{u)+ Z — z.

* Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, Vol. 35, pp. 1.55

—

175.

t Crani, Giornale di Battaglini, Vol. 29, pp. 68—86.

t Pinoherle, Coviptes Rendtis, t. 106, p. 266.

Vol. XIX. Part III. 49
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The expansion is obviously valid within a circle whose centre is the point 5 = 0,

and whose radius is the least of the i-]uantities

/.•=1. 2,

For within this circle

z''e~

n (1 - e-'"'~)

has no poles, and may therefore by Taylor's theorem be expanded in a series of

ascending powei-s of z.

§ 3. We may, in the first place, shew that ^j(«) = A"^'' (a), s = 1, 2, ..., r.

For this pui-pose differentiate the fundamental expansion with regard to a : we obtain

i-y^e-"' _ i-yA',_,(a) (-y-'A',_,(a) A,' (a)
,„, ^ (-)''-',^'^.^,(a)5^^

n{l-e-"i^}
z z ^ „=i (n + 1):

*=i

since A^^a) is evidently independent of a.

Equate now coefficients of like powers of z in the two expansions and we obtain

.4,_,^,(a) = ^',_,(a), (/ = I, 2 ; - 1,

and .4,(«) = ,..SV='{«).

Hence .4,(/0 = .-^^'i
'""'("

)•

The fundamental expansion may therefore be written

{-yze-^ ^ ^ (-y,,g, "+'>(«) ^ ^ (-)"-V^,;(ft)^"

n|l-e-"'^] *=' ^"' "=» '*•

i=i

Note also that it has been shewn that

" + 1
= A"'(«). «=1. 2, ..., 3C.

§ 4. We may next shew that ,.iS'„'" (a) satisfies the system of difference equations

A"'(a+«t)- A'"(«) = ;-.'S«"'((( «»,, .... * , ... o),), ^=1, 2 »•,

where the star * denotes that the parameter u>k is to be omitted.

We shall often write this system symbolically in the form

,.6'„<" (a + ft)) - A"' («) = ,-,«„'" («),

in which &> may be any one of the parameters m,, ..., w^, and this parameter is absent

from the function ,-_i/S',i
" (a).
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In the fundamental expansion change a into « + a, : then we huo with; .ksame circle of convergence, "''"'" ^^^

On subtracting this expansion from the previous one we have

i.=i

the star denoting that the tena (1 - e""-') is to be omitted from the product.

But by definition

n*{l -e-"'t'} *=i ^'' '

"=1 »! ^

*• = !

Therefore on equating coefficients of Hke powers of . in the two expansions wehave the requn-ed .system of difference equations
^

A"' (« + w) - A'" («) = ,._,6'v" («).

_
§ 5. To obtain the system of difference equations satisfied by ,.S,Aa) let us

mteg.-ate the fundamental expansion with regard to a between the limits and aKemembering that by definition ,S„ (0) = 0, we obtain

(-)'-' fe-"-- - 1

n [1 -e-"'--']
A = l

»-i ^ «=i n!

Hence A(a + a,) - ,,S'„(«) is the coefficient of ^^' n, the expansion of

(—)'-! [g- W+<o)Z _ g-OJ I

n*;i-e-"w) n*{i-e-'»i-j
fc—l k~l

and this coefficient by the previous expansions is equal to

We therefore ha\e

rS., (a + 0,)-A («) = ,_,S„ (a) + '-'^'"'"+'^^>

.

» + l

49—2
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We define the r-ple utli Beinoulliaii number of w, , ..., «,. by the equality

.Dn («i W,)= •

Tlie number will sometimes be written symbolically ,.6,i(«a), or more simply r^,,.

The fundamental difference equations may now be written

S„ (a + <a) - ,.Su(<() = r-iS,, («) + r-ii?,.-.i.

§ 6. We proceed to obtain the reduction formulae for derivates of the Beruoullian

functions.

We have previously seen (§ 3) that, if n > 0,

,s<Vi (") = (« + i),'S'u"'(«)-

We may readily e.\tend this result and shew that

.S„*' (a) - ,.S„*» (0) = .—^, rSn-k (a),
\n — K)l

if /' > /. > 0.

For from the fundamental I'esult we have, if n > 0,

,«','+"(«) = (« + Ic) (n + k-l) (R + k-2)... (n + I) ,S„'" (a);

and therefore, wi-iting n — k for ;(, we have, if n > k > 0,

,.&V'+"(a) = (,7^.'^""»-i(«) (!)•

Integi"!\ting and remembering that rS,i-k («) = 0. we have

,S„* (a) - ,S„* (0) = ^-^,S,._i.(a),

which is the required result.

If in the identity (I) we make (t = 0, we obtain

if « > i > 0.

§ 7. From the result of § 3 it is obvious that

,.S,"-+>'(a) = 0.

So that ,Sx (o) is an algebraic polynomial of degree r + I. We can now see that ,/'?„ (a)

is a polynomial of degree (« + r).
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For putting k=n-l in § 6 we have

rSn^"-'' (a) - ,S,.'"-» (0) = n ! ,>S', (a).

Therefore ,<S„'"-" (a) is a polynomial of degree (r+1), and hence ,.S„(a) is a polynomial of
degree (« + ?•).

By Maclaurin's theorem we have, since ,,S„(0) = 0,

,.6^,(a) = ,.S; (0)
fj

4 '^^'iil^ 4- ... + ^^^^

= rS.' (0)
fj
+ '^^^^^ a^ + '^(|^ ,..S'„_, (0) c. + . . . + .,^/(0) c..

.,<Si'-' (0) a»+' ,^, I" (0) u"+-' ,S,"-+'> (0)
«»+'•

(7( + l) (n + l)(H + 2)
" {n+l)(n + 2)...(n + r)

n T> ,
n(n—l) „=

j-| ,.5,i« + -p-g- ^ ,-5„-i a^ + ... + , £1 a"

_^
,.^i""(0)a»+' ,^,'^"(0)a"+^ ,.<gi"-+"(0)a"+'-

K + 1 („+i)(„ + 2)"^ • '"(H + l)(rt + 2). ..(«+»•)

A form of the expansion of ,.S„ (a + a.) which is sometimes useful is

n!
»"

' ax"m ;

,.?i+i'

For

Now

and therefore if n > m

SO that 'p^ ^^^.>>+.-m =
{11 — r— m) '.

{n + r){n + r-\)... (k + 1)

,.fi^„(a + *0= 2 -4 r,,'S'„'"+'-''"(a).
«i=o(w + r-m)! ^ -'

,.««>,.+, (a) = (h, + 1 ),«,/» (a),

,.'S„<"+'-""(o) = K (» - I) ... (HI+ 1) ,.,§,„•'•' (a),

(« + »•)!
.-S-'-'^+.CO).

?» ! (h + ? — m) !

,.S',„<''(a) *"

,.S,„"-»(a)«"+'-

m dx^ (tt + r) (ft + >• - 1) . . . (ji + 1
)

'

If ?i + r > ?/t > 11

,.Sj'-> (a) = m (m - 1) . . . (»i + I) ,,S',ii«+'-»" (a),

and therefore ,
-^

,. = —' ' ^
^

a;"+'-"'.
(w+r — m)! m\(n + r — in)':

Also
"
(n + r)

and therefore we have the given expansion.

^'» («) = at^t^t- !'-'S^"'"+'' («) -'•'S"-'n+,- (0)),
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The expansion may also be written

Q ( ^ ,
, r<s'..^.(0) _"^-.'S...'- («) rf'» r :^

"I,^>„^a+.r)+ ^^^j -.^^ ^^^, (/.r" L(« + r)(»^ + r-l)...(n + l)J•

F^om the expansion of § 8 we see that

,S„'" («) = ,.S,"-+" («) = ^~

0),<B2 ... U),.

,So"-"(«)=-'Sl"'(«) = -

2<B,W... ... &>,. ZG), ... O), 12&)i...(»,.

and the calculation of lower differentials can be readily performed if necessity arises.

§ 8. We next proceed to shew that

y (1 « + 1

Both sides vanish when .<• = ; all we need therefore establish is that

which at once follows from the result of § 6 on putting « + l for n and /. = 1.

If now o) stand symbolically for any one of the parametei's &>,, ... to,., we have

.'o 'i + 1 'i + 1

on using the difference equations of § 5.

We shall usually assume in such a formula that w is the parameter omitted when

we are dealing with functions of (/— 1) parameters, and therefore the last formula will

be written

Jo " + 1 («+I)(» + 2) H+1

§ 9. We may next prove the relation

,«„(«) = (-)»+' ,5,. (0,. + . . . + 0,, - rt) - [1 -(-)»-'•] ,B„.,.

For by § 5 ,<S„ (&), + ...+&),. -«)

is the coefficient of ^

—

—.—
1\ :
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in the expansion

f->(—io,-...-n)r)Z+ai 11
(-)'-' ' -^ -'

;

n (l-e-"»-)

i.e. in the expansion of

n (1 - e-"i--) IT ( 1 - e-"'-- '-«

)

and is therefore equal to

rg^n+i (0) /y+ii '''^ »+i (^) _ (_yi-u f C' C„\ . » ) D

whence the reciuired result.

10. We proceed now to prove the transformation formula

&)l, ..., CO,

which expresses the Bernoullian function of parameters

= ,^„ a —
, ..., — +»«!... w,.,5,,H («,,..., w,)-,5„+,

, ...,

' "
'

' ' m~ '

nil mr

the numbers »t being positive integers, in terms of Bernoullian functions of parameters

<»i, ..., ft),.

By the fundamental expansion of § 3

„ , /
I

to, (O,

is the coefficient of ^^ —
n\

in the expansion of

'
f T "s -1 •

'

n
s = l

ri {l-e-"'-'}

Therefore

rO„ [a
\

— , ..., — = z ... z ,.C5 „ an 1- ... H , «,, ... w,]
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Now by § 8

n

Therefore changing n into n + l we have

fbn rt
,

—
, •••. — l + ,-0/.-ri — ' ••' 7:7 I

which is the formula required.

If now we make a = 0, we obtain

which expresses the BernouUiau number of

(Oi ft),-

vh '

'"'
tu,.

in terms of BernouUiau functions and numbei-s of parameters ft)i, .... ft),-.

§ 11. From the preceding result we may readily deduce the multiplication formula.

For, as in § 7, we see that

ft), ... ft),- ,./S,i (a
I

ft)i, ... , ft),-)

is a homogeneous function of degree i^n + r) in «, ft)i, .... ft),-.

Therefore wi" .•'S'„ (
— —,...,—) = ,jS„ (a I ft)i ,•• , »•),

\?/t 111 m

)

and m"+i ,.£„+, f
^ Jf ) = ,.B,.+i (ft>:, ... «,.).

From the fii'st relation we have one form of the multiplication formula, \\z.

:

rSnima
I

ft)i, ..., 0),-)= /u"riSi„(a — , ...,^1.
\ ?/t ill//

Putting now »ii= ... =m,. = m in the result of § 10, we obtain

m'^\S„{ina\Q)i, ..., ft),-) + 7rt~'"+'' rBn+i (<«i, ..., to,)

m^i "h;ri / A,-ift)i+...+A;,-ft>,-V ,- „ / x= 2 ... 2 rS„{a-\ ] + m' ri>H+i{<Oi, .... (Or),

and therefore

rSnKnia 0)1, ...,&),-) = '/«" Z ... 2 r^n «+ —
)

+ («l'-+" - Wi-') ,-B,.^i («i, . . , Or).

Making a = we have

'¥\.."2 \.S„
(

^•""+-+^--'"'
-) = l-m' + «r--i ,.5„,a-. -. CO,-).
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§ 12. We may next prove that, to an additive polynomial of degree (?• — 1),

rS„ (a) is the only algebraic polynomial which is a solution of the linear difference

equation
r

f(a + a)i+...+tOr)- 2 /(« + &), + ... + * +...+Q},)

r r

+ 2 1 f(r(+(0,+...+ *+...+ *+ ...+ C0r)-...

+ (-)'-' S f(a + <0k) + {-Y fia) = a\

In the first summation the star denotes that one of the m's is to be omitted : in the

second summation every two different paire of w's must be successively omitted, and

so on.

Symbolicallyt we write the above relation in the form

^.- [/(a + .*-)]^=»+(-)y («) = "".

If <^,(a)=/(a+a,,)-/(a),

^ (a) = <^, (« + w.^ - (j), (a).

<l>3
(a) = 02 (a + wj) - <^„ (a).

the given difference equation may be written

c}>r-2 (n + &),.) - 0,_, (a) = a".

Now [G. F. § II] the only algebraic solution of the last difference equation is

,S„ (a
I

«,.) + C,,

where C^ is an arbitrar}- constant.

Hence the difference equation satisfied by 0,._2(«) mu.st be

(f>r^.2 {a + «,._,) - <j>,.^„ (a) = ,>S„ (a \ COr) + Or.

Therefore we must have

4>,-Aa) = 'A, (<(
I
(«,-i, (Or) + C,.a + C',_,,

where the C's are constants ; for the difference between any two solutions of such a

difference equation is a simply-periodic function of period cor-i, which cannot be a

polynomial.

Proceeding in this way and remembering the difference equations of § .5, we finally

see that we must have

f(a) = ,.Sn {(I
I

<wi, ..., &>,.) + Crci'-' + C',._,a'-- + ... + C„

whence the theorem.

t The symbol is suggested by Cayley's notation of matrices. Cf. D. G. F. § 49, and C. I. F. § 4. Note that when

ill the notation of text-books on the Calculus of Finite Differences.
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§ 13. We may shew that

- ,S,'" (a) = - ,+.6V*+" (G + o) o>,<^>, ...,0,,) [s= 0,1, 2,. ..,(, + !)],
CO}

and ^-- rSn (a) = — » r+i-S '„_i (« + cu
,

tu, to,, ..., &>,.) (« = 2, 3, . . ., « ),
ceo

where w denotes any one of the parameters W], ..., &>,..

Take the fundamental expansion of § 3,

n(l-e-"'^)
s=i ^ «=i w!

Then on differentiating with regard to w we get

(1 -e-"=')n(l - e--'^)
k = \

But the expression on the left-hand side admits the expansion

'$1 (-)%+A"+"(a + a)ja>,<ai,...&.,.) .^
(-)"- g" ,+A' (a + o) o), to., . . . a.,.)

Therefore, equating coefficients of like powers of 2,

~ A'*+"(") = -i-+.'Si"+-'(a + ^ a,,a,„...,a,,),
CO)

which are the formulae required.

§ 14. We see by these results that by differentiating »'-ple Bernoullian functions with

respect to one of the parameters we obtain (j'+l)-ple functions in which the additional

parameter is the one with respect to which we differentiate. We thus see that r-ple

Bernoullian functions in wliich two parameters are equal are substantially (?• — l)-ple

Bernoullian functions. It is for this reason that in the G function (which is sub-

stantially the double gamma function with equal parameters) we were able to express

all coefficients in the fundamental expansions in terms of simple Bernoullian functions

and numbers.

The results can be easily extended to the case of higher derivates with regard to

the parameters. The algebra of multiple Bernoullian functions with equal parameters is

needed in the investigation of the asymptotic expansion of repeated integral functions

of multiple linear sequence *. As however it is not needed in the developments of the

pi'esent memoir, it will not be considered further in this place.

* For the definition of such functions see the author's "Memoir on Integral Functions," §§ 18—20.
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PART IT.

The Multiple Riemanx f Function.

§ 15. We now assume that in the Argand diagram the points representing &),,&);,...,&),.

all lie on the same side of some straight line through the origin.

If, and only if this is the case, will it be impossible for »h,(Ui + nuw. + ... mrOHr, for

all positive integral values of the ?)i's, to represent any point as nearly as we please in

the finite part of the plane (we assume that ) > 2, and that at least three of the m's

are linearly distinct, so that there does not exist a relation

WijO)] + HloQ)., + His&Js = 0,

for finite values of the numbers m : otherwise the conditions binding the w's will be

substantially those of double gamma functions*).

By an easy extension of Eisenstein's theorem f, we see that the series

00 00 1

S S' =

where D. = m^a)i + ...111^(0 r, is absolutely convergent except for the points « = — n over the

finite part of the a plane.

The function represented by the series \\ill have poles at the points a = — fi.

These, on account of the assumption which we have made, will be isolated points in the

finite part of the plane. They will mass together as we approach infinity within the

non-re-entrant angle formed by lines from the origin to —to,, ...,—&>,..

§ 16. Suppose now that all the <a's lie on the same side of some line P through

the origin. Further let a lie on the same side of this line P ; we shall say that in

this case a is positive with respect to the w's. Let 1/i be a line at right angles to

P drawn from the origin into the region in which the a)'s lie, and let L be the line

conjugate to this line with respect to the real axis.

The four figures represent different cases of distribution of the lines according to the

position of the oj's.

Take a contour, which we may without confusion also call L, which encloses the

origin and embraces the line L.

Then, when \z\ is large, along this contour IS [(a 4-^)0] will be positive, if

fl = 7K,a)i -I- ... -I- ;«,.&),.

,

the m's being any positive integers, zeros included.

* Vide D. G. F. § 19.

t Jordan, Coiirs d'Analyse ('ieme Edition) t. 1, §§ 317, 318.
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For if 6 be the angle POx measured positively iu a counter-clockwise direction

from Ox [the angle is represented in figure (2), in figure (1) it is negative] the

argument of IjL is ^ + ^ measured in the same positive direction. Hence the argu-

ment of L is '-^ — 6. Now the argument of a -|- fi lies between 6 and tt + 6. Hence

the argument of (a + Cl)z lies between -^ and '-g-, and therefore H [(a 4- n) 2] is positive.

It is readih' seen that the proof holds for all cases which can arise.

Suppose now that (-2)'-' = exp [(s- I) log (- 2)], where the logarithm is rendered

one-valued by a cross-cut along the axis L, and log (— z) is such that it is real when

z is real and negative. Then wU

'2ir J L

g-.a+Q)z
fl2 =

1

{a + ny

where l/(a + fl)* = exp[-s log(a-f- fl)], the logarithm being rendered one-valued by a

cross-cut along the axis of —\jL (i.e. the negative direction of the axis of \jL), and

]og(a + n) being such that it is real when a + H is a real positive quantity.
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For the contour has been so chosen as to make the integral always finite, and the

equality is known* to hold in the case of figure (1). Also as 1/X starting from Ox
passes round in the positive counter-clockwise direction with increasing argument, the

relation continues to hold uniformly until L passes backwards over the negative half of

the real axis. Then by definition (-0)*"' on the left-hand side of the relation is multiplied

suddenly by exp j27ri(« - 1)}. On the right-hand .side however, since -1/Z passes in the

positive direction over the positive half of the real axis, (a -I- n)' by definition is divided

suddenly by exp {27rts}. The equality ther.'fore remains true as 1/L rotates right round

to its initial position.

§ 17. When a is positive with regard to the w's, we define the ?--ple Riemana

f function by the relation

?,.(«, a|a),,. ..,&),.)=—\
' ( ~—!^

—

-— dz,

the contour i, and the expression {- z)"-' being defined as in the previous paragraph.

The parameter s is any complex or i-eal quantity. We assume that the contour L
encloses no poles of the subject of integration except the origin.

By the result of the previous paragraph

m,=0 7)»,.=0 yCl + ^l) -iTT .'i, ,„_=o ,«r =

or, as we propose to write this result symbolically,

ir(l-s)fill
- 1
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Take now the rtli set of integrals /, (say) on the right-hand side. We have

(-) 1, - - ... - „
I

t- ( -»

g-nz (ptjut,+ . . . +J>i,<»j ,'

and therefore by the fundamental expansion of § S

n (1 - e-"'-')

in=l ^
- rS.""+" (a)

(-)"- rS™' (a) ^"

in=l

-( S,P,„«.t„)«
da.

Hence
,.«,'"'+' («) r(i-s)

=1 ["• = ! (n ^S^i^t.."*,,)

«-'« r(m-s+ 1)

+ i.

= s
r r r--•^1 An"- (a)

I r(i-s) A'(«) L
1 r(2-s-m) to!

L V »=i '

y-r+m T (r - m - s + 1) T (to + 1)

+ i A. "'(a) r(l-s)

for from § 6

and therefore

and

Thus

(-)'+-• 7, = 2 ... 2 2 ?^?^>
^ ' . , , . „ 111

,.S,„"-' (a) = m • ,.Sfi'-»'+' (o), if r > m
;

^
:

—

-
, if m > r.

'•r(-s-w + )- + i>r(TO-i-i) ,

<r,= l «•(=!

= 2 ... 2

r{i-s)

m=0 m\
r ( - s - w; + ?• + l)(n 2 Pk„(i>k„

,„to m ! rf.«"' (s - 1) (s - 2) . . . (s - r)J j;=„ s p, _„,_

^1» .r'-^+>'

for
rfa;'»(s-l)(s-2)...(s-r)

_ (r-s)(r-s-l)...(r-s-m + l) ,_,„ ^ r(l-s) ^_,^,.,

(s-l)(s-2)...(s-r) ^ -* r()--s-TO + l)"
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Suppose now that

F,- [<^ (a;)]x=,„„ = <\> {111^(0^ + m.u},, + ... + m,.(o,)

>• }• r

— S ^ (iriiWi +... + * + ... + m,.o),.)+ S S <^(»iiftj, + * ... + ... m,-(o,.)

k = \

in the symbolical notation introduced in § 12.

Then we have

=0 {a + ny ^''

'
' ' ' ^ »=„ m !

y.F,.
dx"' (s-1) (*-2) ... («-?•)

.(A).

The series is asymptotic : it must therefore be regarded as subject to the methods of

summation which have been developed elsewhere"!".

§ IS. The preceding asymptotic expansion has only been obtained and
f,. (s, a) has

only been defined when a is positive with respect to the gj's. The multiform functions

which arise when s is not an integer are rendered (jne-valued by a cross-cut along the

axis of — 1/Z.

When in (s) > r, we have on proceeding to the limit when s = oo
,

1
-=?,(«, a),

and we may evidently use this equality to define
f^. (s, a) for all values of a.

In a similar manner we may use the a.symptotic equality

2 7—^^. = t- (s. a) + 2 ' '"
,

^
' F,

dx^ (1 -s)(2-s) ... (r-s) X=ptUO

where the many-valued functions involved have a cross-cut along the axis of — 1/Z,

and their logarithms which intervene are real for real positive values of the ar'gument,

to define f,.(s, a) for all values of a when 311 (.s) :)?•.

§ 19. We may extend the method given b\- Mellin^ for the simple Riemann ^'-function

and express ^,. (s, a) as thus defined by an absolutely convergent series of functions. We
thus prove that ^,. (s, a) as defined by the asymptotic equality is independent of n and

the p's, a fact which however can be proved at once from the asymptotic series.

+ See the Author's "Memoir on Integi-al Functions," J Mellin, Acta Societatis Scieiitiarum Fennicae, t. 24,

Phil. Tram. Roy. Soc. (A), Vol. 1<I9, pp. 411—500, especially No. 10, § 1.

§§ 36 and 37.
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We form the function ,.»S'_s,t (a;), which is defined by tlie relation

„ / ^
= +V' ^'S'»>"-' (0) j*l r ar-\ -

' '' ^''^
,,,^0 m ! rfa-"' L(»- -s) ...a- s)^

•

where the many-valued functions have a cross-cut along the axis of — I L.

We have at once the asjinptotic ecjuality

^ rS,„"-' (0) d'''

,,,=7.+, m ! d.r"> {r-s) ... (1-s)

„-, (m + rY rf.t'"'-'
•

If now k is a positive integer such that liSi{s)>-k, and
|

.r
|

is very large, the last

series involves only teniis which vanish with i— .

Hence

-f'r[<-'S'-s,ti"+«)]x=ii»«;+ terms which vanish with -

^ rSj"-' (0) _rf^ (a; + ay-''

to vi- ! dx'" {r-s) ... (1 - s)J j;=^,„„

= F,\ 2

rf ._ a- rf-

! dx" {r-s)...(l-s)
' z=pniMi

for when x=pn(o the expansion

is valid when all the functions involved have their principal values wath respect to the axis

of — 1;L, since wherever a may be, if n be sufficiently large, (a -1- x) is positive with

respect to the a>'s.

Therefore

.f,. [,.S_s,j-(o +a;)]a-=p„„ + terms which vanish with
1

= F, 4 rS„,"-> (0) a"-^ \ #
a"o I «^o m ! (A- - m)l\ da-^ (r-s) ... {\ - s)

Now I A'^' (0) g^-"' ^ 4 ,gf"-'t_„, (0) g^"

m=o w! (i"-m)! «"o (A--?rt)! m!

= S
m =0 A-! m! i-! *
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Therefore

J^r[r'S_s,i(a+a:)]i=p,;<„ + terms which vanish with

= F^
rSt'-'{a) d" x'->

pn-l 1

= S
=0 (a + H)

for all values of s and a, by definition.

But Fr[rS_,,,{a + x)-\,^^,^

pn-l

»n=

4=0 k\ dx>= (r-s) ... (l-s)

f,. (s, a)

, x—prua

= 2 \Fr [>'_,,i (a + n + ,t)]^_ + (-)'• ,S_,,, (a + n)| - (-)- rS^s.k (a),
m —

where the summation is r-ple and H = w,&)i + ... + w^.w^..

We therefore have if we ignore terms which vanish with - the equality

pn—l f - .

r. (s, a) = -
1^ 1^, [,S_,,, (a + n + .•)]..„ + i-y .6'_,, (a + n) - ^-^j + (-)- ,S_,, (a).

§ 20. We now proceed to shew that this equality is not merely asymptotic, but
that in the limit when n is infinite we have an absolutely convergent series: so that
fr(s, rt) may be defined absolutely, when <K(s) + A->0, by the relation

r,(.,a) = -J^|^,[,S_,,,(a+fi+^.)],^„ + (_).,.S_,,,(« + n)__^^ (a).

We have

Fr [rS_,,, ia + n+ :r)],_+ (-/ ,S_,,, (a + fi) - j-^^
(a+iiy

= F,
_ „~o m '. dx^ (r-s) ... (I - s)

,„=o L "1' rf.r"'(r-s) ... (l-s)
1

^*+f-^
r-S.^'-' (0)

m = Wl !

J^r (a + ny-*-"
r(i-a) T(a + fiy-»-"-i r(i - s)

=, (a + n)«

2)r-»-m-i p
'(?• — S — m)

sf_ (a + n )--'-«—̂ r ( 1 - s)

2! r(r-s-7n-l) + •••

^

(-)'-(a + n)'-'-"T(I -s) ] _ 1

The expansion is valid when P. = „ (;;,a,. + ... +p,a,,) if „ be sufficiently large, for
then, wherever a itself may be, « + P. is positive with respect to the a,'s, aiid therefore
(a + n + ^r '-" may be expanded in the given series and all the many-valued functions

AoL. XIX. Part III.
51
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involved will have theii- principal values with lespect to the axis of — IjL. The

assumption that n is sufficiently large involves the neglect of a finite number of terms in

the multiple series with which we started.

Now Fr [c„ + Ci.r + . . . + c,_,.i-'-']x=„ = (-)'-'Co.

Hence the expression last written is equal to

(a + n)-'-'"-'
s ^ " r^ rn-s) F,

>» = n m !

r.l^r

,Zo(l+r)l r{-s l+l) {a + ny

Put now q = III + I and the last series may be written

F,
A+r-l r(l-s)

.
,ro(a+n)9+'
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Take now the first form of the series.

It is evident that, for all values of q,

(-s-k-r-q+l)Fr
„^o "i ; {k + 27- +q— m)]

Fr
i-+_r-l ,.^',„-'-'(0).t-^+-'-^g-'"-'

. ,„=o ml (k + 2r+q-m-\y._

IS always finite ; let the greatest value of its modulus be X.

Then for all but a finite number of values of H

1
Fr [rS_s,k (a + n + a-)]r=. + (-)'' rS-s,k (« + ")

(a + D.y

1

-|r(-s-yt-r + l)i|(a + n)*+«+n''^^''^'''^"

for, wherever a may be in the finite part of the plane, we can for all but a finite number

of values of O choose rj a real positive quantity less than unity, such that

X

a + n

The preceding modulus is therefore less than

I

r(i-s) i 1

I

r(-s - A- - ?• + 1) 1 1 - 7?
I
(a + n)*+«+-

Hence the ?'-ple series

S
^
\Fr [rS_,,k (a + n + rr)]^=„ + (-y .S_,,t (a + fi) - (^^7^

is convergent with

and, since U (s) + k> 0, the latter series is absolutely convergent.

Therefore we have deduced, from the definition of ^r (s, a) by means of the asymptotic

equality of § 18, its expression in an absolutely convergent expansion

I
- 2^ iFr [rS-s.k (« + n + a-)]^=„ + (-y rS-,,k{a + n) -

^^^ ^ ^^,
+ (-yrS-s,k{a).

§ 21. Take now the asymptotic expansion

pn -1

2
1

Zoia + ny-'^'^''''^'^ „Zo m!
d"

x=pnut Jdx'^i-s + r){-s + r- 1) ... (-s+ 1)

in which all the many-valued functions have their principal values with respect to the

axis of — IjL.

51—2
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Make s = e, where e is very small, aud expand in powers of e. The logarithms

involved will all have their principal values with respect to the axis of — 1/Z. And
we obtain

pn— l ^2 ^ii-1

p,p,...prn'-e S log(a + n)4-g-, S [log(a + £1)]= - ...

= rr(0, a) + e
ds

^r(S, «) +
2! J^Us,a)]^

V
m =

a;'-jl-elog.i'+|l(loga;)»-...l
Y --s~ . gi^-s-/ •••j

j^ ^1 I4...V
;•;

6S- + e'S s — + ...;
k = l K t = i i-i kl

> r I
where in 2 S y-, simultaneous values of A- and I are included.

Equate now coefficients of corresponding powers of e, and we find

r I 1 1

pn~l
1 log(a + n) = -

ds
Kr {s, a)

rS,n''^ (a)

1=0 111 = "* •

rS,
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PART III.

The Multiple Gamma Function' and Associated Modular Forms.

§ 23. Let us now consider the relation (2) of § 21 which may be written, if we

leave unspecified the prescription of the logarithm on the left-hand side.

pn—l
log n (a + n) =

in=
-p^r-(s, a) +

A." (a)
Fr

U'^^'^-M).s=0 m=0 "i •

It thus gives the asymptotic expansion of the logarithm of the product

P,n— 1 PrM —

1

n ... n {a+ j/iiO)] + ... + »i,a),.),

when 71 is very large.

We shall take

Lt
ol

9^rr(5,a) + l0ga| =-log/Or(oi,, ..., Q)r\

and call pr(<i},,...,u>r) the (/•+l)th r-ple gamma modular form*. And then the pre-

ceding expansion may be written when a =

log n'(n) = logp.(a,)+ 2 '-^^F. ±^^(log:c--Z ^

the accent denoting that the tenn corresponding to »ii = ?«2= ... = ;h,. = is to be omitted.

x=pniij

Now A':* (0) ^
ml (m — 7- + I) (m - r) ... 1 (m — r) !

'

so that the last expansion can be written so that the coefficients are ?--ple BernouUiau

numbers.

We further put

;- ifr (f'- ") = log 7-^ :

and define Tr{a) by this relation as the r-ple gamma function of a of parameters q>i, ..., Wr-

We now have

iog^n\« + n) = -iogi:^«>+i rS,^)^^
m=0 Pr(w) m=0 in.

^.-(log^-S^^.j

and we see that

Lt
0=0

TJr{s,a) + log a)- = Lt log \llTr («)] — log Pr {(O),

= j a =

* We may also call f>r(ui, .... w^) the ?--ple Stirling modular form (ef. D. G. F. § 64) as it arises in the

generalisation of Stirling's asymptotic value of n\.
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so that Lt log [a T^ {a
)J
= 0,

and therefore Ltlrl-M^i.
«=0 «

Combining the two results just given we see that

loga+log V(l + ^) = logr.-.(«)+ i
rS,,Ha)-A-iO)

^^
'ch x'-f, ^ I

rf,^H(log.--2^^
X=pnai

§ 24. We proceed now to define the r-ple \|r-functions by the equality

^logr,.(a) = -«/r/- (« (U, Wr), S=l, 2, ...00.

Let us differentiate the preceding asymptotic expansion of

log n ... n {a + myO}i + ... + nirCOr),

with regard to a. It is readily seen by the theory developed in the author's " Memoir

on Integral Functions" that the process is legitimate*.

We obtain, if (/= I, 2, ..., oo

,

since A"-+«' (a) = if w =0, I, ...,(</- 1).

When 5 > )• the asymptotic series on the right-hand side of this equality vanishes

when n is infinite, so that we have

We thus see that i|rr"'+" (a) can be expressed as an infinite ?--ple convergent series.

It is possible, starting with this definition, to build up purely algebraicall}' a theory

of ?-ple gamma functions. This process was carried out for the case r = 2 in Part II.

of The Theory of the Double Gamma Function.

We now define
"f*

the first ;• ?'-ple gamma modular forms

by the relations

Lt (_yy-i((/_i)! +^/«'(a) =-^^,,(co), (/=!, 2, ...?,

0=0 L "^ J

so that on making o = we have the set of asymptotic expansions

^ rSJ^^U^^ rd"' x^pn-\ 1

m; dx'

X- (. ^ 1— log '; — i T
x=pnta

* Loc. cit. % 17. See especially § 31. thoory, we have modified the definitiou of these forms so

+ Apart from the new specification of the logarithms that for the double gamma function y.^, (u, , a.,) and

which makes a simplification throughout the present 7j, (u,,w.j) must be interchanged.
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§ 25. We may now shew that

TrHa) =
a- a*"

an'
w =

thus expressing F^ ' (<() as an integral function given as a product of Weierstrass'

primary factors.

For we Lave

loga4-logn^(l+^j+3j-- +— -... +^_U«7. + . ..+-,>.

= log rr {a) + 2
,«,„"' («)-A''-'(0)„ [(i'" a,--

_ 4 ^ '^ nSm'-^^' (0) ^
q= l 'i • m=q mi

m ^'U"^'^!r^''~.?ii-

.rf^-'rir^''^-^,^ X=pnai

And since r'S,/,"'^'' (0) = 0, when m = 0, I, ..., 7— 1, we may write this expansion

d"
log Fr' (a) + 2 —, lS,„'" (a) - .«„,- (0) - 2 '^ .^•„'^''' (0)!- F^

2;=pfiu

When >n ^ /', we have since r'S^m"*' («) is a polynomial in a of degree /n,

,,?„"•• (a) = i ^' ,.S,„-+^' (0).

Hence we may write the expansion in the form

log F,-' {a)+ i ls„"-' (a) -A '" (0) - i ^ ,S,„ '^-«' (0)1 i',

m=r+l I 4 = 1 <1- J

0?"' Of ;. ^ 1

and the last series tends to zero as n tends to infinity. Thus making n infinite we have

the expression of F,.~' («) in the form required.

§ 26. We may now shew that if to denote any one of the parameters oji, ..., Wr

Tr' (g + o)) ^ F,_, (g)

where the two functions F^_i(a) and p^-i are functions of the parameters which remain

after to has been excluded.

We take the fundamental equation

pn-\ I '^ Si "I (n\V ^- =t (s a^+ 1 "—^ — F d"

c?.T'"' ( r - .f) (
/• - s - 1) . . . ( 1 - s)Jr=p,m"

Changing a into a + &>, and subtractiug the two results, we obtain

1 1

m=o ((a +pnQ) + fl)» (o + n)'
;|
= ?•,(«, a + a))-f,(S, a)

+ m d«^ (?• - s) (
/ - A- - 1) . . . (1 - s)
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wherein S(>--i) is an (r-l)-ple summation and fi = ?»,&)i + ... * + ... + mr(Or, the star

»l=0

denoting that the term corresponding to eo has been omitted.

Now rSJ'' (a + 0.) - ,.S,J" (a) = ,_,«„'« (a)

by § 5, since r 4= 0, and

/"-I 1 . , ,
, ^ ,-.&'„."-Mo

>

,, [d- r->-+--' I

,„=o (a + 12)' „,=o ^" L"-* ^)— 1— s)...u s»ji=p„a.

where the symbol x=pno3, written subscript to Fr-x, denotes that we take all com-

binations of jJintui, * ^i«&)r. the star denoting that the term corresponding to o> has

been omitted.

We therefore have

pn-\ 1

=0 {a+pnxo-^ViY f,.
(s, « + to ) - Kris, a ) + fr-i (s. a')

rf.>"' (r - s) (r - s - 1) . . . (1 - s)

+ ,-i*'„"-"(«)-f,-i
rf"'

2- =pHw

rf.("' (r - 1 - s) (r - 2 - s) .. . (1 - s) L,
pn -1

Now 2(r-l)

„^o {a+pnai + D.Y

= Kr-M a + p»w) + 2 —

^

t,-^
dx"' (r - 1 -s) (r - 2 - s) ... (1 - s)J^ -pma

and r-i<Sm"-" (« +pno,) = r-A"-'' (a) + pim ,_,S,„"" («) + ...+ ^^^^^^^ ._, S,,,
""+'-" (a)

= ,->«„."-" (« ) + ">/)"« .-. •^;::i' («)

+

'"^2^^ (p"'")-^ .-i«',;;:.r («)+••

+ (j^»a)V",_,S„ "-"(«), by § 6.

In this series the coefficient of

Therefore in the series

» r-i^^'"-"(a+y'"») PZ ; -^ r-lm _rfa'"(r- 1 -s)(r-2-s)...(l-s) X=p«w

the coefficient of
''"'

*,
,

^°^ is

.,.-»+r—

1

,„t,. o;r- A:) :

'•-'

L'^'" (?• - 1 - s) . . . (1 - s).

^ (pnco)'"

x =pnu

rfa;'"+* (r-l-s)...(l-s) X = pnu
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We therefore have, since r-i'So"'' («) = 0,

- [?r («, ff + O)) - tr (S, a) + ^r-i («, u) - f^-l (s, CI + puco)]

^ I
,_.g„'-' (g) j^ a.-'-**'

da;™(r-s-l)... (1-*)

-P'.-

No

rf"

dx"'{r-s-l) ...(l-s)_ ,v=p)iuj k ;« A-;

' fjm+k ^—s+r—

1

_rf«"'+* (r-s-I)...(l -s) X=pHi

^,M..p,.. + ^r-:Mx=^„„- i ^-^F,_,
k = (l

k\ dec''

xi

= i^, [.r«]:..p„„ + F,.-: [X'']z=pn^ - Fr-i [(a; + p?laj)«]x=pn,.,

and recalling the definition of the symbol i^,- M^.^^.^^, we see that the last expression

vanishes.

We therefore have asymptotically when n is very large the equality

i^r (S, a)- ^r (S, a + (o) - ^r-l («, c) = - ^r-l (s, tt + pilw).

Now when ?! is very large a + pnu) is a point positive with respect to the w's, and

therefore [§ 17]

f,. (s, a +pno)) = —

^

i— dz.
^'^ •'^ n(l-e--')

4 = 1

But this integral vanishes when ?; is infinite.

Therefore on making ?; infinite we obtain the absolute equality

fr (s, a + co)- fr (s, n) = — f,.-i («, a).

We have thus obtained for the »--ple Riemann f function a set of »• difference

equations valid for all values of s aud a.

We therefore have

g^^,(s, a + co)

s =
^r{s,a) g- ?,-.(., a)

and therefore, by the definition of the multiple gamma function,

log luo- —i—
' = — log -^-^

^
Pr ° Pr ^ Pr-l

or
r,-' (g + o)) ^ r,_i (g)

The functions Tr-.i(a) and p^-i are functions of (;• — 1) parameters &>,, ..., *, ..., tur,

the star denoting that the parameter oj has been omitted from the sequence.
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§ 27. Let us ncKt in the fundamental expansion of § 21 \vrite q + e for s, q being

a positive or negative integer, and expand in powers of e.

We obtain

P"-^
{ 1 6log(a + fi)

] ^ , , d ^ , ,

+ i ^^^fA^, -^^ il-elog.-H^.(log.y-...l
«,=o ml 'Lrfar"(r-g)...(l-g)

I

^ 2''' ^ ^
J

r
'1 " ' 1 1

)'

[ t= lA." — 5 *=lJ=lA' — 5 i — q } jZ^pTM

Equate now coefficients of corresponding powers of e and we get

^ t = y (0 (,)+ '^ ^"^ ^
'F - -

,-, ^a + fi)*
^'^^'"^^,-0 ml -ld^-'{r-q)...(l 5). X= pn<a

X^-9d"

^^•"•(/•-^^...(l-^")
log a;— S T

and so on.

§ 28. It is evident that these relations as thus written become nugatory owing to

the presence of an infinite term if </=!, 2 r.

When however q has one of these values we have

6log(a + n)P»^-i
f 1

:ol(a + n)» {a + ilf

m = ml

af-9<= iSI "' <n\ r rf'" —̂ |l-6logx+J(logx)»-...|

M
r 1 "^ " 1 1

A=i « - 9 i=i 1=1 k-q t-q _\x=pnta

the star denoting that the term or terms corresponding to k = q or l — q are to be

omitted in the summations+.

If now we equate coefficients of - , we see that

-LtK(9 + e,a))=2^-^>i'..
ml

(-)9^

dx^ {r — q)\ {q

1_1
.

In the expansion all the terms vanish except the one for which m = r — q. We
therefore have

t By equating coefficients of f in this and the previous expansions we see that we may obtain the asymptotic

expansion of 2 tp{a + U), whenever 0{.r) = x* (log j)*, t being a positive integer, and s any complex or real quantity.

I
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and S i.— =Lt
=0 {a + n)i ,=0

^r (q + e, a)
(q-l}\(r-q)\ e

dx'" (r -,j)l(q -1)1 X^'S ^ J *
^. _ q^

We see then, in the first place, that when q = l, 2,...,r, ^r(q,a) is infinite. When e is

very small we have the expansion

^r(q + e,a)-:

(-)9+%^'i-i,_,(«) 1
,- + ^0 + ^16+..

{r-qy.iq-l)\e

Now rS'",._5(«) = {r - q)\ rS,'9+» (a) by § 6.

Therefore the expansion may be written

^r (q + e, a) = ' '

,, + ^„ + ^,e + . . .

.

(q-l)\e

pn-l J
§ 29. Let us next compare the asymptotic expansion for S

tained in § 24, viz.:

—

(a + fl)9
with that ob-

^^
' (9-l)!,„r, m! ^^

'

d"' X-- /. !l 1

x=pnbi

1

1

Now

„~u(g+m)!

m!

log a;

x=pnb>

rf9^"' .X'''

lo^a-

.y r'-'g+r*^J+i' (Ct) d^ x'-i

_dx"'{r-qy.
tiiog« + - g-g-1

+ q .q — 1 .q — 2

r-q + l 1.2 (r-</+2)(?--5 + l)"*'"j

x=pn^^ ' [r-q+l •2{r-q + l)(r-q + 2)

x=pn<jj

3 (r -q + 1) {) -q + 2) {> -q + :i)

... +
(_)^-i(g-l)!(r-g)!] A"-+«'(a)

r!

= - —, ^r
.,=0 in'.

'

d"' x'-Hogx

dx"' (7--qy.

+ (-r-'rSl '«+"(«)
q.q-l

r-q+l 2{r-q + 2){r-q+l) +
... +

(-rH?-i).' ('•-?)!
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Therefore

+ ...+
(->-'(g-l)!(r-g)!-l)!(r-g)! )

r! J'^(g-l)!*^' W|^_^^l 2(r-q + l)(r-q + 2)

On comparing the two expansions we see that

9 19+11 ("/, 1 r I f_\<7 ('_V+'^^ > 1

+ (g-l)!'*^ ^"'V-g + l 2(r-g+l)(r-g+2)^---+ H J'

or ^0 =

But

(-)' ^_)9+r

^-^{>l^.-(a)H^V!'^'''""^"lA ^:r^-.!,I-

q.q-l
+ ... +

(-)?-'g.(g-l)...l

r-(/ + l •i(r-7 + l)(r-9 + -2) " ry (r - g + l)(r - g + 2) ... r

g-g-1 (-y-'g.(g-l) ...1 _1 1 _ 1_
r^TT~2(r-g+l)(r-g+2)"'" " """g (r-g + l)(r - g + 2) ... r

~
r

"*" r- l"^'""^ r-g + 1'

as we may readily prove by induction.

We thus have, for g = 1 , 2, . .
.

, r,

.c u+i) //jN ('_'>9 (—\q+r-i 9-11
€+ ..

§ 30. Suppose next that s is a negative integer. Then, replacing g by —q, by

§ IS we have the asymptotic expansion, when g is a positive integer.

pn

m = = »JI

a:'+«

dx'^(q+ n(g+2)...(g+r)_ J=pKa>

This expansion is however finite, since all terms for which m > {r + q) vanish. It

must therefore be an absolute and not merely an asymptotic equality.

We may write it so as to bring out the coefficients of the various powers of n

pn-l
in the summation S (a + n)' in the form

m =
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pn-l
Now when p^n= ... = prn = l the r-ple series S (a + H)'' becomes a'. The ex-

pression just written becomes, by § 7,

r.(-9, a) + ^.
q + 1

and this by § 1

2

= ^^ (_ ^, „) + (_)-! ^S, (a) + a" + (-)-> ^-^^2±ll2)

.

We therefore have

^,(-5,a) = (-y|,5,(„) + -^^»±ll^J

<?+i;
= (-)'(A (a) + .5,

§ 31. We have now obtained the values of ^,.(.9, a) for all integral values (positive

or negative or zero) of 5. If we tabulate our results we see that

(-Y
Kr is, a) = . _ J.

, V^r"" (a)

,

when s > r,

as s tends to 5, which may be any of the numbers 1, 2, ..., r,

Since fr (5, a) = Hlr^?±i(^) s = - 9 ^ 0,

and by § 26 ^.(s, a + co)- ?, (.5, a) = - r,_i (s, a)

we see that r'S^Vi (« + aj) — r'S"5+i (a) = r-i'SVi (*)

which is once more the difference equation of § 4.

PART IV.

Contour and Line Integrals for the Multiple Gamma Function, its Derivates and

THE Associated Modular Forms.

§ 32. We next proceed to obtain contour and line integrals to express log Tria)

and its derivates when a is positive with respect to the to's.

In this case we have (§ 17)

Us, a) = —^^j^ _
dz,

^ n (1 - e-"'--)

A= l

the integral being taken along a contour embracing the axis L which is defined in § 16.
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We havL- also [§ 23]

|fr(s,«)
, r,(a)

= wg—r^. •

Hence

r. (a) _ , 1 f.r (1 - e) /- e-" (- ^r> . _ , ,. J.log ^-^ = Lt - P^—^' ^^-A^ dz - Kr (0, a)

k = \

= Lt }li(i±_7i±^ f

e-(-.^Ml+^log(-^) + -ic/z_l^^o^,)

We therefore have

L C p—OZ dz
(-)'-.Sf/ («) = Kr (0. «) = - 2- -r

and log—p-. =7b-(0. ")-:5-
,.

^-^"^ -'^'^.iia-e---)

r,(« )_ ^r e-"^ (log (- z) + y) dz

(1 -e-"'')

Thus iogI4"U-^f ^::!iM(:

the logarithm having its principal value with respect to the axis L.

Again we have seen [§ 23] that

Lt log [aV,{a)\ =0.

Hence - log p,. (&>) = Lt !, log -^7^, + log a

, I
- (

/" e-"^ (log (- z) + 7! (^2 , ]

A-=l

§ 33. We may now prove that, if a be positive with respect to the w's,

2^ (

^e-"-' {log (- .) + y} ^ = log a.

With the notation of § L5 suppose that avg L = cj).

Then changing a into se"* the integral just written becomes

9t
e-'"'"'- {log (-26"*) + 7)

and the contour now embraces the positive half of the real axis. The expression

log (—26'*) has .still a cross-cut along the axis of L, and its imaginary part ranges from

((<^ — tt) to i(cfi + 7r). The expression is therefore equal to log {—z) + i<f> where the

logarithm has a cross-cut along the positive half of the real axis and is real when z

is real and negative.
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The integi-al is therefore equal to

^Je-'-'*>^ {log (-^) + .</, + .

dz

taken along a contour embracing the positive half of the real axis, this line being a

cross-cut for the logarithm.

Now the effect of multiplying any point on 1/i by e'* is to swing the line 1/i

round until it coincides with the positive half of the real axis. The &)'s then will all

be situated to the right of the imaginary axis and hence ae* is situated in the same
region of the plane.

We may then by an argument previously used [G. F. § 33] deform the contour

of the integral till it embraces the line from the origin to l/jae'*}, the logarithm

having its principal value with respect to this line and the formal expression of the

integral remaining the same.

Write now z for sae'* and the integral becomes

e-' {log (- z) - log (f + 7) —

.

2^.

the contour of the integral embracing the real axis which is a cross-cut for the

logarithm.

But 2^/e-Mlog(-.) + v!f = 0.

Hence the original integral is equal to log«.

An alternative method of proof is the following:

—

Let e be a point oq the axis of L very near the

origin.

Reduce the contour till it becomes the axis of

L from 00 to 6, a small circle of radius
|

e
|
round

the origin and the axis of L from e to x

.

. dz
Then

J e Z ZTT-'

/* ^ fiz
= I (L) e""'— + log € + y + terms which vanish with e.

When T) is real and positive we have seen [G. F. § 28]

I (ii)e~^— = — log^ — 7 -I- terms which vanish with -q,

where R denotes the positive half of the real axis.
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Put now as for z and the integral becomes

a

the integral being now taken along the axis of - . But this axis is within an angle

+ ^ from the axis L, since a is positive with respect to the to's.

Hence considering \e~"^ -^ along a contour consisting of the axis of - from - to

71

infinity, a circular arc at infinity, the axis of L from infinity to
j

- e**, where
<f)
= arg L,

I 77

and a circular arc of radius !
- surrounding the origin, we see that

I
-

) er"' — =
I (L) c""'— + i{ (b — arjr -

| + terms which vanish with n.

a I a
I

Put now
i

—
-. e'* = e,

\a\

and we see that I (L) e'"- 1- log e +y = i I arg - — ^ 1
— log \a\+i<j>.

Hence — „- I e""- — (log (- z) + 7 ;
= - log a.

§ 34. We now have

-logp,(<»)= Lt --'^
j

€-"'1- ^-

ll ;log(-^) + 7( V-
(1 _ e—.--)

The integral has only been established when a is positive with respect to the w's,

but it is obviously continuous as a tends to zero. And therefore we have

1 / \ ' 1" ( 1 1 1 log (- ^) + 7 ,

logp,.(a))=- 1-,^ 11-^=— ^dz,

an expression for the (?- + l)th ?--ple gamma modular form which is valid whenever

such a form exists.

§ 35. Contour integral expressions for the functions yjr/'' (a), which are valid when

a is positive with respect to the oj's, can be immediately deduced from the result of § 32.

For we obtain, on differentiating with regard to a,

^^,. („, = j_
f

^-(-^);-Miog(-^) + 7}^,
-"^^ U jl-e-"t--j

*=i
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The residue at the origin of

e-"- (- z)'i-

n{l-e-"''}

is (-)'-,.6V^+" {a\

wheu 5 < r, and is zero when q > r.

Hence

^,... (a)

=

£ j
^-(-^r'iog(-.)

^^

^

^_^,.^^^, ,^,,, ^^^

n (1 -e-"'-!
V'*'" (a) when j ^ r,

/s = l

I f e-'"(-s)''-nog(-3)dz

•ZttJn-JL n [i-e-"'--;

when q > r.

i=l

forms

For by § 2-t

36. We proceed next to obtain contour integral expressions for the gamma modular

7-7 (to). q = l,2, ... r.

— 7i-'?(<")= Lt ir/'' (a) + (
-)"-' (g-i )r

fi9

Differentiate the result of § 83 with regard to a, a process which is obviously legitimate,

and we find

-^— = - 2^1/"" (- ^^'" J'^g ^- "> + ^!- ^"-

Hence

- 7--, {<") = gl,
Lt / e-"-' (- ^)^- r-

^
(l0g(-2) + 7JC?^.

n fl -e-"'^']

And therefore, as the integral is continuous up to the limit a = 0,

(- z)i-' (log (- z) + 7} dz,7,, (a,) =
2^ f/l

- ^^

giving the required expressions.
j = i

§37. We proceed next to express logF,. («) as a line integral.

We have

,I\(a)__j^ r e-''Mlog(-^)+7)
' L

dz

and by § 34

Hence

2 n {I - e""'-^)
/>• = !

log P.-H^^f \-^ 1 1

i«8:(^i)±j
dz.

n fl-e-"'~}
A = l

log r,.(a) = - s— ir + 1 -^-'^ ^-^ dz,

the integTals being taken along the contour embracing the axis L.
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Reduce the contour as in § 3:3 to that part of the axis L from infinity to e, a

small cii-cle of radius
j
e round the origin and the axis L from e to x

,
e being a point

upon L very near the origin.

Then we obtain

logr,(a)= (L)\^. + l[-
I n d-e-"")

I

27rJo -! X + 1 1
[log € + y + i(e- tt)} id9.

I

n (1 - e-"'""'")

The second integral is, by § 5, when we neglect terms which vanish with e, equal to

= (-)'• (log e + y-Lir) [A' (a) - ,S/ ( 0) + (- 1 )'•]

= (-)-• {log 6 + 7 - ITt) {,.«,'(«) - rS^' (0) + (- lyj

[.!'-)• F-^fe^'^V<-'>-]

e"«^ - 1
Thus !^gr,(c;)=) (£)] / "^

' +l\
dz

+ i-y iiog e + 7! {.s„ (a) + (- 1)1 + i (-r'
-^"'^-'•^'"W

»=2

Hence

Now if arg L = <)>, we have [G. F. § 28], neglecting terms which vanish with e,

j (Z) e-^*-"* — = - (log 6 + 7) + <(^.

,..£?,<»• (a) -,^-'(0)
logrr(a) =

I 4= 1

'e~"^"l

- :(-)\.6'o(a) + Ij ^ [dz + t<j> [1 + (-y,.So{a)}.

Make now e tend to zero, and we obtain

logr,(a)=fV)f-
I
n(l-e-"^^)

+ 1 - ' 1 + (-)' ,^•„ («)) e-«-'*\ ^ + «^ {I + (-)'• ,A(a)}.
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If 33i{L) be positive, we may write this in the form

r,.(»)=f"(Z)f
/""'

^

•'" ln(i-e-

)•-!

log r..(«) = I (Z)
) / - + 1 (-).-.

-

"'"" ^->--^-""W

1 n (1 —e''""')
'"^

'*=' +1 -{I +(-)', .s;,(«)}e-0 ^.

38. Let us differentiate q times with respect to a : we obtain

•"•
I
n(l-e-"'-'"

U=i

^ r^? (_)r+.+g-i^,g^(«+<;+i,(^)

t..- (a) = -,_.-., . ^^.^-

+ (_)-+,-. L-^^^C^J e-^.-'*"l (_ ,),-^d, + ,^ (_)>• ,S,<7. (a),

when (^ = I, 2, ... ?•.

This formula may also be \vTitten

(-f-%S,<»+"(a)
,/r,-y'(«) = (-)'-+5| (Z)) / ' + S

s = q+l

It may be modified so that (^ does not occur when 3R (Z) is positive.

When q > r, the formula becomes

t,-'*' («) = -[ (Z)-
Jo

(- 2)9-' e-"^ ,

^^ rf2.

n (I - e-"'--)

§ 39. Let us now transform in the same way the contour integral which expresses

ii^^)^og[^^,n.n.ely

_i_ [ e-<"{\og{-z) + y]dz

^ ^ zU [1- e-"'-^]

We find

log

In

or, if 1S(Z) is positive,

=
f

(Z) i^r^^ + (-)' 2 ^-^^l^i v^^ + (_y-v,.s/(„,)e-l ^^.

Hence

log/3,.(a)) = -
•'" |n(i-e-"'-) s=i z y

This line integral for log p,. («) is valid whenever the a)'s are so distributed that the

function exists.
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I 40. We may similarly obtain line iutegi-als for the gamma modular constants

For we have (§ 36)

7,-, (0,) =^ Ml - -— 1 ilog (- z) + y] (- .-)v- dz.

And this contour integral when transformed in the usual way becomes

^ (-)^\rS.<';+i'

W

s=q + l
2*

+ (-)*-' '^^^-^ e-^*~'*l ^«-= dz + (-)'- t./. ,^^/'--» (0).

When lSi(L) is positive we may write these integi-als

y„=f(X)(-^)rf^(^^ 1 - "^^'"T ^^V ... + (-)'-' g.^S.'^' (0)

and finally

7„ =
f
^X) (- 0)'-' c/z j -J.

^
1

°
I
n (1 - e-"^-^)

|.A=1

Notice that, in verifying this formula for the particular cases of the double gamma

function, we have altered the definitions of the gamma modular constants so that the

numbers M, in, in' in the case 7"=2 now vanish, and 7,,;(w) is written instead of 7,. r_,^((i)).

^ „_. ,gf."""(
0)-l

PART V.

The Properties of Multiple Gajoia Functions and their A,ssociated Forms.

The Multiplication Theory.

§ 41. We next proceed to consider the multiplication theory for multiple gamma
functions. We will prove that

Tr{ma)=
;:

n ... n r,. a + " ' + ... +^^'),

where m is any positive integer.

For we have seen (§ 25) that

r,.-> (a) = exp. Wi + '^.7r.+ ••• +",74 « ^'|(l +^) e~S+-+^l^ %

the product being (--pie.

4

i
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Thei'efore r,.(ma)

p=n \ in m I

is a t'uuction of a with no poles or zeros, whose expression in the form exp. [g{a)] is such

that g (a) is at most a function of « of degree r.

We may therefore assume

-r,(a + J^^ + ...+i^'
\ ni ii

^°s n (,,\
= ^'- ^"^ + log n

_
p.{(o)

Change now u into a-\— , and subtract, <o denoting any one of the parameters ajj, ... (o,..

Then, since [§ 26]

r,.-' (g + w) _ IVi (g)

r,.-^(a) ~ p,._, '

we have X'- (« + "
)
~

X-- (" > = - X.-i («) •

This formula constitutes a system of r linear difference equations.

Now Xi («) = (- )'"' log "^ I'S'i' (»"') [G'- -f"- § 4]

;^„ (a) =(-)=-' log »t oS,' (ma) [D. G. F. § 65].

Hence by the system of difference equations

X» (") = (-)'"' log '« ^-''V ("*«) + (-''

where C is a constant, and therefore generally

-j^;,. (a) = (-)'-' log m ,.Si{mu) + C.

§ 42. We can conveniently prove that C!=0 by considering* the case when a is positive

with respect to the w's.

For in this case [§ 32]
"

i _ I f e
loo-

^' ^"^ -__'_/" e^^Mlog (- ^V+tL^
>,(«) -" ^y. , ri (1 _.-«,.Jiz U[l- e-

Hence, since the points a + -^ ' + . . . + ""U! are all positive with respect to the co's,
III 111

log n
, ,

_ . r e-«^ {log (- ^) + 7} dz A-' f'^f
+...+"^0

_t / e-"'{log(-g) + 7}(/g

J II 1 — e '"

;log (- ^) + 7 + log m\ dz_ i f e

i=l

for the change of z into //(^ does not substantially alter the contour L.

* The introduction of the integral forms is instructive but not necessary. The same argument as that

used in § 51 can be employed.
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The integral just written is equal to

log Tr {ma) + (-)' ySiima) log ?>*.

We thus have Xr (-) = (-)'"' rS^ (ma) log wi,

and therefore the form given for tlie multiplication formula is established.

§ 43. Suppose now that in the multiplication formula we make « = 0. Then re-

membering that [S 23]
log[r,(a)fl] =

we find p.--^ (a>) = m'-)- -^.'<o)^i "ff> r.

(

^'"- +
•;;

+^-"'
)

.

p=o \ "i /

Put now rn = 2 : we have

If now we put

r,
[jj

= 7:, ...
,
r,

(^ 2 j
= 'y='->'

so that 7i,...,7or_, are the r-ple gamma functions of half quasi-period, we may write

(-)'-lr.Si"(0)-H 1

Pr(0),, ... ,C0r)=2 2'-l [7, . . . 72r_l>^-l

thus exjjressing the (7' + l)"' ?--ple gamma modular function in terms of gamma functions of

a half quasi-period.

This formula is the complete generalisation of the relation r(^) = ;^/7r in simple gamma
functions.

§ 44. If now we difterentiate logarithmically the result of § 41 we obtain

wi«i/r,.W (ma) = i-y-'rSi^^^" (?>ia)nj9log m

and JH9>/r^<9»(«ia) = "!sV.'*'fa+^™'+ ••• +^^'1 <J>r.

Make now o = 0, and remember that [§ 24]

- 7^(0,) = Lt^[t/n") + ^"^'"'l^r^^'] ' - 5 = 1. 2, . . ., r.

Then we obtain, when q = \, 2, ..., r,

Xm'>-l)y,g(co,, ..., (Or)

= (-)' ,<Si'3+" (0)m9 log m - "l' Vr,.'«'
fP}^^l±Lii±R^\ .

p=o \ 'ni' 1

and we find, when 5 > r,

V^,^'(P'-^^-^P-^) = i-).i,-l)^.(,n^-l) i ... £' 1
.
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The Transformation Theory.

§ 45. We next proceed to consider the transformation theory for multiple gamma
functions.

By the same argument as that employed in § 41 we have, if the p's are integers,

pi / ,
&>! 0},\ I ^-j ft), A',.a),.N

V \v^ p>-i
,v...>..^'if\./h ^ ^' £l

/«i a)A A.,=o iv=o p,.(q)i,... ft),.)

^'U pj
or, as we shall symbolically write it,

vAa ?') ^_, r,. fa + s ^:^

where ^r (") is an algebraic polynomial in a of order r.

Change « into « + - , and we obtain by § 26

log \;^ = X- (") - X- (« + ^ + log n
\

P
,

where the star denotes that in the summation the term corresponding to — is

omitted.

We therefore have the system of linear difference e(|uations typified by

«+ ~)-X-(«) = -X--iU').^ - ,.

Now for the case of the simple gamma-function [G. F. § 7] ^i (^0 = 0, since

pJ'^^ - "-
pi /27r\ . .

Hence x^i*^) ^^ ^ doubly periodic function of a satisfying the difference equations

X:(« + ^)-xa«) = o>

P-2.

and therefore, since it is a polynomial in a, it must be a constant.

Hence Xr (») is a mere constant.
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^ 46. We may prove that this coustant vanishes b}- means of the contour integral

for log *",
, which is valid when a is positive with respect to the w's. -

For

^,_, r,. (a + 1'-^) e-0-' {log (- ^) + 7! S eA v.
+-

' 1^)

da

A-=l

= log '_£>__JV/

d^

since Z is defined with reference to the parametei-s — precisely as with reference to

the parameters o)*.

The transformation formula may therefore be written symbolically

kcTAoA-
J^_ n

P'
[p)

47. If now we make « = in this formula, we obtain

* = li \ P\ Pr

which is the transformation formula for the (?'+l)th ?--ple gamma modular form.

We have also, on differentiating the concluding formula of § 40 logarithmically with

regard to a,

^„.(„j)=;xV,-(..s';),

which is the transformation formula for the function yfr/''^ (a).

If, when 5=1, 2, ... r, we make a tend to zero in this formula we obtain [§ 24]

the transformation formulae for the first ?• gamma modular forms.

§ 48. The multiplication formulae can of course be deduced from the transformation

formulae, though the labour is almost as great as that of the investigation previously

given. The transformation formulae are all particular cases of the transformation

formula for the Riemann ^-function to which we now proceed.
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We have [§ 18] for all values of ((, fr (s, (/ | (b, , ... , &>,.) defined by the asymptotic

equality

rf'" X-
I

pn-1 3 " iSf "'^rt'l

_f?.r'«(l-s)(2-s)... (?--s) a:=pHw

where the many-valued functions have their princijjal values with respect to the axis

of -I/i.

Hence, writing ^,^1 for ;j, , etc.

ft), &>,'
?,«, a

I

?.

p</n -

1

— V

("
'"=0 /„ ,

!_"l'*'l
,

'llrdrX m=0 '"

~-«-H-

rfa;"'(l-s)...(r-s)J.r=p„

O, - 1 Qr ~ 1 Pi" - 1 Pr" ~ 1

= 2 ... 2 2 ... 2
a + 2 f- 2«(C0

.'2.V^'(« + 2^
in=0 j?i

F,.
d?"(l -s)...(r-s)

by I 10
X^^pilui

In the above algebra the symbolic notation has been changed into the literal

whenever it seemed that clearness was thereby gained. When the parameters are not

indicated they are invariably &),,...,&),-.

The transformation formula, written at length, is

o / I <Bl <Br\ K^ ''V^ i. [ ,
h<^l

, ,
^>-«r

\
,
?i qr/ ^=o ?.=o * V- 9i ir \

From it the results of 5S 4.5—47 mav be deduced.

The Integral Fomudae.

§ 49. We proceed next to consider the integral formulae for the ?--ple gamma

functions.

In the first place we may shew that

;— •\!rr"'+" (f( ttUi, ...,CO,.) = Ti-,.i,"'+" (fl + O)
, 0), &)i Wr)

where a> is any one of the parameters o),, ... , &),..

For [§ -24] Vr/'-"(0 o)„...,a.,)= 2 ^ '

uZ^a+^y
where 11 = /»,(Mi + .. + )/(r£^r-

Vol. XIX. P.^rt III. 54
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Hence

Now the series involved are absolutely convergent, and may therefore be summed

in any order.

Put a= a + m.2(02+ ... + nirCOr and consider the sum

It is evidently equal to

for the latter series is absolutely convergent, and there are in the double series iiii

terms for which a + a>i + m'w^ + m'wi = a + m^coi.

We therefore have

S 00 X cc 3C ('—y+2 (r+ 1 >

'

— y!f
<-+" (o o), a, ) = S 2 S S ^^ t/JLiZj

= '>/^r+i (a + OJi U)i, &)!,&)„, ..., to,.).

In the case when a is positive with respect to the eo's the formula is ubvious on

differentiating the contour integral for yjrr"'~^' («) ^vith respect to cu.

§ 50. We may next shew that

r

where Xr(^) ^^ ^° algebraic polynomial at most of degree r.

For since ^/./-h) (a
j
o,,, ..., o,,) = 1 ,^'^0^1

is homogeneous of degree —(?•+!) in a, o),, ..., «,, we have by Euler's Theorem

d c d \
ctg^ + Wig^ + ... + o), g^ 1

^|r/'•+l•(a \Wi,...,o}r) = -{r+ 1 ) T|f r
<+" (a

!

o), , . .
.

, w,.),

and therefore by the previous paragraph

ai|r,""+^' (a I toj, ...,&),.) + S o)si^[+l ((t+ &>,. fDi, ..., (Dj, w,., ...,&),)

+ (/•+ l)>^,"-+"(a a>i f.),)= 0.

Integrate this result (?' + l) times with respect to n, and we obtain

r

ayp-/" {a\u>i, ...,Wr)+ 2 (»s>|r'",.+i(a + o),
,
w,, ..., w^.co.., ..., 0)^) = Xr (a),

which is the required result.
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§ 51. We will next prove that

For Xria + Q)i)-Xr(a)
r

= (« + (Ui)-«/f,-"' (a 4- &),)-ai/r,.<"(a)+ I Ws |-«|r'",.^i (« + &>, + W..
I
W,, ..., tOj, (Os,...,0}r)

s=\

- ylf"r+i (a + eos o),, ... , &>.., cos, . .. , cOr)}

= — ayp-''''r_i(a l
W.,, CO,) + Wi^^r"' (" + Wl' ~ fUlV^r"' (« + Wl)

r

— S a)si|f,'' (u + cOs a>.., ..., cog, (Og, ..., (Or) by §26
S= 2

We thus have the system of difference equations typified by

Xr{a + 0) O),, ..., Wr) - Xi(" W,, ..., &)r) = - X<-l(a (Ui, ...* , . . . , 6)^),

the star denoting that the parameter corresponding to <o is to be omitted.

Now it has been seen [D. G. F. § 70] that Alexeiewsky's Theorem [Theory of the G
Function, § 29] may be written

a\fri'{a'o>) + a)-\jr..' (a + (O (o. (o) = S,' (a co).

Hence 1^1 (a ) = S^' (a (u),

and therefore by the above difference equations for the case r = 2

X"-ia) = - 5»Si' (a a>i. &),) + C,

where C is a constant ; and therefore in general

Xr (a) = i-Y" --SV (a : o),, . .
. , a,,) + C.

The constant C must vanish.

For suppose

Xria) = i-y-\S,' (a) + Cri(0„ ...,a),).

Then, since p^r(«) satisfies the difference equations

Xr(a + C})-Xr(u) = -Xr-l(a(0,* ...,6)r).

the difference XrW — (—y~^ rSi (a) satisfies the equations

/(a + (o) -f{a) = - Cr_i (tOi, *, tUr).

But it is impossible that Cr{coi, ..., cor) should satisfy this system of r difference

equations unless (7r-i vanishes. Thus all the C"s must vanish, and we have

Xr{a) = {-)'-\S/{a).

§ 52. We have now established the formula

r

a'^r*" {a\a>,, ..., (Or)+ S a)s-\|r"V+i(« + (Uj o),, . .. ,
coj, eoj, ... , ©r' = (—)''"' r'Si'(«).

« = l

Integrate now with respect to a and we obtain

a log F. (a) - r log F. (a) rfa + i .. log
r... (a + eo.K -. o>,. a,,, ., a..) ^ ^_^,._, ^^^ ^^^

Jo »=1 Ar+il&'s 'i'l' •••> ("s. <"s. •••. <»>r)

54—2
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Thus ive may express the integral of the logarithm of the r-ple gamma function in

terms of {r + l)-ple gamma functions of specialised parameters.

The formula may be slightly generalised as follows. We have

r

{z +a)->p-r^^iz + a)+ S w..>/r"V+i(rt + 2 + «,• w,, ...,Q)„w,, ..., a)r) = (-V-\Si(z + a).

s= l

Hence integi-ating with respect to z,

1 log Tr {z + a) dz = (z + a) log T,. (2 + a) - it log T, (a)
Jo

We also have the formula

§ 53. If we now make z = cd when w is any one of the parameters Wi, w,-. we

obtain

I
log r,. (2 + (/) dz = (a + to) log r,. (o + o) — « log r,. (a)

Jo

+ 2 o)slog—j=i
——

—

' -—+(-)' [,jSi (a + &))-, 5, (a)]
s=i l,+i(a + tas to,, ..., tuj, wj, ..., ti),.)

whence

l0gr,(2 + a)d^ = -al0g ^-r—^ r-^ + <0, log prico, (Or)
Jo Pr-i l«;, ••. «r)

r

— S ti)s logV 1 ,„
r, (g.tU., ..., W,, tt),., ., tOr)pr-l(Ma, ••-, (Or)

Fr-i (a Wo, ..., tO,.)jO,(ti),., ..., tBj, tOj, ..., <B,)

+ (-)'-[,._i,Si(a to,, .... to,) +,_,£, (to, to,)],

ami therefore

l0grr(2)d2=t0il0g/3,(<0,, ..., fO,)+ S tBsl0g/3,((0,, ..., a>s, tUs, ..., to,)
Jo s = 2

— (to, + ... + to,) /3,_,(&),, ..., tOr) -^ (-)',_,£:; (to,, ..., tO,).

the latter identity being the analogue of Raabe's formula for simple gamma functions.

§ o4. Many other interesting formulae can be deduced from the previous results.

Thus we have

a^|r,.1Ha)+ 2 (o,^}r"i^r^^{a + (o, to, to,, to,, ..., to,) + (5 - 1) >|r/'?->' (a) = (-)'- .S,<9' («)

Make now a tend to zero and remember that (§ 2+)

Lt
=

^,.9.(a) + (Jiii|—L)'j=_^^^,„, „^). 5 = 1,2,...
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Then we have

-(q-l)y..,(oy„ .., &>,)+ S o,,[y,,j{w„ ..., &),)-7u+i),,,(«^i, ••. &>,, o),, ..., o,,}] = {-y-' ,S:'i> (0),

or 5 (Os — q+1 7,.,,(<u,, ..., o),.) + (-)',. Si"^' (0)= S &),.7,,^,,,,^(&),, ..., &),., o),., ..., Q);.).

A large number of other results can be obtained by further applications of Euler's

Theorem for homogeneous functions. By making all the parameters equal we derive

from the multiple gamma function a generalised G function for which all the associated

Bernoullian numbers and functions can be expressed as derivates of the simple Bernoullian

functions. Such special cases however as that of this theory may conveniently be left

for future investigation.

The Asymptotic Expansion of the Multiple Gamma Function.

§ .5.5. We have previously (§ 31) obtained the values of the ?--ple Riemann f-function

for integral values of the variable s, by means of its definition by the fundamental

asymptotic expansion. As we proceed to use these values in the ensuing investigation

we will verify the results for the case when a is positive with respect to the co's by

means of the fjrmula

tr(i-s) r €-'"{- zy-

^ ri (I-e-"'--)

?,(*,«
I
«i, •••, &>,.) =

27r
dz.

When s = or = — m, m being a positive integer, the subject of integration is one-valued,

and the contour may therefore be reduced to a small circle surrounding the origin.

Along this contour we may use the expansion of § 3.

We obtain

i'rr J |_s=i z" „=i ft!

= /_V-i
tr(I +m) rS',n+i (a) c ^ ,_y r S',n+i{a)

dz

''^
' 27r (m+l)

Again, when s is an integer and 0<s<r+l, we have

f, (s + e, a) =

Now r(-€-6 + l) =

iTi-e-s+l)
L

(- zY

-; 27rt = (-)'

dz.

m + 1

n (1 - e-"'^)

r(-e)
(-e-s+I)(-e-s+ 2)... (-6-1)

{s-iy.

Hence

27r(.-l)!eJi
fin-e--^)^

1 1
1 / x' + ...\dz
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But, when 0<s<?-+l and s is an integer.

and (§ 35),

n (1 - e-"'-)

t r £-"'(- z)'-' [log {-z) + y]

'27rjr" n (1 - e-"'-')

rfs = i/rr"" (a).

Hence, when e is very small

Finally, when s is an integer > r

^r (s + e.a) =
^[^l^ly

.«."+" (a) +^y, \fr^- (ci) + {-Y-^ ,.S/-«' ia)'l^\

i-Y

We thus have the set of formulae previously obtained.

§ 56. If <K {s) is greater than r, we have seen that

1

where

,,,=o(« + u)'

Put now ^ = r,„e"'''" and assume that o is positive with respect to the tu's ; then
a + D.

if s = a- + IT.

-V—- f,(s, a)k2 S r,„''e-i""'-''^'^
simrs ''

,„=o

If now ^|r,„ < 77, it is evident that the series and therefore
smTTS

^,{s,a) ,
will tend

to zero like e"''''l, as t tends to infinity, e being a real positive quantity.

If s is large and very near or on the positive half of the real axis, it is evident

that |«'fr(5, a)j will tend to zero with —:, if r,„ is less than unity for all values of nt.

Again when ?•$ lS(s)> — /,-, where k is a positive integer, we have seen that [§ 20]

r, (5, a) = - S \f, [r^-.,i (a + o + .-,)]^_ + (_).- ^S_^_, („, + n) -
^^^^j^}^

+ (~YrS-,.k (a),
m=

where C l„\— v •'-'" ^^> "

„=o m'. rfa'»L('--s)...(l-s).

For all tinite values of the »t's the terms in the series for f,.(s, «) are such that

sin TTS I

'

in so far as those terms enter into this expression, tends to zero, as
|
r tends to

infinity, like e-*-"'-'!'!.
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Now there are at most only a number of terms depending on an algebraic power
of T for which (1) either \a + Vl\-^T when t is large, or (2) for which

Fr [,.«_.,t (ft + n + x)]^^^ + (-)'-,.s_,,i (a + ny

-

. ^^.
(a + iiy

does not admit of expansion in the form

I ,^^_.-^3^^ -^F..
,„1u m'. {k -i- ir + q — in)l_ .r-u),,=0 (a + nf-^'-^'+i T{-s-k-f-,j+l)

wherever a lie in the finite part of the plane. And therefore the sum of all such

terms will tend to zero substantially like e""'^ as
j
t

{
tends to infinity.

We need therefore only consider the r-ple sum of the remaining terms for which
this expansion is possible.

Now the modulus of first term of this expansion multiplied by z" behaves when

I

T
]

is large like

and the ratio of any term to the preceding when q is large behaves like

Ig + tT
J

1

q ' a + n \'

The series is therefore convergent and behaves as much as we please like its first term

if we make — ' „
^

sufficiently small.

oo

But the ?'-ple series 2
j
t

|

*+''?,„*+''+"' g-*™''

»>=o

1

tends
Sni TTS

is since r,„= —
'7~Fi and <7 +A;> 0, certainly convergent and when multiplied by —.

to zero as
i
T !

tends to infinity like e~'l^l, e being a real positive quantity.

Therefore, if id {$) >— k and a is positive with respect to the w's, the expression

sm TTS 1

tends to zero as \s\ tends to infinity at all points except the zeros of sin tts, provided

7T = fin e"*"" and z is such that r,n < 1 and \ yjr,,,
' < tt.

It will be seen that the first condition r,„ < 1 which is only necessary to prove the

theorem when
|
t I is finite is not essential to the subsequent analysis. The second

condition, \yjrm\<'^< necessitates that z should lie on the same side of the fundamental

line P through the origin as the to's [§ 16].

§ .57. We may now obtain the a.symptotic expansion of log F,. (z + a) by an obvious

extension of the method previously employed [D. G. F. § 86].

We consider the integral

s sin trslm,j

along three contours—the first embracing the positive half of the real axis and cutting

that axis between the points r and (r + I), the second being a straight line perpendicular

to the real axis and cutting it in some point between r and (;' + I), and the third being
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a contour which encloses the points — (A-— 1), ... , —1, 0, ... r, and passes off each way

to infinit}- along a line perpendicular to the real axis cutting that axis between

-/. and -(A--1).

The contours are indicated in the figure.

By the theorem of § 56 it is evident that the value of the integral along each

of these contours is the same since they differ by infinite contoui-s along which the

integral vanishes.

By Cauchy's theorem coupled with the results of | 55 the value of the integral

along the first contour is

J,(7T^r^.'-^'(«)
= iog'^^-|v^^'M«)-...-^>.^^^ in

This is therefore equal to the value of the integral along the second contour. The

equality has been proved under the assumption that r,„ < I. But the expressions are

continuous for all values of —r-i=: I
; the equality is therefore true for all such values.

a + n

The integral along the third contour is by Cauchj-'s theorem equal to

-
^
i t.'^' («) ,1

+

i-y-rs; («) log ^ - log^
s=i si

w
^

o
^^^^j^ ^^^^^ jn(m + l)2'"

where Jj. represents the value of the integral along the straight part of the third contour.

We therefore have, if z and a are both positive with respect to the (o's,

Now J^. when '

2 1 is large is evidently of an order of magnitude less than that

1
of

I

—

^jr^. If then \z\ is large we may make k infinite, provided we regard the previous

expansion as asymptotic.

By employing the fundamental difference relations for the ?'-ple gamma function,

and an induction process which assumes the asymptotic expansion of gamma functions

of lower orders, we may obviously remove the condition that a is to be positive with

respect to the w's. Of course, a must be such that (a + 12) never vanishes.

We have finally if
1 2 1 be large, and z not in the region of the plane covered by

the zeros of F,. (z), the asymptotic expansion

,
rAi±^^ i ^^^A-'(«)jiog.- i U + (-y-v^.-(.)iog.+ I (-)-^W.y.
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§ 58. The expansion might evidently have been obtained by a pure induction

process. The method adopted is perhaps more instructive. I propose to obtain the

theorem again as a particular case of the general theory of the asymptotic expansion of

integral functions of multiple linear sequence, for which the results of this memoir are

fundamental.

[The method of obtaining the asymptotic expansion of the simple gamma function by mean.s of

contour integration, which has been generalised in the preceding paragraphs, had been employed by

Melliu in hi.s memoir [Acta Soc. Sci. Fenn. t. 24, No. 10, 1898] which I had not seen when The Theory

of the Gamma Function was written. My indebtedness to him is however great, for the method suggested

itself to me after i-eading his valuable memoir on the application of Cauchy's Theorem to Gamma
and Hypergeometric Functions, Acta Soc. Sd. Fenn. t. 20, No. 12, 189,5.]

Tlie transcendentally-transcendental nature of Vj. {z).

§ 59. As an extension of the results previously obtained for the simple and double

gamma functions, it may be proved that the ?'-ple gamma function cannot be obtained

as a solution of any differential equation which does not involve similar or higher functions

as coefficients. This theorem is however a particular case of a much more general one

in the theory of linear difference ecpiations of the first order, which I hope to publish

shortly.

Addendum.

The simplification introduced into the present memoir, whereby the many-valued

quantities involved have their principal values with respect to the axis of — 1/i (§ 16),

is in many ways more apparent than real. For the line P of § 16 is only completely

defined if the arguments of the extreme m's differ by tt. If they differ by tt— a, P
may have any position within an angle a, and therefore — IjL may range through the

same angular distance. It was on account of this lack of precision that I introduced

— (d), + &).j) as the definite line which should serve as a barrier for the many-valued functions

in the Theory of the double gamma function. But the complexity to which such definite-

ness leads has induced me to abandon it in the case of the multiple gamma functions.

It will be noticed that the simple gamma function is only defined according to the

general theory with respect to a line which may range through an angle tt : but in any

difference formula for ?"-ple gamma functions in which simple gamma functions intervene

the line with respect to which it is defined is the line of the higher functions.

It will be noticed that

(1) loff

—

/ ; in the notation of the present memoir replaces

log '-^ „So{a){m+ m')2'7ri,—^8i {a) MiTi of the previous memoir on the

double gamma function

;

(2) 7„i(ft),,a).j) replaces 7», (f<),,a),,) -f2/S„'(0) 27rt(if+ /» -t- w');

(3) 7.j„(wi,a).,) replaces 7.j,(ii)i, to,) -t-2»So*" (0)27rt(7'l/ -f- ';< -f 7k');

(4) log p„ (&)i , 0)2) replaces log /a^ (wi , &>«) + iMiri Si (0).
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XVII. 071 the Asymptotic Expansion of Integral Functions of Multiple Linear

Seqtience. By E. W. Barnes, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

[Received 7 October 1903.]

§ 1. In the present paper it is proposed to apply the general theory of multiple

gamma functions and Bernoullian numbers to the asymptotic expansion of integi-al functions

of multiple linear sequence. The paper is therefore a development of the theory previously

given in the author's Memoir on Integral Functions* and Classification of Integral Functionsf.

§ 2. When the typical zero of an integral function is itself a function of r numbers

necessary to define its position in the series to which it belongs, the function is said

to be one of r-ple sequence. When the general zero, a say, is a linear function of the

positive numbers vii, ..., nir so that

a=f(a + nh(Oi+ ... + nira)r),

a, Wi, ..., o)r being arbitrary parameters, the integral function is said to be of r-ple linear

sequence.

We shall assume in the fii-st place that the zeros are all formed according to the same

law and that no zero is repeated a number of times dependent on the m's which enter

into its expression. Functions for which the latter phenomenon occurs it has been proposed

to call repeated functions [v. I. F. Part iv.] : when the zeros of such functions are repeated

a number of times dependent on an algebraic aggregate of sums of positive powers of the

m's their theory can be deduced from that of non-repeated functions by coalescence of sets

of the parameters. Such functions we shall term linearly repeated.

When ?->"2 the points Wi, ..., a>r must all lie on the same side of some line through

the origin, otherwise {M. G. F. § 15]+ the function will not exist. We have previously seen

that when euj/wi is real and negative a similar case of exception occurs for functions of double

linear sequence.

* Philosophical Transaclions of the Royal Society, (A), J In this way throughout will references be made to

Vol. 199, pp. 411—500. ' The Theory of the Multiple Gamma Function,' Cambridge

t Cambridge Philosophical Transaction.':, Vol. 19, pp. Philo.'iophical Transactions, Vol. I'J, pp. 374—425.

322—35.5.
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§ 3. We write 11 = «ii&)i + ... + ;H,.(Wr and then the general function to be considered

will be

n
m=D

1 + e /(a + n)
+ ... +

plf{a + a)]P

/(a + 0)1

where the product is r-ple, and p is an integer independent of the vis and such that

We therefore do not consider functions of infinite order, for which ;j must depend on the

m's in order that the Weierstrassian product just written may be convergent.

When the m's are large and f(a + fl) admits an expansion in descending powers of

(a + D.) of which the dominant term is (a + ilY, the function is said to be of algebraic

sequence. The order- of such a function is defined to be rip. When p > r, the exponential

terms vanish from the Weierstrassian product : in this case the order is less than unity.

The general extension of the Maclaurin sum formula.

§ 4. Wc have seen [J/. G. F. § IS] that for all values of s, we have the asymptotic

expansion
p»-i 1

V
rfa'"(l -«)...(?•-«)

the summation on the left-hand side being j--ple, and the many-valued functions having

their principal value with respect to the axis of - 1/i, which is defined in § 16 of the

memoir just cited.

Suppose now that
<f>

(x) = S agof is an integral function of order less than unity,

m-l
then the asymptotic expansion of S ^(((-1-0), where H = miO)i + ... + nirWr and the

summation is r-ple, may be written

^ ^ ? A'"_(a)
F,.

where -i^ (x)= \ dx\ dx ... I (j> (x) dx (the integration being repeated r times) and
Jo Jo .' n

[M. G. F. I 30]

s= »=0 S+ i.

By applying the fundamental expansion to each term of the series S ('^(a -f O)*, it is

S"0

evident that the expansion is formally true.

Now [M. G. F. § 3] "^-^ is the coefficient of (^-f-i ^n+r-^ in the expansion of

f . If to be the greatest of the quantities
| Wi |, ... , j

w^ |, the expansion has a radius

n (1 - e-"*-')

s=i

of convergence equal to —

.

55—2
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Hence by a theorem due to Cauchy

Lt
rS'n (a)

nl

n+i--l

Thus the series for Zr is convergent if, when s is large, !«, = l/(s !y+'' where •»? > 0, that

is to say if
<f)

(x) is an integral function of order less than unity. If 4> (x) is an integral

function of order greater than or eijual to unity, the series for Zr is in general divergent.

But we may " sum " it by the usual rules and with this convention the formula is still

valid. And if
<f)

(x) be a possibly non-uniform function which admits outside a circle of

finite radius its Taylor's series as a divergent but sumuiable expansion, the Maclaurin sum

formula is still valid with the same convention*. Tluis when <^ (.t) = e*-*' we have for all

9,

values of \k\, except those for which k lies on the lines drawn from the points +

away from the origin to infinity,

ziri

"
'^ \ro (s+I)! (l-e"'*) ... (l-e'"'-*)

,._. ^ A'^+" («)
+ (-)'-' s

s= l '>-

And by putting
(f)

(.r) = log (to + x) we may derive again the known formula [M. G. F. § 23]

pn~X
2
m=0

log(« + fi) = -log„^^+ 2-,;^;^. ^^-|log^-^2^.
m\ x= pnuiPr{o>) .«=0

More generally if (x) be given by a Laurent series convergent within a ring space whose

centre is the origin, and if it admit the Laurent series as a summable divergent expansion

within the simply connected area formed b)' drawing lines from the singularities of <^ {x)

outside the outer circle of the ring space in a direction away from the origin to infinity

and from the singularities inside the inner circle of the ring space to the origin, and if

the points a + (/(i&), + ... + 'Hr&>r be within this area we have the Maclaurin sum formula

2 ... 2 <^ (a + m, CO, + ... + /»,.«,,) = ^,(<^)+ 2 '"^^^^^^ Fr
m,=0 inr = m = n "* ! dx

.^(•'•)

where fr(^) is independent of the «'s and is in general given by a summable divergent

series, and where yfr (x) =
j

dx
j

dx ... I ^ (,*•) dx, the integration being r times repeated.

In the integration (/> (x) is to be expanded in its Laurent series and the lower limits are

successively to be or x according as the term to be integrated when integrated vanishes

at this limit.

Integral Functions of non-zero order less than Unity.

§ 5. The standard function of non-zero order less than unity we take to be

rPp (2) = n \l + ^ \
, where p>r and the product is »--ple.

)i=o ^
(a -I- i-iy\

We proceed to find the asymptotic expansion of this function. The process is the

same as that previously employed [/. F. § -50 and C. /. F. § 7] and conseijuently only the

skeleton of the analysis is given.

* As has been shewn in a paper ' On the GeneraUsa- pp. 175—188, where an error of /. /•'.
S 41 and C. I. F. % i

tion of the Maclaurin sum formula and the range of its is corrected,

applicability,' Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, Vol. 35,
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If m„ ..., VI,, are values of «„ ..., „, respectively such that \z\, im,a,,|, . |m « I

- have a finite ratio when \z\ and the m's are all large, we obtain in the lunit when \
IS infinite

logr^p(^)='«i ••• w,log2-p S log(a + 0)+ S 2^Z2_((j,f2w
n!=0 s=\ S2*

> 1, the series are to be regarded as suiumable divergent expansions of

/i=o ,1=0/ »=i s(a + nyi'

'

The summations with regard to n are r-ple : for values of the quantities n chosen from the

numbers 0, 1, ..., m - 1, for which |^| > 1. or for values of n chosen from m, m + 1, ... a,

z
for which ~

the logarithms.

Substitute now the asymptotic expansions of "'s\a + n)"" and "s'log(rt + H) mven
4 and we obtain

log.P,(.) = «,...,«,.log.- J-log^(^)+ i ^^^FJp^-flo.,- i Ml

«=1 *~ I n=0 K!

»=i s l«=o n! '

(i" ^S+I

^-ps+r

Nov

Hence

.«fa;''(l-^s)...(r-/,s)

7», . .
. Dlr log 2 = ,.6V' (a) i^r ^' log 2

L J x =

w

[J/. G. F. § 22.]

= J^, [^-«],= 5'= 1, 2, ..., J--L

log.P.(.) = pIogJ^(^).J^(zp ,.(_,, „),(_,^j.,.

Now, since

+
n̂=0 W! r1

uf Z, I

s=t-7,i»s«+i.-:,A^ ^-
(_)«-ia.p«+»

I I

(_)P-.

(/)S+l)...(ps + ,-) pri(p-l)!(r-p)!(ps+p)

rf»the expression under the sign ^ in this expansion may be written

px^fju; X^ r, I r (—)?-' * C_\«-l^ps+i- ~r

^,io«.+p,,^2^+^2-^^^_J^,^^._^^ l__y +|log-_£,+_iog.,
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on employing the formula (/. F. § 52), valid if — 7r<arg f — 1 < tt,

Lt i' if>^, iq = .^ i^T + p log '- - p'.

i=50 1

Now by the elementary theory of binomial series

(«', p-V
, ] f_ ^ i-Yrl 1 _

and ^4 i ji+_i;^ u/_;ni--^(i^^::^i,.=

log ,.p, (.) = p log^> + i^ r. (- P*^ «) + (-X^^^^ log

.

Hence

^ I A"' (a) c^" V (-)*'-Va-'-^^"'

„=o « !

"^

L*^*'" P=i P^-(r-p)\ sin 7r/)/p

^,=1 p! sin p-rrIp (r - p)':
'

We note that the concluding series may equally be written [M. G. F. § 6]

p=i p\ sin p7r//3

§ 6. In obtaining this expansion it has been assumed that — tt < arg (iC/^) < tt, when

X is equal to the sum of any number of the quantities jhiW,, ..., iiirCOr. Therefore z cannot

be in that part of the plane at infinity which is covered by the zeros of rPpi^) [cf. /. F.

I 44]. If these zeros cover the whole region of the plane near infinity, the asymptotic

expansion does not exist.

§ 7. As has been remarked in | 2, repeated functions for which the number of

times any zero is repeated is an algebraic polynomial of the m's which enter into the

expression of the zero, can be deduced from non-repeated functions of higher sequence

by coalescence of the parameters. As an example of this phenomenon we will shew

the co-relation between the formula of § 5 and the asymptotic expansion of

00 j Z ) («+ "')""*

F„(z)= U \l+ where p > a.^' m=o( (o-t-m)"! ^

The latter function is one of the fundamental types of repeated integi-al functions

of simple sequence: it is a slightly more general form of the standard simple repeated

function of non-zero order less than unity given in § 77 of the Memoir on Integral Functions.

By exactly the same analysis as that previously employed, we may shew that when

|^r| is large and z not near the line of zeros of F„{z),

log F, (z) = i:(l - a, a) log z + p^' (1 - a, a) + I ^~^~ ^(l-ps-a,a)+ _If!^ .

5=1 SZ^ . TTcr
* ' cr sm —

P
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Suppose now that in the function rP„ (?) we make all the r parameters o) equal

to unity. Then the number of times the prime factor il + T ^\ is repeated will be

the number of ways of choosing /» as the sum of r numbers, one beiug taken from

each of the r sets 0, 1, ..., m. It will therefore be the coefficient of x^ in the ex-

pansion of {1 + X + X- + ...y =^ rj.

The number is therefore

r(r + l). ..(>• + Hi- I) _ {>ii + 1)(/H + 2) ...(??*+ r-1)
m]

"
(r-1)!

§ 8. We now proceed to shew that

(:. + l)(^ + 2)...(^ + r-l) _ ,, _ ^ (-)^+-.^,'^» (0)

when the parameters of the multiple BernouUian functions are each equal to unity.

We have seen {M.G.F. § 3) that rSi'-' (a) is the coefficient of the absolute term in

the expansion in ascending powers of z of -^ ^ . And therefore

i-y-rS.-ia) =^-^^dz,
(1 - e-^r

the integral being taken round a small curve enclosing the origin. If now we put

1 — e~* = X, the values x = 0, z = coincide, and when z describes a small curve round

the origin x does the same, and in the same direction.

Hence (-," .S,' «.) = J^j^l^^ = ,_,,-.
(»-l>(..-^2) ..(.-.-. 1)

^

Thus (-)- ,S,~ (- .) - (« +iM'+J),^il£+£^).

Now (-)- ,S,'^" (a -x)= 1^
(-)P^rr^_^^,-.^

since rSi'°^(a — x) is a polynomial in (a—x) of degree r—l.

{x+l)ix+2)...(a^ + r-l) _ s^-(-x)= S (
-)""^^^'^""W ^^-iience

^^__^^, { ) ,;,, ( a)
^^^ ^^_j^,

x .

The first few terms of the series are

^r-i r.x^-^ r(3r-l) x"-^

(r-l)!"*'2(r-2)!'*' 2-. 3! {r-Sy.^
""

Note that we also have

. _, . , r(x + r) . , . The coefficients are substantially factorial coefficients. See
Ihe expansion of „ , ,,,.,. lu powers of j is „ , ^. . ^.,. , _ ,„ ,,.

r(.i; + l)r(r) Boole, Finite Difierences, 1S80, p. 113, where many refer-

valaable in connection with many different investigations. ences to the earlier work on these coefficients are given.
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I 9. We see then that wheu each parameter is equal to unity

the product being now simple.

Hence by the result of the previous paragraph

p=im=o I
(a + mY]

And thei'efore when
|

^
j

is large we have the asymptotic expansion

2 : TTi S (a + m)P Mog U + -. r-

'^ « ! sm ^

—

Now when the parameters &> are all equal it may be readily deduced from the

asymptotic expansion which defines f^ («, «) that

r,. {s, a) = i^ ^~^, rS, <^+" (a) ^(l+s-p,a),

so that on differentiating and making s = 0,

Therefore the expansion may be written

^ ^ (-)g+'-AiP+" (g)
r(l-i.,a)log. + pni-i..a)+J^^p?(l-p.-p,a)+^^^].

We thus are able to derive from the asymptotic expansion of rPpi^) that of

™=o ( ia + 7ny\

where a is an integer < p. And it is evident that, though cumbrous algebra may render

the process long, we can from the formula of § 5 derive the asymptotic expansion of any

repeated integral function of multiple sequence and non-zero order less than unity whose

typical prime factor is of the form[^ "](l,lH,)"'l-l + ...+ (l,)"rr'-'

(a + m, a>i + . . . + mrft),)p_
'

where (1, ?«,y'~' denotes an arbitrary polynomial in ?h, of degree not greater than o-j — 1,

and (7i + 0:2+ ... + a-r< p, the cr's being integers.
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§ 10. It is evident that the formula

^r{s, aU, = i ^^^ rS,'P+^' (a) ?(s + 1 -p, a)

can be made fundamental in the algebra of multiple G functions.

Thus from this formula when s is a negative integer or zero, we derive

n p=i{p-^y- " ' '"' n+p-\
When ?• = !. this is identically satisfied: when ;• = 2, it is equivalent to a formula

given in The Theory of the G Function*.

It is evident that such algebra is capable of almost indefinite development.

§ II. For the general function of non-zero order less than unity

z
rF,(z)= U 1 +

where S

<t>
{a + fi)_

is convergent, the summation being ?--ple, we may give a formal
„=o </) (a + ft)

expression which leads to the asymptotic expansion of the function in cases where it is

legitimate to employ the Maclaurin sum formula. We obtain as previously [C'.I.F. § 10]

where fr(log^) and fr (</>*) are the terms independent of the ?('s which arise in the
pn-l pii~l

Maclaurin sum series for 2 log<^((/4-n) and S (^"(a + fi), and where

' Jo k=x,s=-kJo,x SZ°

where Ur) denotes that the integration is r times repeated, and where the limits or
Jo, 00

00 are taken as the term to be integrated, when integrated vanishes for such a limit.

As formerly, we may prove that ;j-}.x(''')~^' ^° *h*^ x(*')= S ^^.i-*, where the A's

are definite functions of the coefficients of (f>{x), the m's, and the variable z.

The asymptotic expansion maj^ if these constants be obtained, be written

log,i^,(^) = -rr(log</.)+ 2 LJ^i:,(</,^) + (-)'-l£^^log^ + (-X-. S ,S„-'(a)^„.
«=1 *^ " n=0

Integral Functions of Zero Order.

§ 12. It is natural at this stage to try and extend the previous analysis to try

and obtain an asymptotic expansion for the standard function of zero order

Fr{z)= n 1 +
exp (a + fl)

where the product is r-ple and D, = n^o)i+ ... + nruir-

* Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, Vol. 31, p. 300.
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[UnfortuDately the Maclaurin sum formula cannot be applied in the investigation pre-

viously made for the cases ?• = 1 and r = 2 [I.F. §60; C.I.F. §§11 and 12].

As the question of the behaviour of functions of zero order is ver}' important and

as it might seem to the reader that the same methods ought to applv to functions of

both zero and non-zero order, it is proposed to take up the analysis for the most simple

case and correct it.

We consider then the standard simple function of zero order

the sole limitation on the variables being ill(<u)>0.

We have evidenth-, if je™"] > > le(»'-i)"
,

logi^i(^)= S ^-^ 2 e'"+'»"»*- 2 log^ + 2 ' ^ 2 e-

rfx" s
Now 2 6"'+""'* = ^-^— + 2 5^4^

n=0 1 — e - „-n

is a result of the Maclaurin sum formula which can be interpreted by the theory of

divergent series*.

Hence we may put

daf*

m-l
+ m\ogz— 2 (a + nco).

. n=0

The general process consists in rearranging the double series which here intervenes.

When we are dealing with integral functions of finite non-zero order, the series which

enter as the coefBcieuts of the various powers of 1/z are truly asymptotic and satisfy

Poincare's criterion that in an}^ such series,, the remainder after I terms have been

taken, multiplied by the power of :c which arises in the last term taken, tends to zero

as |a;| = l?H<u| tends to infinity. Therefore it is possible to rearrange such a series,

inverting the order of summation, and by so doing we obtain a new series in which

the coefficient of S„' (a) is a summable divergent series in z which can be summed to

a definite value : for the remainder after I terms have been taken of such a series

can be made as .>small as we please b}- taking I sufficiently large. But the series

5 Sn'(a)

is not an asymptotic series proceeding by powers of 1/m. It may be written

e""" 2 -^; «
11=0 n!

And although such a series, qua function of s, is summable, this fact does not enable

us to repeat the former procedure. We evidently must devise some other means for

* See pp. 181, 182 of the paper quoted in § 4.
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attacking the problem. It is perhaps best solved by the ingenious process of contour

integration devised by Mellin*.

zWe obtain, when |^:|>|e"|, arg— <'7r, lR(o))>0,
^

I

This equality differs from the result formerly given by the addition of the last product

term. The proof may be conveniently postponed to a paper which shall more fully

develop the theory. It is important to notice that it is an absolute equality, and not

an asymptotic expansion : it is therefore totally different from the expansions obtained

for integral functions of non-zero order.

§ 13. In the case when « = 1, o) = 1, we may write the result in the form
(

|
arg z\<ir)

^.=1
i

e"j T^xsz»{\-^y 2 2°S^^6^12 Zx s sinh 27r=s '

We see therefore that, when z is large, the function log 11 j 1 + — [• behaves like
M=l ( ^ J

— o H log ^ + terms of lower order. To this extent we do get asymptotic behaviour,

SO that there is no need to modify the analysis of the behaviour of the general co-

efficient of the Taylor's series for the standard simple function of zero order for which

to is real, so far as such analysis was carried in G.I.F. | 42.

Sufficient has now been said to shew that any modification of the fundamental

procedure when applied to functions of zero order with zeros of the type

- exp [a + HjCDi 4- ... -i- rtrWrf

does not give asymptotic expansions but transformations of these functions. The theory

of such transformations I reserve for the present. The fact that the fundamental pro-

cedure leads to results of an entirely different character when applied to functions of

zero order indicates yet again how necessary it is to discriminate these functions abso-

lutely from functions of finite non-zero order.]

Integral Functions of Finite Order greater than Unity.

§ 14. The same extensions of previous formulae which lead to the asymptotic

expansion of log ,.Pp {z) will now shew that we may obtain the asymptotic expansion

of the standard integral function of r-ple linear sequence of non-integral order greater

than unity

rQ,{z)^ n
Jl=0 (a + H)") ^ ((« -I- n )" p((i' + fi)w

* Acta Soc. Sci. Fenn. t. 29, No. 4. The result stated is slightly more general than that given by Mellin in

formula (25) of the paper quoted.
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where the product is c-ple, p<r and - is not integral, and where p is an integer such

that /) + 1 > - > )>

P

The expansion is

l0grQf,(^) = /'l0g + i' --t^ r,. (- ps, a) + (-)' ..S; (a) log ^ + i 5^
.

pr(co) .= _„ S2* ,„=i „i!sin^^

§ 15. Similarly for the asymptotic expansion of the logarithm of the general function

of finite non-integral order greater than unity

(-^y

where p is an integer such that 2

n
n=0

-^ is convergent, and S di-

vergent, we may give a formal expression. It will only differ from that given for the

function of S 11 in that 2' -^^^r (<!>') must be substituted for £ ^^^^ ?, (<^')-

§ 16. In the two preceding paragraphs we have assumed that - , the order of the

function, is not integral. But by making - decrease down to p, where p is an integer

we can, by evaluating the differences of the infinite terms which arise, obtain the

asymptotic expansion of the general function of finite integral order. When in § 15,

^(a + O) is an algebraic function of (a + 12) we can approximate to the terms which

arise in the as}'mptotic expansion to any degree of accuracy by sufficient labour [of

I.F. §§ 58, 59 and 68].

We proceed to carry out the analysis in the case of the standard function

(l+-^.}exp{- ^
'-'''

rR,(z)=U + ...+
(a + ny] ^\ (a + ny^-- p(a + ny]j'

which is of integral order p = - , the product being ?--ple.

We have at once by § l-t,

log,i?,(2)=Lt
" r , Tria) ^, i-y-' f. f sr \

^
(-)'»+'- 7rg"'^'^^V,/SV'"+" («)

"

+ (-y,.S/(a)log^+ 2
'"=1 m!sin^(/) + e)

There are two cases to be considered according as p is or is not a nuiltiple of r.

•Suppose in the first place that p is not a multiple of r. Then

P Pr(<o)

-in

logrR,iz)=-hg^^^ + {-y.S:{a)\ogz+ 2' ^
^'

«=-(p-i) sz'
='(-?•

«)

r-1 /_\m+r_.~ r S,(»n+ii (V,^

+ 2 LJ I1_L^ [ILl + f^,i
m = l , •

Ili'^Pm : Sill—-
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where f{z) denotes the sum of the two ultimately infinite terms
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{-zY
%r

P LP

pr
+

7r^-^+%gi"-+" (g)

r\ sin ( 7rjD + 7re)
'

By the foi'mula given previously {M.G.F. § 31) we have

J^^' p \ (r-iy.er ^(r-1)!

neglecting terms which vanish with e.

1=1

1

We thus have, if p be not a multiple of r,

r.Tr (a) h i-y
P Pr(<») s=-p+l S^

sr
r^(--.«

(r-1)! ' ^
( r 4=1 kp

§ 17. We consider in the second place the case when j) is a multiple of r and equal

to At (say). Then in formula (1) of the preceding paragraph infinite terms arise for the

values —s = k, 2k, ..., rk and m = l, 2, ..., ?•.

The sum of these terms is

m{kT+t)

=1 kvi

( kmr \ ^
^'U-7-+6' ) ,„=!

(-)'«+'• TT^ " A""+"(a)

m i sin in-jT
kr + e

)

and is therefore [^M. G. F. § 31] e(iual to

,=1 A:m

+ 7

(»i — 1 ) ! (— we)

(-)"

(m - 1)! 1=\ *

!• (_\m+r+mk ,. -ink ij (in + v {.,\ ( „,,
+ 2 ^-^ ' ' ^' ifii i + ™^log^

m = \ ni ! ?W6
(

?• "

neglecting terms which vanish with e.

And on reduction the infinite terms cancel and we obtain

r (_\{k+\)m ^m r /_\ tt+i) m+r ~*m
{

m 1

m=i m! ^- ^
„,=i m! v /

^
o ^^^ /^-
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Therefore if p = kr, where k is an integer, we have the asymptotic expansion

/ \(t+i)»n -tm r /_\ik+i) m+r Jem ( iii 1

+ 2
m=i ml

the star indicating that the terms which correspond to s = 0, — k, —2k, ..., — rk; are to

be omitted in the summation.

The expansion exists over that part of the plane at infinity which is not covered

by zeros of rRi,{z), and the logarithms involved are to have their principal values with

respect to the axis of — \jL.

The reader will notice that the formulae agree with those for the special case r = 2

which has been previously investigated* [C.I.F. §§ 16, 17].

§ 18. We proceed to deduce from the foregoing formula the asymptotic expansion

of logrr(a) which was obtained in a very different manner in the memoir on that

function [M. G. F. § .57].

In the formula of § 17 we put p = r, so that ^' = 1, and we have the asymptotic

expansion

logn

p /,,\ 3c (_\s—

1

r -m

r /_y 7'" f
'" 1

)

+ S ^ '
. A""+" (a) nosz- S 7

If now a tend to zeio the expression on the left-hand side of this equality becomes

logr-(-)--7n- Jt..- - -f.7n.+ Lt |- loga-| + ... + ~\.

We therefore have, in tlie limit when a = 0,

log r,-' (z) = - log pA<o) + {-y A' (0) log z + i tJJ t, ( - «, 0)

Now Lt U/"" (« ) + ^~-^' ^^ ^' + 7™.} = 0. [.1/. G. F § 24]

and r,.
(- s, 0) = (-r ^^^l±£i5)

.

. [,y. (?. jr.
| 31]

* In the results to which reference is made has been by an oversight replaced by 5.
P ^
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We therefore finally obtain

,„=i ml \ /
j

ft 12 mj

which agrees with the previous result.

§ 19. At this point we may conveniently conclude for the present this series of

investigations.

Sufficient results have been obtained to prove the statement made previously

[C. I. F. I 35] and complete the initial stages of the general theory there outlined. We
have, in fact, shewn that for non-repeated functions, with algebraic zeros, of ?'-ple linear

sequence and finite non-zero non-integral order R there exists an asymptotic expansion of

which the dominant term is of order R, that is to say, the function behaves like

exp [cz^ + terms of lower order when
|

2:
I

is large in z, log z, &c.],

where c is independent of s. When the order of the function is integral but non-zero

the dominant term behaves like

exp [c2^ log z + similar terms of lower order].

By coalescence of the parameters we may obtain similar results for the whole range

of linearly algebraically repeated functions of multiple linear sequence and finite non-zero

order.

It has been shewn that it is possible to obtain complete asymptotic expansions for

the logarithms of all these functions, and that the coefficients which arise can all be

expressed in terms of functions derived from the extended multiple f functions.

The beginning of a similar theory for integral functions of zero order has been out-

lined : the development of such a theory is still to be obtained by extended algebraic

analysis.

The functions which have been investigated are the most natural in analysis and
their range is of no small extent. Much, however, remains to be done. We must in-

vestigate functions of non-linear sequence, functions of linear sequence whose zeros are

non-linearly repeated, functions for which the repetition is transcendental, functions of

infinite order, and so on. The gradually increasing complexity of a typical zero and its

repetition furnishes an infinite series of problems.
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